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Abstract 
 

The Rise of the Edge: New Thresholds of the 
Ecological Uncanny 

& 
Inside Albatrosses (Fictions for Strange Weather) 

 
HE AGE OF SYSTEMIC CLIMATE CHANGE has displaced more than just 

physical borders. In attempting to conceptualise contemporary ecological 

threat we are confronted by the collapse of many types of boundaries; 

divisions between self and other, nation and planet, being and seeming, here and there, 

everywhere and nowhere. “It’s all in your head,” declare the skeptics. What they’ve 

missed is how the unique psychopathology of ecological threat has supplanted the 

reality of the experience, so that the part that’s “all in our heads” is the only real and 

relevant part. This is not the same thing as simulacra, correlationism or even paranoia 

– the complexity of scientific thought is now more urgent than ever. Yet as the sciences 

move towards proving the intimacy of ecological threat, so is that threat paradoxically 

rendered abstract. Thinking about climate change is predicated on the inundation of 

the outer world by an internal reality, and vice-versa, by the flooding of an inner world 

with an external reality. We might call this a delusion but as will become clear, 

delusions proliferate around actualities more readily than around illusions. One thing 

is clear – the old modalities of nature and nature’s political analogue, the environment, 

are defunct.  

 Surrounded by convulsing geographies of the philosophical and the 

representational, the discourse of ecology has emerged as a new apparatus for 

structuring threat. Ecology works with interconnectedness to override the dualities that 

have been displaced by thinking on climate change. Ecology, as it is deployed in this 

context, has a specific relationship with semiotics and is energised by narrativity. In 

this way, ecology accounts for the end of externality and the dispersal of consciousness. 

But in the new state of absolute liminality and openness we must be prepared for 

ecology to undergo an uncanny reversion – ecology will not look like it did when nature 

was around. Instead of ecology working to isolate the unfamiliar and bringing it into 

knowledge, ecology will integrate the familiar and make it seem foreign. Indeed, in 

many instances the familiar thing will be us: the ecological uncanny is perhaps best 

encapsulated as the experience of ourselves as foreign bodies. Ecology will cease to be 
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about naming, taxonomy and codification – rather it will move to charting the 

perimeters of the unspeakable, the unfathomable and the irreconcilable. In short, 

ecology will become cartographic. These are going to be anxious adjustments to make.    

 As we are dealing here with the uncanny and the psychological (and beneath 

that, the drives of compulsion and loss), we turn to art. It is in art that a culture strives 

to apprehend the inexpressible. In the exegetical component of this thesis I examine 

Cormac McCarthy’s 2006 novel The Road through the lens of the ecological uncanny. 

Using this text, I look at the role of the vertical gradient (the high altitude perspective) 

and the distortion of time in respect of ecological threat. Counterposing two 

thresholds: the beach and the garden, as well as two intervals: pre and post 

catastrophe, I propose that The Road represents a uniquely ecological narrative that 

troubles the reader using the psychological and literary devices of the uncanny, in 

preference to the apocalyptic sublime. Ultimately, I argue for the radical potential of 

the uncanny to motivate a denaturalised ecological politics, and to speak from – rather 

than simply about – green consciousness.   

 

Jacques Derrida, whose voice runs a strong undercurrent throughout this thesis, once 

proposed that “we must invent a name for those critical inventions which belong to 

literature while deforming its limits.” As a thesis that aligns itself with fictocriticism, 

the second half of the work that I present looks to answer this call by directly tackling 

some of the impediments to the representation of environmental crisis identified in the 

exegesis.  

 Inside Albatrosses consists of a series of interlinked pieces of short-fiction that 

embrace the uncanniness of ecological threat. Against a backdrop inspired by a diverse 

set of real events – including the 2009 Black Saturday fires in Victoria and the 2006 

Boxing Day tsunami – these stories contain characters dealing with unspecified 

trauma, misplaced memory and un-fruiting grief. There is also, I hope, humour, 

empathy and connectedness in these stories, as new communities form in anticipation 

of the deepening strangeness of the world, and of ourselves.  
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Preface 
Swimming Fixations  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
   too drained to dissemble, things verge 

   on being themselves, larger than life 

   – Alison Clark, Ananke (1987).1  
 
 

T IS HARD NOT TO BE PREOCCUPIED WITH THE SWIMMING POOLS. As the 

plane descends into Perth at daybreak, passing over corrugated roofs and tracts of 

gris clair bushland, the pools flash like shards of a mirror smashed in an 

overgrown lawn. Here the dawn is taken into physical custody. Step out in that thin 

hour to see stars drowning in the gardens – every waterbody brims with sky. Once an 

American astronaut called Perth “The City of Lights” but seen from this intermediate 

altitude, a different elemental mean dominates the landscape. What Rachel Carson 

described as that “dark, subsurface sea, rising under hills, sinking under valleys.”2 As if 

the pools were in fact all connected to some great undergirding reservoir, a fluid 

scaffolding revealing itself. Here and there a pupil-less eye stares out of the 

topography, bright and blind, fringed with scrub. The plane banks. A seam of sunlight 

blinks across their surfaces. 

The aerial view of my home city is pockmarked with water. More specifically, it 

is shaped by the desire to demonstrate control over water: a symbol of affluence and 

leisure, and an affront to the natural climate. From this height it is possible to discern 

how much of the city’s infrastructure – highways, railways, pumping stations and 

powerlines – follow courses laid down by waterways, many of which still run in 

                                                 
1Alison Clark, Ananke (Melbourne: Scripsi, 1987), p. 38.   
2Rachel Carson, Silent Spring (London, England: Hamish Hamilton, 1963, [c1962]), p. 42.  
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subterranean channels that rise to soften the land with infrequent spots of enchained 

bog.3 Occasionally you hear that one of these chthonic rivers has attempted to recoup a 

post office or the quadrangle of a primary school, keeling the bitumen inward as if 

something heavy had alighted there, and taken off again, during the night.  

Leaving the Earth’s surface it is strange to note how the forces that hold you 

there become more, not less apparent. At this elevation the normally imperceptible 

haul of gravity shows up in the land as one topography falling constantly down on top 

of another one, ever slowly. Splitting at the joins to reveal a familiar but distant register 

of time. The landscape that I am flying over today, pushed onwards at an inconceivable 

ground-speed, is as dry as parchment and has appeared so since the earliest days of 

settlement (when far fewer people had the chance to see it laid out from above).4 What 

has been built around water here hasn’t sought it out to suppress it, but to draw from it 

as vegetation does a lake. Now those gulches are set with the loose crockery of dried 

clay, clotted with rushes or impoverished soil deposited by runoff. Water shapes the 

city by its absence – histories of evaporation, and evaporating histories.5 This is the 

country that inspired “Born Sandy Devotional,”6 not the fecund substrate of the 

                                                 
3The history of a few of these suppressed tributaries forms the basis of a postgraduate thesis 
currently being undertaken by the poet Nandi Chinna at Edith Cowan University, provisionally 
titled The Lost Lakes of Perth: A Psychogeography of Wetlands on the Swan Coastal Plain, 
under the supervision of Dr. Marcella Polain and Prof. Rod Giblett. My thanks to Nandi for 
sharing her work with me.  
4See Richard Weller, Boomtown 2050: Scenarios for a Rapidly Growing City (Perth: University 
of Western Australia Press, 2009), pp. 15-47, for a précis of the water footprint of the city and 
the pressures that a history of development has put on the water resources of Perth.  
5Michael Cathcart’s The Water Dreamers: The Remarkable History of Our Dry Continent 
(Melbourne: Text Publishing Company, 2009) is one such example of bringing together 
histories of evaporation with evaporating histories. The parts of the book that focus on the 
retrospective construction of the myth of the inland sea in Australia are particularly interesting, 
and reveal a shadow tradition of waterscape writing that resonates with the intentions of this 
preface.   
6The Triffids (c David McComb), Born Sandy Devotional (Mark Angelo Studios London; 
Mushroom Records, 1985) [CD]. The image on the slip-case of the original record shows the 
Mandurah region, back in 1961 – before it was developed by extending the Peel Inlet into a 
series of canals modelled on a European vision of watery urbanity (those same estuarine waters 
were fetid with piggery discharge and algae blooms prior to the cutting of the Dawesville 
channel). It is this over-swept mid-zone depicted on Born Sandy Devotional, between the sea 
and the Inlet with the Old Coast Road cutting a perpendicular strike out to the horizon, that – in 
my mind – so accurately reduces the fringe landscapes of Perth to their lyric core. Asphalt, 
sand, sea: drifting into one another without distinction. The “Wide Open Road.” But this is a 
nostalgia that predates me, and so is doubly sugared by virtue of being not recalled, but re-
imagined.  
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American nature writing classic Sand County Almanac.7 Roads part and rejoin around 

wetlands that have become no more than waterless pans, ringed with the type of stains 

that mottle a damp ceiling. Some of these places have been built over with parking lots 

and discount supermarkets, named for their watery palimpsest: Dog Swamp and 

Champion Lakes. Swathes of dead trees in the distance show where salt has struck up 

to meet the root boluses, so that the canopy colours seen from overhead read as a 

translation of the biotic story playing out beneath the topsoil. It is the striking lack of 

surface water that makes these backyard swimming pools stand out so much.   

In a 1977 essay entitled “Holy Water,” Joan Didion wrote that “some of us who 

live in arid parts of the world might think about water with a reverence others find 

excessive.”8 In Western Australia that reverence verges on obsession. When water 

restrictions are enforced during the summer months wealthy residents pay thousands 

of dollars for cartage firms to transport truckloads of treated groundwater from 

regional bores to their backyards, to keep their pools legally topped up.9 Nightly the 

news-shows broadcast reservoir levels, while over the airwaves the state Water 

Corporation entreats us all – bathers, growers, drinkers – to “think of the dams” that 

are boiling off by the bucketful under the midday sun. In 2004, the noted 

environmental scientist and palaeontologist Tim Flannery declared that Perth could 

shortly become “the 21st Century’s first ghost metropolis”10 because of water shortages. 

Almost overnight hundreds of suburban lawns yellowed and then blew away in 

billowing clouds of topsoil and desiccated grass, as people abandoned their sprinkler 

systems to rust. We are a city saturated with water consciousness (and so too 

contentiousness) much as San Franciscans live with earthquake or Beijing residents 

know smog.   

These pools then, exist within matrices of meaning that go deeper than their 

superficial codes divulge; they exceed their function as designators of class status and 

                                                 
7Aldo Leopold, Sandy County Almanac (New York: Oxford University Press, 1949). Leopold’s 
formative work of nature writing is set in the forested and flood-prone regions of Sauk County, 
Wisconsin.   
8Joan Didion, “Holy Water” in The White Album (New York: Simon and Schuster, 1979), p.59. 
9Since the late 1990’s strict water restrictions aimed at reducing consumption have been 
operational in most Australian state capitals. These restrictions have prevented the filling of 
pools and spas with water from the main water supply (allowing only residential properties with 
a bore or alternative access to groundwater to keep their swimming pools full and clean). 
Commercial water-cartage firms service metropolitan clients, topping up private pools with 
water from regional bores at a cost of around $AUS1,600.00 per load. See Chee Chee Leung; 
Alex Johnson, “Trouble Filling the Pool? There is a Solution,” The Age (8 October 2007). 
10Anne Davies, “Sydney’s Future Eaten: The Flannery Prophecy,” Sydney Morning Herald (19 
May 2004). http://www.smh.com.au/articles/2004/05/18/1084783517732.html (accessed 
26/10/2010).   
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privileged regimes of the body.11 I want to suggest, almost intuitively, that there is 

something going on in Perth regarding the pools, that has to do with the 

territorialisation of a perceived environmental threat. The pools as apotropaic objects, 

set up outside to ward off the anxiety of a life lived under water-stress in a domicile 

that is ostensibly waterless. Like those octagonal bagua mirrors that are sometimes 

hung above doorways to deflect negative sha qi flowing in off the street, the pools are 

an inverse manifestation of an ambient unease. See how much water we can afford to 

just “leave out” in the natatorium or the garden; unworking, untroubling, crystal clear. 

The pools are available at any time to capture our reflection, or deflect our attention.  

 

Eco-criticism has typically avoided getting wet in the pool, preferring to seek out Big 

Nature over the back fence (mountain peaks, unmanned forests and other expansive 

territories lit with the rose-glow of the Romantics) rather than to peer in through the 

smaller, dimmer aperture of the garden. Several antitheses are irrevocably fused here – 

culture to nature, labour to contemplation, the man-made to the environmental – a 

dizzying hybridisation that confounds traditional modes of nature.12 Nothing of drama 

or grandeur has ever burst forth spontaneously from the backyard, or if it has, we have 

always been too close (temporally and spatially) to contend a reaction that provides the 

kind of rich mental mulch that eco-criticism considers worthy of interrogation. In the 

garden we are too busy acting to stop and consider how we should be feeling about the 

nature around us. If you water the squash daily, as you must, it will never take on the 

proportions of a miracle vegetable, no matter how large it grows. All miracles must 

strike from themselves, and likely manifest by moonlight.  

                                                 
11Elizabeth Shove has written a fascinating book titled Comfort, Cleanliness and Convenience: 
The Social Organisation of Normality (Oxford; New York: Berg, 2003) with a particular focus 
on washing (Chapters 6 “Behind the Bathroom Door: Revolving Rationales” and 7 
“Laundering: A System of Systems” particularly) as means of establishing tait norms and 
conventions of social regulation. It would be interesting to apply Shove’s arguments to pool 
usage, which in regions of the Northern Territory and Western Australia is incentivised as part 
of a broader scheme of public health initiatives. Swimming has been shown to decrease rates of 
trachoma and skin afflictions like scabies in communities where private bathing facilities are 
inadequate or unpopular, and so the public swimming pool is maintained not only as a 
recreational facility, but as a means of invigilating regular bathing.  
12Steven Stoll, “Notebook: Agrarian Anxieties,” Harpers Magazine (July 2010), 6-9. Stoll 
discusses the historical and biblical origins of “hybridisation” with respect to agriculture and 
agribusiness. p.6: “Whenever we seek control over our tiny scrap of the universe we create 
hybrids – not fuel-efficient cars or cross-pollinated flora but composites of nature and culture 
that we stitch together, and imagine serve us rather than stalk us.”  Michael Pollan’s book on 
the ethics, philosophies and practices of gardening, Second Nature: A Gardener’s Education 
(New York: Grove Press, 1991) also identifies the absence of cultivated environments in eco-
criticism, and argues for the political potential in returning to consider the nearer nature of 
gardens in an age where learning how to “use” nature without damaging it is an imperative. 
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The “sublime” has historically been the predominant philosophical 

temperament of aesthetics utilised by eco-criticism, and it is useful to be reminded 

upfront of its etymology. Sublime as in “sub”-“liminal” – inset with a spatial 

understanding, the sublime has connotations of looking up from under, as in the Latin 

sublimis, “sloping up to the lintel,” from sub “up to” and limen, “lintel.” There is 

something eclipsing about the sublime – the cognitive dissonance of registering our 

incapacity to perceive a thing in its fullness. An inferior gaze taken from the root-

standpoint of an overwhelming phenomenon, as when one is looking up into the sun. A 

pool, as a tabular, low-lying field – bounded, private, and however deep, not infinite – 

has little hope of engendering this kind of sublimity. Besides which, this is simply not 

the altimetric perspective I have begun to speak of, looking out from the plane.   

We are always thinking about the pool from a position above the pool, always 

approaching its edge, where, upon stopping, the pool invites us to remember back to 

distant recollections or to look into the glimmering beyond.13 This, at least, may be said 

of our orientation up until we dive, when we must descend from the rooms of cognitive 

rumination down into the body in order to stay afloat (although it does not follow that 

all creative mindsets are dissolved upon becoming a swimmer).14 Once we’re in the 

pool, by necessity we’re doing first, especially the bad swimmers amongst us – those 

who consider the vernacular “things went swimmingly” to imply an ironic circumflex. 

Suddenly cold, we’re kicking, pulling, breathing, then not breathing, breathing again – 

finding a rhythm. Imagining becomes a second-order pursuit. 

 

Sitting next to me in the plane is an older man wearing a Gore-Tex jacket with 

numerous variably sized pockets evidently meant for numerous specifically sized 

                                                 
13Gaston Bachelard, Water and Dreams: An Essay on the Imagination of Matter. trans. Edith R. 
Farrell (Dallas: The Pegasus Foundation [The Dallas Institute Publications], 1983), p. 28: “But 
is it the lake or the eye which contemplates better? The lake or pool or stagnant water stops us 
near its bank. It says to our will: you shall go no further; you should go back to looking at 
distant things, and at the beyond.”  
14Gaston Bachelard, Water and Dreams: An Essay on the Imagination of Matter. In the 
penultimate chapter devoted to “violent waters” (pp. 159-185), Bachelard explores what he 
calls the “narrated swim” – a product of the particular “muscular/dynamic” states of 
imagination that are enlivened by understanding an element directly through “force, resistance 
and matter.” The encounter with water as an adversary, rather than as an object for formal 
inquiry, changes the type of imagination adduced by it for Bachelard, who describes the effects 
of a “dynamic environment that responds to the dynamic quality of our assaults” (p. 167). 
Bachelard had no time for swimming pools however, which he scorns as “lack(ing) the 
fundamental psychological element that makes swimming healthy [the solitariness of the 
swimmer] from a moral point of view” (p. 168). The violent waters that he writes of then, are 
like Victor Hugo’s sea: “waters full of claws” (Victor Marie Hugo, Les Travallieurs, in Oeuvres 
complètes de Victor Hugo [Paris: Albin Michel, 1905), p. 178).  
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objects. He looks up from the roadmap he has been annotating throughout the journey 

and drums his fingers on the tray table. I motion an encouragement for him to lean in 

and see the suburbs unfurling through the doubled oval of the window, but he waives 

the gesture; uninterested, only impatient to arrive. If his map shows the Darling Scarp 

then the view through the window may well be the original palimpsest from which the 

image has been extracted: the plane is now coasting at what I would estimate to be the 

height of the cartographer’s aspect. I would be keen to hold the map up to the glass, if 

he would allow it (and it covered that same region) to see whether I could orient the 

major intersections and work out what the image withholds. To speculate why the map 

depicts some things and not others. But the view below is made dull to my fellow 

traveller by all its excessive intricacy, its meagre palette, fuzzed lines and irrelevant 

details. He wants a narrative with implicit direction – which is what the map provides, 

over-traced with an orange highlighter.  

I will see this man again after we land, in the airport car-park struggling to 

defend himself against what looks to be a pelican. He will be thrashing his arms with 

the bird at his throat, appearing to throttle it, or it him. Dropping my bags in alarm I 

will take a few jogging steps towards him before I realise that it is only the map he is 

endeavouring to refold against the strong wind. For the time being though, I return to 

watching the pools wink in the early light. Why is it that these pools lead me into 

thinking about environmental anxiety, when they are of themselves designed to be 

places of repose, tranquillity and even beauty? I am a good swimmer; it is not a fear of 

drowning that motivates this response. Is it simply the case that everyone thinks about 

water differently these days – finds water to be more complicated than it should be, as 

the sea levels rise and the central lakes transform to parched playas? Or is it more 

personal than that, for the pools are also visual tokens of home-coming. They carry me 

back to long hours spent as a teenager lapping the black-tiled line, the sound of the 

starter’s whistle, the jack-knife airborne moment, the lung-burning race. Chlorine is 

my most potent madeleine. But as Proust himself recognised, the reason beautiful 

places so often disappoint us in reality is that the imagination can only lay hold of that 

which is now absent.15 

 

But allow me to hesitate for a moment at an even earlier question: is a pool nature? It 

would seem to be wilfully reticent to begin an exegesis that moves towards discussing 

climate change, with talk of pools, when more worthy material candidates – ice shelves, 

trees and the ozone layer, for example – clamour for attention with an urgency that is 

                                                 
15Cited in Michael Pollan, Second Nature: A Gardener’s Education, p. 243.  
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amplified by their factual dematerialisation. Pools, on the other hand, are under no 

such threat (setting aside their evaporation). How does a pool, that ubiquitous, almost 

banal icon of landscape architecture in Australia, speak to nature and its state of 

uncertainty in a world that, according to our best science,16 is warming? Examined 

individually, these pools exhibit no sign of distress. They appear isolated from the 

supra-natural, supra-national phenomena of globally increasing C02 levels. There is 

surely a scarcity of scale here, for the pools are inadequately sized; too local, and too 

human to graft a discussion of the type of meta-seizure in the natural that climate 

change represents. If anything, the pools hide what is going on in nature now by 

providing an idealised, indifferent version of other types of water-bodies beyond the 

garden fence.   

A waterhole would be considered “nature” certainly, as could a swamp, a lake, 

the Swan River that winds a steely road away in the distance. Even an ornamental 

fishpond set with imported lilies might, debatably, be nature. After all, water, as one of 

the classical Platonic elements17 and a phase of matter omnipresent the world over, is 

archetypal nature. But does a pool deserve to be considered in concert with these 

“wilder” (I use the term provisionally)18 waters? Plainly a pool could not “happen” 

without human intervention – hands to dig and pour – but there are plenty of things 

about which that could also be said, that might still be considered natural. I am not 

talking here of a quality of “cultivation,” but of basic naturalness, close to organicism, 

                                                 
16It seems almost tragicomic to have to relegate this point (and the voluminous data it compiles) 
to a footnote, and yet the truth remains that there are many of us the world over who do not 
share a belief in the reality of global warming. Indeed this question, why believe, is a 
fundamental driver of the exegesis that proceeds from this preface. Recognising the inadequacy 
of fact as fact then, I cite the resources and multiple, peer-reviewed publications of the 
Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change (IPCC), established by the United Nations 
Environmental Program and the World Meteorological Organisation (see 
http://www.ipcc.ch/index.htm) as a principal authority on the science of climate change. Other 
scientific reports supporting the notion of global warming are referenced throughout this 
exegesis – full details can be found in the bibliography – but given that I go on to refute the 
efficacy of factual evidence in this debate, I do not wish to devote excessive space here to the 
substantial and compelling body of research that corroborates not just that climate change is 
happening, but that it is largely the product of anthropogenic causes. Almost every national 
scientific academy – the Chinese, the Russians, the Americans, the Canadians, the Indians and 
Britain’s Royal Society – supports this view.  
17In the Timaeus dialogue, Plato designates the icosahedron, formed from twenty equilateral 
triangles, as the basic constitutive form of water. Water is therefore the element with the 
greatest number of sides, which Plato considered appropriate because water flows out of a 
person’s hand when picked up, as if it is made of little balls: Plato, Timaeus, chapters 22-23; see 
Gregory Vlastos, Plato’s Universe (Oxford: Clarendon Press, 1975), pp. 66-82.  
18“Wildness” as an indicator of nature has ceased to have any practical or political use-value in 
an age of global climate change. See Bill McKibben, The End of Nature (New York: Anchor 
Books, 1990, [c1989]).   
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as of lemons growing on backyard trees that might also be rushing past below me, but 

are too small to be seen from this altitude.    

The answer to this question, whether a pool can be considered natural, is more 

tortuous than a cursory opinion supposes. Despite the fact that a pool is made up of all 

water, it clearly marks an elision of nature – its erasure by augmentation, as when an 

upgraded version of an original ideal strives to be extra-natural, “nature-plus,” and in 

doing so inadvertently slips towards nature-morte (the supernatural of life mixed in 

with death). This is a strange effect, because even when we look very closely, dip in, the 

additional “part” remains invisible. It’s just clean water. The pool-water doesn’t look 

any more artificial than rainwater (and in fact, isn’t it likely that at least some of it is 

rainwater?). It cannot be said that the pool is not natural merely because it’s clean, 

having been sifted of the protozoans and filamentous microplants that make pond-

water turbid. How can the pool be considered extra-natural, when it has only been 

changed to exclude such small scraps of life as would normally require a microscope to 

perceive? Surely, if anything, a pool is a type of sub-nature, baseline nature? When we 

go swimming this is one of the ideas that buoys our enjoyment – physical submersion 

in a sanitised realm and a refreshing encounter with the disinfected non-human 

(though we ourselves are made of such fluid stuff). If the pool was in fact substantively 

made out of human matter, our experience of swimming would be diminished. No one 

wants do the hundred metres in spit.     

Although the pool first looks to be a minimalist reconstitution of nature, it is 

like one of Mark Rothko’s colour-field canvases in that the more that you meditate on 

its minimalism, the more you come to see it contains further dimensions and a deeper 

kind of electricity. A pool is designed to display additional nature even as it pares back 

the content of nature; it is water made bluer and clearer and stiller (but not too still) 

than in wild water-bodies. Many pools here are brinked by plastic ferns, because the 

splash of “artificial” water kills or bleaches real plants. In emulating only the purified 

excesses of the pond – sans leeches, waterweed and murky bottom – the pool loses 

something definitionally pond-ish, namely its cohabitation with, and formation by, 

interacting lifeforms. The pool stops being natural when it stops admitting a porous 

interconnection with the contiguous systems that frame it (which is part of the pool’s 

slick trick, because of course, it continues to slowly vaporise and gather leaves – it 

cannot actually be closed, despite best attempts at that illusion). The borders of the 

pond are a configuration of all the teeming littoral organisms that entangle one another 

there – within and without – as we are told in the last paragraph of Charles Darwin’s 
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The Origin of Species.19 Indeed, the pond is shaped not just by the physical influence of 

those multiple “anatomies” (fish, insects, aquatic plants) but by the very phenotypes 

that express the life that intermeshes it.20  

Strangers, however, are not permitted in the pool. Other bodies (“O”ther) are 

prohibited; no corpses, no tiny organelles (watch out, anaerobic meningitis!) and 

especially no non-human animate creatures. Therefore the pool is filled up with dead 

water, more dead than what might flow into a peat sexpool, or even the water that 

gathers in the viscid drainage channels underneath a city, bobbing with drowned dogs 

and excrescences – for there are found a bouquet of parasites, saprophytes, bacteria 

and viruses. The water in the pool, on the other hand, is “dead” because it is toxic to 

most things that are desirous to live in it – those frogs that turn up asphyxiated in the 

filter-box, and the algae that would otherwise bloom a florid carpet along the pool’s 

floor.  

But in writing this, the distinction between dead and living water immediately 

becomes impossible to define. “Live water heals memories,” proposes Annie Dillard, 

implying further into this quotation that motion, the act of facing upstream, is the 

distinguishing attribute of living water.21 But water that flows can be “dead” too, as in 

the Dead Sea which, despite its torpid currents and stratified, rasping layers, is 

hypersaline and supports only limited basic lifeforms. Is heavy water, with its isotopic 

reconfiguration, still living? Is boiled or distilled water dead? Scientifically, the “Vienna 

Standard Mean Ocean Water,” (the VSMOW: perplexingly named because it doesn’t 

                                                 
19Charles Darwin, The Origin of Species By Means of Natural Selection of the Preservation of 
Favoured Races, Gillian Beer, ed., (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 1996), pp. 395-396: “It is 
interesting to contemplate an entangled bank, clothed with many plants of many kinds, with 
birds singing on the bushes, with various insects flitting about, and with worms crawling 
through the damp earth, and to reflect that these elaborately constructed forms, so different 
from each other, and dependent on each other in so complex a manner, have all been produced 
by laws acting around us.” Although Darwin had not yet focused his theories on genes as the 
fundamental unit of natural selection – a founding premise in the work of the neo-Darwinian 
thinkers, such as Richard Dawkins and Stephen Jay Gould.  
20As Richard Dawkins argues in The Extended Phenotype: The Long Reach of the Gene 
(Oxford: Oxford University Press, 1999), pp. 233-234: “the environment is as much a product 
of the genotypes of the animals within it, as are those animals the product of the so-called 
‘evolutionary pressures’ of their environment.” Timothy Morton uses the analogy of the beaver 
phenotype that does not stop at the end of the beaver’s whiskers, but includes the beaver’s dam. 
The Ecological Thought (Cambridge, Mass; London, England: Harvard University Press, 2010), 
p.34, 51.    
21Annie Dillard, Pilgrim at Tinker Creek (New York: Harper Perennial, 1998 [c1974]), p.101: 
“Live water heals memories. I look up the creek and here it comes, the future, being borne aloft 
as on a winding succession of laden trays. You may wake and look from the window and 
breathe the real air, and say, with satisfaction or with longing, ‘This is it.’ But if you look up the 
creek, if you look up the creek in any weather, your spirit fills, and you are saying, with an 
exulting rise of the lungs, “Here it comes!” Here it comes.”   
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deal with seawater specifically) administered by the United States National Bureau of 

Standards, sets a physical criterion for water composition. And there are legal 

definitions of water that, for instance, draw a distinction between what amounts to 

water for drinking vis-à-vis water for agricultural use. Yet these questions – are the 

pools living, are the pools nature –  are more poetic than they are scientific or legal. As 

D. H. Lawrence observed: “water is H2O, hydrogen two parts, oxygen one, but there is 

also a third thing that makes it water, and nobody knows what it is.”22 Natural things 

can be living or dead but never both, for being both asymptotically approaches being 

neither. Water, confoundingly, floods that divide. A pond can be amniotic fluid and 

malarial reservoir simultaneously, depending on whether you take the point of view of 

the mosquitos or their animal quarry. In mainland Australia we are perhaps more 

accustomed to this kind of ambiguity – aware of the rivers which, whilst depicted as a 

thick navy veins on our maps, are three seasons out of four no more than a broken 

necklace of shallow billabongs.  

Anyone who has been responsible for maintaining a swimming pool knows 

how easy it is to misestimate chemical quotients, so as to accidentally render the water 

uninhabitable even for humans. This is an important point to draw out for even though 

the pool contains “cleaner” water, perhaps even cleaner than the sea (achieve the pH of 

human tears, as it says on the side of a barrel of muriatic acid), the pool’s serenity 

hides a toil with substances that are intensely more noxious than dirty water. These are 

chemicals which, if allowed to overspill their containments, would do great damage to 

their surrounding ecosystems and to the ill-advised person handling them. The pool is 

thoroughly anti-natural then, reliant on synthetic toxins that would harm nature if 

released, even as the pool affects the artifice of nature enhanced. Gazing down now it is 

remarkably easy to read the pellucid glow of the pools as repositories of pollution, 

rather than spaces of cleanliness. They suddenly seem too blue.  

 

Cease to dose the pool though, and see how it rapidly accumulates nature. In essence: 

how can we tell what is a pool and what is a pond? If I scoop up a jar and bring it inside 

to show to you, will you be able to know for certain if what is in the jar is pond-water or 

pool-water? I think that is unlikely. Some pools are cloudy, some ponds are clear. 

Perhaps the thing that makes a pool a pool and not a pond, you might suggest, is not 

what it fundamentally is (a water-body for swimming in) but what surrounds it (what 

it fundamentally isn’t); its concrete or fibreglass shell. That is to say, concrete is not 

                                                 
22David Herbert Lawrence, Birds, Beasts and the Third Thing: Poems, Selected and Illustrated 
by Alice and Martin Provensen (New York: Viking Press, 1982), p. 14-15.  
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what constitutes the experience of the pool; it is not its raison d'être, to borrow an 

appropriate, if overworked, French expression. When we get in the pool, we get in 

water, not in concrete. A pool stops being a pool when it is drained, because then you 

can’t swim in it, even though the pool’s shell might remain (usually it becomes a dump, 

or a terrarium for ruderal plant life). But a pool that is left to eutrophicate – even, we 

can imagine, a commercial aqua-park pool hermetically sealed from the ground by the 

latest stainless-steel shell and sheathed in waterproof vinyl – even that kind of pool 

stops being a pool if it becomes un-swimmable. If the pool doesn’t quite fit the 

description of a pond after it is permitted to fall into disuse, it alternately becomes 

some parallel project in aquaculture and accompanying miasma. Later the counter-

cultures move in – skateboarders coasting the dry bowl, then naïf graffiti, abandoned 

sofas and broken glass.   

So in fact, it is not the concrete rim that makes a pool a pool, but what that 

concrete represents – regulation, and with regulation predictability and familiarity. 

Look along the length of the pool and you will likely be able to see the tiles glistening 

underneath the water. When you plunge in, the expectation carried is that you will 

eventually touch a hard, smooth floor, not find your hands buried wrist-deep in a 

pouchy interzone of silt and eels.23 Knowing what is on the bottom of the pool is part of 

what defines it as a homely space. The pool, as opposed to the pond, delimits the range 

of the swimmer’s horrific imagination so that they are not made busy filling the space 

beneath them with a fantasy of grabbing mouths and stake-set tree roots while they lap 

above. Homeliness equates to transparency, and so to knowability. Where things 

appear interstitial – neither water nor ground for instance as in the case of the pond-

bed – they cease to be easily knowable and become troubling, even nightmarish. (Am I 

underground or underwater, you might ask; how should I know the substances 

surrounding me?). We have a word for this uncertainty, the blurring of the homely and 

the unhomely; that word is “uncanny.”  

A pool is designed to be a rigorously human place, an area that remains 

familiar and controlled despite the fact that it is located outside the house. How much 

this is a deception becomes clear when we learn that many more people drown in 

                                                 
23Nick Flynn captures this anxiety beautifully in his memoir The Ticking is the Bomb (London: 
Faber and Faber, 2010), p. 21: on swimming in lake Pleiad “... I was also afraid, only not of 
what was there, but of what wasn’t there – my fear was more a type of horror vacui, the fear of 
empty space, the fear of the nothing that is. With my goggles on I could see into the darkness 
rising up from the unseen bottom, and it was as if I was looking into the universe, the way it 
just seemed to go on and on. Looking into this empty space all I could hear was my own 
breathing, as that was all there was, and it didn’t seem enough.”  
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pools, bathtubs and buckets than in the sea every year.24 Indeed the person who 

drowns in a pool is far less likely to be resuscitated than the person who drowns in the 

ocean. The salinity of blood is closer to saltwater than to fresh, so that once pool-water 

enters the body it creates a hypertonic solution, causing the red bloodcells to burst 

under osmotic pressure. Unless it comes to us through drinking, freshwater can in fact 

be far more “toxic” to the human body than seawater.  

 

In the sense that a pool is what it is not (water), we might think of a pool as a silence, a 

space that place skips over, and an absence that is at once a presence. This 

characterisation is appropriately met by the pool’s omission in eco-criticism and also in 

nature writing, where the dark sweeps of the ocean are the prevailing waterscape motif. 

Stamp-sized absences are similarly how the pools appear from this aerial prospect: 

geometric blanks, like a deck of unmarked cards, dropped from a great height into the 

hills by a numinous hand.  

We should be wary of objects that are silent in some way, as the pools are, for 

silence, like its polarity, noise, manifests not an unproblematic singularity but a surfeit 

of complexity. Too much information. During silence normally imperceptible, ambient 

reverberations rush to inundate our attention and their medial effect effaces the 

difference between the subject and the object, the figure and the ground (the act of 

swimming could be said to perfectly enact this collapse for it is literally the figure in the 

ground). “Contact becomes content,” to paraphrase Timothy Morton.25 Herein is also 

the reason that it is easier, by which I mean less demanding, to listen to a sine tone 

than to listen to nothing (although easy-listening compositions – “soft adult 

contemporary” as the genre is now called – might be doubly hard to listen to when 

brought into honed focus). Silence is never a subtractive conceit, but a layered one. The 

pools are cages for complex thought, even as they are mute.  

Architecture provides a vocabulary that we might borrow from to articulate the 

pools’ strange vacancy, viewed from above: Marc Augé’s “non-place,”26 Marion 

Shoard’s “edgelands,”27 Alberto Pérez-Gómez’s “spaces in between”28 and Rem 

                                                 
24See for example Ian Mackie, “Patterns of Drowning in Australia 1992-1997,” The Medical 
Journal of Australia 171 (1999), 587-590. 
25Timothy Morton, Ecology Without Nature: Rethinking Environmental Aesthetics (Cambridge, 
Mass.: Harvard University Press, 2007), pp. 36-39.  
26Marc Augé, Non-places: Introduction to an Anthropology of Supermodernity (London; New 
York: Verso, 1995).  
27Marion Shoard, “Edgelands” in Remaking the Landscape, Jennifer Jenkins ed., (London: 
Profile Books, 2002), pp. 118-140.  
28Alberto Pérez-Gómez, “Spaces In-between” in Present and Futures: Architecture in Cities 
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Koolhaas’ “junkspace,”29 but while these concepts can all be pressed to say something 

about pools, the fit of each remains differently awkward. Perhaps the best tessellation 

is with Ignasi Solá-Morales’ theory of terrain vague – “the physical idea of [space] in 

its expectant state, potentially exploitable but already possessing some kind of 

definition in its property to which we are external ... void, then, as absence, and yet also 

as promise, as encounter.”30 The anticipation of immersion which is a fulsome mental 

state of itself, and not just the forward-cast shadow of an experience. Even the 

inexperienced swimmer must recognise the abeyant pleasure of watching the afternoon 

light nest and re-nest in the pool, of touching a palm to its cool meniscus and allowing 

it to drift there. After every surrounding green thing has been bleached of life and hue 

by the heat, the pools remain constant in the gardens. They are places for the eye to 

rest, conducive to the kind of unheeding Walter Benjamin would have called 

zerstreuung (“distraction”)31 much as lawns are in Europe.32 Fantasy objects, the pools 

turn us in on ourselves.33  

In order to set Solá-Morales’ concept of terrain vague in motion, though, it is 

necessary to leap over that first word, for a pool is decidedly not “terrain,” with all the 

connotations of navigation, horizon and hardscape that that word implies (terrain; 

from terra – for earth, land, specifically dry land). Rather, a pool actively negates 

terrain – it indwells the land where terrain has been demolished by extraction and 

removal,34 and it flattens any vestigial gradient into the one smooth and uninterrupted 

plane. You cannot be on the pool, only in it. A pool lacks notable topography and so 

                                                                                                                                  
(Barcelona: Actar, 1996), pp. 274-279. 
29Rem Koolhaas, “Junkspace,” October 100 “Obsolescence” (Spring 2002), 175-190.  
30Ignasi Solá-Morales, “Terrain Vague,” Quaderns 212 (1996), 37.   
31Howard Eiland in “Reception in Distraction,” (boundary 2, 30.1 [2003], 51-66) states (p.60): 
“The opposition now would seem to be mere distraction and, shall we say, productive 
distraction – between distraction as a skewing of attention, or as abandonment to diversion, and 
distraction as a spur to new ways of perceiving.”  
32In many parts of Australia the struggle to maintain a lawn that is anywhere near green means 
that grass could not possibly be considered conducive to “unheeding,” and is rather a source of 
stress. On the characterisation of lawns in Europe and America, however, see Timothy Morton, 
“Wordsworth Digs the Lawn,” European Romantic Review, 15:2 (June 2004), 317-327, and 
Michael Pollan “Why Mow?” in Second Nature: A Gardener’s Education, pp. 54-65, as well as 
Virginia Scott Jenkins, The Lawn: A History of an American Obsession (Washington, DC: 
Smithsonian Books, 1994). 
33As Jean Baudrillard argues, “the mirror of water is not a surface of reflection, but a surface of 
absorption ... It is always a matter of self-seduction ... All seduction in this sense is 
narcissistic.” Seduction (London: Palgrave Macmillan, 1990), p. 69.   
34It is tempting here to reference John McPhee’s idea of geopoetry, as in “where gaps exist 
among the fact of geology the space between is often filled with things ‘geopoetical,’” cited in 
David L. Ulin, The Myth of Solid Ground: Earthquakes, Prediction, and the Fault Line Between 
Reason and Faith (New York: Penguin, 2004), p. 10. 
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thwarts most kinds of cartography, where it is most commonly represented as a 

featureless rectangle, if at all. Solá-Morales describes terrain vague as an “interior 

island”35 strung amidst the math of residential or commercial urbanity, and yet he also 

points to how the word “vague” comes to the English language from the Germanic root 

vagr-wogue, referring to sea swells and waves on the water, oscillation and flux, also 

derived from the Latin vacuus – as in “vacuum” and “vacuous” – denoting emptiness 

and latent capacity. Here then, are islands made of water, an inverted archipelago apt 

to capture the currency of pools.   

Terrain vague is space that is unresolved and outside the economically 

productive circuits of a city, even as it is inside the city’s imagination as a “physical 

expression of our fear and insecurity.”36 Analogise the pool: an inert space where 

nothing is allowed to grow, where nothing lives, where no materially profitable activity 

takes place and no trace of prior recreation subsists in the undisturbed water. A locus 

of “strenuous idleness,”37 the pool is paradoxically an expression of our water 

insecurity, that we can afford to keep it topped up, and allow the water within to be 

merely an aesthetic concern.  

If the pool is terrain vague, it is not because it occupies a marginal space – 

between inside and outside, between nature and culture, between clean and toxic 

(another, in the case of backyard pools, is between public and private) – but because it 

erodes the idea of a margin. We can’t absolutely say one way or the other: it carries 

traits of both. These pools are not forthcoming, yet there is so much more that could be 

said about them: I feel, following the invitation of Scott Shershow, that I am beginning 

to “pitch in.”38  

In Australian coastal properties there is a fashion now for “infinity pools” that 

affect a kind of trompe-l'œil whereby the pool overspills its boundary to join with the 

sea or the sky. These are also called “negative edge pools,” which is a term that almost 

contains its own recursion because what is a pool that is edgeless, but in fact not a pool 

                                                 
35Ignasi Solá-Morales, “Terrain Vague,” 38.  
36Ignasi Solá-Morales, “Terrain Vague,” 39. 
37William Wordsworth, “This Lawn, A Carpet All Alive,” (1829) referenced as a core text in 
Timothy Morton, “Wordsworth Digs the Lawn,” 317-327.  
38Scott Cutler Shershow, “Of Sinking: Marxism and the General Economy,” Critical Inquiry 
27:3 (Spring 2001), 468-492. 492: (following a line from Jean-Luc Nancy, in “The Weight of a 
Thought,” The Gravity of Thought, trans. François Raffoul; Gregory Recco [Atlantic Highlands, 
N.J.: Humanities Press,1997], pp. 75-84) “... a materialism that, on the contrary, sees in what 
Nancy calls “the weight of a thought” both a limit and an access and gives the lie to the pure 
gaze whose inaction is the consequence of its separation. Under the horizon of this materialism, 
thought is quite literally grounded and remains thought only insofar as it is joined. This 
materialism and its thought does not merely sink but, rather, pitches in.” (my emphasis).  
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and some other type of water body, likely a bog or a marsh?39 But I cannot deny that 

the idea appeals to me. Who would not want to claim ownership to an infinite, 

vanishing edge?  

 

Perceptual “non-site” (for nothing can be built on its surface) a pool is sometimes also a 

malfunctioning perceptual non-sight (“site unseen”) when our glance bounces back to 

us our contorted image amidst the clouds. From a certain angle – and particularly on 

days of murky weather – we can’t actually see the water, but only what the water sees. 

Reflection, that type of thinking that psychology demands of us also, is the provocation 

of the pool. Yet we should remain alive to the pre-reflective attitudes that govern this 

dynamic, for however much the New Ageism of the 1990s might desire it,40 mind-states 

cannot be said to leap from an innate, holistic relationship with elemental matter. 

Neither am I talking here only in reference to the kinds of cultural and literary 

imaginings that someone like Gaston Bachelard is at pains to unpick – Narcissus, 

Nimue, hydromancy, certain myths about the sexual ambiguity of swans. Or 

alternatively, about how language might precondition the act of reflection, so that 

expressions of the type, “wellspring” of imagination, “undercurrent” to thought, and 

“flow” of argument, steer us towards thinking of water as having an independent 

agency that nevertheless parallels states of awareness (the “fluidity” or plasticity of 

consciousness).41 

Without sketching out an entire philosophy of reflection, what I want to say 

about the internal logic of “mirroring” is that it is structured by specific understandings 

of selfhood that are brought to looking (“pre-face” ideas, to make a titular pun), and 

                                                 
39In Rod Giblett’s Postmodern Wetlands: Culture, History, Ecology, Postmodern Theory 
(Edinburgh: Edinburgh University Press, 1996) the author pay particular attention to anxieties 
that arise from unbounded waterscapes – wetlands, swamps and other “black waters” – as a 
specific function of their unbounded-ness, and their material irresolution. p.3: “Part of the 
problem lies in the fact that wetlands are neither strictly land nor water. Rather they are both 
land and water. Wetlands often represent a temporal and spatial transition from open water to 
dry land, as well as representing a temporal and spatial mediation between the two, what could 
be called ‘the quaking zone.’”   
40The works of the Japanese author Masaru Emoto (for example, The Hidden Messages in 
Water [Tokyo: Sunmark, 2001]) represent the persistence and increasing sophistication of the 
desire that matter and human emotion should interlock. Emoto claims that the molecular 
structure of water changes to reflect the presence of positive or negative sentiment in the minds 
of subjects. He sells “Indigo structured water” that is “more easily assimilated at the cellular 
level” online for $US35 for an eight-ounce bottle. Scientific commentators have widely 
criticised the absence of experimental controls in Emoto’s research.   
41Henri Lefebvre, The Production of Space, trans. Donald Nicholson-Smith (Oxford: Blackwell 
Publishing,1999 [c1991]) p.186: the surface of water, “symbolises the surface of consciousness 
and the material (concrete) processes of decipherment which brings what is obscure forth into 
the light.”    
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that the surface of a pool interrupts these ideas in a way that the surface of a mirror 

does not. The mirror is “too geometrical, too easily handled an object; it is too 

obviously a dream device ever to adapt itself to oneiric life.”42 One peek behind the 

mirror immediately reveals its shallowness.43 Accuracy is the point of the “working” 

mirror,44 so that the face shown is open, examinable and recognisable.45 Mirrors are 

only capable of reflection, so that we turn to them knowing (or expecting) that what we 

will see there is a representation of what we “really” are. Ultimately, a mirror never 

offers us replication, only the self-conscious mirage of replication. 

Pools, conversely, are not exclusively reflective objects consisting only of a 

“working” surface. A pool draws back into the actual third dimension that a mirror can 

only emulate. Looking down into the pool, we can never be certain if the image that 

materialises there is genuinely ourselves or an amalgam of our face with some other, 

foreign visage that floats equidistant beneath the water (and many climactic moments 

in horror films compound this anxiety). If there are air-currents playing over the pool – 

including even the tiny expirations of the looker – the face’s features will rumple, and 

further, those features will move and continuously distort despite the sustained 

motionlessness of the subject hovering above. Worse than even a funhouse mirror, the 

degree of warp in the image is not controlled by the nearness or remoteness of the 

viewer; how much the face is distorted is a product of the medium in which it is 

captured. In other words, the agency in the reflection is abdicated to the water, which 

may apply a vibration of its own according to how much disturbance is present in the 

                                                 
42Gaston Bachelard, Water and Dreams: An Essay on the Imagination of Matter, p.21.  
43As Louis Lavelle writes: “If we imagine Narcissus in front of a mirror, the resistance of glass 
and metal sets up a barrier to his ventures. His forehead and fists collide with it; and if he goes 
around it he finds nothing. A mirror imprisons within itself a second-world which escapes him, 
in which he sees himself without being able to touch himself, and which is separated from him 
by a false distance which he can shorten but cannot cross over.” L’Erreur de Narcisse (Editions 
Bernard Grasset: Paris, 1939), pp. 11-12.   
44“... because what does a mirror look like (when it’s not working)” asks the poet and musician 
David Berman, “Cassette County,” in Actual Air (New York: Open City Books, 1999), p. 19.    
45A recent paper by Giovanni Caputo, from the Psychology Department of the University of 
Urbino, refutes that mirrors are always uncomplicated, perceptual devices. Caputo had 50 
participants stare into their own reflection for a sustained period of time in a dim room. Many 
of the participants observed that their reflection exhibited (a) huge deformations of their own 
face (reported by 66% of the fifty participants); (b) a parent’s face with traits changed (18%), of 
whom 44% were still alive and 56% were deceased; (c) an unknown person (28%); (d) an 
archetypal face, such as that of an old woman, a child, or a portrait of an ancestor (28%); (e) an 
animal face such as that of a cat, pig, or lion (18%); (f ) fantastical and monstrous beings (48%). 
Caputo attributes this “illusion” to low level fluctuations in the stability of edges, and specific 
processes of facial recognition in the brain. Some of the participants experienced strong 
emotional reactions to their distorted faces. Giovanni Caputo, “The Strange Face in the Mirror 
Illusion,” Perception 39 (2010), 1007-1008.  
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atmosphere that moves between the looker and the image. The face appears at once 

familiar, and strangely unfamiliar, because of its abstraction and the possibility that it 

is, in fact, not our own.  

Unlike a mirror, the surface of the pool cannot be peeled back or rotated to its 

verso so as to divulge the illusion. It is possible to extend ourselves through the 

membrane of reflection, to clutch for our second self. Therefore the pool does offer a 

form of replication, a doubling that cannot be unsubstantiated until the subject passes 

through to the other side of the surface, or the pool-water is drained away.46 The 

reflection in the pool animates the eerie sensation that not everything we think of as 

being inside us is actually inside us. We might call this an uncanny encounter – an 

experience that puts us out of synch with ourselves.    

So we need to dive under, to see the pool beneath the pool, which is 

unsettlingly the same pool as the pool on the surface, even as we fail to find ourselves 

reflected on the undulating underside of the water. If the pools are silent, there must be 

some attempt to “sound” them; to plunge down and speak simultaneously, regardless 

of how garbled our voices will be. I mean this textually, metaphorically and materially. 

Textually, as Julia Kristeva proposes with her semiologic templates genotext and 

phenotext:47 absences are supported by a subtending matrix of semiotic dispositions 

that “pre-face” any metaphysical or metalinguistic reality.48 These genotexts need to be 

teased apart to make sense of how the pools might participate in a lower conversation 

about threat and the environment. Metaphorically, we might utilise terms like terrain 

vague as a route into thinking about spaces of ambivalence and irresolution, perhaps 

into thinking of all space as being possessed by certain tensions generated by our 

developing sense of the threats in nature. Materially, we need to dive in so that we are 

reminded of our persistent immersion. The pool makes us hyperaware of our 

                                                 
46The act of “draining away” a self portrait is the subject of two video works by Colombian 
artist Óscar Muñoz, entitled “Narciso” [2001-2002] and “Line of Destiny” [2006], shown in 
2009 at the Perth Institute of Contemporary Arts as part of the artist’s solo show Mirror Image. 
In “Narciso” an ink drawing of the artist’s face is suspended on the surface of water in a full 
basin, under bright lights that cast a second, shadow drawing onto the ceramic bowl of the basin 
beneath it. The water is slowly emptied through the plughole, bringing the shadow drawing and 
the ink drawing closer and closer together, until the face spins inward and only a drag of ink is 
left behind. In “Line of Destiny” water is held in a cupped palm wherein the artist’s face is 
reflected in miniature. Gradually the water spills out, allowing the lines and ridges of the palm 
to rise up and interrupt the reflection held there. Both these works by Muñoz explore the 
uncanniness of reflections in an unstable medium.   
47Julia Kristeva, La Révolution du langage poétique: l'avant-garde à la fin du XIXe siècle. 
Lautréamont et Mallarmé. (Paris: Editions du Seuil, 1974) pp. 83-84.  
48Timothy Morton has made this point regarding lawns, not pools in “Wordsworth Digs the 
Lawn,” 323. He extends the argument more recently in “Ecology as Text, Text as Ecology,” 
Oxford Literary Review 31:1 (July 2010), 1-17.    
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environment in a way that we so often forget moving around in the air. The depth of 

environmental cognisance is total in the pool. Once submerged, it is impossible to 

forget that you are wet. As land-borne animals, we will eventually need to take in the 

cold breeze.   

Philosophy has always required things to move it forwards; computers and 

cameras, empires and rebellions, bodies and planets. How much objects are able to 

give momentum to thought, and thought to give momentum to objects, continues to be 

the subject of extensive inquiry. But as I shall go on to explore, climate change does not 

discriminate between objects and subjects, forces and systems, selves and Others. The 

overspilling of boundaries is the complete discursive effect of climate change. It 

becomes impossible to write from a position outside the documented dynamic, and in 

fact it becomes a political imperative not to. As the Australian writer Stephen Muecke 

has proposed, 

 

... what if, instead of pointing our bony finger at the world from the outside as it were, 

judging it, we wrote from the inside of things, from our necessary assembly or 

convocation with those non-human things that have always helped us to think.49         

  

Muecke is here proposing a deliberate, self-aware step into matter as a precept for 

fictocritical writing, but as soon as one begins to think through climate change, this 

step is taken as a fait accompli. We are submerged on the “inside of things,” not 

centred but in a vast exchange across reduplicating scales. Damage is uncontainable, 

and so is consciousness. The types of immersive, ecological threats proposed by climate 

change are “paradoxically creative”50 in that they demand we imagine from within 

matter, to imagine ourselves as matter, entirely connected to our surroundings – 

which of course is what we have always been.      

 

An airborne vision rises in me now, fed by the fatigue that jogs my head in the sibilant 

atmosphere of the airplane. How my face might suddenly appear there on the ground, 

scaled-up by the landscape and disarticulated in the pools. A giant brow in the circle of 

a backyard above-ground, a dark nostril flaring in someone’s unoccupied spa – just as a 

child hovers over puddles in the street after a rainstorm. I feel myself collapsed into the 

field, and disconnected; at once up here, and simultaneously down there, down there in 

                                                 
49Stephen Muecke, Joe in the Andamans and Other Fictocritical Stories (Sydney, Local 
Consumption Publications, 2007), pp. 113-114. 
50François Ewald, cited in Peter C. Van Wyck, Signs of Danger (Minneapolis; London: 
University of Minnesota Press, 2005), p. 90.    
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many pieces. Recently, this is a kind of imagining that I find myself lapsing into with 

increasing regularity, and I wonder if other people observe it in themselves also. It is a 

vision that comes, I think, not from hubris or narcissism, but from shame – a growing 

awareness that our trace overwhelms the field, and that in an age of worldwide climate 

change, the point at which we end is no longer distinct. Branded “post-materialist” 

voters,51 truly green thought wants to be immoderately materialist: to think of 

everything outside the self that has been created or left behind by the self. All the water 

used to manufacture the shirt I’m wearing. All the emissions created by the flight I’m 

now taking. There are just so many pools down there; little islands of psychic relief 

from anxiety,52 and yet they show us to be so disconnected from each other. Two people 

splash alone in two identical pools, separated by a fibro fence – and so it is all the way 

down the street. The suburbs quarter space into pockets of loneliness.    

There are nearly 500,000 of us airborne at any one time – a drifting, winged 

city, about the size of Helsinki, just few meters tall and threaded around the globe.53 

See the earth laid out like a faultless toyscape below. All the infinitesimal features 

appear precise, even designed – a kind of mise en abyme where the landscape seen 

from ten thousand feet imitates its mineral elements viewed in a field only a few 

micrometres wide. Rivers that correspond with miniscule veins of sediment, and cities 

that resembles cells. Even when we’re not flying, the aerial perspective has come to 

play an increasingly important role in our visual imagination – there are Google-Earth 

eyes in our heads. Paul Virilio, who suffers claustrophobia and thinks about space with 

an unrivalled intensity (but who can say which condition preceded the other) writes 

about “aeroscopy;” a conflation of telescopics with the altimetric perspective of flight, 

so that, 

 

we suddenly jump from real-space objectivity de visu and in situ, to the real-time tele-

objectivity of an acceleration whereby the spaces of perception, the optical space and 

                                                 
51A definition of post-materialist values can be found in Ronald Inglehart “Changing Values 
among Western Publics from 1970 to 2006,” West European Politics 31:1-2 (2008), 130-46.  
52For research into pleasure-seeking behaviour as psychic relief from environmental anxiety, 
see Andreas Homburg; Andreas Stolberg; Ulrich Wagner, “Coping with Environmental 
Problems: Development and First Validation of Scales,” Environment and Behaviour 36:6 
(November 2007), 754-778.  
53A quip made by the Sydney designer and urbanist Dan Hill, cited online by the blogger and 
author Geoff Manaugh in “A Traffic Jam is a Collection of Rooms,” BLDGBLOG (September 
21 2010), at http://bldgblog.blogspot.com/2010/09/traffic-jam-is-collection-of-rooms.html 
(accessed 16 October 2010).   
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the haptic space of the tangible, undergo a disturbance – a topological or, more 

precisely, a toposcopical disaster. 54 

 

It has been my experience that to read Virilio is to feel out-paced by the very energy 

that makes his writing so invigorating, but here he hits upon an idea that stops me in 

my tracks, causes me to recoil, and put down the book. That the inversion of space 

(“toposcopical disaster”) – seeing yourself outside yourself – might be more disastrous 

than witnessing a landscape riddled with horrific, non-native presences like toxins and 

contagions. For embedded in this statement is the complex strangeness of climate 

change. Localised cataclysm – places dumped, dredged, dense with pollutants – can no 

longer be viewed as wounded regions in an otherwise vigorous system. Even spaces 

that are conspicuously uncatastrophic, like the pools, are set with latent threat, and 

show us ourselves in excess.  

Throughout the following exegesis the propelling momentum will be for depth, 

descending from a place of elevation and vertically soaking down through matter and 

argument. There has been, in recent environmental thinking, a demonstrated 

preference for lateral spatiality. Talk of margins and centres, topographies and 

terrains, networks, meshes and webs. I do not intend to totally abandon these models, 

but faced with the erosion of certain borders I am more interested, like Virilio, in the 

practice of telescopics. Fractals, pull-focus, foreground/background, the dilation and 

contraction of the field; I intend to pursue taproots in preference to rhizomes. In titling 

this work The Rise of the Edge I mean to bring to mind three correlative 

preoccupations: the flooding of actual edges – coastlines – that has come to be climate 

change’s synecdochic emblem; the edge as a concept in critical thought and its erosion 

by the unique psychopathology of climate change; and finally the rise of the edge as a 

reduplicating form when we descend straight over it – almost here the impossibility of 

an edge in questions of depth and elevation.55 The title could have equally be 

something like Failures of Scale in an Age of Connectedness, save that the “failures” I 

intend to talk about are in fact productive of meaning, and “connectedness” has 

                                                 
54Paul Virilio, Art As Far As the Eye Can See, trans. Julie Rose (Oxford; New York: Berg, 
2007), p. 21.    
55Gaston Bachelard, Water and Dreams: An Essay on the Imagination of Matter, p.2: “Is there 
not an individuality in depth that makes matter a totality, even in its smallest divisions? 
Meditated upon from the perspective of its depth, matter is the very principle that can dissociate 
itself from forms. It is not the simple absence of formal activity. It remains itself despite all 
distortion and division. Moreover, matter may be given value in two ways: by deepening or 
elevating. Deepening makes it seem unfathomable, like a mystery. Elevation makes it appear to 
be an inexhaustible force, like a miracle. In both cases meditation on matter cultivates an open 
imagination” (author’s own emphasis).   
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positive, technological connotations that are at odds with the melancholy and guilt that 

might arise as a result of knowingly participating in, and being unable to remove 

oneself from, the effects of climate change.  

 Beginning with a treatment of pools, I have already opened up a number of 

debates that will expand throughout this exegesis, including: what is nature? Is nature 

vitalist or materialist, is it social or something else entirely? When we hybridise nature, 

either in a deliberate attempt to improve upon it or inadvertently, how do we then 

encounter it, and ourselves? What is toxicity and how do we “read” damaged 

environments when we can no longer trust our senses to tell us if things are clean or 

polluted? How do we reconcile internal absences in space and language? Are mind and 

matter so easily severable? What is the homely and what is the unhomely in ecology, 

now that all nature is wedded to culture? Finally: Is it possible to build a denaturalised 

ecological consciousness out of the uncanny? 

  

When I started this project I had only intended to write about waterscape (specifically 

seascape) and the representation of climate change. But the further I went into 

researching what are fundamentally psychological impediments to representation, the 

more I begun to realise that drawing an unwavering line between waterscape and 

landscape would prove impossible, and indeed, that this was symptomatic of precisely 

the problem I was trying to define. Climate change is both materially and 

philosophically distortional, and to write so thoroughly within this distortion is to 

accept that there will never be a moment when your ideas are perfectly illuminated and 

clarified, as under the midday sun. Rather this writing should be taken to work in the 

kinds of refracted, dappled light that exists in the pool: observations taken from a place 

of immersion. The telescopic motion I identify is in part, a product of this saturated 

state – an attempt to “get above” a problem and to map it, or to show how it fails to 

map, as we struggle to extract ourselves from the field.    

There could be said to be two overarching goals of the work that I present here. 

One is an attempt to domesticate climate change and foster an ecological consciousness 

that consists in creativity and praxis (“action that is thoughtful and thought that is 

active”).56 Despite irrefutable scientific evidence as to its reality, the local and personal 

                                                 
56Timothy Morton’s model of “ecological thought” similarly proceeds from this conflation of 
introspection with action: “Is the ecological thought thinking about ecology? Yes and no. It is a 
thinking that is ecological, a contemplating that is a doing. Reframing our world, our problems 
and ourselves is part of the ecological project. This is what praxis means – action that is 
thoughtful and thought that is active. Aristotle asserted that the highest form of praxis was 
contemplation. We shouldn’t be afraid to withdraw and reflect” (The Ecological Thought, p. 9). 
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experience of climate change is still largely an abstract one. The squash continue to 

grow glossy and green in the garden-beds. Every winter it rains real rain. Against this 

backdrop, I want to explore the psychology of what makes people believe in climate 

change, and believe enough to act – rather than to look at what inadequacies of 

imagination motivate denialists.57 In some ways, this could be seen as analogous to 

what the positive psychology movement has been practicing in regards to trauma since 

the early 2000s58 – an attempt to look squarely at resilience, mental fitness and the 

properties of “magical thinking;” although conceptualising climate change may not 

leave us feeling positive, or indeed resilient. Science tells us many things are true that 

are unbelievable. If accepting the authority of science were enough then we would, for 

example, be done with notions of the unconscious. How then do we encounter the 

reality of climate change? A willingness to “face up” to reality is generally understood 

to be a sign of good mental health,59 but as I shall show, facing up to climate change 

might necessitate atypical psychological states that have, in the past, been stigmatised 

as unhealthy. 

I believe that it is simply untenable to continue with a school of “global 

warming criticism”60 that only contemplates wilderness61 and self-consciously 

                                                                                                                                  
Closer to home, the writer and sustainability advocate Patrick Jones speaks of “permapoesis,” a 
portmanteau he uses to define a mode of artistic practice based upon biomimicry and 
permaculture; acts of thinking that rise up from the garden (See Patrick’s blog online at 
http://permapoesis.blogspot.com/ [accessed 22/10/2010). Further on praxis in this sense, Erich 
Fromm, To Have or to Be? (London: Continuum, 2007), p. 75. 
57The attribution of abnormal psychological states, not only to climate change denialists, but to 
those who are actively involved in enabling increasing CO2 emissions, has been the subject of a 
large amount of literature and research over the last decade. A recent example might be Derrick 
Jensen’s “World Gone Mad”, Orion Magazine (September/October 2010) 
http://www.orionmagazine.org/index.php/articles/article/5838/ (accessed 12/03/10), wherein the 
author argues that polluters and some conservative politicians should be considered 
psychopathic or sociopathic, in regards to their lack of green sentiment.     
58The positive psychology movement, spearheaded by the psychologists Martin Seligman and 
Mihaly Csikszentmihalyi, focuses on experiences of human “flourishing;” what makes 
individuals thrive, feel fulfilled and act in more resilient ways. In recent years, positive 
psychology has moved on from emphasising “happiness” to looking at well-being, which 
Seligman describes as “what people choose to do when they are not oppressed, when they 
choose freely. Well-being comprises not only the positive emotion we call happiness but also 
meaning.” (Gary Greenberg, “The War on Unhappiness: Goodbye Freud, Hello Positive 
Thinking,” Harpers September [2010], 32). There are multiple reasons to approach positive 
psychology with a healthy dose of scepticism, but here the comparison is merely to the 
examination of constructive mental states, rather than antipathetic ones.        
59Shelly Taylor, Positive Illusions: Creative Self-Deception and the Healthy Mind (New York: 
Basic Books, 1989).  
60A history of the origins of global warming criticism can be read in Jonathan Bate, “Living 
with the Weather,” Studies in Romanticism 35 (Fall 1996), 431-437.    
61There is such a thing as a wilderness debate ongoing in eco-criticism, summarised by James 
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environmental art.62 Certainly the texts I use to support my arguments are, broadly-

speaking, “about” climate change, but none of them engages with a mawkish nostalgia 

for a lost nature that evokes the Romantic sublime. It is for this reason that I have 

chosen to focus on the garden and the waterscape (synthesised here by the trope of the 

pool). These are simply the two closest environmental sites that I, and many others in 

Perth, have daily experience of. In talking about the uncanny, I cannot escape direct 

reference to my “home:” a conservative mining state where nature equates to resource 

more often than not. But I also want to go even further than this, because thinking 

about the environment doesn’t just mean thinking about my relationship to non-

human things that exist in the spaces that surround me. Ecology is nearer still than 

even the garden, or the beach. It’s “in” other people, to the extent that “human beings 

are each others’ environment.”63 And, perhaps most uncannily, it’s “in” the body. Your 

head is also a home,64 that “breathing house not built with hands.”65 The artist Roni 

Horn has a project she calls The Weather Reports You (published as a book in 2007)66 

in which she explores the collapse between the narration of self and the telling of 

meteorological stories. It is in this spirit of inverting sensibilities that I mean to analyse 

                                                                                                                                  
D. Proctor in “The Social Construction of Nature: Relativist Accusations, Pragmatist and 
Critical Realist Responses,” Annals of the Association of American Geographers 88:3 (1998), 
355-358. On one side are thinkers who claim the concept of wilderness to be unhelpful, and 
even artificial (Michael Pollan, Bill McKibben, Joy Williams, William Cronon) and on the 
other are those for whom wilderness remains a place for the replenishment of environmental 
thought (the late Gary Snyder, Bill Willers, numerous nature writers from Henry Thoreau 
through to Barry Lopez, Deep Ecologists). Personally I side with the erudite Jonathan Bordo 
(“Picture and Witness at the Site of the Wilderness,” Critical Inquiry 26:2 [Winter 2000], 224-
247) who argues that there is still relevant work to be done on wilderness as a linguistic 
signification and a perceptual mode, even as “real” wilderness is a construct. See also Arturo 
Gomez-Pompa; Andrea Kaus, “Taming the Wilderness Myth,” BioScience 42:4 (1992) 271-
279, John Baird-Callicott; Michael P. Nelson (eds). The Great New Wilderness Debate (Athens, 
Georgia: University of Georgia Press, 1998), and Theodore Roszak, Where the Wasteland Ends 
(New York: Doubleday, 1972).   
62Angus Fletcher, A New Theory for American Poetry: Democracy, the Environment, and the 
Future of Imagination (Cambridge, Mass.: Harvard University Press, 2004), pp. 117-189. 
Fletcher proposes “the environment poem” as a chorographic model for conceiving of all poetry 
as environmental. The poem is itself an environment, operating through an internal ecology of 
signs. As Jean Baudrillard has suggested, “the jungle of signs is equal to that of forests,” 
Simulacra and Simulation, trans. Sheila Faria Glaser (Ann Arbor: University of Michigan 
Press, 1994), p. 153.   
63Timothy Morton, The Ecological Thought, p. 4.  
64Rebecca Solnit, A Field Guide to Getting Lost (New York: Penguin, 2005), p. 179.  
65Samuel Taylor Coleridge, “Youth and Age” (1797), cited in Morton D. Paley, Coleridge’s 
Later Poetry (Oxford; New York: Oxford University Press, 2000), p. 67.  
66Roni Horn, Weather Reports You (London: Artangel/Steidl, 2007).  
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the inner-weather of ecological threat. Shrinking – in both senses of the word.67 

Domesticating the experience of climate change to one’s experience of oneself is 

ultimately what this exegesis is all about.  

The second goal – pulling in what might initially appear to be the opposite 

direction – is to argue for the potential of uncertain and ambiguous states, like the 

uncanny. There is a tendency to want to solve incongruities and tensions where we find 

them, in the interests of political efficacy. Cognitive dissonance would seem to facilitate 

inaction and worse, inattention. Green thought that seeks to “change the narrative,”68 

misses the potential in looking directly at unsettled, multivalent interpretations of the 

world. For example, Clive Hamilton has recently pointed out that apathy and inaction 

in regard to climate change can indicate not indifference, but repressed feelings that of 

themselves serve an organising psychological function.69 In our haste to push 

indecision into activity, we lose sight of why ambivalence is generated in the first 

place.70 To deliberate over these feelings of incomprehension, without narrativising a 

way out of them, is crucial if we are ever to understand how we adapt psychologically 

(the precursor to adapting physically) to climate change. Out with learned optimism, in 

with uncertainty – refusing to recognise feelings of indeterminacy, perhaps even of 

melancholia, exacts its own heavy psychological toll. Against the assumption of the 

political impotence of unclear or unresolved mind-states, all through this exegesis I 

mean to hesitate, both formally and informally, in what I think are useful ways. I do 

                                                 
67Andrew C. Revkin, “Shrinking the Climate Problem,” New York Times, Opinion Pages – Dot 
Earth blog (28 October 2010) online at http://dotearth.blogs.nytimes.com/2010/10/28/shrinking-
the-climate-problem/ (accessed 28.10.2010).  
68Anon. “Stop the Presses: Climate Change Journos Think the Emissions Reduction Issue 
Looks an Awful Lot Like a Narrative Problem: No Word Yet on Just How “Nail-Shaped” 
People Weilding Hammers See It.” The Way Things Break (26 October 2010) at 
http://thingsbreak.wordpress.com/2010/10/26/stop-the-presses-climate-journos-think-the-
emissions-reduction-issue-looks-an-awful-lot-like-a-narrative-problem-no-word-yet-on-just-
how-nail-shaped-people-wielding-hammers-see-it/ (accessed 27/10/2010).   
69Clive Hamilton; Tim Kasser, “Psychological Adaptation to the Threats and Stresses of a Four 
Degree World,” an unpublished paper for the “Four Degrees and Beyond” Conference (Oxford 
University 28-30 September 2009).  
70The Centre for Research on Environmental Decisions (CRED) at Columbia University is 
perhaps one of the only institutions currently lobbying for large-scale experimental 
investigations into how psychological states frame human adaptability. As Jon Gertner points 
out, this is a radical departure from how science typically engages with climate change: “... in 
the United States scientific community, where nearly all dollars for climate investigation are 
directed toward physical or biological projects, the notion that vital environmental solutions 
will be attained through social-science research – instead of improved climate models or 
innovative technologies – is an aggressively insurgent view.” Jon Gertner, “Why Isn’t the Brain 
Green,” New York Times Magazine (16 April 2009), available online at 
http://www.nytimes.com/2009/04/19/magazine/19Science-t.html?_r=3&hpw=&pagewanted=all 
(accessed 28/09/2010).   
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this not only to demonstrate how I have arrived at my ideas, but also because I don’t 

want to be too quick to close down on them, in case there is something inherent in the 

contradiction that might of itself be instructive.  

 

I have been fortunate to have the encouragement and support of many people in this 

undertaking, some of whom I have expressed my inevitably inadequate thanks to in the 

acknowledgments and footnotes, but I do wish to close this preface by mentioning two 

important people in particular. While I do not live in a house that has a pool, my father 

Tony Giggs, is the manager of our local aquatic centre. My mother, Leanne Giggs, 

works with far smaller vessels; she coordinates blood-sample collection for a pathology 

laboratory, and can name every single plant that I care to point out. My parents have 

had an unwavering faith in my ability to complete what I set out to achieve with this 

project, even during the times when I myself have doubted it. It is due in no small part 

to their support (including the provision of a quiet room in which to write this past 

year) that I submit this thesis; a work that – befitting its ecological sensibilities – has 

cycled into becoming less of an ending, and more of a beginning. 
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1.  
Nature. The Unconscious. 
The Unconsciousness of Nature & the Nature of 
the Unconscious.   
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

OWN, DOWN, DOWN. Look deep. Where has nature retracted? The dark 

vestiges. Beneath the surfaces. Sub-cellular. Nature is not where we 

remember leaving it. Today, even in the detail, it eludes us; discordantly, the 

human trace appears at every level. Radiocarbon isotopes in the sub-atomic stratum 

denote exposure to the nuclear age. Deep-sea currents are incrementally shifted by 

global climate change. The Scientist removes her eye from the microscope and remarks 

in surprise, I can see myself in here.  

Macro- and micro-systems alike are no longer protected from our imprint by 

their scale alone, if indeed they ever were. In 2009, Russian surgeons removed a fir 

sapling from a man’s lung, while a woman in Hawaii found a five dollar note inside a 

grown coconut.71 The genius loci of even the untouched, unseen place is now only us. 

Nature, falling before “the juggernaut of language,”72 has elided into what Bill 

McKibben deemed the postnatural:73 the end of nature’s meaning as rooted in its 

                                                 
71Anon., “Findings,” Harpers Magazine (June 2009) 84 & (May 2009) 84 respectively.  
72Joy Williams, “Literature Un-Natured,” American Short Fiction Issue 33 (Winter 2006) 
[University of Texas Press: Texas Centre for Writers], 73-84. Reprinted in Dave Eggers, ed., 
The Best Non-Required American Reading 2007 (Boston; New York: Houghton Mifflin 
Company, 2007), pp. 330-340. p. 330: “Once Nature became Environment she became 
semantically much diminished, as befitted her humble station... (now) a lexical construct, she 
falls before the juggernaut of language.” 
73Bill McKibben, The End of Nature (New York: Anchor Books, 1990, [c1989]). See also 
Derek Jarman’s concept of “modern nature” in Modern Nature: The Journals of Derek Jarman 
(London: Century, 1991; London: Vintage, 1992) and Michael Pollan’s Second Nature: A 
Gardener’s Education.  
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veridical and durable independence from the man-made world.74 Is that the real 

weather outside, or is that us too? New pressure systems are forming.  

 

Here is Martin Heidegger, reformulating René Descartes’ “mâitres et possesseurs de la 

nature” maxim in response to Werner Heisenberg’s Das Naturbild in Der Heutigen 

Physik (The Physicist’s Conception of Nature):75   

 

Man, precisely as the one so threatened, exalts himself to the posture of lord of the 

earth ... In this way the illusion comes to prevail that everything man encounters exists 

only so far as it is his construct. This illusion gives rise in turn to one final delusion: it 

seems as though man [is] everywhere and always encounters only himself.76  

  

To talk of nature is immediately to reveal nature’s illusoriness. We begin by picking 

futilely at the knot that couples the natural object to the natural system. Nature, we 

answer when asked, is the bushland: it’s the animals living in the bush, the plants 

there, the minerals in the topsoil in which the plants grow, the digestion, conversion to 

energy and return of waste from plant material to the soil through the animals, the 

behavioural habits, courtship rituals and flocking configurations of those animals77 – 

and so on, ad infinitum.78 A sticky assemblage of things. Life and matter (at least, we’ll 

                                                 
74“We have ended the thing that has, at least in modern times, defined nature for us – its 
separation from human society.” Bill McKibben, The End of Nature, p.55.  
75Werner Heisenberg, “Das Naturbild in Der Heutigen Physik,” in Die Künste im Technischen 
Zeitalter (Munich: R. Oldenbourg, 1954), p. 60: “In truth, however, precisely nowhere does 
man today any longer encounter himself, i.e., his essence.”  
76Martin Heidegger, “The Question Concerning Technology,” in The Question Concerning 
Technology and Other Essays, trans. William Lovitt, (New York: Harper & Row, 1977), p.27. 
“As soon as what is unconcealed no longer concerns man even as object, but does so, rather, 
exclusively as standing-reserve, and man in the midst of objectlessness is nothing but the 
orderer of the standing-reserve, then he comes to the very brink of a precipitous fall; that is, he 
comes to the point where he himself will be taken as standing reserve. Meanwhile, man, 
precisely as the one so threatened, exalts himself to the posture of lord of the earth. In this way 
the impression comes to prevail that everything man encounters exists only insofar as it is his 
construct.”  
77As Richard Dawkins argues in The Extended Phenotype: The Long Reach of the Gene, 
(Oxford: Oxford University Press, 1999) pp. 233-234: “the environment is as much a product of 
the genotypes of the animals within it, as are those animals the product of the so-called 
“evolutionary pressures” of their environment.” Timothy Morton uses the analogy of the beaver 
phenotype that does not stop at the end of the beaver’s whiskers, but includes the beaver’s dam. 
The Ecological Thought (Cambridge, Mass; London, England: Harvard University Press 2010), 
p.34, 51.    
78“When anyone says the word 'nature', we should ask the question, 'Which nature?' Naturally 
fertilized cabbage? Nature as it is, industrially-lacerated? ... Mountain solitude before the 
publication of hikers' guides to deserted valleys? ... Such nature as one yearns for (peace, a 
mountain stream, profound contemplation)? As it is praised and priced in the supermarkets of 
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easily admit life-ish matter to nature).79 Additionally, the defining mind detours: 

nature may be found in the melaleuca growing in the bushland, but it is also in the 

boab transplanted to the botanic garden, the ornamental verge-tree lining the 

suburban street, and in the commercial canola crop. It doesn’t make a difference if 

nature is “wild” or if it is deployed to serve our aesthetic or industrial ends, it’s still 

nature (isn’t it, when you look closely?). Above all this, nature swirls in the 

meteorological cycles that bring rain, sunlight and snow to cap the trees. Nature 

stretches into the gravitational forces that pull on tree roots80 (the “natural laws” of 

physics). Up again – in turn above that – in the world’s magnetic and electrical fields, 

in the high interactions of the cosmological bodies and even in the non-perceptual but 

deeply organised flow of time. Here, nature might be supplanted by what Jane Bennett 

calls “variegated vibrant materialities.”81 Nature is evident in the verdure zones and in 

the barest moon-scape.82 The political economist John Stuart Mill wrote that “[n]ature 

means the sum of all phenomena, together with the causes which produce them – 

including not only all that happens, but all that is capable of happening,83 which 

makes nature sound virtual too. We can also situate nature telescopically. Nature is the 

whole forest, the single tree, the wood of the tree, the xylem and phloem plaited in the 

wood, the meristematic cells and within them their organelles, chloroplasts and DNA.84 

                                                                                                                                  
world solitude?” Ulrich Beck, Ecological Politics in an Age of Global Risk, trans. Amos Weisz, 
(Cambridge: Polity Press, 1995), p. 36.  
79Jane Bennett has recently written a compelling book on the “political ecology of things” that 
sit closer to the matter-ish end of the spectrum of life – such things include metal, edibles and 
stem cells. Vibrant Matter: A Political Ecology of Things, (Durham; London: Duke University 
Press, 2010).    
80Gravitropism or geotropism is the turning and growth of rhizomelic or dendritic lifeforms in 
response to gravity. Roots demonstrate strong negative geotropism (growing in the direction of 
gravity) and stems demonstrate strong positive geotropism (growing against the direction of 
gravity).  
81Jane Bennett, Vibrant Matter: A Political Ecology of Things. 
82Even the sun has seasons (each is eleven years long), outer-space has weather (influenced by 
solar winds, interplanetary magnetic fields, geomagnetic storms and aurora) and the Earth’s 
moon has tides.  
83John Stuart Mill, “On Nature” in Nature: the Utility of Religion and Theism, (London: 
Longmans, Green, Reader, and Dyer, 1874), [microform]. To which I would also add a further 
quotation from Maurice Merleau-Ponty: “Nature is an enigmatic object, an object that is not 
absolutely an object; it is not absolutely in front of us. It is our ground, not what is in front of 
us, but what bears us.” Eloge de la philosophie (Paris: Gallimard, 1953), cited in Paul Virilio, 
Art As Far As the Eye Can See, trans. Julie Rose, (Oxford; New York: Berg, 2007), pp. 17-18.   
84What Charles Darwin called the “small agencies,” those forces and material sub-components 
(both living and non-living, organic and inorganic) that in combination with other physiological 
bodies become what Jane Bennett deems (after Bruno Latour) “actants:” see Jane Bennett, 
“Democratic Assemblages or Small Agencies and their Accumulated Effects,” Paper presented 
at the annual meeting of the American Political Science Association, Hyatt Regency Chicago 
and the Sheraton Chicago Hotel and Towers, Chicago, IL, (Aug 30, 2007) [Conference paper, 
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Nature is in the mathematical recursion that repeats the structure and height of a copse 

of trees, in the bough of a single tree.85 Nature, locked into the linguistic trap of that 

word “tree” (hylē from lumber, for matter, via Aristotle).86  

The only thing we seem able to say with any precision on the subject of nature 

is that it is somewhere “outside.” Over there, we gesture sweepingly with a hand, 

beyond the windowpane. Historically, our human-ness has been philosophically 

distinguished from nature because the human has been taken to be ensouled, 

possessed of secular entelechy, or simply res cogitans,87 and, therefore free to rise 

above the Hobbesian fate of a life that is “nasty, brutish and short” played out in the 

State of Nature.88 As Luc Ferry writes of this divide: “(h)is humanitas resides in his 

freedom ... that his nature is to have no nature but to possess the capacity to distance 

himself from any code within which one may seek to imprison him.”89 Or, via Kate 

Soper, nature is that “through which humanity thinks its difference and specificity.”90 

The logic is largely spatial: it is of elevation over nature.   

But then night falls. Against the pillow, the clicking inner choir of our 

capillaries and veins becomes louder, amplifying the sonic urgency of the nature inside 

ourselves. Sat bolt-upright in the bed, we recall how nature’s arrow carries us towards 

the final, exhaling sigh of our noisy bodies. This is frightening stuff.91 We stub a toe, 

                                                                                                                                  
unpublished] and Vibrant Matter: A Political Ecology of Things, in particular Chapter 7: 
“Political Ecologies,” pp. 95-109. 
85Biologists Brian Enquist and James Brown, together with physicist Geoffrey West, explore 
the potential of the connection between the repeating structure of leaves, branches and trees as a 
means of estimating the CO2 carrying-capacity of a rainforest in “The Fourth Dimension of 
Life: Fractal Geometry and Allometric Scaling of Organisms,” Science, 284:5420 (4 June 
1999), 1677-1679; and “A General Quantitative Theory of Forest Structure and Dynamics,” 
Proceedings of the National Academy of Sciences USA. 28 (April 2009); 106 (17) pp.7040-
7045. On the fractal geometry of coastlines, see also James Gleick, Chaos: Making a New 
Science (Harmondsworth: Penguin, 1988), pp. 84-89.  
86“The first matter of the cosmos, from which the four elements arose, according to the 
doctrines of Empedocles and Aristotle.” The Oxford English Dictionary Second edition, (New 
York: Oxford University Press, 1989). Jacques Derrida’s reading of Edmund Husserl’s 
phenomenology of hylē, as unpacked by Michael Marder in The Event of the Thing: Derrida’s 
Post-Deconstructive Realism (Toronto; Buffalo; London: University of Toronto Press, 2009) 
(pp. 36-40 particularly) is also illuminating – here hylē is discussed as a “thingly substrate” that 
always eludes the subject’s intentional grasp. 
87A divide that runs deep into the taxonomic classification of human as Homo sapiens – Latin 
for wise or knowing man.  
88Thomas Hobbes, Leviathan (Maryland: Wildside Political Press, 2008, [c 1651]), p.113.  
89Luc Ferry, “The Antinatural Man” in The New Ecological Order, trans. Carol Volk (Chicago; 
London: University of Chicago Press, 1995), p. 5.  
90 Kate Soper, What is Nature? Culture, Politics and the Non-human (Oxford: Blackwell 
Publishers, 1995), p. 155.  
91 In Albanian author Ornela Vorpsi’s story “The Country Where No One Ever Dies,” the child 
protagonist is given an anatomy text book – “So this is what we were made of! There were all 
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grow a beard, burn our hand on the kettle, have sex, conceive a child, miscarry or 

deliver that child and the nature within ascends from obfuscated regions. See how the 

baby is “assailed by eyes, ears, nose, skin, and entrails at once,” writes the psychologist 

(and godson to Ralph Waldo Emerson) William James, and “feels it all one great, 

blooming, buzzing confusion.”92 Nature, it seems, is bound to a perpetual process of 

dilation and constriction. Down, down, down. From as far back as Heraclitus – “nature 

loves to hide.”93 

As the philosopher Timothy Morton has written, every time that we reach out 

to grab it, nature melts into an ineffable vapour nearer to the supernatural in tenor.94 

Neither sheer substance, nor reducible essence, it hovers somewhere around the 

subject, almost hauntological95 in its properties as pre-ideation and extra-historical. 

                                                                                                                                  
sorts of curious and colourful things inside us that weren’t even under the control of our, or 
rather my, will. Flesh and bones, you understand? How was it possible, dear God? “I’m 
scared,” I said again and again. “I’m scared, Mummy, to be made of flesh and bones.”” in Best 
European Fiction 2010, Aleksander Hemon ed., (Champaign; London: Dalkey Archive Press, 
2010), p. 8.  
92William James, The Principles of Psychology (Cambridge, Mass.: Harvard University Press, 
1983), p. 462.  
93Heraclitus of Ephesus, “On Nature,” Fragment 123: “Reality (or Nature) loves to conceal 
itself." Fragment 208: "Nature loves to hide”. See Laertius Diogenes, Lives of the Philosophers, 
trans. R.D. Hicks (Cambridge, Mass.: Harvard University Press; London: W. Heinemann, 1925) 
pp. 213-217.  
94“The more that we study it, the more we see that, beyond the fact that many different people 
have many different opinions about it, nature itself flickers between things - it is both/and or 
neither/or ... Nature of all things should be natural, but we cannot point to it ... Nature becomes 
supernatural.” Timothy Morton, Ecology Without Nature: Rethinking Environmental Aesthetics 
(Cambridge, Mass.: Harvard University Press, 2007), p.18-19. See also Meyer Howard Abrams, 
Natural Supernaturalism: Tradition and Revolution in Romantic Literature (New York: 
Norton, 1971). 
95 Hauntology, as originally formulated by Derrida in Specters of Marx: the State of the Debt, 
the Work of Mourning, and the New International (New York: Routledge, 1994) is summarised 
by Peter Buse and Andrew Scott: “Derrida talks about the way in which the anticipated return 
of the ghost may be mobilised on behalf of a deconstruction of all historicisms that are 
grounded in a rigid sense of chronology. ... The question of the revenant neatly encapsulates 
deconstructive concerns about the impossibility of conceptually solidifying the past. Ghosts 
arrive from the past and appear in the present. However, the ghost cannot be properly said to 
belong to the past, even if the apparition represents someone who has been dead for many 
centuries, for the simple reason that a ghost is clearly not the same thing as the person who 
shares its proper name. ... The temporality to which the ghost is subject is therefore paradoxical, 
as at once they 'return' and make their apparitional debut. Derrida has been pleased to term this 
dual movement of return and inauguration a 'hauntology', a coinage that suggests a spectrally 
deferred non-origin within grounding metaphysical terms such as history and identity." Ghosts: 
Deconstruction, Psychoanalysis, History (London: Macmillan, 1999), p.11. Hauntology is now 
emerging as both a genre and a field of inquiry in sonic theory and experimental music, most 
notably in the writings of Simon Reynolds and Mark Fischer. My thanks go to Traianos 
Pakioufakis from Meupe Records for drawing my attention to hauntology in the context of the 
uncanny, and for providing an anthology of some sonic examples.      
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Sometimes nature is a force or a law, sometimes a concatenating series. Nature 

simultaneously behaves as a conceptual placeholder (wild-ness), and a physical place-

holder (wilderness).  

Yet there remains a deep nostalgia for a nature that causes the heart to climb, 

that dispels analysis. A nature not made out of nouns, but rather a nature that trumps 

the noun-ing compulsion of our minds.96 It took my breath away. Nature defies more 

than speaking, more than naming: nature defies nature. While the Cartesian model 

positioned the human dualistically above nature (and the mind over the body, in 

keeping with the righteousness of ascension), we can’t shake the need to be made light-

headed by our infinite smallness in the overwhelming amphitheatre of the natural. This 

is two sides of the same desire: what Paul Wapner deems “the dream of mastery” and 

“the dream of naturalism.”97 In both freeing ourselves from nature’s contingencies, and 

desiring to be diminished by nature’s sublimity, it is nature’s radical otherness that we 

seek to preserve. But we extend our index fingers to point it out, and nature loses its 

voltage. The thing out there, we discover, needs us, and in particular our ideas of death, 

to acquire sublime valences.98  

 

 

From the Illusion to the Delusion.  

If nature has been evasive for as long as we have tried to pinpoint it, we now suspect 

that it is only ourselves we have been deceiving. Where illusion beds down in 

apperception, partial information and/or misapprehended falsehood (i.e. in actual 

evidence, upon which an unreasonable reliance is placed) Heidegger’s delusion belongs 

instead to the order of the pathological. The Merriam-Webster dictionary99 describes 

“delusion” as:   

 

1. The act of deluding, the state of being deluded; and 

                                                 
96Michael Marder, The Event of the Thing: Derrida’s Post-Deconstructive Realism, p. 33: “ ... 
in lieu of the alliance of naming and mastery, the description that refuses to name endows one 
with a peculiar attitude toward anonymous things – the attitude that is devoid of mastery and 
that therefore cultivates a poetic receptivity to the world.” 
97Paul Wapner, Living Through the End of Nature: The Future of American Environmentalism 
(Cambridge, Mass.; London, England: MIT Press, 2010).  
98In Seven Tenths: The Sea and its Thresholds (London: Hutchinson, 1992), p. 349, James 
Hamilton-Paterson argues, lyrically, the converse “...death needs stars and ocean for it to be 
real, to acquire proper echoes. Cut off from its grand inklings and sprawling starfields it is 
whispish. Without a little solemnity death is a kind of failure, recasting the handful of days as 
trivial and forecasting only a savage void.”  
99Merriam-Webster Collegiate Dictionary 11th Edition (Springfield, Mass.: Merriam-Webster, 
Inc., 2003). My emphasis.    
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2. A persistent false psychotic belief regarding the self or persons or objects outside 

the self that is maintained despite indisputable evidence to the contrary.  

 

That is to say, delusions repeat and reinforce notwithstanding opposing evidence or 

cognitive dissonance. Unlike illusions, delusions are not abstractions based on an 

underlying (but misconstrued or displaced) real, so that delusions can also be 

differentiated from mere error or simulacra.100 Yet although the experience of delusion 

isn’t seeded in reality, by definition it manifests externally to the subject’s 

consciousness. In distinguishing obsessive thoughts, the International Dictionary of 

Psychoanalysis interprets delusion as an internal experience that appears in the 

perceptual field.101 The mental state of delusion then, represents a confusion of 

boundaries – not simply in the incongruent externalisation of an internal state (for 

which the word “hallucination” more readily applies) but more importantly, as 

delusion concerns the whole of reality, it becomes impossible to chart the edges of 

what is the internal reality and what is the external reality. Delusion marks the collapse 

of the subject’s cognitive inside and outside, so that there is no longer a border between 

the happening of an event and its subsequent interpretation. The ordinary flow of 

comprehension is reversed; the interpretation has, in effect, become the event.  

A person may be said to have obsessive thoughts of persecution if they 

interpret events happening around them as being directed towards their on-going 

victimisation. A person may be said to have a persecutory delusion if their belief in that 

persecution shifts to being objectively held. Delusion asserts that “anyone can see” the 

persecutory act – that there is nothing, or very little, that is subjective about it. The 

subject feels intensely that the delusion does not “belong” to them, and so they seek to 

exteriorise the invasive belief (delusions are the fruits of schizophrenia in this way, 

although it does not follow that all delusional subjects will be schizophrenic). A 

delusion is perpetuated through its self-conscious reasonableness, whereas obsessive 

thoughts may be held in spite of a recognition as to their unreasonableness, interiority 

or factual incredibility. As Paul-Claude Racamier puts it, the delusional individual is 

                                                 
100Although simulacrum, as formulated by Jean Baudrillard in Simulacra and Simulation (Ann 
Arbor: University of Michigan Press, 1994) might be considered to have a specific relationship 
to delusion, where simulacrum is defined as an impossible illusion of reality where there is no 
real. p. 19:“The impossibility of rediscovering an absolute level of the real is of the same order 
as the impossibility of staging illusion. Illusion is no longer possible because the real is no 
longer possible. It is the whole political problem of parody, of hypersimulation or offensive 
simulation, that is posed here.”  
101Alain de Mijolla, ed., International Dictionary of Psychoanalysis, USA Edition (Detroit: 
Macmillan Library Reference, 2005), p. 384-385.   
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deprived of the freedom to establish a flexible relationship between reality and truth.102 

There is no edge to, fissure in, or incursion on, delusion, and so it seems implausible 

that another truth exists apart from it.   

Unlike hallucinations (purely sensory and private experiences, able to be 

synthesised by altered states), delusions are not limited to a temporally specific 

duration or a spatially specific location, and they do not have the quality of yoking 

together disparate elements into a hybrid and strange physical actuality. Yet although 

illusions and hallucinations might generally be considered to be more vivid or more 

cognitively arresting than delusions, these are mental states that always move towards 

their own undoing – to that moment when the subject apprehends the unreality. This 

is an instant that can prove either pleasurable (the prestige act in a magic trick, for 

instance) or ghastly (the sensation of a phantom limb that disperses to reveal the 

amputation).103 In many cases, the sense of unreality exists concurrently with and 

embedded within the illusion or the hallucination, and the delight or horror (or horrific 

delight) derived from the experience is coupled to the knowledge that whatever is being 

observed is not a possible expression of reality. With delusions, however, this is never 

the case. Regardless of whether delusions are pleasurable (as in delusions of grandeur), 

or ghastly (somatic delusions of the body’s abnormality for example), it is the reality of 

the experience that is central. Delusions work towards deepening complexity in their 

reality, as the subject finds increasingly elaborate ways to elude the cognitive 

dissonance of incongruent events or realisations.   

Although the Merriam-Webster dictionary describes delusion as a “persistent 

false psychotic state” it is not always true that delusions exclude the outer-reality onto 

which they are projected. It is possible that a delusion will remain compatible with an 

accurate apprehension of reality so that, for instance, a person with the delusion of a 

partner’s infidelity may still be considered delusional even if their partner is later found 

to be actually unfaithful. Indeed, the most compelling delusions must proliferate 

around actualities, for here the objectivity of the belief is unfalteringly persuasive. The 

delusion exists counter to contemporaneous evidence, not to reality. Evidence, or an 

                                                 
102Sacha Emanoel Nacht and Paul-Claude Racamier, “The Psychoanalytic Theory of Delusions”  
(La théorie psychanalytique des délires) [First presented at the Revue Française De 
Psychanalyse. XXII, 1958] Psychoanalytic Quarterly 29:145 (1960), 417-574. 
103A footnote pertaining to phantom limbs (a prosthetic note then): Gaby Wood writes about 
how the neuralgia of the phantom limb must be “activated” prior to the addition of the artificial 
limb, so that the fake limb is not in fact a replacement but a supplement to the psychological 
limb that persists after amputation. An apt analogy for the parallel unreality needed to support 
the reality of the hallucination. See “Not a Happy Fraction of a Man,” Cabinet Issue 22 
“Insecurity,” (Summer 2006) available at http://www.cabinetmagazine.org/issues/22/wood.php 
(accessed 29/08/2010).  
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absence of evidence, may be adduced to combat the delusion, but in fact the delusion 

may be closer to the reality than the evidence is capable of accounting for.104  

Delusions are most sustainable where they are un-falsifiable – where the 

distance between a plausible reality and the delusion is short – but proving a delusion 

is factually inaccurate does not falsify the delusion (delusions are “maintained despite 

indisputable evidence to the contrary”). The only fatal hazard for a delusion is if the 

subject can be made to recognise that their belief is founded entirely on an internal 

decree. The moment a delusion becomes falsifiable in the mind of the subject it ceases 

to be a delusion because it ceases to be shored up by objectivity.  

There is a problem arising in this discussion that has to do with time: already 

we have seen that delusion is not temporally limited like hallucination, but now a 

separate issue has evolved – when is the causal incident of the delusion? A delusion 

comes uninvited and unforeseen, yet paradoxically it is not un-anticipatable, for all 

delusion (at least, according to Sigmund Freud and Jacques Lacan)105 is a substitute 

formulation of reality that attempts to accommodate for a rupture in the symbolic 

order. The delusion is therefore not the primary pathology, but the mind’s attempt to 

remediate something else that takes place beyond the limit regions of comprehension; 

the unspeakable, the unfathomable, the imponderable, the irreconcilable. These are 

things that are registered somewhere below the threshold of awareness. Delusion is a 

symptom in search of a disease – a disease that “cures” the delusion simply by being 

identified. So in some cases delusion might look like it extends to include a sense of 

presentiment, manifesting as a pre-traumatic state, where the delusional reality later 

factually materialises. On the other hand, there has to have been what Karl Jaspers 

calls a “primordial delusional revelation” (Wahnarbeit)106 for delusion to be conceived 

                                                 
104In psychoanalytic circles, this is commonly referred to as the “Martha Mitchell effect,” 
referencing the wife of the American Attorney General whose claims to have knowledge of 
illegal activity in the White House were considered delusional, until the Watergate scandal later 
broke. See David R. Heise, “Delusions and the Construction of Reality” in Thomas F. 
Oltmanns; Brendan A. Maher eds., Delusional Beliefs (Chichester: Wiley 1998), pp. 259-272.   
105“What we take to be the pathological production, the delusional formation, is in reality the 
attempt at recovery, the reconstruction.” Sigmund Freud, The Standard Edition of the Complete 
Psychological Works of Sigmund Freud: Volume XII (1911–1913) The Case of Schreber, 
Papers on Technique and Other Works, trans. James Strachey. Anna Freud; Alix Strachey; 
Alan Tyson; James Strachey eds., (London: The Hogarth Press and the Institute of Psycho-
analysis, 1958), p. 71, commenting on Daniel Paul Schreber’s Memoirs of my Nervous Illness 
(New York: NYRB Classics, 2000 [c1900]). For Lacan, delusion stems from the lack or loss of 
a primordial signifier (the “Name-of-the-Father”), a point to which I return later in this 
exegesis.  
106Karl Jaspers, General Psychopathology (7th Edition) trans. J Hoenig; Marion W. Hamilton 
(Manchester: Manchester University Press, 1963), discussed in Gisela Gross; Christian G. 
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– delusion does not spring from itself in anticipation of distant, future harm. We are 

left unable to situate the delusion’s point of origin: the trauma is not immediately 

experienced, and yet it has to be immediately viable (somewhere in the mind of the 

subject) to beget the delusion. Going down into the delusion we approach a subsisting 

harm that cannot be put into words. This will become an increasingly important point 

when I turn to considering contemporary ecological threat.   

To retract from this silent core for now: delusion carries a broader sense of 

parasitism within it (the perceptual “para-site” of delusion). This is not only because it 

keeps a symbiotic relationship with reality – the host and the parasite grow towards 

being indistinguishable – but also, because, as Michel Serres has written,107 in the 

French meaning of the word “parasite,” delusion forms a type of feedback or static in a 

system. Given this nuance, delusion passes as meaning but it in fact obscures meaning, 

preventing its transmission or transplanting meaning, even if the delusion remains 

congruous with the original reality.  

Delusion is not reality, but it’s not not reality either. Delusion is, to borrow 

terminology from Morton, a phatic psychology.108 It does not sit “in between” the 

subject and the outer-world (as a conventional parasite might cling) but rather it is in 

the moving static that pervades both sides of the dichotomy, that begins to erode the 

very idea of the dichotomy through its convergent everywhere-ness and nowhere-ness. 

Delusion is experienced as the source-less symptom, the origin-less psychosis.109 It is in 

the environment, it is the environment, it is without re-mark110 to delineate where the 

environment stops and the subject starts. In short, delusion is uniquely ecological.   

                                                                                                                                  
Huber, “The Psychopathology of Delusion, the Principle of Psychonomy and Biological Theory 
of Delusion,” Fortschr Neurol Psychiatr, 69:3 (2001), 97-104.  
107“One parasite (static), in the sense that information theory uses that word, chases another, in 
the anthropological sense. Communication theory is in charge of the system; it can break it 
down or let it function, depending on the signal. A parasite, physical, acoustic, informational, 
belonging to order and disorder, a new voice, an important one, in the contrapuntal matrix.” 
Michel Serres, The Parasite, trans. Lawrence Schehr (Baltimore: Johns Hopkins, 1982), p.6. 
My thanks to Nicholas Tapper for turning my mind to parasitism in general, but Serres in 
particular.   
108Timothy Morton, Ecology Without Nature, pp. 36-39.  
109Christopher Bollas has a word for this – “normosis,” which he defines by its opposition to 
psychosis. In psychosis there is only the inner life; in normosis, the inner life has been 
evacuated. The Shadow of the Object: Psychoanalysis of the Unthought Known (London: Free 
Association Press, 1996), pp. 135-156. See also Timothy Morton, The Ecological Thought, p. 
54, for some consideration of normosis and authoritarian personalities.   
110The re-mark is a basic gesture of environmentality that signifies movement from one 
environment to the next. As Timothy Morton describes: “The re-mark is the fundamental 
property of ambience, its basic gesture. The re-mark is a kind of echo. It is a special mark (or a 
series of them) that makes us aware that we are in the presence of (significant) marks.” Ecology 
Without Nature, p. 49. The term is originally from Jacques Derrida, Dissemination, trans. 
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For all of these reasons, delusion provides an apt conceptual framework 

through which to start thinking about questions like: how much of what is outside us is 

actually inside us; and how much of what we think of as being inside us is actually 

outside us? But I am getting ahead of myself, and I am beginning to speak within the 

circuitous logic of the deluded, bringing in “ecology” when I’ve scarcely done thinking 

about nature – I take this as a sign that I’ve stumbled over something rich, something 

that will be worth returning to. But first it is necessary to talk a little bit about how it 

might be possible for delusion to be of the subject’s consciousness, and yet beyond 

consciousness’ grasp. For that we need to turn our minds (inside-out) to consider 

psychology’s most controversial and significant contribution to political philosophy. 

We need to look into the gaseous babble of the unconscious.  

 

Here though, I hesitate. Additionally precursory ground-work needs to be done.  

The unconscious is a banal conceit nowadays, and lacking in academic rigour. 

From the outset the unconscious is not obscene or risqué as it once was; your reader 

doesn’t turn away as a matter of taste, curling an upper-lip at what repugnant thing 

waits to be disclosed, but rather they are likely to slump, press their forehead to the 

print and start drooling over the ink. Reading about the unconscious bores us to the 

extent that we’d rather retreat directly into our own intimate codes.    

 It doesn’t help that the notion of the unconscious has become outmoded in the 

very discipline which served to popularise it. Cognitive psychology retains the concept 

of unintentionality in mental states called “non-conscious,” or “implicit,”111 but the 

unconscious – with its machinery of repression, and its surrealist logic of neuroses and 

dreams – is now only evoked by a diminishing cohort of psychoanalysts.112  

It is in the work of John Searle113 that the most forceful refutation of the 

unconscious lies. In the seminal The Rediscovery of the Mind114 Searle debunks the 

                                                                                                                                  
Barbara Johnson (Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 1981), p. 54, 104, 205, 208, 222, 253, 
as well as in The Truth in Painting, trans. Geoff Bennington and Ian McLeod (Chicago: 
University of Chicago Press, 1987). 
111In cognitive psychology, non-conscious mental states are largely confined to the procedural 
acquisition of knowledge through repetition, or subconscious adaptive behaviours. 
112As Gary Greenberg puts it in an account of his attendance at the Anaheim Convention Centre 
for the Evolution of Psychotherapy Conference: “Psychoanalysis was a colossal failure. In 
Worcester, one hundred years ago, Freud was a “giant among pygmies,” as Emma Goldman put 
it in her memoirs. But here in Anaheim, he’s been diminished: the father of psychology is now 
a mad old uncle muttering in the corner.” “The War on Unhappiness: Goodbye Freud, Hello 
Positive Thinking,” Harpers (September 2010), 29.   
113John Searle is perhaps the most extreme of the neuro-organists that I could choose to focus 
on here, although his altercations with Derrida on the one hand and the Artificial Intelligence 
community on the other, make him a high-profile target. For further discussion on Searle in this 
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idea of the unconscious as a storehouse of non-thinkable thoughts, existing below a 

threshold of awareness. Unconscious thoughts cannot be like “fish deep in the sea” 

Searle argues, “hav[ing] exactly the same shape they have when they surface”115 – for 

such a model implies the “vicious regress”116 of having thoughts that are exactly like 

conscious thoughts in every way, save that they are not thinkable, which makes them 

by definition not thoughts. Searle identifies the inconsistent belief that what we call 

consciousness is just a mode of perception of states that are unconscious in their mode 

of existence.117  

Searle fundamentally contests the idea that intrinsic to subjectivity is an 

unconscious “outside,” a part of the mind that is somehow not of the mind. The 

unconscious is constructed as a psychological “space” that is accessed or closed off by 

the subject according not to will, but to the influence of the ideas repressed in the 

unconscious. There is no consistency between this model, Searle posits, and what we 

know of the brain. “[T]he ontology of the unconscious is strictly the ontology of a 

neurophysiology capable of generating the conscious.”118 Therefore, there can be 

unconscious neurophysical processes – breathing whilst sleeping, the body’s 

myelination of axons – and there can be preconscious mental phenomena – beliefs and 

desires the subject holds to be true, but which are not presently conscious – but “there 

are no deep unconscious intentional states.”119 

The split between conscious and unconscious thought is an inherently 

intellectual dichotomisation then, rather than an empirical one. The dualism is not to 

be found in the large molar organs, or inside the neuron cells of the brain (so much as 

we currently understand those physical components of the body to function) or even 

elsewhere in or around the body.120 It might be argued that in a modern mainstream 

                                                                                                                                  
context see “John Searle Befuddles” in Paul Cilliers, Complexity and Postmodernism: 
Understanding Complex Systems (New York; London: Routledge, 1998), pp. 48-57.     
114John Searle, The Rediscovery of the Mind (Cambridge, Mass.: MIT Press, 1992). 
115John Searle, The Rediscovery of the Mind, p. 152.  
116John Searle, The Rediscovery of the Mind, p. 171. 
117John Searle, The Rediscovery of the Mind, p. 168.  
118John Searle, The Rediscovery of the Mind, p. 172. 
119John Searle, The Rediscovery of the Mind, p. 162.  
120In their influential 1998 paper Andy Clark and David Chalmers claim that cognition and 
consciousness can be continued not only beyond the physical borders of the brain into the body, 
but also into the subject’s immediate environment. “The Extended Mind,” Analysis 58 (1998) 
10-23. See also Richard Menary, ed., The Extended Mind, (Cambridge, Mass.: MIT Press, 
2010) and Daniel C. Dennett “Where Am I” at 
http://www.newbanner.com/SecHumSCM/WhereAmI.html (accessed 11/07/2010).  
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psychotherapeutic context, the concept of the unconscious has little to no validity at 

all.121  

Yet exposing the artificial binary has not worked to neutralise the pull that the 

unconscious exerts on the ideas surrounding it.122 Today the unconscious is 

popularised in fields as varied as self-help literature, cinema,123 marketing psychology 

(think/don’t think of subliminal advertising), the study of criminology124 and 

cybernetics. Gary Greenberg writes “the mysterious unconscious self, who eludes us 

yet, must be sought ... it courses through the white noise of our lives.”125 The 

unconscious, where delusion is supposedly contrived, is in a way, its own kind of meta-

delusion – maintained despite indisputable evidence to the contrary. As Searle puts it: 

prior to the twentieth century, we “found the notion of the unconscious mind puzzling, 

perhaps even self-contradictory. ... [now] we routinely invoke unconscious mental 

phenomena to explain human beings, and we find the notion of consciousness 

puzzling, and perhaps even unscientific.”126 Today, the unconscious keeps coming 

up,127 in literary studies particularly – where the ideas of Freud retain their relevance 

as significant cultural tropes.  

                                                 
121See Gary Greenberg on Saul Rosenzweig’s “Dodo Bird Effect” and the movement towards 
evidence-based practice in psychotherapy, most notably in the form of cognitive behavioural 
therapy: “The War on Unhappiness: Goodbye Freud, Hello Positive Thinking,” 27-35.  
122“A spectre is haunting Western Academia ... the spectre of the Cartesian subject. All 
academic powers have entered into a holy alliance to exorcise this spectre: the New Age 
obscurantist (who wants to supersede the ‘Cartesian paradigm’ towards a new holistic 
approach) and the postmodern deconstructionalist (for whom the Cartesian subject is a 
discursive fiction, an effect of decentred textual mechanisms); the Habermasian theorist of 
communication (who insists on a shift from Cartesian monological subjectivity to discursive 
intersubjectivity) and the Heideggerian proponent of the thought of Being (who stresses the 
need to ‘traverse’ the horizon of modern subjectivity culminating in current ravaging nihilism); 
the cognitive scientist (who endeavours to prove empirically that there is no unique scene of the 
Self, just a pandemonium of competing forces),” Slavoj Žižek, The Ticklish Subject: The Absent 
Centre of Political Ontology (London: Verso, 1999), p. 1.  
123One of the most interesting recent examples is Christopher Nolan’s movie Inception 
(Legendary Pictures / Syncopy Films, US, 2010).  
124In Australia, notably in the defence of non-insane automatism.  
125Gary Greenberg, “The War on Unhappiness: Goodbye Freud, Hello Positive Thinking,” 29.  
126John Searle, The Rediscovery of the Mind, p. 151.  
127Late in writing this thesis Tom Lee, a postgraduate at of the University of Western Sydney 
who is currently pursuing interpretations of W. G. Sebald, drew my attention to the work of 
Alfred North Whitehead in this regard – particularly Whitehead’s notion of fringe states of 
consciousness in creativity. There is not sufficient space here to devote to the “dynamic 
unconscious” or to the potential of fringe consciousness as an alternative proposition to the 
unconscious, but I direct the reader to Steven Myer’s very good summary of the issues therein, 
in the “Introduction” to a special edition of the journal Configurations devoted to “Whitehead 
Now,” Vol. 13:1, (2005), 1-33 (The Johns Hopkins University Press and the Society for 
Literature and Science). There may also be some traction here, as Tom has pointed out to me 
via email, with what Bruno Latour is getting at when he attempts to trace the relations between 
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Or rather than “coming up”, appropriately, the unconscious keeps being 

pushed down. Privately, we prefer it when the unconscious exists in the abstract. 

Beneath we might say, behind or beyond. As is so often the case with delusions, they 

are most potent when they remain implicit. When the unconscious is raised openly and 

is passed through to determinacy, the “un” decouples from the “conscious.” Searle’s 

critique holds. The unconscious shifts to consciousness, foregrounded, available for 

analysis, and so suffers a terminus ad quem. Bring the unconscious to the surface and 

it will collapse in on itself, as all brilliant-coloured things brought up from the depths 

are grey. The unconscious thrives in unexamined border-states too, in the res nullius 

zones of imagination, being both external (to consciousness) and simultaneously 

internal (uniquely contained within each individual mind). Down, down, down: 

another, less stigmatised, word for the unconscious is of course the subconscious.  

Yet, there is something unsettling when Searle speaks of mental states as 

purely “a biological feature of human and certain animal brains ... caused by 

neurological processes ... and as much a part of the natural biological order as any 

other biological feature, such as photosynthesis, digestion, or mitosis.”128 That there 

might be nothing more than a bone-bowl of synapses and chemicals just doesn’t marry 

with how it feels to experience our minds first-hand.129 While contemporary neurology 

and psychology have debunked any clinical notion of the unconscious, we still pore 

over our dreams in search of broken links, we still feel that not everything in our mind 

is cognitively assembled (just ask anyone who suffers with depression or post-

traumatic stress). The sense remains that not all our drives can be easily classified as 

biological or conscious. In part, this very sense is attributable to the organic physiology 

of human development: we are born before our brains have fully formed their egos and 

as we grow – past the Lacanian “mirror stage”130 – there remains an enduring 

disconnect between our construct of self, and our internalised awareness of our bodies. 

But the unconscious has a social impetus too. Those working in the humanities have a 

                                                                                                                                  
the non-present forces that compose experimental and empirical situations: things and network 
have causal efficacy in the production of scientific facts. But more on Latour to come.  
128John Searle, The Rediscovery of the Mind, p. 90. 
129Edward Casey’s book Remembering: A Phenomenological Study 2nd Edition (Bloomington, 
Indiana: Indiana University Press, 2000) is one example of an attempt to capture this “first-
hand” experience of the mind in a rigorous fashion, through both active and inactive states.      
130For Lacan, the mirror-stage was first represented in an infant’s recognition of its reflection, 
somewhere between 6 and 18 months of age. He later extended this theory to encompass a 
broader hypothesis about the foundations of subjectivity. See The Seminars of Jacques Lacan, 
Book I: Freud’s Papers on Technique, Jacques-Alain Miller ed., (New York: Norton, 1988), 
particularly “The Object Relations and the Intersubjective Relation” (2 June 1954), “On 
Narcissism” (17 March 1954) and “The Topic of the Imaginary” (24 February 1954).  
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particular vested interest in the unconscious, for as Jean Baudrillard writes, “(n)ever 

would the humanities or psychoanalysis have existed, if it had been miraculously 

possible to reduce man to his ‘rational’ behaviours.”131  

 

We have felt this way before, attached to the intangibility of an idea – only a minute 

ago, when thinking about nature. Like the unconscious, the deeper we plunge the more 

nature also eludes us. Haul nature up onto the deck to find it likewise hypoxic and blue, 

asphyxiating under our gaze. So how then, do we begin to talk of nature and the 

unconscious? Because we do, of course, in addition to all those other things that we say 

we will not talk of, and as a result talk of endlessly. Are we to follow Searle into a 

mindfulness that is strictly organic?132 Or must we fall to the dubious vocabulary of 

pseudo-psychology and New Age pantheism? “Go deeper into your cave. You’re going 

to find your power animal”133 (animistic symbolism and paralogical totemism in the 

personal unconscious). To reverse our gaze to reading the unconscious in external 

nature, shall we cite with authority James Lovelock’s Gaia hypothesis134 (pursued in 

interesting ways recently by Tim Flannery),135 Peter Ward’s Medea hypothesis136 or 

other homeostatic models of capitalised “Nature” that evidence longing for a 

universalising metaphor:137 nature possessed of a coherent and identifiable 

psychology? Not natura naturans – “the uncaused causality that ceaselessly generates 

                                                 
131Jean Baudrillard, Simulacra and Simulation, trans. Sheila Faria Glaser (Ann Arbor: 
University of Michigan Press, 1994), p. 132.  
132Stephen Muecke, Joe in the Andamans and Other Fictocritical Stories (Sydney, Local 
Consumption Publications, 2007), p. 10: “What if there is no interior to the self? Nothing 
except blood and guts, no soul, no homunculus inside the head peering out through your eyes at 
the world? If there isn’t, then this has pretty interesting consequences for the habitual metaphors 
of interiority we use not only in everyday life, but in the psychological disciplines and 
therapies, in religious conceptions of the soul, and in the ways narrators and characters are 
developed in literature.”   
133Fight Club screenplay, adapted by Jim Uhls and based on Chuck Palahniuk’s book by the 
same title Fight Club : A Novel (New York: Henry Holt, 1997).   
134According to James Lovelock, Gaia is “a complex entity involving the Earth’s biosphere, 
atmosphere, oceans and soil; the totality constituting a feedback or cybernetic system which 
seeks an optimal physical and chemical environment for life on this planet.” Gaia: A New Look 
at Life on Earth, Revised Edition (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 1995), p. 10.  
135Tim Flannery, Here on Earth (Melbourne: Text, 2010). Flannery looks to the early Gaian 
precursor Alfred Russel Wallace as a model for how “whole Earth systems” might be held to be 
homeostatic.   
136Peter Ward, The Medea Hypothesis: Is Life on Earth Ultimately Self-Destructive (Princeton: 
Princeton University Press, 2009). 
137Mark Slouka, “Ecologue: On the Rich Sin of Meddling,” Harpers (July 2009), 45-48.    
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new forms”138 – but natura naturata – matter settled into unvarying order by 

Creation. The Supra-natural. The Super-organism. Shall we call it “Mother Nature,” 

sentimentally pagan and curiously agnate to intelligent design?  

Or, like Salvador Dalí (and more on surrealism to come) shall we conceive of 

an unconscious existing in the perceptual field that only masquerades as nature? In 

1936 during the International Surrealists’ Exhibition in London, Dalí arrived to deliver 

a lecture wearing an iron-and-lead diving-suit. This, he claimed, was a necessary 

accoutrement for his descent “into the depths of the subconscious.”139 140 The stunt was 

ultimately a failure (Dalí had to be cut out of the suit at risk of suffocation) but it is 

interesting to note that for all the inwardly-dialled, psychological ethos of the art 

movement he spearheaded, Dalí depicts the unconscious as an exterior, physical place 

– a sea.141 142 Although he clearly means the statement to be metaphorical (or at least, 

theoretical) there are connections here to Freud’s “oceanic feeling,”143 as well as, on 

                                                 
138Jane Bennett Vibrant Matter: A Political Ecology of Things, p.117: writing here of Baruch 
Spinzoa’s formulation of natura naturata / natura naturans. found in Ethics: Treaties on the 
Emendation of the Intellect (Indianapolis: Hackett Publishing Company, 1992 [c1677]).  
139The failed lecture, scheduled for July 1 1936, was titled “Fantomes Paranoiaques 
Authentiques.” Dalí was eventually rescued from suffocation by the young poet David 
Gascoyne, armed with a hammer. An account of the event can be found in Dalí’s biography, 
The Secret Life of Salvador Dalí (Montana: Kessinger Publishing, 2010 [c1942]).  
140Is not every dive into the deep, a dive into the “intimate geography” of the self? Underwater 
the heartbeat booms, the pulse surges across the skin, the breath takes up more space than just 
the inner cupboards of the lungs; an awareness of the body is heightened. So too, does the water 
press the mind to introspection, to drifting in thought. See Barry Lopez “An Intimate 
Geography,” Portland Magazine (Summer 2010), 30-35, for some discussion of the inwardness 
of deep-sea diving. And how many movies, artworks, books and musical compositions have 
utilised the machinery of descent into the deeps as a metaphor for a descent into the 
unconscious? 
141Timothy Morton points out that Freud similarly “described the unconscious as a wilderness 
area. Wilderness areas are the unconscious of modern society, places we can go to keep out 
dreams undisturbed.” The Ecological Thought, p. 9.  
142On the sea as a symbol of limitless introspectiveness, Lawrence Buell writes: “Modern 
science tells us that the ocean is literally where we came from. Millennia before that, however, 
it was a common symbol for primordial reality, as in “the waters” of the Genesis creation 
narratives, or a symbol for what lies beyond the known world. ... Later, water in general and 
ocean in particular came to symbolise unbounded inner space. Freud referred to the sensation of 
“eternality” as the ocean “feeling.” “Meditation and water are wedded forever,” affirms Herman 
Melville’s narrator Ishmael in Moby Dick (1851). “And of all the elements,” adds Joseph 
Conrad, “this is the one to which men have always been prone to trust themselves, as if its 
immensity held a reward as vast as self.”” Writing for an Endangered World: Literature, 
Culture and Environment in the U.S. and Beyond (Cambridge, Mass.; London, England: The 
Belknap Press of Harvard University Press, 2001), p. 199.  
143The works of Freud and Emil Kraepelin heavily influenced Dalí’s development of his so-
called “paranoiac-critical” phase. The “oceanic feeling” term was originally coined by Romain 
Rolland and is used by Freud in “The Future of an Illusion” and “Civilisation and Its 
Discontents,” (The Standard Edition of the Complete Psychological Works of Sigmund Freud: 
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review, to Searle’s comments cited earlier (which do not precede Dalí’s) comparing 

unconscious thoughts to “fish deep in the sea.” The unconscious is often imagined as 

an ocean, even when it is being denied an existence.144 The paintings of Yves Tanguy, 

perhaps more so than Dalí, represent this psychic/pelagic hinterland. Tanguy’s are 

strange, often horizonless landscape works, luminous, littered with waxy machines, 

minerals or sopped vegetable-parts, and rendered in the scattered light of the seafloor. 

As John Ashbery writes of Tanguy, here are “extreme examples of the other-planetary 

look which our planet exhibits here and there – windows on a supra-visible world 

rather than vignettes of this one.”145 That “supra-visibility” is a decidedly inward, 

psychological phenomenon. Like the unconscious, the sea has often been cast as a 

cultural externality capable of absorbing the ballast of dream-states and wordless 

hurts. Which is why the sea, now a charged space for the siteless disaster of climate 

change, proves so interesting in this context.  

Baudrillard once wrote: “Animals have no unconscious, because they have a 

territory. Men have only had an unconscious since they lost a territory.”146 Does the 

                                                                                                                                  
Volume XXI [1927-1931]: The Future of an Illusion, Civilisation and its Discontents, and 
Other Works, trans. James Strachey. Anna Freud; Alix Strachey; Alan Tyson; James Strachey 
eds., [London: The Hogarth Press and the Institute of Psycho-analysis, 1958]) to explain the 
“oceanic” sensation of limitlessness that might broadly be considered to underpin feelings of 
religiosity. The “sensation of an indissoluble bond, as of being connected with the external 
world in its integral form” (Stanford Encyclopedia of Philosophy, “Emotions in the Christian 
Tradition,” http://plato.stanford.edu/entries/emotion-Christian-tradition/ [accessed 
25/09/2009]). Freud did not think much of the surrealists however, referring to them in letters to 
Stefan Zweig as “complete fools - let us say 95%, as with alcohol.” See Semir Zeki “The 
Neural Sources of Dali’s Ambiguity,” at http://www.vislab.ucl.ac.uk/pdf/Dali_s_Ambiguity.pdf  
(accessed 03/01/2010).  
144Rather poetically, the subterranean “unconscious” of a city (where, as in the brain, the city’s 
functional and regulatory systems are maintained) is often found to conceal maritime objects. 
Earlier this year excavators digging below the emotionally-unsettled site of the former World 
Trade Centre in Lower Manhattan unearthed the hull of a large ship buried in the 18th century, 
still “flecked with oyster shells.” The New York Times described it as the “great ribbed ghost 
that emerged from yesterday” (David W. Dunlap, “18th Century Ship Found at World Trade 
Centre Site,” New York Times [July 14, 2010]). San Francisco, too, is built over the scuttled 
remains of old ships; the basements and cellars of 19th century homes in the Bay Area were 
often fashioned from ship hulls set underground. These vessels are still being uncovered in the 
present day, as taller skyscrapers demand deeper foundations, subways are extended, and 
power-lines are buried. Beneath the cities, the ships – and potentially, as the sea-level rises, 
beneath the water, the cities, the ships.   
145John Ashbery “Tanguy - The Geometer of Dreams (Introduction),” in Nicholas M. 
Acquavella; John Ashbery, Yves Tanguy (New York: Acquavella Galleries Inc., 1974). Excerpt 
available online at http://thecreativecomplex.deviantart.com/art/Yves-Tanguy-by-
ExquisiteCorpse-33269062 (accessed 17/09/2009).   
146Jean Baudrillard, “The Animals: Territory and Metamorphoses,” in Simulacra and 
Simulation, p. 139. Cf. (as Baudrillard notes, p. 137) Gilles Deleuze on the animal as a model 
for deterritorialisation in Gilles Deleuze; Felix Guattari, A Thousand Plateaus trans. & 
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delusion of nature, the product of nature’s dislocated-ness, create the unconscious? 

For Baudrillard, the logic of delusion is inverted by the existence of the simulacra; the 

delusion is not incubated in the unconscious, but rather the unconscious is incubated 

in the delusion. Baudrillard relates this to mourning: “the unconscious is the individual 

structure of mourning in which this loss [of territory] is incessantly, hopelessly 

replayed.”147 This is a phrase that chimes whenever I hear of the world’s growing 

population of environmental refugees, many of whom have lost territory by way of 

saltwater incursion and storm-front erosion: the structure of mourning in which this 

loss (of territory) is incessantly, hopelessly replayed. What a psychically excruciating 

thing it must be to have one’s nationality, history and experience swallowed up by the 

ocean. At the outer-reaches of the debate, Baudrillard extends Dalí’s sea to encompass 

the whole perceptual world – there is no nature, there is only the unconscious settled 

deep into an emulating, roiling system of signs.    

See how much we talk of that which we claim we can’t find words for?     

“How glorious,” writes Mark Slouka, “it would be to feel the key turn, to be able 

to enter the culture of things outside of us, to understand not only the what of the 

universe but the why”.148 How invigorating then, how revelatory, if nature could be 

assigned a mindfulness – if nature’s unconscious form took that of an equilibrating 

feedback-loop: the fallacy of adaptationism in evolution,149 and Clementsian climax 

communities.150 Nature-the-body, the largest in a long line of self-containing 

matryoshka dolls.151 Nature-the-machine, the system automated for a pre-existing 

                                                                                                                                  
foreword Brian Massumi (Minneapolis: University of Minnesota Press, 1987), and Gilles 
Deleuze; Felix Guattari, Kafka: Toward a Minor Literature. trans. Dana Polan (Minneapolis: 
University of Minnesota Press, 1986).  
147Jean Baudrillard, Simulacra and Simulation, p. 139. 
148Mark Slouka, “Ecologue: On the Rich Sin of Meddling,” p. 47 (my emphasis).   
149Citing Richard Dawkins, particularly in The Extended Phenotype: The Long Reach of the 
Gene, Timothy Morton unpacks the fallacy of adaptationism in evolution – namely the 
mistaken belief that organisms better adapted to their environments are “selected” via a 
“survival of the fittest” mechanism that moves evolution teleologically towards climax-forms – 
“All that we call Nature is mutation and often pointless,” The Ecological Thought, p. 44.  
150Frederic Clements believed that all ecologies (what he called “superorganisms,” 
distinguishable from Flannery’s notion of the superorganism FN 422) tended to develop 
towards a natural climax community that would sustain itself indefinitely unless tampered with 
– a theory that has been wholly abandoned by modern ecologists. See Donald Worster, 
Nature’s: Economy: A History of Ecological Ideas (New York: Cambridge University Press, 
1994). For application in a forestry context see “Planting a Tree” in Michael Pollan’s Second 
Nature: A Gardener’s Education (New York: Grove Press, an imprint of Atlantic Inc., 1991), 
pp. 150-175.  
151“The assumption that the human body is a microcosm - a miniature image of the macrocosm, 
or general world system - has characterised Western natural philosophy from its inception: the 
four bodily humours of ancient medical theory mirrored the four elements of ancient 
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order.152 Astonishing more still, if we were to call that unconsciousness by the name 

“God.” But it slips away. The jungle is obscene153 and nature blasphemes.154 

 

Alternatively, do the concepts of nature and the unconscious become clearer if we 

pause here a moment, take a breath and a step further back? Let nature alone 

intellectually and confine our analysis to the field of effect, being, unavoidably, natural 

beings ourselves? Such an argument proceeds: we unconsciously (or to be exact, “non-

consciously”) recognise nature through natural acts, because the nature without hails 

the nature within.155 Philosophical pyrotechnics have no use-value in this debate. 

                                                                                                                                  
cosmology.” John Baird Callicot “La Nature est morte, vive le nature,” The Hastings Centre 
Report 22:5 (Sept-Oct 1992), 22. The inverse is often posed as a model for nature as well – the 
construction of nature as a macrocosmic embodiment: “The human vascular system includes 
arteries, veins, rivers, oceans and air currents. Cleaning a dump is not different in kind from 
filling a tooth.” Rolston Holmes III, Philosophy Gone Wild: Essays in Environmental Ethics 
(Buffalo: Prometheus Books, 1986), p. 23.  
152“Let us now be on our guard against believing that the universe is a machine; it is assuredly 
not constructed with a view to one end; we invest it with far too high an honor with the word 
“machine.” Let us be on our guard against supposing that anything so methodical as the cyclic 
motions of our neighboring stars obtains generally and throughout the universe; indeed a glance 
at the Milky Way induces doubt as to whether there are not many cruder and more 
contradictory motions there, and even stars with continuous, rectilinearly gravitating orbits, and 
the like. The astral arrangement in which we live is an exception; this arrangement, and the 
relatively long durability which is determined by it, has again made possible the exception of 
exceptions, the formation of organic life. The general character of the world, on the other hand, 
is to all eternity chaos; not by the absence of necessity, but in the sense of the absence of order, 
structure, form, beauty, wisdom, and whatever else our aesthetic humanities are called.” 
Friedrich Wilhelm Nietzsche, The Gay Science: With a Prelude in German Rhymes and an 
Appendix of Songs, Bernard Williams, ed., trans. Josefine Nauckhoff (Cambridge UK; New 
York: University of Cambridge Press, 2001 [c1882]), p. 109. My thanks to James Quinton for 
drawing my attention to this quotation.  
153Werner Herzog, Conquest of the Useless: Reflections from the Making of Fitzcarraldo (New 
York: Ecco, 2009). “The jungle is obscene. Everything about it is sinful, for which reason the 
sin does not stand out as sin,” p. 105. “Tumors form on the trees. Roots writhe in the air. The 
jungle revels in debauched lewdness,” p. 150. “I did not see God today. According to the 
statistics, 85 percent of all existing species are beetles and insects of various sorts, so where are 
we on the scale of God’s favourites?” p. 223-224.  
154Jonathan Bordo on René Girard’s Violence and the Sacred, trans. Patrick Gregory 
(Baltimore: Johns Hopkins University Press, 1977): “Girard seems to claim that the sacrificial 
crisis is the cause. I want to heighten this ambivalent directionality and say ecological danger is 
symbolically re-enacted as sacrificial crisis. It need not be the only source of sacrificial crisis, 
but sacrifice is the archaic mechanism for controlling crises to human standing having an 
ecological source,” in “Ecological Peril, Modern Technology and the Postmodern Sublime” 
Phillippa Berry; Andrew Wernick eds., Shadow of Spirit: Postmodernism and Religion  
(London; New York: Routledge, 1992), p. 168.   
155Here there are also resonances of the American nature writing tradition of transcendentalism: 
Aldo Leopold’s body dissolves into the marsh (see Daniel Berthold-Bold, “The Ethics of 
‘Place’: Reflections on Bioregionalism,” Environmental Ethics 22 [Spring 2000] 23-24), 
Edward Abbey begins to see a leaf when he looks at his hand (Desert Solitaire: A Season in the 
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Nature’s meaning is demonstrative and, as Justice Potter Stewart said of obscenity, we 

only know it when we see it.156 This kind of thinking is evident in much of the literary 

genre we call “nature writing.” To wit, a virus in the body is nature, a virus in a 

computer is not. Tomatoes in the wild are nature, tomato-sauce in a bottle is not. Look 

first to the thing-ness. Attempting to triangulate the idea of a virus or a tomato with 

respect to the idea of nature is of little probity. Ideas of things are not things – ideas 

are made out of language. Brecht: “the word is the thing’s dead body.”157  

The effect premise looks figuratively to the trees tossed about as evidence of 

the wind. The wind itself remains unexamined; the questions “what is wind,” “where is 

there wind” and “why is there wind” stay unasked and unanswered. We get no closer to 

the essential quality of a tomato or a virus needed to develop a criterion for 

determining when a thing is to be considered natural, and when it is not. A virus in the 

body is nature, a virus in a computer is not,158 but what of the virus in a laboratory test-

tube? One answer: perhaps natural when sampled from the host, and not natural when 

built by a molecular chemist. Half-nature (“next-nature”)159 if it is taken from the host 

and subsequently modified? Are the only authentic tomatoes in fact so-called 

“organically grown” tomatoes? Then what of organically grown tomatoes that have a 

                                                                                                                                  
Wilderness [New York: Ballantine 1998], pp.250-251) and Ralph Waldo Emerson becomes an 
almost surrealist “transparent eyeball” (Nature and Selected Essays [New York: Penguin 
Books, 2003[c1836]] p.5).   
156Concurring opinion in Jacobellis v. Ohio 378 U.S. 184 (1964).  
157Herta Ramthun, Bertolt Brecht: Early Diaries (1920-1922) (London: Eyre Methuen, 1979) 
“The beginning is not the word. The word is at the end. It is the thing’s dead body.” Quoted on 
http://www.myspace.com/epicbrecht (accessed 17/12/2008).  
158 Although even this has been contended by Stephen Hawking in a speech entitled “Life in the 
Universe,” delivered in 1994: “A living being usually has two elements: a set of instructions 
that tell the system how to sustain and reproduce itself, and a mechanism to carry out the 
instructions. In biology, these two parts are called genes and metabolism. But it is worth 
emphasising that there need be nothing biological about them. For example, a computer virus is 
a program that will make copies of itself in the memory of a computer, and will transfer itself to 
other computers. Thus it fits the definition of a living system, that I have given.” Available at 
http://hawking.org.uk/index.php?option=com_content&view=article&id=65 (accessed 
25/07/2009). There now even exists a hybrid computer/organic virus nicknamed “Synthia;” a 
living cell (modified goat pathogen – Mycoplasma mycoides JCVI-syn1.0) containing a 
computer generated synthetic genome. The DNA within it is “watermarked” with an encoded 
URL, a series of famous quotations and the name of its inventor, Craig Venter. See Mark 
Henderson, “Scientists Create Artificial Life in the Laboratory,” The Times, London (May 21 
2010), available at 
http://www.timesonline.co.uk/tol/news/science/biology_evolution/article7132299.ece (accessed 
20/10/2010). 
159The Next Nature Foundation (www.nextnature.net) are based in the Netherlands and are 
supported by the Mondriaan Foundation, the University of Technology at Eindhoven and the 
Netherlands Foundation for Visual Arts, Design and Architecture, (Fonds BKvB). The 
organisation broadly investigates nature after cultivation – “wild systems, genetic surprises, 
autonomous machinery and splendidly beautiful black flowers.”  
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Monsanto or Syngenta patented genotype160 – the so-called “neoflora” monoculture 

breeds? Are the only natural tomatoes actually heritage stock tomatoes grown in a 

pesticide-free, herbicide-free, hormone-free environment, unaffected by non-seasonal 

drought brought on by global climate change? Such progressions clearly tend towards 

the nonsensical, and the indefinitely qualified.  

The question “is that natural?” cannot escape being culturally determined, 

even when we fall back to our supposedly non-conscious recognition. What if, for your 

entire life, you were told and believed that tomatoes were a kind of clothing? (I am 

reminded here, laterally, of Ben Marcus’ fictional acts of anthropology in The Age of 

Wire and String).161 Would you still recognise nature if you were culturally primed to 

see it as costume? When we consider “thing-ness” first, staying with effect, no stable 

taxonomy for the natural and the non-natural can be developed. We divide, divide, 

divide the tomato, but it does not give up its secrets.    

Not only does this “effect analysis” prevent us from looking at the interplay 

between nature and the unconscious head-on, it is also unable to reconcile the 

possibility raised by Heidegger: that ecological threat concurrently emanates from, as 

well as manifests in, nature and the unconscious (delusion). Confining ourselves to the 

effect definition may enable a detailed discussion of threat’s manifestation, but the 

side-effect is purblindness over the issue of emanation. The ghastly “everywhere-ness” 

of man can only be read as psychosomatic symptom and not as part of a broader 

pathology. Threat therefore is reduced to the phantasm of a psychological event,162 and 

is emptied of the more complex dialectic potential that a rigorous discussion of threat’s 

origins may unveil.   

   

Just as the unconscious and nature are both subtractive concepts (what is left over, 

after: every idea not conscious, every rustling thing alive outside of the inorganic) they 

also share a core elusiveness. This is not the kind of elusiveness that can be 

characterised as conceptual fluidity, vacancy or the incomprehensibility of vastness and 

                                                 
160The novelist Jonathan Safran Foer explores this point – how organic farming methods are 
often undercut by genetically engineered stock – in the context of meat production where it is a 
far more common occurrence. Eating Animals (London: Hamish Hamilton, 2009).  
161In Ben Marcus’ surrealist novel The Age of Wire and String (London: Flamingo, 1997) the 
chapters devoted to “The Food Costumes of Montana,” work to build a fictive reality wherein 
foodstuffs become garments, and garments become foodstuffs.   
162Peter C. Van Wyck, Signs of Danger (Minneapolis; London: University of Minnesota Press, 
2005), p. 84, writing here in reference to the Carlsbad Waste Monument: “How might we come 
to think about the psychology of threat? ... How do we represent (talk about, understand) 
ecological threats of the sort we see being interred in the New Mexican desert without reducing 
them to the phantasm of a psychological threat?” 
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infinity. However labyrinthine applied definitions of nature and the unconscious are, 

the concepts are not edgeless. Although we may struggle to conceive of the “large 

finitude” of nature,163 or the parameters of meaning in our dreams, it does not 

causatively follow that these concepts are without boundary. Rather, elusiveness is a 

definitional component of both terms: the unconscious must hold to “un”-ness, to 

latency, to prevent it from modulating into consciousness and nature must be “other 

than” 164 man-made to be considered authentic and un-hybridised.  

Think for a moment using another metaphor – the motif of a solar eclipse. An 

eclipse signifies both a darkness (an absence of light) and a presence (the moon passing 

between the sun and earth). So too the absences in the conceptual cores of nature and 

the unconscious are presences that constitute their respective meanings. Nature and 

the unconscious are acutely “known unknowns.”165 Or, to borrow from hermeneutics: 

they are immanent missing signifiers – their essence is found in their exclusion from 

the signifying structure (“not simply absent, but present as an absence”).166 Our ability 

to identify nature and the unconscious rests on their otherness, and to an extent, their 

hidden-ness as well. Again, Heidegger is relevant here, translating nature through 

“equipment” in Being and Time. For Heidegger, the enmeshed-ness of the human does 

not aid in recognising nature, but impairs this process.167 In attempting to isolate 

nature from the rest of the world, we find ourselves unable to escape the frame of 

reference from within which the inquiry itself is conducted. Therefore, human readings 

of nature must rely on “equipment” to provide phenomenal access to nature, after 

which nature is formulated as natural resource.  

 

                                                 
163In The Ecological Thought, Timothy Morton points out that “very large finitude is harder to 
deal with than abstract, ideal infinity,” p. 5, 40. 
164Timothy Morton, Ecology Without Nature: Rethinking Environmental Aesthetics, p.17: 
“Environmental writing is a way of registering the feeling of being surrounded by others, or 
more abstractly, by an otherness, something that is not the self.”  
165The term “known unknowns” is of course, a reference to US military terminology made 
popular by US Defence Secretary Donald Rumsfeld, at a press briefing on the post-Afghanistan 
invasion in February 2002: “There are known knowns. These are things we know that we know. 
There are known unknowns. That is to say, there are things that we now know we don’t know. 
But there are also unknown unknowns. These are things we do not know we don’t know.” A 
full transcript of Rumsfeld’s address is available at “DoD News Briefing – Secretary Rumsfeld 
and Gen. Myers,” http://www.defense.gov/transcripts/transcript.aspx?transcriptid=2636 
(accessed 13/06/2009).  
166Todd McGowan, “The Case of the Missing Signifier,” Psychoanalysis, Culture & Society 
Houndmills: 13:1 (Apr 2008), 48-66.  
167Roderick Munday’s “Glossary of Terms in Being and Time” has been a useful secondary text 
here:www.visual-memory.co.uk/b_resources/b_and_t_glossary.html#resource_structure 
(accessed 20/05/2009).   
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The wood is a forest of timber, the mountain a quarry of rock; the river is water-power, 

the wind is wind “in the sails.” As the “environment” is discovered through the resource, 

then “Nature” is thus discovered in the encountered as well. ... But when this happens, 

the Nature which “stirs and strives,” which assails us and enthralls us as landscape, 

remains hidden.168 

 

It is clear why Heidegger is widely venerated as the environmentalists’ philosopher, 

although his model of enmeshed-ness might not go far enough when it comes to 

dealing with modern forms of threat, as we shall see. Alfred North Whitehead goes a 

little further, when he talks about withness:169 we see with our eyes, feel with our 

hands, hear with our ears.170 The body is its own environment, made entirely of 

physical equipment. We inhale with our noses, breathe with our lungs, respire with 

our mitochondria. But where is the singular “we” in all this? What part of us exists that 

is not in fact “equipment”? I am up to my eyes in body, flesh through and through and 

nothing else. Then what is this voice, left lying out here on the page?      

For many people, a kind of unease arises if nature (or the unconscious) ceases 

to be the hidden “what is left over, after:” when a portion of nature is exhaustively 

mapped and classified for example, as in the Human Genome Project,171 or when a 

psychological experience is revealed to be fundamentally neurological or biochemical, 

as is the intent of Michael Persinger’s research into religiosity and temporal lobe 

function.172 Such inquiries can trigger the disquieting feeling that something that 

should have stayed outside, has been brought inside. William Wordsworth wrote:  

                                                 
168Martin Heidegger, Being and Time (New York: Harper, 1962), p. 100.  
169Alfred North Whitehead, Process and Reality: An Essay in Cosmology, corrected ed., David 
Ray Griffin; Donald W. Sherburne eds. (New York: Free Press, 1978), p. 176: “Bodily 
experiences, in the mode of causal efficacy ... [are distinguished from] ... causal influences 
derived from the external world ... by their comparative accuracy of spatial definition.” 
170Steven Meyer, “Introduction: The Invention of Creativity,” 21.  
171The Human Genome Project sought to sequence the chemical base-pairs that make up human 
DNA and identify the ~25,000 genes of the genome, functionally and physically. A complete 
working draft of the human genome was released in 2003. See Nicholas Royle, The Uncanny 
(New York: Routledge, 2003) pp.2-3, for some discussion on the strangeness of knowing the 
genome.   
172Michael Persinger explores the relationship between paranormal and religious experience, 
and electrical activity in the temporal lobe. He is best known for his development of the “God 
Helmet,” an experimental apparatus that stimulates sections of the brain with complex magnetic 
fields so as to prompt experiences that seem otherworldly or spiritual (see Lone Frank’s book 
Mindfield: How Brain Science is Changing Our World [Oxford, England: Oneworld 
Publications 2009] pp.21-67 for a compelling account of wearing the “God Helmet,” told from 
the perspective of a neurobiologist). I offer this example without speculating on the accuracy of 
the conclusions reached by Persinger, but to suggest that at this frontier of neurological 
research, the emerging field of “neurotheology”, there is an unquantifiable uneasiness. See 
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Sweet is the lore which Nature brings; 

Our meddling intellect 

Mis-shapes the beauteous forms of things: – 

We murder to dissect.173 

 

For there is also horror here, a horror that grafts to “knowing too much about the 

unknowable,”174 of bringing into knowledge the interdicted outer-world. Nature, 

meticulously unpacked and with all its constituent elements exhibited, ceases to be 

mythic and auratic. Instead, nature looks algorithmic and therefore repeatable, re-

creatable175 and modifiable176 – in short, profane. Where the floor of nature rushes up, 

when the end of the code is reached, not even the mathematical sublime as Immanuel 

Kant envisaged it,177 can reinvest nature with compelling mystery.      

From the frontlines of contemporary scientific research, a suitable emblem for 

this kind of unease might be found in the Large Hadron Collider, run by the European 

Organisation for Nuclear Research (CERN) beneath the Franco-Swiss border (again 

located down, down – for it seems we’re always going under in the search for elemental 

nature).178 The world’s biggest particle accelerator, the Large Hadron Collider (the 

LHC) is used for high-energy physics experiments that seek to see into the miniscule 

                                                                                                                                  
Michael A. Persinger, "The Neuropsychiatry of Paranormal Experiences," The Journal of 
Neuropsychiatry and Clinical Neurosciences 13:4 (2001), 515–524.      
173In the poem “The Tables Turned,” (1888) cited in Richard King, “Flesh and Stardust: C.P. 
Snow’s Two Cultures Fifty Years On,” Meanjin 69:2 (2010) 88-96.  
174Ben Woodard, “Thinking Against Nature: Nature, Ideation and Realism between Lovecraft 
and Shelling,” Speculations: A Journal of Speculative Realism 1 (July 2010), 53.  
175The University of Calgary host a collection of papers on “algorithmic botany,” published by 
Przemyslaw Prusinkiewicz, his colleagues and students: http://algorithmicbotany.org/papers/ 
(accessed 12/07/2010). Here they model (grow) trees and other plants using only mathematics.  
176Timothy Morton on the “transgenic” art of Eduardo Kac’s fluorescent rabbit, made with 
genes taken from a jellyfish: “Is the horror of this art simply the shock-value derived from the 
clichéd Frankenstein interpretation ... Or is it the revelation that if you can do that to a rabbit, 
then there wasn’t that much of a rabbit in the first place?” The Ecological Thought, p. 36.  
177Immanuel Kant, The Critique of Judgement (New York: Cosimo 2007 [c1790, 1914]). On the 
mathematical sublime, pp. 64-74. In the mathematical sublime “aesthetical comprehension” is 
not a consciousness of a greater unit than the self, but the notion of absolute greatness not 
inhibited by ideas of limitation or finitude.   
178Fabrio Gironi discusses the cultural iconography of new scientific instruments in “Science-
Laden Theory: Outlines of an Unsettled Alliance,” Speculations: A Journal of Speculative 
Realism 1 (July 2010) 9-47, (see particularly14-15). Gironi focuses on the Hubble Space 
Telescope, but his arguments are relevant to many of the emerging “viewing / discovering” 
technologies.  
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realities of quarks, fermions and bosons.179 The CERN website describes how the 

experimental outcomes of the LHC aim to radically alter the thinking around “the 

fundamental laws of Nature,”180 by duplicating energies that “Nature routinely 

produces ... in cosmic ray collisions.”181  

The depth of this inquiry sounds unsettlingly metaphysical182 to those without 

a strong working knowledge of the hypotheses of quantum mechanics (a category in 

which I would include myself). Even Wolfgang Pauli, a pioneer of the field, once 

described quantum mechanics as lucid mysticism.183 In looking into the foundations of 

the physical world, the CERN physicists potentially risk184 creating disastrous185 

“strangelets”, “anti-matter”, “black holes” and “vacuum bubbles” – bewildering 

absences – voids of matter, as well as voids of knowledge. It seems that the stuff of the 

world may well turn out to be an absence of stuff.186 In taking basic matter to pieces, is 

it possible that the physicists will literally be left holding a handful of holes? Popular 

                                                 
179There are some scale questions with respect to the Large Hadron Collider that it would be 
interesting to interrogate further in the context of the ecological uncanny; using the largest 
scientific instrument to look at the smallest substantive elements of the world seems 
simultaneously appropriate, and strange. A note for future research.  
180European Organisation for Nuclear Research (CERN) website, “The Large Hadron Collider: 
Our Understanding of the Universe is about to Change,” http://public.web.cern.ch/public/en/lhc/ 
lhc-en.html (accessed 03/06/2010, caps in the original). 
181European Organisation for Nuclear Research (CERN) website, “The Safety of the LHC” 
http://public.web.cern.ch/public/en/lhc/Safety-en.html (accessed 03/06/2010, caps in the 
original).  
182Koert van Mensvoort from Nextnature has written about the metaphysical qualities of the 
LHC as a complex instrument that doesn’t just model reality, but constitutes reality: “As it 
becomes practically impossible – whether it be for technical or financial constraints – to 
construct operational instruments able to actually empirically test existing theoretical 
assumptions, physics can not longer be called an empirical science. If their (sic) ever comes a 
day that physicist agree it is no longer feasible to empirically test their theories, their field will 
no longer be physics. At best it will become a formal science, it might even be categorised as 
metaphysics: the non-empirical inquiry into the nature of existence.” “LHC – How Physics 
Becomes Metaphysics,” nextnature.net (28 September 2009) 
http://www.nextnature.net/2009/09/lhc-–-how-physics-becomes-metaphysics/#more-4006 
(accessed 15/11/2010).  
183See Juan Miguel Marin, ‘'Mysticism' in Quantum Mechanics: The Forgotten Controversy,” 
European Journal of Physics 30:4 (July 2009), 807–822. 
184The risk is debatable and has largely been dismissed by the LHC Safety Assessment Group 
and eminent scientists in the field, but it is nonetheless pertinent to note the language.  
185The etymology of “Disaster”: from desastre (1560s), from Italian disastro “ill-starred,” from 
dis- "away, without “dis” + astro "star, planet," from the Latin astrum, from the Greek astron. 
The sense is astrological, of a calamity blamed on an unfavorable position of a planet. That the 
position of a planet or a “bad-star” in the micro-scale, as opposed to the macro-scale, might be 
considered disastrous, seems synchronous then. 
186As Sir Ernest Rutherford famously put it, the structure of the atom is indeed more nothing 
than something, the nucleus being like a “fly in a cathedral,” orbited by electrons. See Brian 
Cathcart, The Fly in the Cathedral: How a Small Group of Cambridge Scientists Won the Race 
to Split the Atom (New York: Viking/Penguin, 2004).  
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anxiety surrounding the LHC experiments might be characterised as a kind of horror 

vacui, a sub-atomic agoraphobia. Surely, at base level, everything has to consist of 

something? Beyond the scale of the Planck constant, some physicists187 predict that 

matter becomes less like a void and more like a froth, a quantum foam of particles and 

their anti-particles springing into being, colliding and dissipating back into the void in 

a ceaseless zero-sum game.188 Down there, the LHC looks likely to reveal a surrealist 

sub-atomic world: a kind of matter ingrown. Not a sea inside, but stars in the 

particles,189 and therefore stars inside of us.190 (“In a sense,” writes Nigel Calder, “all 

human flesh is made of stardust”).191  

We’re in the dark matter now, and the dark matter is sequestrated in us. Like a 

meteorite that lands overnight in the garden, the universe is no longer in space; the 

universe is intimate. The LHC merges astronomy with biology when it telescopes in 

instead of out. Paradoxically, the more we know of nature through quantum 

mechanics,192 the more unfamiliar, the more creepy, nature seems – and the more 

                                                 
187Jack Ng, Wayne Christiansen and Hendrik van Dam at the University of North Carolina in 
Chapel Hill, for example.   
188Thanks must go to Luke Ayres Ryan for patiently attempting to explain this to me.  
189I admit that particle physics is not only beyond my knowledge-base, but also broadly beyond 
my imagination. With a superficial understanding only then; “neutron stars” are remnants of 
star-material (or star-ish material) left over from the collapse of a supernova, and “strangelets,” 
also called “quark stars,” are (hypothetical) particles, potentially produced in heavy ion 
collisions. Both have been the subject of speculation and extensive intellectual inquiry in 
quantum mechanics, although the LHC has taken steps to avoid generating these particles 
because of the risk they theoretically pose (as I understand it, strangelets might work like 
Vonnegut’s “Ice Nine” to convert all matter into something incapable of supporting life).       
190“Instar” is the period between moults. See Rebecca Solnit, A Field Guide to Getting Lost 
(New York: Penguin, 2005), pp.63-83, not for commentary on particle physics, but for 
meditations on distance, closeness and “instar”. More relevantly – although infinitely less 
enjoyable reading – Anon. “Can We Detect Quantum Behaviour in Viruses,” Science Daily, 
(March 11 2010) at http://www.sciencedaily.com/releases/2010/03/100311092429.htm  
(accessed 23/09/2010) summarises some recent research into quantum optic experiments 
conducted on “living” organisms.  
191Nigel Calder, The Key to the Universe: A Report on the New Physics (New York: Viking 
Press, 1977), p. 32.  
192There is undoubtedly much more fascinating work to be done in the space between ecology 
and quantum physics. Just as early chaos-theory, and nuclear science before it, had a profound 
impact on environmental thinking (see Heidegger responding to Heisenberg cited earlier), so 
too is it likely that the experiments at the LHC will break new ground for research in ecology, 
studied in the humanities and the sciences. Peter R. Hay gives a brief précis in “The ‘New 
Physics’ in Environmental Thought” in Main Currents in Western Environmental Thought 
(Bloomington, Indiana: Indiana University Press, 2002), pp. 129-131. The “Sokal Hoax” ought 
to be revisited, with proper intellectual rigour and collaborative integrity. As C.P Snow pointed 
out in his 1959 Rede lecture “The Two Cultures and the Scientific Revolution” (Cambridge: 
University Press, 1959) p. 16: it is somewhat horrific that “... the great edifice of modern 
physics goes up, and the majority of the cleverest people in the western world have about as 
much insight into it as their neolithic ancestors would have had.”  
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unfamiliar we seem to ourselves. Quantum foams and strangelets: reminisce of things 

encountered in Lewis Carroll’s Through the Looking Glass193 or a molecular 

gastronomy restaurant. Niels Bohr: “When it comes to atoms, language can only be 

used as poetry.”194 Which begs the question – is there in fact a scale that is beyond 

language, an outside to language, that can only be populated by math? (And 

speculative math at that – but then, isn’t math also a language?). Michel Serres links 

letters to atoms: “Atoms, we know, are letters or are like letters. Finite in variety, their 

possible combinations are nonetheless infinite – letters link together into words and 

texts just as atoms combine to form bodies. It is a metaphor and it is not.”195 But while 

we’re able to find names for what’s underneath the atoms, what words can be used for 

what’s underneath the letters? Again we’re approaching wordlessness, and as we do the 

barrier thickens, the distance lengthens. The mirage of nature retreats. When we run 

out to nature, it slides away from us like an inland sea pooling only bent heat (that 

looks like water, but is it in fact our thirst wandering away from us?).196 I fear we will 

never get close enough to be able to discern the illusion from the delusion.    

Just as Heidegger is motivated by Heisenberg’s writing on nuclear science to 

reformulate the Cartesian maxim positing humankind as “lord and master of nature,” 

so too do these “new physics”197 and other boundary-pushing mathematics such as 

systems theory, complexity and chaos theory, provide impetus for the re-negotiation of 

nature as we think of it today. Inorganic systems are looking increasingly formlike198 

                                                 
193Lewis Carroll, Alice’s Adventure’s in Wonderland & Through the Looking Glass and What 
Alice Found There (London; New York: Penguin Books, 1998 [c1871]).  
194Quoted from Bohr’s meeting with Werner Heisenberg in early summer 1920, in response to 
questions on the nature of language; cited in Robert J. Pranger, Defence Implications of 
International Indeterminacy (Washington: American Enterprise Institute for Public Policy 
Research, 1972), p.11, and Steve Giles, Theorizing Modernism: Essays in Critical Theory 
(London: Routledge, 1993), p. 28.  
195Michel Serres, The Birth of Physics (Manchester: Clinamen Press, 2000), p. xiv. My 
emphasis. 
196As the Uruguayan journalist Eduardo Galeano has written, appropriately given the Utopic 
connotations of nature as being both εὖ-τόπος “well place,” and οὐ-τόπος “not place” (or “the 
place that cannot be”): “Utopia is on the horizon; I walk two steps, it takes two steps back. I 
walk ten steps, and it is ten steps away. What is Utopia for? It is for this, for walking.” Cited in 
Notes from Nowhere ed., We Are Everywhere: The Irresistible Rise of Global Anti-Capitalism 
(London: Verso, 2003), p. 499.  
197Michel Serres, The Birth of Physics.   
198From as far back as Hans Driesch’s The Problem of Individuality: A Course of Four Lectures 
Delivered Before the University of London in October 1913 (London: Macmillan and Co., 
1914), pp. 74-75.  
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and organic,199 while – as we shall see later in this chapter – organic systems are 

inversely failing to adhere to “natural” standards.  

Down, down, down; these so-called “fundamental laws of Nature” are slippery, 

but that is not to say they are malleable. The apple does not in fact “serpentise” on its 

fall through the air (although the clinamen might retain metaphysical relevance).200 I 

will return to this point, the elusiveness inherent in nature and the unconscious, when 

examining contemporary environmental threat in more detail, but the relevant point to 

collect here is that even before considering the threat of climate change as I intend to 

do later in this chapter, there is something in nature and the unconscious that defies 

direct engagement, something we can’t seem to say out loud. For now, as all this 

searching begins to look like a compulsion, and therefore a sign of some deeper mental 

distress, I return to delusion.  

 

Delusion cannot be delusion without its nebulous inception in the unconscious. Once 

an origin for the delusion is identified, even if it is a murky origin, delusion transmutes 

into illusion. But note again the original quotation from Heidegger: “this illusion gives 

rise in turn to one final delusion.” The illusion – nature’s constructed-ness – gives rise 

to the delusion – the unremitting encounter with self. Here illusion, a deviation on (an 

incorrectly or resistant interpreted) reality, is the substrate for the delusion. The 

delusion grows from the illusion and not vice-versa.  

Why is it that Heidegger assigns the second belief as a delusion and not merely 

an illusion, compounded? Is it possible for a delusion to cling to that portion of the 

illusion which hangs “off” reality, and does this infer that illusions are of themselves 

bipartite? What evidence can be adduced that is “indisputable and contrary” to the 

                                                 
199 The software engineer Jeffrey Donovan of data services firm Nanex has compiled numerous 
examples of algorithmic behaviour in “trading bots”, in the American stock markets 
(http://www.nanex.net/FlashCrash/CCircleDay.html [accessed 13/03/2010]), he calls “crop-
circles.” In commenting on the phenomena, one member of quantitative trading forum Nuclear 
Phynance writes that these are emergent products of “a dynamical system that can enter 
oscillatory/unstable modes of behaviour," (i.e. self-sustaining systems). See Alexis Madrigal, 
“Market Data Firm Spots the Tracks of Bizarre Robot Traders,” The Atlantic (4 August 2010) 
http://www.theatlantic.com/technology/archive/2010/08/market-data-firm-spots-the-tracks-of-
bizarre-robot-traders/60829/ (accessed 04/08/2010).  
200Michel Serres (The Birth of Physics), Gilles Deleuze (Difference and Repetition [London: 
Athlone Press, 1994]), and Jacques Lacan (The Four Fundamental Concepts of Psycho-Analysis 
[London: Hogarth Press, 1977]), have all explored the clinamen – a concept originally from 
Lucretian atomism denoting the sudden, inexplicable swerve of a falling atom – in the context 
of multiplicities, turbulent systems theory and, for Lacan, in considering the psychological 
trauma of tychic events. See Hanjo Berressem, “’Incerto Tempore Incertisque Locis’ – The 
Logic of the Clinamen and the Birth of Physics” in Mapping Michel Serres, Niran Abbas ed., 
(Michigan: University of Michigan Press, 2005) pp. 51-71.  
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delusion that, “it seems as though man (is) everywhere and always encounters only 

himself”?  

While we have seen that it ruptures the delusion to raise it from the deeps of 

the unconscious, Heidegger steers us in another direction. He points to the tissue 

between. He opens the possibility that we might diagnose the delusion in dialogue with 

social reality – which, as is probably clear by now, I have been smuggling into this 

discussion as “the effect analysis” of nature – and the unconscious simultaneously. 

What does this mean in an age of ecological threat?  

 

 

Socially Constructed Nature.  

I begin with the primary illusion: “everything man encounters exists only so far as it is 

his construct” – we might initially refer to this as the social representation of nature,201 

or nature’s formulation in the sphere of culture. The “constructivist” position, taken up 

primarily by eco-criticism, focuses not on the fact that nature is empirically 

disappearing, “but rather that it never really exist[ed] separate from the interpretative 

meanings we give it.”202   

Nature is of course, not science – just as science is not Science. But this is a 

word salad. To clarify: a part of nature is science, but only so far as science is not 

Science (for utility, I will differentiate by using the word “scientism” in place of 

Science).203 As Bruno Latour puts it, scientism represents the “politicisation of the 

sciences through epistemology, in order to render ordinary political life impotent 

                                                 
201This is not a recent idea, although it could be argued (as Paul Wapner does in Living Through 
the End Of Nature (Cambridge, Mass.; London, England: MIT Press, 2010),  p.8) that “social-
constructivist eco-criticism” was brought into prominence by William Cronon’s 1996 edited 
collection Uncommon Ground: Rethinking the Human Place in Nature (New York: W.W. 
Norton & Co., 1996). Tracking back some way to Roland Barthes, it is possible to see similar 
ideas articulated much earlier: “(t)he myth of the human ‘condition’ rests of a very old 
mystification, which always consists of placing Nature at the very bottom of History ... 
Progressive humanism, on the contrary, must always remember to reverse the terms of this very 
old imposture, constantly to scour nature, its ‘laws’ and its ‘limits’ in order to discover History 
there, and at last to establish Nature itself as historical.” Mythologies, trans. Annette Lavers 
(London: Paladin Grafton, 1973), p. 101.  
202Paul Wapner, Living Through the End Of Nature, p.16.  
203“... discourse on Science has no direct relation to the life of the sciences, ... the problem of 
knowledge is posed quite differently, depending on whether one is brandishing Science, or 
clinging to the twists and turns of the sciences as they are developed. I ask readers finally to 
grant that if nature – in the singular – is closely linked with Science, the sciences for their part 
require no such unification.” Bruno Latour, Politics of Nature: How to Bring the Sciences into 
the Humanities (Cambridge, Mass: Harvard University Press, 2004), p. 9. 
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through the threat of an incontestable nature.”204 Scientism – that is, the ideology of 

science – has been separated (along with capitalised “Nature”) from the practice of the 

sciences by the influential (de)constructionist thinkers of the 1970s and ‘80s,205 

following a tradition in post-Kantian philosophy that engages in an “hermeneutics of 

suspicion.”206 These thinkers and critics paved the way for the argument to be cogently 

put that nature is socially constructed (deployed politically, and used to import the 

political). This is what is meant by “the social representation of nature;” a 

deconstruction of social representations liberates nature from its baseline fictions of 

positivist truths. A movement away from seeking what nature is, towards a discussion 

of what nature is being used to do. As Matt Cartmill puts it, with evident scepticism:  

 

The postmodern critique of science runs something like this: there are no objective 

facts. All supposed ‘facts’ are contaminated with theories, and all theories are infested 

with moral and political doctrines ... The choice between competing theories is a 

political choice. 207 

      

The suspicion that nature is “all in our heads” (perhaps a folie à plusieurs, “madness 

shared”, more so than a singular delusion) is a misgiving arrived at via multiple 

political, historical and philosophical routes.208 It is not only the postmodernist 

imagination209 Cartmill identifies that can be said to have been troubled by a nature 

confined to the tight territory of the skull (although there is a compelling argument to 

be made that the apotheosis of nature’s social construction can be found in 

Baudrillard’s work).210 If we treat nature’s constructed-ness as part of the wider 

                                                 
204Bruno Latour, Politics of Nature: How to Bring the Sciences into the Humanities, p. 9. 
205I am thinking particularly of the Yale School and the work of Paul de Man, Geoffrey 
Hartman and J. Hillis Miller here.  
206 The phrase, now popular in academic parlance, is originally from the work of Paul Ricoeur 
in Freud and Philosophy, trans. Denis Savage (New Haven: Yale University Press, 1970).    
207Matt Cartmill, “Oppressed by Evolution,” Discover 19:3 (March 1998), 80-81.   
208Gary Snyder points out that in the context of religious philosophy, these routes go as far back 
as to early Mayhayana Buddhism and Advaita Vedānta: in “Nature as Seen from Kitkitdizze is 
no Social Construction,” Wild Earth 6 (1996), 8-9.   
209 My short-hand defies the whole content of postmodernism by asserting a cohesive form to 
its “imagination,” I know.  
210As Andrew Biro does in “Towards a Denaturalised Ecological Politics,” Polity 35:2 (Winter 
2002), p. 197 – [quoting Fredric Jameson in Postmodernism, or The Cultural Logic of Late 
Capitalism (Durham, NC: Duke University Press, 1991), p. 197]: the “poststructural 
denunciations of the ideologies of nature and the ‘authentic’ … finds … its full-dress 
ideological program in Baudrillard, in particular the Baudrillard of the critique of concepts of 
‘need’ and ‘use-value.” Baudrillard even goes so far as to doubt the validity of core scientific 
precepts, like DNA – “That which is hypostatised in biochemistry is the ideal of a social order 
ruled by a sort of genetic code of macromolecular calculation ... irradiating the social body with 
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artificiality of the real – the world beyond reach of the mediating sign – then we are 

catching only the last drift of a passing history. Our adumbrations must be broader, 

and reach back further.   

Bruno Latour and more recently Ursula Heise, amongst others, have pointed 

out that philosophies of nature have an identifiable geopolitics traceable to their 

historical inception and utilisation. While nature’s presence is conceived of as global,211 

ideas of nature are regionally constituted and have localised histories. In Latour’s 

France “the notion of an ahuman nature that ought to be protected has never taken 

root,”212 and in Heise’s Germany National Socialism’s appropriation of Romantic 

nature in the 1930s and ‘40s213 radically challenged the assumed separation of nature 

from the political and the cultural.  

Social representations of nature exist in widely diverse expression within 

cultures and nation-states. We should be initially distrustful of phrases like “Western 

Natural Philosophy” and “the fundamental laws of Nature” that obviate the gradients 

that exist in ideas of nature across different locations. In many parts of the world 

nature as a “jumble of Greek philosophy, French Cartesianism and American parks”214 

is quite simply, an introduced species. Calls for the preservation of nature often mask 

desires for the preservation of the social conditions that have constructed nature in a 

specific way. Latour offers an apercu, for instance, when he points out that arguments 

against anthropocentrism manifest ethnocentrism.215  

                                                                                                                                  
its operational circuits ... It remains to be seen if this operationality is not itself a myth, if DNA 
is not also a myth” from “Symbolic Exchange and Death” in Jean Baudrillard, Selected 
Writings, trans. Mark Poster (Stanford, California: Stanford University Press, 2001), p. 144.  
211“Universal” might, debatably, be a better word. Although it is typically flora and fauna that 
come to mind when thinking of nature, I imagine that most people would extend the definition 
to include organic chemistry, minerals and gases. Therefore: is there nature on Jupiter? “Life” 
we can (speculatively) answer in the negative. But nature? I have to say yes, if our definition 
takes the broader form. Yet again, another example of the irreducibility of nature to a simple 
definition, and explored in more depth in vitalist and materialist circles. 
212Bruno Latour, Politics of Nature: How to Bring the Sciences into Democracy, p. 251: “In the 
‘geopolitics’ of the philosophy of nature, France benefits from a comparative advantage 
because the notion of an ahuman nature that ought to be protected has never taken root here. 
From Diderot to François Dagognet (1990) by way of Bergson, André Leroi-Gourhan (1993), 
and André-George Haudricourt (1987), we find in France a rich ‘constructivist’ tradition that 
praises the artificiality of nature, thanks to the industrious figure of the engineer.” See also 
Kerry H. Whiteside, Divided Nature: French Contributions to Political Ecology (Cambridge, 
Mass.: MIT Press, 2002).      
213Ursula Heise, Sense of Place and Sense of Planet: The Environmental Imagination of the 
Global (Oxford; New York: Oxford University Press, 2008), p. 9.  
214Bruno Latour, Politics of Nature: How to Bring the Sciences into the Humanities, back-cover 
blurb.  
215Bruno Latour, Politics of Nature: How to Bring the Sciences into the Humanities, p. 32.  
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Nature is clearly temporally constituted as well. It is axiomatic that Egyptians 

of the nineteenth century conceived of nature differently to nineteenth century 

Englishmen, not to mention the Chinese, the Icelandic or Warlpiri People of any other 

era. We see this demonstrated in the bilateral exchange between nature and the social. 

Just as differing societal and political milieus have had differing conceptions of nature, 

nature has been used to explicate different societal and political conditions. With 

respect to gender, sexuality, race and class, the category “Nature” has historically been 

leveraged to oppress and emancipate, and to distinguish the aberrant from the 

legitimate. What was considered to be “natural” in one age may move to being 

“unnatural” in another, gradually or as the result of sudden political revision (consider, 

for example, phrenology). The fact that nature is not chronologically static further 

bolsters the argument that it is indivisibly enmeshed with the social. Just as there is no 

one inalienable nature that underlies culture, so too is there no one inalienable nature 

that can be situated in time. Latour and Heise point out that threnodies sung for a lost, 

immersive nature, participate in the artificial construction of a kind of relationship to 

nature, in order to mourn its loss – both when they situate nature in time, and in space.  

But despite this, ideas about nature have proven amazingly resilient. Perhaps 

more so than any other maxim of identity, nature has withstood the presentation of 

indisputable and contrary evidence as to its “basic-ness.” Barry Lopez, nature writing’s 

most revered elder-statesman, has lately commented that nature is our oldest 

metaphor,216 and an awareness of the social representation of nature has not enfeebled 

the power that claims to nature (or its loss) have continued to have. As the factual 

denaturing of the world speeds up, one of the principal idées fixes of green politics – 

insofar as we might draw together the many disparate campaigns that moniker 

covers217 – is that nature cannot be treated as a subset of the cultural. Nature must 

remain the über-well of spiritual inquiry, the tonic note upon which human activity 

trills. “Get back to nature” is now the mantra of businesses selling products as varied as 

tourism, real estate and pistachios. Back, back, back to which nature? Which nature 

and when?         

One of the most common forms that the longing for an integrated relationship 

with nature takes, is an appeal to indigenous understandings of environment – to “a 

                                                 
216Interview with Bill Moyers (30 April 2010). Transcript available at 
http://www.pbs.org/moyers/journal/04302010/transcript3.html (accessed 08/05/2010).  
217“Environmentalism is broad and inconsistent. You can be a communist environmentalist, or a 
capitalist one, like the American “wise-use” Republicans. You can be a “soft” conservationalist, 
sending money to charities such as Britain’s Woodland Trust, or a “hard” one who lives in trees 
to stop logging and road building. And you could, of course, be both at the same time.” 
Timothy Morton Ecology Without Nature: Rethinking Environmental Aesthetics, p. 9.  
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biota in perfect aboriginal health.”218 Such appeals use a teleological schema to assert a 

unified pre-history, during which Homo sapiens pierced the metaphorical 

windowpane, and the nature without and within mixed freely. Appeals to indigenous 

nature manifest a yearning for a time when we were wholly in nature, and nature 

moved through us unfettered;219 allegorically, this is Eden (or, in secular rhetoric, 

“Deep Ecology”).220 The argument is put that if individuals in urban modernity could 

more readily identify with indigenous connections to nature (either contemporary or 

historical), then a more authentic affinity with the environment would follow (the word 

frequently used is “closer,” as if the lived experience of modernity involved spinning 

out of nature’s orbit). In turn, such a connection would build a stronger and more 

prevalent environmental conscience.    

The problematic presuppositions from which this line of inquiry commences 

are immediate and concerning. The simplistic privileging of “indigenous nature” 

smudges into a kind of naïve (and discursively violent) primitivism, seeking pockets of 

the pre-modern sunk into the timescape of today, and asserting that indigenous 

peoples consistently achieve “ecologically right outcomes.”221 Such appeals are ignorant 

of the complexities of thought and practice in indigenous communities across time, 

peoples and the social matrices within communities. Indeed, closer examination may 

reveal that “nature” in indigenous epistemology is, in fact, counter to the stable, 

knowable platform upon which this type of nostalgia breaks ground. Capriciousness, 

preternaturalism, shape-shifting: these traits also live, broadly-speaking, in the 

conceptualisations of nature that spring from indigenous traditional knowledge around 

the world. Specifically with respect to Australian indigenous cultures, it would even be 

                                                 
218Aldo Leopold, “Foreword,” 31 July 1947 (Aldo Leopold Papers 6B16); John Baird Callicott 
Companion to A Sand County Almanac: Interpretive and Critical Essays (Madison, Wisconsin: 
University of Wisconsin Press, 1987), pp. 285-286.  
219To give but one sample citation: “... it would seem that if illiterate and unscientific peoples 
can perceptively and self-consciously reinstitute ways of living in and with nature without 
impairing ecosystem health, then surely a technologically sophisticated culture can too” John 
Baird Callicott, “La Nature est Morte, Vive la Nature!” The Hastings Centre Report, 22:5 (Sept. 
– Oct. 1992), 20.  
220Deep Ecology, originating from the work of Norwegian philosopher Arne Næss, particularly 
from his interpretations of Baruch Spinoza, is a popular environmental movement that seeks to 
draw “ecological wisdom” from deep embedded-ness in nature. It is, broadly speaking, a 
metaphysical philosophy. See Arne Næss, “The Shallow and the Deep, Long-Range Ecology 
Movement,” Inquiry 16 (1973), 95-100.  
221David Harvey, Justice, Nature and the Geography of Difference (Cambridge, Mass.: 
Blackwell, 1996), pp. 188-189.  
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incorrect to commence by cleaving nature from the human,222 by dividing the ontic 

from the phenomenal.223 

As the explorer and naturalist Alexander von Humboldt224 wrote of the 

indigenous peoples of New Spain (Latin America) in Cosmos as far back as 1845: 

 

A more intimate acquaintance with these so-called children of nature reveals no traces 

of that superiority of knowledge regarding terrestrial forces which a love of the 

marvellous has led men to ascribe to these nations. A vague and terror-stricken feeling 

of the unity of natural forces is no doubt awakened in the breast of the savage, but such 

a feeling has nothing in common with the attempt to prove, by the power of thought, the 

connection that exists among all phenomena.225   

 

The “condition of original wilderness”226 is often advanced as panacea to nihilistic 

claims that human activity is inherently parasitic and destructive, and that the human 

and the natural worlds are manifestly discrete. In truth, neither the embeddedness nor 

the severability of the human from the non-human is found in nature. Exceptions ride 

roughshod over any set threshold. Is the determining marker of human difference from 

nature sentience and consciousness?227 Or language?228 Organised religion?229 The 

                                                 
222Battiste and Youngblood Henderson refer to this model of knowledge as being closer to the 
ancient Greek idea of “intelligible essences” than the European concept of a testable hypothesis. 
Marie Battiste; James Youngblood Henderson, Protecting Indigenous Knowledge and 
Heritage: A Global Challenge (Saskatoon: Purich Publishing, 2000), p. 25. 
223Although, note Bruno Latour Politics of Nature: How to Bring the Sciences into the 
Humanities, p. 45: “To be unaware of a dichotomy is not at all the same thing as combining two 
sets into one - still less ‘getting beyond’ the distinction between the two.” 
224von Humboldt is widely considered to be the father of, or a critical precursor to modern-day 
ecology. As a naturalist he was one of the first to consider the importance of the relationship 
between an organism and its environment. In much of his writing, he uses language appropriate 
to what we would now identify as the discipline of geo-botany; see his Idea for a Plant 
Geography (“Essai sur la géographie des plantes” [1805]) as republished and cited in Friedrich 
Wilhelm H. Alexander von Humboldt; Aimé Bonpland, Essay on the Geography of Plants, 
Stephen T. Jackson ed., trans. Sylvie Romanowski (Chicago; London: University of Chicago 
Press, 2009).  
225Friedrich Wilhelm H. Alexander von Humboldt, Cosmos: A Physical Description of the 
Universe trans. under the superintendence of Lieut-Col Edward Sabine (London: Longman, 
Brown, Green and Longmans, 1848), p. 116.  
226Friedrich Wilhelm H. Alexander von Humboldt, Cosmos: A Physical Description of the 
Universe, p. 116.  
227An assumption now thoroughly challenged by Artificial Intelligence philosophy.  
228A good summary of the literature on animal cognition, focusing on the so-called “cognition 
revolution” of the late 20th century, is available on the online Stanford Encyclopaedia of 
Philosophy, “Animal Consciousness”: http://plato.stanford.edu/entries/consciousness-animal/ 
and, with respect to language: “Animal Cognition:” http://plato.stanford.edu/entries/cognition-
animal/ (both accessed 21/12/2009).  
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dichotomy deliquesces. If comparative anthropology is a “fragile aid”230 of any sort, it is 

as a means of throwing into relief the exoticism and confection of all cultural 

constructions of nature, including those called “Western.” 

 

Even where nature is catastrophic (and determinedly anti-social) – when an Indian 

Ocean tsunami took 227,898 lives231 on Boxing Day 2004 for example, or more recently 

when the Icelandic volcano Eyjafjallajökull erupted, ejecting several vertical kilometers 

of ash and electrical storms – even then, social representations of nature continue to 

have a mediating influence. “The stories told about natural disasters are crucial to the 

organisation of people’s responses in the medium to long term,” writes Muecke, with 

respect to Hurricane Katrina. “While ... individual events are told in detail, they are 

nonetheless already broadly scripted by narrative forms of mythical strength.”232 So the 

impact of a natural catastrophe is incumbent upon the social geographies that modify 

and amplify it, and therefore, is not exclusively the result of a “natural” event. 

The discourse of social vulnerability, a criteria of risk management, aims to 

“take the naturalness out of natural disasters”233 by recouping subjective and 

intersubjective, socio-economic and socio-political structures as sites for the genesis of 

disaster. The impact of the Boxing Day tsunami on a Samoan family in Upolu 

undoubtedly differed from how an Australian tourist visiting the region at the time 

perceived the same event, such that the resultant psychological and material damage to 

each individual occurred within the matrices of the event, and of their pre-existing 

“social vulnerability” (or social resilience). How much of what is read as “natural 

disaster” is in fact natural? Tangle, untangle, still the skein of nature stays knotted at 

both ends.  

 

                                                                                                                                  
229James B. Harrod summarises the research into Chimpanzee religion, including funeral 
practices, grief and birth practices in “Appendices for Chimpanzee Spirituality: A Concise 
Synthesis of the Literature (including Basic Spiritual Practices and Life-Instinct Spiritual 
Practices)” at www.originsnet.org/chimpspiritdatabase.pdf (accessed 28/01/2010). Philip Hoare 
discusses the potential that whales have organised religion: 
http://www.guardian.co.uk/books/audio/2009/jul/03/philip-hoare-leviathan (accessed 
06/07/2009). These are only two examples from the burgeoning field of animal behaviour 
science.  
230Bruno Latour Politics of Nature: How to Bring the Sciences into the Humanities, p. 42.  
231According to the U.S. Geological Survey, statistics available at 
http://earthquake.usgs.gov/earthquakes/eqinthenews/2004/us2004slav/ 
232Stephen Muecke, “Hurricane Katrina and the Rhetoric of Natural Disasters,” in Emily Potter; 
Alison MacKinnon; Stephen McKenzie; Jennifer McKay, eds. Fresh Water: New Perspectives 
on Water in Australia (Carlton, Vic.: Melbourne University Press, 2007), p. 260.  
233Phil O’Keefe; Ken Westgate; Ben Wisner, “Taking the Naturalness out of Natural Disasters,” 
Nature 260:5552 (1976), 566-567.  
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So far, I have focused on social representations of nature, hashing out a preliminary 

case for why “basic” nature as a sub-human, sub-cultural category cannot survive 

interrogation. There are countless monographs and a diverse literature in journals 

devoted to this topic. Indeed a whole lexicon has developed with which to speak of the 

tortuous debate: Donna Haraway compounds the neologism “natureculture,”234 as well 

as “nondualism,”235 Latour writes of “naturpolitik,” Walter Benjamin of 

“naturgeschichte,”236 and Kenneth Olwig of “common/commons nature.”237 Crossing 

the disciplinary divide, human geography is perhaps the discipline best positioned to 

chart the canyons of nature’s social representation, a task most notably assumed by 

James D. Proctor.238 In the past year the Australian Association for the Study of 

Literature and the Environment (ASLE-ANZ) has added “culture” to its name (ASLEC-

ANZ), in recognition of this long-standing interdisciplinary porousness.  

By considering the social representation of nature, we have reached the point 

of conceiving of natures plural,239 built through the various assemblies of the human. 

                                                 
234Donna Haraway, The Companion Species Manifesto: Dogs, People and Significant 
Otherness (Chicago: Prickly Paradigm Press, 2003).   
235The oft cited “one is too few, but two is too many” position that rejects both dualistic and 
monistic interpretations of the nature / culture binary. Donna Haraway, Simians, Cyborgs and 
Women: The Reinvention of Nature (New York: Routledge, 1991), p . 77.  
236Eric Santer describes Walter Benjamin’s concept of Naturgeschichte (“natural history”) 
thusly: “[Naturgeschichte] refers, that is, not to the fact that natural also has a history but to the 
fact that the artefacts of human history tend to acquire an aspect of mute, natural being at the 
point where they begin to lose their place in a viable form of life ... This paradoxical exchange 
of properties between nature and history that constitutes the material density of natural 
historical being can be thought of in exactly the opposite way as well. Because human beings 
have not only natures but also second natures, when an artefact loses its place in a historical 
form of life – when that form of life decays, becomes exhausted, or dies – we experience it as 
something that has been denaturalised, transformed into a mere relic of historical being.” On 
Creaturely Life: Sebald, Rilke, Benjamin (London; Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 
2006), pp. 16-17. See also Theodore Adorno’s essay “The Idea of Natural History,” in which 
Adorno interprets Benjamin’s naturgeschichte utilising Georg Lukacs’ ideas of “second 
nature:” “this fact of the world of historically produced conventions, of things that have become 
alien to us, that can’t be decoded but that we encounter as ciphers.” “Die Idee der 
Naturgeschichte,” in Philosophische Frühschriften, Rolf Tiedemann ed., (Frankfurt: Suhrkamp, 
1973), p. 356.  
237Kenneth R. Olwig “Reinventing Common Nature: Yosemite and Mount Rushmore – A 
Meandering Tale of Double Nature” in Uncommon Ground: Rethinking the Human Place in 
Nature, William Cronon ed., (New York: W.W. Norton & Co., 1996), pp. 379-408.  
238See James D. Proctor, “Geography, Paradox and Environmental Ethics,” Progress in Human 
Geography 22:2 (1998), 234-255 and “The Social Construction of Nature: Relativist 
Accusations, Pragmatist and Critical Realist Responses,” Annals of the Association of American 
Geographers 88:3 (1998), 352-376, as well as in New Visions of Nature: Complexity and 
Authenticity, Martin Drenthen; Josef Keulartz; James D. Proctor eds. (London; New York: 
Springer, 2009).  
239What Bruno Latour calls “multinaturalism:” Politics of Nature: How to Bring the Sciences 
into the Humanities, p. 211, 245, 271.  
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The point is a familiar one, but no less powerful because of its conventionality; the 

importance of highlighting nature’s constructed-ness will endure so long as repeated 

claims to a monolithic, authentic, external nature are made – that innocuous nature we 

are all familiar with from postcards, childhood lullabies and long walks in wintertime. 

This is the source-point for our nostalgia, and it is social rather than “natural.”  

 

 

We Reach a Junction.  

Now the path splits. One route takes us forward, with the social representation of 

nature satisfying Heidegger’s statement that “everything man encounters exists only so 

far as it is his construct.” This is the road of the “relativists,” who argue that 

representations of nature reflect more of the representing subject than they do of the 

object represented. Let’s imagine it as a bridge-road. The other road is the road of the 

“realists:” Marilynne Robinson calls to the realists in her book Mother Country240 

when she writes “(t)here is a real world, that is really dying, and we had better think 

about that.” Imagine this road as one leading through bushlands, for the realists claim 

a return to nature.  

Both paths are walked by a motley band of thinkers, each carrying a broad set 

of ideas among them. On the relativist path, there are very few pure constructivists 

(Baudrillard stands out as an example) alongside those who believe, to varying degrees, 

that being a constructivist doesn’t occlude the existence of a real nature. Here we find 

eco-feminists and queer-ecology theorists, critical race theorists, some Marxists, post-

structuralists, post/trans-humanism thinkers, the William Cronon Uncommon Ground 

environmentalists, and many others who don’t identify with one specific political goal, 

or who work within hybridised fields.  

Diverging from them on the realist path are the pure realists, who see 

themselves as polarised against the pure relativists and who fear the possibility that the 

assertion that nature is socially constructed will short-circuit into the idea that nature 

doesn’t exist at all (they would, and do, call the relativists, “nihilists”).241 Many of the 

pure realists are scientists, or have a background in the sciences – although there are 

also plenty of scientists on the relativist path too.  

                                                 
240Marilynne Robinson, Mother Country: Britain, the Welfare State and Nuclear Pollution 
(London; Toronto: Collins Publishers, 1989), cited in Lawrence Buell, Writing for an 
Endangered World: Literature, Culture and Environment in the U.S. and Beyond (Cambridge, 
Mass.; London, England: The Belknap Press of Harvard University Press, 2001), p. 30.      
241James D. Proctor, “The Social Construction of Nature: Relativist Accusations, Pragmatist 
and Critical Realist Responses,” p. 359.  
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The best-known declaration of pure realism is found in Paul Gross and 

Norman Levitt’s book Higher Superstition: The Academic Left and its Quarrels with 

Science242 which – read in isolation – makes it sound as if the embattled pure realists 

have their backs up against the wall, and science (reason!) is in danger of being 

trammelled by a lobby more insidious than the anti-evolution conservative Christian 

Right. It is, of course scientism that is defended in that book. That the pure realist 

position is vocal and strident can mean that sometimes it seems that there are more 

pure relativists than in fact there are.243 But when the editors of Reinventing Nature: 

Responses to Postmodern Deconstruction declare: “[The contributors] agree that 

certain contemporary forms of intellectual and social relativism can be just as 

destructive to nature as bulldozers and chain-saws,”244 even most realists must feel 

the overreach is not just heavy-handed, but fundamentally incorrect. 

To speak only of pure realists, though, is to name exclusively the loud 

dogmatists on the path. On the realist route are also “critical realists,” who 

acknowledge that “direct access to a preordered reality is impossible”245 but do not see 

this as a stumbling-block to seeking better explanations of reality. As Proctor defines, 

for critical realists “the truth-content of different ideas can be compared on a relative 

basis: some (social) explanations are more adequate representations of reality than 

others.”246 So critical realists might sometimes think like relativists, and yet may still 

find a likeminded cohort on the bridge-road.   

Meanwhile, side-stepping, where are those deep ecologists? They would wish 

not to be set on either path, but to be “in” the bushlands. As John Seed writes of deep 

ecology, “There is an identification with all life ... ‘I am protecting the rain-forest’ 

develops to ‘I am a part of the rain-forest protecting myself.’”247 As I imagine it though, 

the deep ecologists have instead jumped off the bridge (cruel, but then when is the 

imagination not?). In attempting to collapse the boundary between nature and the 

                                                 
242Paul R. Gross; Norman Levitt, Higher Superstition: The Academic Left and its Quarrels with 
Science (Baltimore and London: The Johns Hopkins University Press, 1994).  
243See “The Domain of Relativism” in James D. Proctor “The Social Construction of Nature: 
Relativist Accusations, Pragmatist and Critical Realist Responses,” Annals of the Association of 
American Geographers 88:3 (1998), 352-376.  
244Michael Soule; Gary Lease, Reinventing Nature? Responses to Postmodern Deconstruction 
(Washington, D.C.: Island Press, 1995.), pp. xv-xvi (my emphasis).  
245James D. Proctor, “The Social Construction of Nature: Relativist Accusations, Pragmatist 
and Critical Realist Responses,” 361. 
246James D. Proctor, “The Social Construction of Nature: Relativist Accusations, Pragmatist 
and Critical Realist Responses,” 361. 
247John Seed “Anthropocentrism” in Bill Devall; George Sessions eds. Deep Ecology: Living as 
if Nature Mattered (Salt Lake City: Gibbs M. Smith Inc. / Peregrine Smith Books, 1985), pp. 
243-46.  
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human, the deep ecologists transpose relativism for problematic particularism.248 

Despite its claims to direct action,249 deep ecology in its strict form, obviates 

personhood (consequently also agency) and flattens all environmental harm into the 

one gradient of psychic harm regardless of whether the actual reality consists in pulling 

up a single daisy, or burning down an entire forest. By way of a trick transposition, 

deep ecology kills the moral impetus within. 

In the last three years a new group of thinkers have stepped into the realist 

path who are unsatisfied with both critical realism and the established cohort of 

relativists (“correlationists”250 is the term more readily applied to their contraries by 

this protean movement). These are the “speculative realists,” continental philosophers 

who first made their presence known at a conference of that same title (“Speculative 

Realism”) held at Goldsmiths College in London in April 2007.251 Among the principal 

theorists of the movement are Graham Harman, Ray Brassier, Quentin Meillassoux 

and Iain Hamilton Grant – although there is no monolithic criteria or manifesto 

defining what it means to be a speculative realist, and the intellectual projects of each 

of these theorists diverge from one another in interesting ways. Grant and Meillassoux 

move towards two kinds of materialism, Harman to a phenomenological approach 

influenced by Latour, and Brassier combines transcendental realism with revisionary 

naturalism (these limp -isms are unavoidable generalisations in this context, although 

there is a broad online literature detailing the gradients of difference between the 

                                                 
248I am sympathetic to Peter C. van Wyck’s critique here: Deep ecology “lifts and relocates a 
contested and confused modern subject from its structured relations to ideology, politics, the 
unconscious, and so on, to a smooth non-contradictory ecological space. No longer a potential 
site of resistance, the ecological subject is undifferentiated from its context. This subject is no 
subject at all; it becomes a desubjectified organ of Nature. It is a dream of a post-historical 
subject and its pathology is that of a transcendental narcissism.” Primitives in the Wilderness: 
Deep Ecology and the Missing Human Subject (Albany: State University of New York Press, 
1997), pp. 105-106.  
249From the front-page of “The Church of Deep Ecology” website (online at 
http://churchofdeepecology.org/ [accessed 17/12/2009]) “The Earth is not dying, it is being 
killed. You see it everyday, everywhere you look, and you can’t just sit back and watch it. 
Direct action is vital to stopping environmental destruction and confronting corporate control. 
Direct action is taking personal action to directly improve your life, taking personal 
responsibility and living deliberately. Think of direct action as self-defense: defending yourself 
and the Earth against the forces that are destroying nature and wildness. Remember, you are a 
powerful person.”  
250There are some important gradients of difference between “correalationism” and 
“relativism”: see Arun Saldanha, “Back to the Great Outdoors: Speculative Realism as 
Philosophy of Science,” Cosmos and History: The Journal of Natural and Social Philosophy 
5:2 (2009), 304-321. 
251Not to be confused with the fictional visceral realists from Roberto Bolaño’s novel The 
Savage Detectives (Sydney: Picador, 2007) although writing from Australia it can seem that the 
group is just as enigmatic, dynamic (and occasionally, as oblique and mysterious).    
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four).252 All the speculative realists, however, are united in their insistence on the 

relevance of science, their criticism of correlationism/relativism (and 

anthropocentrism), and their evocation of ontological “flatness.” Variants of 

speculative realist work can be read in Collapse,253 Speculations: A Journal of 

Speculative Realism,254 and the forthcoming Thinking Nature,255 as well as on 

numerous blogs256 (run by a dynamic cohort of post-doctoral academics) and in the 

monographs by Harman, Brassier, Meillassoux and Grant.257 “Is realism really so 

‘naïve’?” ask the speculative realists, “and is the widespread dismissal of representation 

and objectivity the radical, critical stance it so often claims to be?”258 

Speculative realism emerged in response to “the failure of postmodernism ... to 

reckon with science” in the context of “the irruption of the Real into our familiar 

                                                 
252As Ray Brassier put it “The term ‘speculative realism’ was only ever a useful umbrella term, 
chosen precisely because it was vague enough to encompass a variety of fundamentally 
heterogeneous philosophical research programmes. ... There is no ‘speculative realist’ doctrine 
common to the four of us: the only thing that unites us is antipathy to what Quentin Meillassoux 
calls ‘correlationism’—the doctrine, especially prevalent among ‘Continental’ philosophers, 
that humans and world cannot be conceived in isolation from one other—a ‘correlationist’ is 
any philosopher who insists that the human-world correlate is philosophy’s sole legitimate 
concern.” Ray Brassier, “Against an Aesthetics of Noise,” Interview with Bram Ieven for nY #2 
(2009). Available online at http://www.ny-web.be/transitzone/against-aesthetics-noise.html 
(accessed 01/07/2010). 
253Published in the United Kingdom by Urbanomic, and founded by Robin MacKay. Some 
issues available online at http://www.urbanomic.com/ (accessed 18/07/2010). 
254Edited by Paul Ennis at University College, Dublin. Available online at 
www.speculationsjournal.org/ (accessed 18/07/2010).  
255Edited by Ben Woodard, European Graduate School. Information is currently available 
online at http://www.openhumanitiesalliance.org/incubator/index.php/thinkingnature/index 
(accessed 11/06/2010).  
256To list a few: Ian Bogost, http://www.bogost.com/blog/ (accessed 20/07/10). Levi Bryant, 
“Larval Subjects” http://larvalsubjects.wordpress.com/ (accessed 20/07/10). Mark Fisher, “K-
Punk” http://k-punk.abstractdynamics.org/ (accessed 20/07/10). Dominic Fox, “Poetix”  
http://codepoetics.com/poetix/ (accessed 20/07/10). Graham Harman, “Object Oriented 
Philosophy” http://doctorzamalek2.wordpress.com/ (accessed 20/07/10). Peter Gratton, 
“Philosophy in a Time of Error” http://philosophyinatimeoferror.wordpress.com/ (accessed 
20/07/10). Paul J Ennis, “Another Heidegger Blog,” http://anotherheideggerblog.blogspot.com/ 
(accessed 20/07/10). Ian Bogost, Speculative Realism Aggregator 
http://www.bogost.com/speculativerealism (accessed 20/07/10).  
257Including: Ray Brassier Nihil Unbound: Enlightenment and Extinction (London: Palgrave 
Macmillan, 2007), Quentin Meillassoux, After Finitude: An Essay on the Necessity of 
Contingency, trans. Ray Brassier (New York: Continuum, 2008), Graham Harman Prince of 
Networks: Bruno Latour and Metaphysics (Melbourne: re.press, 2009). Harman’s forthcoming 
book Towards Speculative Realism (Winchester, UK: Zer0 Books, 2010), and Paul J. Ennis’ 
edited collection, also forthcoming, Post Continental Voices (Winchester, UK: Zer0 Books, 
2010) also appear, from secondary commentary, to be relevant sources of thinking around 
speculative realism.  
258From the announcement for the founding conference, published in Collapse Vol. III, 
“Unknown Deleuze + Speculative Realism” (2007), 306.  
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correlationist world.” 259 Such an irruption arrived in the form of scientific data collated 

from previously unnavigable scales (the sub-atomic as well as the universal), new 

discoveries in physics, and – in particular – a growing awareness of the inadequacy of 

existing models to conceptualise the existence of “hyper-objects”260 such as nuclear 

waste products and some plastics (these substances persistently defy their 

containments, philosophically as well as physically). But it was not only significant 

scientific breakthroughs that conditioned the path for speculative realism’s 

development; Arun Saldanha points out that in philosophy too, a broader return to 

realism also preceded the movement.261 

Thanks to so-called “popular science” culture – books, television programs, 

museums, education campaigns and the increased exposure of scientific intellectuals in 

the public sphere – the conceptual vocabulary of contemporary science had propagated 

widely in the humanities well before the speculative realists appeared. Their call for 

science to be returned to the minds of philosophers cannot be seen to take place in the 

complete absence of engagement between the “two cultures.” In part, this is what had 

provoked Gross and Levitt to write Higher Superstition in the first place: the authors 

saw the rampant (mis)use of the uncertainty principle, Gödel’s incompleteness 

theorem and chaos theory in the humanities as a “feckless enterprise,” inexcusably 

undertaken by writers “who could not recognise, much less solve a first-order linear 

differential equation.”262 (One imagines that Gross and Levitt’s objections would stand 

                                                 
259Fabio Gironi, “Science-Laden Theory: Outlines of an Unsettled Alliance,” Speculations: A 
Journal of Speculative Realism 1 (July 2010), p. 27. I am indebted to this article and its author 
for the clear expression of what can otherwise seem a kluge of emerging ideas and works. 
Given the newness of much of this thinking, and its slow release into more traditional forums 
like monographs and journals, it would not be possible to come to such a broad understanding 
without many hours spent threading through comments and forums online – which is 
undoubtedly what Gironi has done. Throughout the following paragraphs I commence from his 
synthesis of materials.  
260The phrase is Timothy Morton’s from The Ecological Thought p. 130-135 (although it could 
equally belong to Peter C. Van Wyck). Morton – while not strictly speaking, a self-identifying 
speculative realist – does share common philosophical ground and journal space with many of 
the theorists discussed here. He has also recently embraced speculative realism’s expansive and 
nascent intellectual project “object-oriented ontology.” (OOO). See this post on Morton’s blog: 
“All You Need is Love.” Ecology Without Nature (6 August 2010).  
http://ecologywithoutnature.blogspot.com/2010/08/all-you-need-is-love.html (accessed 
22/09/2010) 
261Arun Saldanha, “Back to the Great Outdoors: Speculative Realism as Philosophy of 
Science,” 309. Saldanha identifies the work of Manuel DeLanda, Miguel de Bestegui, 
Christopher Norris, Alberto Toscano and James Williams as sharing some of the realist 
concerns of the speculative realists, even if the writers themselves would likely sidestep the 
movement.   
262Paul R. Gross; Norman Levitt, Higher Superstition: The Academic Left and its Quarrels with 
Science, p. 6.  
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even if they were confronted with such a polymath metaphysician, so intent are they on 

preserving scientism’s reductionist power). There is no denying that the loanwords of 

science had, in many instances, become problematically over-simplified and ossified in 

their philosophical application, even as science revised and qualified the underlying 

concepts (as Douglas R. Hofstadter eloquently pointed out as far back as 1981).263 

While popular science laboured in the interests of accessibility, crafting enthralling 

metaphors and intelligible analogies, some philosophers seemed so mesmerised by the 

emerging mathematics that they missed the fact that the language was figurative. 

When a butterfly flaps its wings in Brazil it does not actually generate a tornado in 

Texas.264 

Speculative realism, however, takes the burgeoning expansion in new scientific 

theories and discoveries to have more than just an emblematic, shorthand function for 

philosophy (as say, multiplicity was for Gilles Deleuze and Félix Guattari’s formulation 

of the rhizomatic model of knowledge).265 It is perhaps unsurprising that such a 

movement has gained traction in a time when the frontiers of scientific thought are 

populated by theories and discoveries that of themselves have distinctly philosophical 

reverberations. From the disciplines of cosmology and physics most notably, dark 

energy, the heat-death of the universe, wormholes and gravitational time dilation are 

all hypotheses that convey deep implications for consciousness and being. For too long, 

the speculative realists argue, philosophy has left “the Real” to the scientists and 

occupied itself with working in the “ever tinier ghetto of solely human realities: 

                                                 
263Douglas R. Hofstadter, “Werner Heisenberg’s Uncertainty Principle and the Many Worlds 
Interpretation of Quantum Mechanics” in Metamagical Themas (New York: Basic Books Inc., 
1985), pp. 455-479.  
264The relationship between chaos theory and meteorology is a highly contested area involving 
mathematical concepts that are well beyond my grasp (although even a superficial reading 
proves fascinating, and there is not a small amount of delight at being so confounded). 
Although the “butterfly effect,” as coined by Edward Lorenz, is well-supported – a small 
disturbance in a dynamic system can produce large scale variations in that system over time – 
the mistake is to equate the wing-flap with the energy that drives the tornado, and every wing 
flap with an interfering “error.” As the Canadian systems theorist David Orrell has shown, 
meteorological systems start with a large quotient of error that eventually tails off, rather than 
being amplified. See David Orrell, Apollo's Arrow: The Science of Prediction and the Future of 
Everything (New York: Harpers Perennial, 2008).  
265In Gilles Deleuze; Félix Guattari, Capitalism and Schizophrenia, published in two volumes 
as Anti-Oedipus, trans. Robert Hurley, Mark Seem, Helen R. Lane; preface by Michel Foucault 
(Minneapolis: University of Minnesota Press, 1983) and A Thousand Plateaus trans. & 
foreword Brian Massumi (Minneapolis: University of Minnesota Press, 1987). For further 
reading on the connections between the natural sciences and the work of Deleuze and Guattari 
see Bernd Herzogenrath, Deleuze/Guattari and Ecology (New York: Palgrave MacMillan 
2008), where, for example, horizontal gene transfer is discussed as having informed the 
rhizomatic model also.   
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language, texts and political power.”266 As Meillassoux puts it, philosophy must now 

grapple with “the sense of desolation and abandonment which modern science instils 

in humanity’s conception of itself and of the cosmos.”267  

Setting aside Brassier’s more recent work,268 the speculative realists seek to 

explore a “real” that accommodates science’s complexity and conjecture, while at the 

same time incorporating the surfeit of reality beyond science (“an eye for what science 

cannot see, and yet discloses”).269 As Saldanha puts it, the group looks to conceptualise 

“the intrinsic excess of reality over the mathematizable and the representable.”270 For 

the speculative realists, science is not the exhaustive authority on the Real, both 

because there is much that science is yet to uncover or adequately explain, and also 

because science can never account for being. This is a notion of the Real (capitalised) 

inherited from Slavoj Žižek via Lacan – “the Real is what any ‘reality’ must suppress; 

indeed reality constitutes itself through just this repression.”271 But while the Real is 

dilated in the scope of speculative realism – as exemplified by Ian Bogost’s “Latour 

Litanizer”272 – it also undergoes a flattening as the field opens to a plurality of non-

                                                 
266Graham Harman, “On Vicarious Causation,” Collapse Vol. II (2007), 174.  
267Quentin Meillassoux, After Finitude: An Essay on the Necessity of Contingency, p. 116. Cited 
in Fabio Gironi, “Science Laden Theory: Outlines of an Unsettled Alliance,” p. 20.  
268In February of 2010 Graham Harman commented of Brassier’s position: “I [don’t] think 
Brassier is an anti-correlationist anymore. He’s gradually become pro-science at the expense of 
pro-real (the two are not the same).” Online “Gratton Interviews Ennis,” Object-Orientated 
Ontology (18 February 2010) at http://doctorzamalek2.wordpress.com/2010/02/18/gratton-
interviews-ennis/ (accessed 28/05/2010) 
269Miguel De Bestegui, “Science and Ontology,” Angelaki 10:2 (2005), 121.   
270Arun Saldanha, “Back to the Great Outdoors: Speculative Realism as Philosophy of 
Science,” 320. Saldanha has criticised Quentin Meillassoux for being overly attached to data – 
“his desire for mathematics ... risks abstracting from the physical and social reality, becoming 
quasi-esoteric at worst, reductive at best... [I]f Meillassoux’s speculative system is to become a 
realist ontology of and for all the sciences, including those that expose power, the unconscious 
and social difference, its reliance on mathematical reductionism will have to give way to a 
rigorous appreciation for the richness of contemporary scientific knowledge, particularly 
perhaps of biology.”  
271Mark Fisher, Capitalist Realism (London: Zer0 Books, 2010), p. 18. 
272Ian Bogost’s “Latour Litanizer” is a program for algorithmically generating lists of objects, 
with the intent of enabling the speculative realists to discuss “object-oriented-ontology” (OOO) 
in the context of concrete things rather than simply, an idea of things. Fabio Gironi provides the 
example “washing machines, snowstorms, blades of grass, satellites, gods, pots, paintings, laws, 
horseshoes and engines” (p.39, FN. 42) On his blog Bogost alludes to further discussion of the 
role of the Litanizer in his forthcoming book Alien Phenomenology (see Ian Bogost, “Latour 
Litanizer: Generate Your Own Latour Litanies,” (16 December 2009)   
http://www.bogost.com/blog/latour_litanizer.shtml [accessed 20/09/10]). There is also an 
interesting exploration of the role of the Latour Litanizer in OOO by Levi Bryant online at 
“Latour Litanizer,” Larval Subjects (26 April 2010) 
http://larvalsubjects.wordpress.com/2010/04/26/latour-litanizer/ (accessed 20/09/2010). Note 
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human things and a democracy of objects.273 With this comes the “burdensome 

knowledge”274 that the world is “a desolate place, cold glacial (in Meillassoux’s words), 

supremely indifferent.”275 The density and prolificacy of the Real gives way to a barren 

ontology that diminishes human thought, even as it seeks to consider the conditions of 

human thought through the matter described by scientific formalism. This is mind-

shrinking stuff, quite literally.276 In terms of theistic philosophy, there are notable 

parallels to Buddhism.277 

The appeals of speculative realism for anyone concerned with thinking about 

nature are manifold. It admits interconnectedness, and not just the interconnectedness 

of natural things and processes, but also non-natural things, supra-systems and micro-

phenomena equally, things that are yet to be brought into knowledge as well as things 

that are conceptually “lost.” That this should make the world seem “cold” and 

“indifferent” as a result is not necessarily ruinous of green consciousness; it may be 

that despair, melancholy, depression, detachment and grief are exactly the right 

emotions to commence from when pondering modern nature, rather than striving for 

the fallacy of re-enchantment.278 Morton’s concept of “dark ecology”279 highlights (this 

is the wrong expression and yet not, as so much of Morton’s writing has something of 

the inverting black-light about it) how loneliness can be symptomatic of connectivity 

                                                                                                                                  
that there are some versions of the Latour Litanizer online that will cause a computer to crash, 
the links provided here are safe as of the date of access.  
273The phrase “democracy of objects” is Levi Bryant’s (see “Down-Going: The Democracy of 
Objects,” Larval Subjects [9 November 2009] 
http://larvalsubjects.wordpress.com/2009/11/09/downgoing-the-democracy-of-objects/ 
[accessed 09/05/2010]). Also the recent work of Jane Bennett in vitalism and materialism, 
particularly “Political Ecologies” in Vibrant Matter: A Political Ecology of Things, pp. 94-110. 
274Fabio Gironi, “Science-Laden Theory: Outlines of an Unsettled Alliance,” 23 
275Fabio Gironi, “Science-Laden Theory: Outlines of an Unsettled Alliance,” 23 
276As Levi Bryant puts it, speculative realism and OOO amount to a “blow to human 
narcissism, where man is dethroned from his position of centrality in the order of being and 
situated in his proper place as being one amongst others, no more or less important than these 
others.” Online at “Object-Oriented Ontology: A Manifesto, Part 1,” Larval Subjects (12 
January 2010) http://larvalsubjects.wordpress.com/2010/01/12/object-oriented-ontology-a-
manifesto-part-i/ (accessed 25/05/2010).  
277Timothy Morton, himself a practicing Buddhist, notes this in relation to OOO. “Object-
Oriented Buddhism 2,” Ecology Without Nature (19 September 2010) 
http://ecologywithoutnature.blogspot.com/2010/09/object-oriented-buddhism.html (accessed 
15/10/2010).  
278James William Gibson’s book, A Re-enchanted World: The Quest for a New Kinship with 
Nature (New York: Holt, 2009) and David Abram’s Becoming an Animal: An Earthly 
Cosmology. (New York: Pantheon; Toronto: Random House, 2010) are just two recent 
examples of literature in the “environmental ecstatic” tradition. 
279Timothy Morton develops this idea in Ecology Without Nature: Rethinking Environmental 
Aesthetics, but it is perhaps best expressed in chapter 2 “Dark Thoughts” of his more recent 
book The Ecological Thought, pp. 59-97.  
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and radical openness, and how humility (and humiliation) lies at the heart of 

interconnectivity.280  

Speculative realism keeps pace with science’s most, well, speculative 

innovations, without dropping notions of abstraction and infiniteness that are 

notionally more “philosophical.” It marks a “return to the great outdoors”281 but leaves 

the baggage of selfhood behind in favour of the highest reasoning of pure mathematics. 

Speculative realism neatly side-steps the issue of the human(ities) having little to say 

about the non-human world investigated by science, by diminishing and dispersing 

subjectivity. Its most significant trope is the Earth seen from space: not the “Blue 

Marble” image taken by the astronauts of Apollo 17, but the “Pale Blue Dot” that the 

Voyager Probe shot in 1990 – the Earth seen from a viewing platform set at a distance 

no human has ever reached, the planet a fleck surrounded by vertiginous black. It is the 

other-ing perspective of space that interests the speculative realists, not just the 

perspective from space. They pour out, against “the myth of inwardness.”282 “The real 

problem is not humans, but selves.”283 Finally there is the undeniable pull of the 

vibrancy of the speculative realists, surmised online, who cast themselves as 

enterprising re-visioners, porous to new ideas and the subsequent flux of their 

respective positions. Speculative realism seems a philosophy constantly under repair 

and augmentation, an ideological analogue for Kurt Schwitters’ Merzbau.284  

 

So who do I choose to walk with?285 Do I join the relativists on the bridge, the realists 

on the bush track, or the speculative realists in the bluish hinterland of cyberspace? 

                                                 
280Timothy Morton, “Creativity in the Face of Climate Change” Presentation, posted to 
iTunesU as a part of the UC Davis Literature and the Environment program, ENG 184-1 Fall, 
2008. Originally a part of the UC Berkeley Institute of the Environment conference of the same 
title, full presentations available online at http://www.uctv.tv/search-
details.aspx?showID=15519 (accessed 13/02/2010).  
281Arun Saldanha, “Back to the Great Outdoors: Speculative Realism as Philosophy of 
Science.”  
282More recently Marilynne Robinson has also come to espouse this position. See Absence of 
Mind: The Dispelling of Inwardness from the Modern Myth of the Self (New Haven; London: 
Yale University Press, 2010). 
283Timothy Morton “Response to Peter Granton,” in Speculations: A Journal of Speculative 
Realism 1 (July 2010), 202. 
284The Merzbau was an architectural project that involved the transformation of a domestic 
house in Hanover, “Waldhausenstrasse 5,” between 1923 and1937. The house was set with 
multiple grottos, tableaux and sculptures that were constantly being re-worked and adapted by 
Schwitters and others with Dadaist and Surrealist artistic sensibilities. It was destroyed in a 
bombing raid, in 1943.  
285For some theorists, the decision of “who to walk with” is overcome by artificially integrating 
the two paths of relativism and realism in the interests of political expediency. In “On the 
Partial Existence of Existing and Non-Existing Objects” (in Lorraine Daston, ed., Biographies 
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First, to the relativists. There are clear and significant polemical reasons for beginning 

with nature-as-social-representation, but by now I have formed the opinion that the 

vehicle offered by relativism has become outmoded. The very progressive politics that 

motivate an examination of the social representation of nature are undercut by its 

wholesale erasure, as is the logical extension of relativism (regardless of whether it is 

resisted or only partially conceded). The liberation of nature from methodological 

conservativism and positivism is not achieved if such an act removes the political 

impetus for any kind of environmental awareness. To say that nature is social moves 

towards denying the potential of real non-human things, as well the capacity of those 

things to inform identity. This is, I think, what the speculative realists are trying to 

convey through their “object oriented ontology;” as Bogost puts it, somewhat opaquely, 

“our job is to amplify the black noise of objects to make the resonant frequencies of the 

systems of objects inside hum in credibly satisfying ways.”286 287 

Despite the best attempts of the modern industrial complex to erase nature by 

way of habitat destruction, contamination, modification and depletion, nature does of 

course still exist. We are not yet in the sterile age of the nature-morte, when nature 

resides only in representational forms. Reality is resilient, stealthy and vigorous – 

oblivious to the twiddling in our minds. Perhaps I am simply less predisposed to 

relativism because of where I live and how I was brought up to think of nature (which 

is, I openly admit, its own kind of relativism). Down, down, Down Under, nature is 

constructed as, and experienced as, insistent, diverse and hungry. Nature as social 

representation may hold sway with those people who reside in the great metropolises 

of the world, but here when the shark-alarm sounds one does not paddle around the 

                                                                                                                                  
of Scientific Objects [Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 2000], pp. 247-269), Bruno Latour 
argues that “constructivism and realism are two synonyms” (p. 265), in order to “free science 
from politics” (pp. 269). In Simians, Cyborgs and Women: The Reinvention of Nature (New 
York: Routledge, 1991) Haraway points to “politics and ethics” as a way of overcoming the 
dichotomy between what she calls “relativism” and “totalisation” (pp. 191-195): “in some 
critical sense that is crudely hinted at by the clumsy category of the social or of agency, the 
world encountered in knowledge projects is an active entity” (p. 198). See also Noah 
Heringman, “The Style of Natural Catastrophes,” The Huntington Library Quarterly, 66:1/2 
(2003), 98. I may also be said to be aiming for integration of realism and relativism here, but as 
will become clear, I will not be following the course set by either Latour or Haraway.   
286An excerpt from Ian Bogost’s forthcoming book Alien Phenomenology (to be published in 
the Open Humanities Press “New Metaphysics” series) quoted by Peter Gratton in an interview 
published in Speculations: A Journal of Speculative Realism 1 (July 2010), 111.  
287Which is somewhat akin to what Gaston Bachelard was attempting to do with his various 
inquiries into the phenomenology of the imagination. Water and Dreams: An Essay on the 
Imagination of Matter p. 2: “In the depths of matter there grows an obscure vegetation; black 
flowers bloom in matter’s darkness. They already possess a velvety touch, a formula for 
perfume.”   
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shallows, contesting the relevance of social representations of nature while the unseen 

white pointer patrols the horizon.288 

In saying that relativism has become outmoded, I do not mean to be glib about 

the usefulness of deconstructing nature within the field of identity politics, or about the 

amount of work that remains to be done to which ideas of nature are central. The 

maintenance of this easement should certainly continue. Neither should it be 

considered surprising that this is where we’ve ended up; nature, defined as the “non-

human,” has always created doubts about what useful work the humanities can lay 

claim to. The central territory where nature and social representation overlap is a kind 

of neutral zone in this respect (notwithstanding the amount of conflict that has taken 

place within it). There is no question that here the humanities have something valuable 

to say. But it can begin to seem that in this endeavour we are only talking to ourselves, 

stuck in a stuffy confine rehearsing long-past conversations with sympathetic – liberal, 

humanist, academic – friends. C.P. Snow, who gave the influential “Two Cultures” 

lecture in 1959,289 would be saddened, I think, if nature as socio-political knowledge 

was the only place all this thinking took us to.  

Neither can we assume that relativism is the favoured discipline of progressive 

politics any longer (or conversely that realism is intrinsically Left).290 Interestingly, 

relativism in the context of climate change is now more likely to be the preserve of 

Right than of the Left. Consider Rush Limbaugh on “The ClimateGate Hoax – The 

Universe of Lies vs. The Universe of Reality:”  

 

We're going to talk about Copenhagen. We really live, folks, in two worlds. There are 

two worlds. We live in two universes. One universe is a lie. One universe is an entire lie. 

                                                 
288Jackson Lears, “Reality Matters,” Social Text 15 (1997), 145: “When I visited the University 
of Colorado at Boulder last spring, some of the younger humanities faculty told me that 
postmodernism was proving to be a tough sell out there: nature, however mediated by human 
interventions, was simply too present to be dismissed as a social construction.” 
289Charles Percy (C.P.) Snow, The Two Cultures and the Scientific Revolution, 1959 Rede 
lecture (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1959).  
290Ecological Philosophers Pentti Linkola and James Lovelock – recently described as “Eco-
fascists” in The Guardian Newspaper (Micah White, “An Alternative to the New Wave of 
Ecofascism” [16 September 2010] The Guardian http://www.guardian.co.uk/commentisfree/cif-
green/2010/sep/16/authoritarianism-ecofascism-alternative [accessed 16/09/2010]) – have both 
argued that democracy has failed to deliver on environmental outcomes, and that political 
authoritarianism may be the most viable substitute to achieve (read “restrict”) sustainable 
growth. Linkola argues for “discipline, prohibition, enforcement and oppression...” including 
“ending the freedom to procreate, abolishing all fossil fuels, revoking all international trade 
agreements, banning air traffic and demolishing the suburbs.”  Lovelock’s approach is softer, 
but still concerning. In this article he is quoted as saying: “I have a feeling that climate change 
may be an issue as severe as a war. It may be necessary to put democracy on hold for a while.” 
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Everything run, dominated, and controlled by the Left here and around the world is a 

lie. The other universe is where we are, and that's where reality reigns supreme and we 

deal with it. And seldom do these two universes ever overlap. 291 

 

Limbaugh goes on to align climatologists and other environmental scientists 

(particularly those in the Climate Research Unit at East Anglia University)292 with the 

Academic Left, as architects of “The Universe of Lies” which is “bigger than global 

warming ... all lies. All oriented towards a political outcome.” Like many climate 

change denialists on the Right, Limbaugh positions scientists (and science more 

broadly) as elitist, self-interested and out of touch with the “reality” experienced by 

ordinary people. (Look outside, it’s snowing! That snow is real snow!) This bifurcated 

reality begins to sound suspiciously like relativism; science doesn’t seek “truth” but 

fogs the truth through its vested interest in a pre-ordered real. As David Roberts puts it 

in Grist:  

 

... if it’s true that the world's scientists are capable of deception and collusion on this 

scale, a lot more than climate change is in doubt. These same institutions have told us 

what we know about health and disease, species and ecosystems, energy and 

biochemistry. If they are corrupt, we have to consider whether any of the knowledge 

                                                 
291Rush Limburgh, “The ClimateGate Hoax: The Universe of Lies vs. The Universe of Reality,” 
(November 24 2009) available online at 
http://www.rushlimbaugh.com/home/daily/site_112409/content/01125108.guest.html (accessed 
24/11/2009). On scepticism see Stanley Cavell, “The Uncanniness of the Ordinary,” The 
Tanner Lecture on Human Values, Stanford University (3 & 8 April, 1986) 
http://www.tannerlectures.utah.edu/lectures/documents/cavell88.pdf (accessed 24/11/10), p. 
110:  “The skeptic does not gleefully and mindlessly forgo the world we share, or thought we 
shared; he is neither the knave ... nor the fool the pragmatists took him for, nor the simpleton he 
seems to men of culture and of the world. He forgoes the world for just the reason that the 
world is important, that it is the scene and stage of connection with the present: he finds that it 
vanishes exactly with the effort to make it present.” 
292Dubbed “Climategate” by some media sources, in November 2009 the University of East 
Anglia’s Climate Research Unit was implicated in a controversial email leak – contentiously, 
the University claimed, as a result of UEA’s computer systems being hacked. According to 
many climate change skeptics the documentation that became public as a result of the leak 
revealed academic misconduct in the scientific community, the manipulation of raw data and 
the withholding of inconsistent results pertaining to global warming. Three investigations 
throughout late 2009 and into 2010 have no found no evidence of significant scientific 
malpractice, further substantiated by an independent investigation conducted by Penn State 
University in June of this year.  
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they've generated is trustworthy. We might not know anything! Here we are hip-deep in 

postmodernism and it came from the Right. 293 

 

Back in 1994 Gross and Levitt were arguing that the academic Left had adopted a 

fundamentally anti-scientific position as a backlash to “the uses to which science is put 

by the political and economic forces controlling our society, especially in areas such as 

military hardware, surveillance of dissidents, destructive and environmentally unsound 

industrial processes.”294 In the field of climate science at least, it is now predominantly 

people on the conservative side of politics who demonstrate a fundamental distrust of 

science, compelled not by an alternative set of facts (those that do persist sound 

anachronistic)295 but by a distinct identity politics. Climate change denial has become 

an epistemologically closed reality,296 one that pits the “ordinary perception” of the 

“common man” against a confected view of the fraudulent elites in science who 

perpetuate a sham-reality. This is only one example of where relativism continues to be 

a pertinent concern. 

In short though, the relativist bridge-road is not for me. The implicit negation 

of phenomenology, the paucity of engagement with science’s limit-regions, and the 

uncritical centrality of the self-referential “human experience” (what biologist David 

Ehrenfeld calls “the arrogance of humanism”)297 all lead me to turn from this route. 

However, before departing, there are a few things that I think are worth salvaging from 

relativism. Like Timothy Clark298 and David Wood,299 I believe in the value of a 

                                                 
293David Roberts, “The Right’s Climate Denialism is Part of Something Much Larger,” Grist (9 
September 2010) http://www.grist.org/article/2010-09-09-the-rights-climate-denialism-is-part-
of-something-much-larger/ (accessed 22/10/2010). Author’s own emphasis.  
294Paul R Gross; Norman Levitt, Higher Superstition: The Academic Left and its Quarrels with 
Science (Baltimore; London: The Johns Hopkins University Press, 1994), p. 2.  
295Sunspots? Medieval warming periods? Pacific Decadal Oscillations? It all sounds a bit jejune 
these days. Even Bjørn Lomborg, author of The Skeptical Environmentalist: Measuring the 
Real State of the World (Cambridge; New York: Cambridge University Press, 2001) and an 
early champion of the denialist camp (once compared to Adolf Hitler by Rajendra Pachauri, the 
United Nation’s Climate Chief), has recently declared that global warming is “undoubtedly one 
of the chief concerns facing the world today” and is “a challenge humanity must confront.” 
Juliette Jowit, “Bjørn Lomborg: $100bn a Year Needed to Fight Climate Change,” The 
Guardian (30 August 2010) at http://www.guardian.co.uk/environment/2010/aug/30/bjorn-
lomborg-climate-change-u-turn (accessed 02/09/2010).  
296See Julian Sanchez, “Epistemic Closure, Technology and the End of Distance” (April 7 
2010) http://www.juliansanchez.com/2010/04/07/epistemic-closure-technology-and-the-end-of-
distance/ (accessed 7/04/2010).  
297David Ehrenfeld, The Arrogance of Humanism (New York: Oxford University Press, 1981).  
298“The environmental crisis is inherently deconstructive, viciously so, of current modes of 
thought in politics, economics and cultural and literary theory. At the same time, the lack of 
engagement with environmentalism in deconstructive thinking seems increasingly damaging.” 
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deconstructionalist philosophical approach to environmental thinking, including a 

detailed consideration of language that in the past has typically been enabled by 

relativism. As flagged in the preface to this exegesis, there is a sense in which climate 

change overruns more than just physical borders, that it has something inherently 

deconstructive about it, resulting in the weathering of certain internal divides.300 The 

toolbox the relativists carry with them holds semiotics and that is a subject I am not yet 

done with. As Morton also pursues,301 I am similarly interested in how deconstruction 

might be brought to bear upon a de-essentialised nature, and so I shall borrow this 

device from the relativists too, even as we now part ways.   

Toting deconstruction and semiotics then, I turn back to realism (which has 

become, in this context, jerry-built with materialism) to see whether this is a preferable 

point of access into thinking about contemporary environmental threat. Here I find 

Heidegger again, blocking the path, casting a shadow. “This illusion” (humankind’s 

constructed-ness) “gives rise in turn to one final delusion: it seems as though man (is) 

everywhere and always only encounters himself.” Delusion flows between realism and 

relativism, eroding that boundary and depositing sediment from one side within the 

other. Delusion is not reality, but it is not not reality either. What then of realism?   

                                                                                                                                  
Timothy Clark, “Towards a Deconstructive Environmental Criticism,” Oxford Literary Review 
30:1 (2008), p. 46.  
299David Wood, The Step Back: Ethics and Politics after Deconstruction (Albany, New York: 
SUNY Press 2005), and “On Being Haunted by the Future,” Research in Phenomenology 36 
(2006) 274-298.  
300The symbiosis between deconstruction, language and climate change is expounded in detail 
further on in this chapter, but I want to note here historical echoes of Werner Hamacher and 
Jean Baudrillard in thinking about the links between “natural” disaster and representation. For 
these two theorists it is the earthquake and other forms of seismic activity (such as volcanoes) 
that provide for “the quaking of representation:” See in particular Werner Hamacher, “The 
Quaking of Presentation: Kleist’s ‘Earthquake in Chile’” in Premises: Essays on Philosophy 
and Literature from Kant to Celan, trans. Peter Fenves (Cambridge, Mass.: Harvard University 
Press, 1996) and Jean Baudrillard, Paroxysm: The Seismic Order (Berlin: Merve Verlag, 1991) 
online at http://www.egs.edu/faculty/jean-baudrillard/articles/paroxysm-the-seismic-order/ 
(accessed 13/02/2010) – “The earthquake menacing (threatening) us also provokes a breaking 
open of spaces in an intellectual sense ... For, fundamentally (!) speaking, there never was a 
foundation or a profundity, but only a cracked surface which, as everybody knows, is in a state 
of fusion.” Of course, it is not only postmodernism and deconstruction that have been 
concerned with the inadequacy of representation incited by natural disaster. For a discussion of 
Enlightenment self-consciousness and the representational status of nature see William Clark; 
Jan Golinski; Simon Schaffer eds., The Sciences in Enlightened Europe (London; Chicago: 
University of Chicago Press, 1999), and specifically regarding the sublime and volcanoes in the 
late 1700s-early 1800s; Noah Heringman, “The Style of Natural Catastrophes,” The Huntington 
Library Quarterly 66:1/2. (2003) 97-133, and Ben Woodard, “Inverted Astronomy: 
Underground Ethics, Volcanic Copernicanism, and the Ecological De-Centering of the 
Human,” Polygraph 22 (2010) 49-63.    
301See particularly Timothy Morton, “Ecology as Text, Text as Ecology,” Oxford Literary 
Review 32.1 (July 2010) 1-17.   
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Let me be open here about my use of this pivotal quotation so far. Even after 

forty pages, it may seem that I have not said enough about the context of this excerpt 

from Heidegger. In many ways I am resisting doing so. I am aware that I am using the 

excerpt in a sense that is out of alignment with how Heidegger originally intended it to 

be read,302 both in terms of the weight I am assigning to the statement, and its 

relevance to the context in which I situate my discussion. Heidegger was writing from a 

milieu where climate change did not pervade the popular vernacular, or the physical 

reality, as it does today (although it cannot be said that he was writing from a time 

unaffected by the phenomenon).303 Unquestionably, there is still important and 

illuminating work to be done on Heidegger’s writing (it seems the kind of analysis that 

calls for hyperlinks, so specific is the terminology)304 but however valuable that type of 

inquiry might be, it is outside the ambit of this exegesis. Instead, what I offer is a re-

routing of the quotation – in fact, a kind of environmental reading that plants the 

statement amidst the problems of contemporary ecological threat to see whether it can 

express anew. Solemn Heidegger305 would, I suspect, be dismayed with this conceit – 

but I posit it is intellectual capaciousness, not mere oversight or expediency that 

animates my manipulation of the excerpt. In the spirit of fictocriticism, those “critical 

                                                 
302A more detailed exploration of what Heidegger originally meant by this statement, in terms 
of reformulating humankind as a “standing reserve,” can be found in Jonathan Bordo, 
“Ecological Peril, Modern Technology and the Postmodern Sublime,” in Philippa Berry; 
Andrew Wernick (eds). Shadow of Spirit: Postmodernism and Religion  (London; New York: 
Routledge, 1992), pp. 170-176.   
303“At the time that Heidegger was writing, industrialism had been underway for over 200 years 
and Marx’s analysis of the modes of capitalist production coupled with Darwin’s ideas about 
the ‘survival of the fittest’ seemed to offer an adequate explanation for those species who were 
becoming extinct across the globe. Pollution was causing problems in particular localities but 
very few people recognised that extinction rates were escalating and that the scale of pollution 
would impact on the Earth’s atmosphere and all ecological systems.” Ruth Irwin, Heidegger, 
Politics and Climate Change: Risking It All (London; New York: Continuum, 2008), p. 32.   
304The Historian and former Executive Editor of The Economist Anthony Gottlieb on 
Heidegger: “a shoal of hyphens swimming in a sea of confusing neologisms are the marks of 
his prose ... (Heidegger is) immensely loquacious, ponderous, repetitive, heavy and Teutonic – 
a sort of Bruckner without the music – which Herbert Spiegelberg, an acute historian of 
philosophy, described in 1965 as ‘apt to create a twilight of uncritical semi-understanding 
among the gullible.’” “Heidegger for Fun and Profit” New York Times (January 7, 1990) online 
at http://www.rickross.com/reference/forum/forum3.html (accessed 20/07/2010). For one such 
example of a hyperlinked Heidegger glossary, see Roderick Munday’s “Glossary of Terms in 
Being and Time” online at  www.visual-
memory.co.uk/b_resources/b_and_t_glossary.html#resource_structure (accessed 08/08/2010).  
305“There is little room for laughter in Heidegger” as Jacques Derrida puts it. Politics of 
Friendship, trans. George Collins (London: Verso, 1997), p. 57.  
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inventions which belong to literature while deforming its limits,”306 I present a mutant 

Heidegger, a genetic variant selected by relevant external pressures.   

One thing I do not wish to lose sight of that does emerge from realism is the 

relationship between cognitive science (specifically the neurological sciences) and 

philosophy. One cannot be selective about which of the sciences to be responsive to – 

embracing climatology, geoscience and physics for example, while cultivating a blind 

spot around current research into consciousness, sentience and intelligence. To do so 

would reaffirm all the old dichotomies; the brain veiled in a misty envelope called “the 

mind” (that grey matter), and the mind hovering beyond science’s diagnostics – not 

unlike nature, according to Heidegger. I find myself tripping back over the question 

“how do we speak of nature and the unconscious?” to ask its antecedent: why speak of 

the unconscious in the context of nature at all, given that modern cognitive science 

gives little credence to the existence of this bundle of ideas called “the unconscious?” Is 

it only compulsion and wilful insistence that keeps the unconscious relevant? And is 

not the unconscious a major barrier to letting go of the self-referentiality of human 

experience, being as the unconscious is imagined as a uniquely human attribute?307 

Finding no answers for these questions in realism, I seek the advice of their splinter 

faction, those speculative realists engaged in ceaseless debate behind the screen.         

Like the speculative realists, I am sceptical of deferring to the monolithic 

authority of contemporary science, even as I wish to speak from a place informed by 

science’s most cutting-edge developments (which will undoubtedly be, by the time this 

is read, superseded). I am especially tentative about the ultimate authority of science in 

regards to the vicissitudes of consciousness for here it seems that philosophers, 

particularly those working in the area of Artificial Intelligence, have the upper hand. 

Regarding AI, science runs behind fiction. In an interview last year Bram Ieven of nY 

#2 asked Ray Brassier to explain his criticism of recent philosophy’s “hostility toward 

major developments in contemporary cognitive sciences ... demonstrat[ing] how 

consciousness can be explained as a natural phenomenon triggered by neurological 

processes.” In reply, Brassier said: 

 

                                                 
306From “This Strange Institution Called Literature: An Interview with Jacques Derrida,” an 
edited transcript translated by Geoffrey Bennington and Rachel Bowlby, published in Derek 
Attridge ed., Jacques Derrida: Literature (New York; London:  Routledge, 1992), p. 52.  
307“... if formerly the privilege of Man was founded on the monopoly of consciousness, today it 
is founded on the monopoly of the unconscious. Animals have no unconscious, this is well 
known. Without a doubt, they dream, but this is a conjecture of a bioelectrical order, and they 
lack language, which alone gives meaning to the dream by inscribing it in the symbolic order.” 
Jean Baudrillard, Simulacra and Simulation, p. 138.  
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The fact that our best current science will probably turn out be only partly true does not 

license the conclusion that it is all wrong and that it has no authority whatsoever ... As I 

see it, science is slowly and painstakingly excavating the deep structure of a reality 

whose fundamental features may turn out to bear little resemblance to the kinds of 

entities and processes with which we are currently familiar. Consequently, it would be a 

mistake to let current science dictate our account of the ultimate structure of reality. ... I 

would like to maintain a commitment to science’s ultimate epistemic authority while 

resisting the dogmatic temptation to enthrone the entities, mechanisms and structures 

postulated by contemporary science as ultimate realities. This is not to say that we 

cannot draw ontological consequences from science: on the contrary, we can and we 

should. But the relationship between science and metaphysics is complicated: science 

says nothing about how to tell the difference between what is and what is not ultimately 

“real.” 308 

 

Like Brassier, I find the “epistemic authority of science” ideologically compelling and 

wish to remain dedicated to both contemporary and speculative scientific-technological 

knowledge – not only because of the political impetus that science should not be the 

purview of scientists alone, but also because of an interest in how metaphysics might 

trouble, inform and expand science’s limit-regions.309 But rather than prevaricating 

around the active quotient of the real in this ongoing debate, I want to deliberately turn 

away from it and pursue a kind of inverted “Real:” the part, singled out earlier in this 

chapter by Mark Fisher, that reality “suppresses” in order to “constitute itself through 

                                                 
308Ray Brassier, “Against an Aesthetics of Noise,” Interview with Bram Ieven for nY #2 (2009). 
http://www.ny-web.be/transitzone/against-aesthetics-noise.html (accessed 20/09/2010). My 
emphasis.  
309The engagement of philosophy with brain-science is not at all a recent phenomena; if 
anything the rejection of the neurological sciences is more contemporary. It interests me 
greatly, for example, that Descartes, who is now mainly known for his contributions to 
philosophy and mathematics, was also a pioneer in the physiology of the brain. As Richard 
Watson writes; “if Descartes were alive today, he would be in charge of the CAT and PET scan 
machines in a major research hospital.” (Cogito Ergo Sum: The Life of René Descartes [Boston: 
David R. Godine, 2002], p.15). Descartes was fascinated by the pineal gland in particular, 
which he took to be the “seat of the soul,” through which “animal spirits flowed” – see the 
online Stanford Encyclopaedia of Philosophy’s entry on “Descartes and the Pineal Gland,” at 
http://plato.stanford.edu/entries/pineal-gland/ (accessed 09/11/09). More modern research has 
shown that the pineal gland is an endocrine organ that regulates the production of hormones 
influencing sleep and wakefulness. There remains something poetic about the language 
pertaining to the gland though; it is located near the entrance to the cerebral aqueduct (the 
“aqueduct of Sylvius”) and often contains calcifications called “brain sand,” as if it were a 
small beach buried inside the brain. I am drawn to these kinds of fractal reductions of the 
exterior environment inside the body. The hippocampus, named after the Greek for seahorse, 
the putamen, which means sea-shell; the mind is full of oceanic imagery.  
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just this repression.”310 Repression, explicated in negotiation, negation and evasion: 

the language of psychology won’t be relinquished, even after the speculative realists 

have abandoned selfhood. That wavering middle ground, the delusion, persists. 

Although I recognise the importance of de-centring the human in discussions about 

nature, I find that I cannot set aside the relevance of psychological modalities in 

deciphering contemporary environmental threat. So rather than dodging 

anthropocentrism, I want to proceed not by looking at how a psychological framework 

defines an external reality (Ehrenfeld’s arrogant humanism and relativism) or, 

antithetically, how an external reality defines a certain psychology (transcendence via 

Emerson, or Deep Ecology with Næss), but instead to argue that with respect to 

modern ecological threat, delusion dissolves these categories entirely. Why talk of the 

unconscious and nature? For two reasons: 

 Firstly, if nature and the unconscious are what I have previously defined as 

immanently absent signifiers,311 the time has come to cease embarking on the 

impossible task of revealing their absence as an empirical extension of, or a link within, 

an existing chain of signification.312 In an age when “nature is not where we thought we 

left it,” a major barrier to genuine political engagement are those incessant calls for the 

right word to capture the impossible signifier (even alterity and “Other” fail, as Lacan 

rightly points out).313 The absent signifier marks a silence inbuilt into language itself, 

                                                 
310Mark Fisher, Capitalist Realism (London: Zer0 Books, 2009), p. 18. 
311As Yannis Stavrakakis writes, this “signification of absence” is just as much the product of 
excessive signification, as it is of evasiveness of signification: “in the more philosophical 
manifestations of Green ideology, these simple words, the signifiers “Green,” “nature,” 
“ecosystem,” etc. are invested with every possible value, they become total embodiments of our 
lacking fullness, objectivity, positivity, harmony” in “Green Ideology: A Discursive Reading,” 
Journal of Political Ideologies 2:3 (1997), 270.  
312Throughout this paragraph I am indebted to an understanding of hermeneutic, psychoanalytic 
and transcendental signification that is explained by Todd McGowan in “The Case of the 
Missing Signifier,” Psychoanalysis, Culture & Society 13 (2008), 48-66. Although McGowan’s 
research is discussed in application to a specific text, Dan Brown’s novel The Da Vinci Code, 
much of the foundational work of the article is relevant here.   
313“The Other does not exist” or “The Woman does not exist” (“la femme n'existe pas”) are 
Jacques Lacan’s classic formulations of identity, discussed by Lacan in The Four Fundamentals 
of Psychoanalysis, trans. Alan Sheridan (New York: Norton, 1978); The Seminars of Jacques 
Lacan, Book XX: Encore 1972-1973, trans. Bruce Fink (New York: Norton, 1998); and The 
Seminars of Jacques Lacan, Book XVII: The Other Side of Psychoanalysis, trans. Russell Grigg 
(New York: Norton, 2007). Slavoj Žižek summarises the concept in The Sublime Object of 
Ideology (London; New York: Verso, 1989), p. 122: “Today, it is a commonplace that the 
Lacanian subject is divided, crossed-out, identical to a lack in a signifying chain. However, the 
most radical dimension of Lacanian theory lies not in recognizing this fact but in realising that 
the big Other, the symbolic order itself, is also barre, crossed-out, by a fundamental 
impossibility, structured around an impossible/traumatic kernel, around a central lack. Without 
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the intrinsic impossibility of being able to say everything, even where it is possible to 

say (name) every, literal, thing (as we shall see later, this is a task set in motion by 

ecology). Morton comments in a recorded lecture: “this isn’t nominalism. The un-fully-

describable part of it [nature], is it.”314 315 The essence of the structure is precisely what 

has been excluded from the structure.316 In poststructuralist thought we may find this a 

surprising revelation, and perhaps even consider it dubious – so suspicious are we of 

this word “essence,”317 with its freight of intangibility, spirit and the knocked-out 

egolessness318 of Zen.319 But in many Eastern cultures, the suggestion that reality (and 

language) is as much built from negative space as from presence would verge on being 

considered axiomatic. The concept of ma320 (間) for example, originating in Japan, 

amounts to the constructive absence of a structure, an interval that confers the 

                                                                                                                                  
this lack in the Other, the Other would be a closed structure and the only possibility open to the 
subject would be his radical alienation in the Other.” 
314Timothy Morton, iTunesU Lecture, ENL 184-Fall 2008 “Inside and Outside,” UC Davis 
(accessed 27/06/2010).   
315Wallace Stevens gets this beautifully in the last few lines of his poem “The Snow Man” 
(1921): “For the listener who listens in the snow / And himself, beholds / Nothing that is not 
there and the nothing that is.” Collected Poems (New York: Knopf, 1981), p. 10.  
316See Ross Gibson, “Extractive Realism,” Australian Humanities Review 47 (November 2009), 
available online at http://www.australianhumanitiesreview.org/archive/Issue-November-
2009/gibson.html (accessed 4/10/2010). “Even though the larger pattern is not explicitly present 
in the deliberately ‘unresolved’ space, it is available because the abstemious offering of extracts 
prompts the viewer’s urge to complete the inherent pattern. This urge often helps the viewer 
feel inseparable from the environment, to feel responsible for an attuned to some flowing 
integrity in the domain under consideration.”  
317Douglas R. Hofstadter, in typically blistering, confounding succinctness, says: “In fact, a 
sense of essence is, in essence, the essence of sense, in effect.” Metamagical Themas (New 
York: Basic Books Inc., 1985), p. 601.   
318I’ve joked with friends (or, you know, tried to make this into a joke) that the phrase 
“egolessness is not a word” might be the best way to encapsulate what I’m trying to get at with 
this whole exegesis. I think it’s a joke of the Hofstadter kind though: in the this sentence 
contradicts itself – no actually it doesn't way.  
319Speaking of Hofstadter though, here’s what he says about Zen: “One of the basic tenets of 
Zen Buddhism is that there is no way to characterize what Zen is. No matter what verbal space 
you try to enclose Zen in, it resists, and spills over. It might seem, then, that all efforts to 
explain Zen are complete wastes of time. But that is not the attitude of Zen masters and 
students. For instance, Zen koans are a central part of Zen study, verbal though they are. Koans 
are supposed to be 'triggers' which, though they do not contain enough information in 
themselves to impart enlightenment, may possibly be sufficient to unlock the mechanisms 
inside one's mind that lead to enlightenment. But in general, the Zen attitude is that words and 
truth are incompatible, or at least that no words can capture truth.” (Gödel, Escher, Bach: An 
Eternal Golden Braid [New York: Basic Books, 1999 [c1979]], p. 246). A relevant trope then, 
in this context.   
320For which there is no close or direct English interpretation. Gunter Nitschke, “MA: The 
Japanese Sense of Place in Old and New Architecture and Planning,” Architectural Design 36 
(March 1966), 116-156. See also the concepts of Mu (む) in Japanese and Korean (무), and Wu 
in Chinese (無) all of which interpret the negative space or negative action as constitutive.  
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substance of the object321 or an experience. As I move towards talking about climate 

change, that “displacing effect,” the unspeakable quality of threat will become crucial. 

If we remain mired in believing that more research, more taxonomy, more knowing, 

more speaking will divulge a better way of expressing humankind’s relationship to 

nature, there will be no release from the hermeneutic pursuit of identifying the brink of 

the absence, perhaps even the shape of that hole, and then a word for that vacancy. 

Linguistic horror vacui again, and lacuna: the blank part of a manuscript where the ink 

runs off the papyrus, and lexically the word missing from one language that must be 

bridged with circumlocution in translation. Of course, lacuna also means “water-

body.”322 With the omnipresent anxiety of sea-level rise, it is only appropriate that we 

now give up those aesthetic connotations of the missing signifier imagined as a placid, 

un-problematic pool. No pool, as we have seen, is untroubling and undoubling.  

Not all questions are fundamentally scientific questions that get solved in the 

territories of the future (much as someone like Richard Dawkins might wish that to be 

so). Figuratively, when the scientific rationalists call out to “mind the gap,” to step over 

the absence, they ignore the fact that the mind is in the gap. Out of sight (site) is not 

out of mind. There is no externality to language; silence and unspeakability (indicative 

of something that is unfathomable, imponderable, irreconcilable and more) are extant. 

The lacuna runs into the groundwater, it floods its edges – which were never really 

edges, we discover as we look closer, but rather amphibious “zones,” river-mouths that 

lead into an interior.323 Instead of generating new ways of speaking, papering over the 

                                                 
321Lao Tsu (Laozi): “Thirty spokes meet in the hub, but the empty space between them is the 
essence of the wheel. Pots are formed from clay, but the empty space between it is the essence 
of the pot. Walls with windows and doors form the house, but the empty space within it is the 
essence of the house.” The Uses of Not (Poem, date unknown), cited in Alan Fletcher, The Art 
of Looking Sideways (London: Phaidon, 2001), p. 369. 
322As the American Abstractionist Jeremy Gilbert-Rolfe notes in his article “Blankness as a 
Signifier” Critical Inquiry 24:1 (Autumn 1997) 159-75, unfilled space has a cultural history of 
its own. Across time and contexts, the same blank will mean something different and will be 
deployed to achieve a differing result. The Victorians resisted the blank through an idea of the 
horror vacui. During the Modernist era “transparency” and the visible interior sought to 
deconstruct blankness and the horror vacui. Gilbert-Rolfe considers that the contemporary 
blank has moved from representing “the absence of a sign by being a sign for absence,” to 
being “a sign of invisible and ubiquitous technological presence” (162). There are two 
important arguments to pull from this analysis; one, that blankness is not synonymous with 
emptiness – that by communicating nothing the lacuna says something – and two, that the same 
lacuna does not maintain a consistent message across time or context despite the fact that it may 
remain fundamentally unchanged in itself, and its position within a constant discourse or 
environment. 
323As Paul Carter puts it in “Dark with an Excess of Bright: Mapping the Coastlines of 
Knowledge” (Dark Writing [Hawai‘i: University of Hawai‘i Press, 2009] pp. 49-78) the 
coastline is “a construction of the mind” (p. 49), that “pose(s) as a sign representing an 
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void, we should lean into looking at the ways that language blurs and falls apart where 

it pushes up against a wordlessness. As things stand, we find ourselves talking like a 

character in one of Beckett’s centrifugal monologues (Lucky in Waiting for Godot 

perhaps, or the female protagonist in Rockaby) repeating the frenetic, fractal and 

eventually fatiguing cycle: here I am, here I am, here I am. This mantra is beginning to 

sound fatal, for located-ness too is something we will have to let go of.  

 But there is another way forward, utilising psychoanalytic thought as an 

apparatus in preference to hermeneutics. The Lacanian cinema theorist Todd 

McGowan describes how:  

 

Hermeneutics embarks on an endless quest for the impossible signifier that it can never 

find – it is an unending process of seeking – but psychoanalytic interpretation finds 

without seeking ... The psychoanalytic position fully takes up the advocacy of the 

missing signifier, and it can do so because this signifier is not external to the signifying 

structure, but ensconced within that which gives the structure its form. 324 

    

Psychoanalysis does not deteriorate into a system that offers itself as a surrogate for 

the missing signifier. Rather, it enmeshes the missing signifier, allows for senselessness 

within sense, and soundlessness as the founding dynamic of noise. From the 

psychoanalytic perspective, “the missing signifier is not an opening to mysterious 

otherness; it is the unacknowledged way that the symbolic structure manifests 

itself.”325 The missing signifier unfolds internally, like a ventricular valve. In 

McGowan’s declamatory locution, absence is “a necessary distortion within 

signification.”326  

 Already there are some useful frequencies developing here. When we look 

again at the definition of delusion provided by the International Dictionary of 

Psychoanalysis a new line rings out: “during moments of mental automatism, thought 

                                                                                                                                  
empirically verifiable distinct ‘fact’ but, in reality, it is the graphic counterpart of the 
‘similitudes’ scientific geographers used to bring order to the landscape of the world.” (p.50). 
“Their elimination of uncertainty does not, though, free us to the future. Rather, it condemns us 
to redefine a system of closed figures ever more finely. The entire class of the indistinct – not 
only Whewell’s despised “stationary whirlpools” but Leibniz’s “shifting sands and morasses,” 
where other ways of getting on obtain – has to be repressed, and with it a different way of 
reasoning.” (p.53). I explore Carter’s work on coastlines in more depth further on in this 
exegesis.  
324Todd McGowan, “The Case of the Missing Signifier,” Psychoanalysis, Culture & Society, 13 
(2008), 59 (my emphasis).  
325Todd McGowan, “The Case of the Missing Signifier,” 60.  
326Todd McGowan, “The Case of the Missing Signifier,” 61. 
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grows heavy with the weight of words that have lost their meaning.”327 Delusion, as the 

subject’s response to a rupture in the symbolic order that can only maintain without 

cognitive dissonance, encodes the missing signifier as an extant silence. Looking in as 

an analyst, delusion does in fact offer itself as a surrogate for the missing signifier, but 

upon examination what becomes clear is that rather than excising the broken link, 

delusion subsumes it. If the silence were a gap (an outside) the delusion would implode 

upon itself, having discovered its ultimate parameter. Instead, something rushes in to 

fill the breach – a “heaviness” of referent-less signifiers.  

It is not that language has become simplified upon having been depleted, but 

rather that it suffers from a surplus of complexity – a “superimposition of 

incompossibles”328 (which could be a neologism, a mistranslation or a typo,329 and 

there perhaps lies the point). In delusion it is no longer possible to sift cognitive 

information into that which is fact and that which is falsehood – to recall Racamier, 

cited earlier,330 the subject has been deprived of “the freedom to establish a flexible 

relationship between reality and truth.” As is often the case with schizophrenia, words 

lose their meaning in delusion (polysemy and semantic satiation both), but they do not 

lose their calibration within a system of meaningfulness; all words are equally vectors 

for truth, save for those words which are not, which in turn become not words but 

interstitial silences as the subject elides their inconsistent designations. Everything is 

uniformly relevant; Morton describes how, in relation to schizophrenia, “voices” 

(germane with information) are confused with ambient phenomena (the background 

                                                 
327Alain de Mijolla ed., International Dictionary of Psychoanalysis, pp. 384-385. 
328Ray Brassier, “Against an Aesthetics of Noise,” Interview with Bram Ieven for nY #2 (2009). 
Available online at http://www.ny-web.be/transitzone/against-aesthetics-noise.html (accessed 
01/07/2010) – here citing a question from Bram Ieven. The phrase is taken from Brassier’s 
essay “Genre is Obsolete,” Multitudes 28 (15 March 2007), 
http://multitudes.samizdat.net/Genre-is-Obsolete (accessed 11/06/2010):  “Since the totality of 
possibility is a synonym for God, whom we must renounce, the only available 
(uncompromisingly secular) totality is that of incompossibles. If all possibilities are extant, this 
can only be a totality of incompossibles, which harbours as yet un-actualised and 
incommensurable genres. The imperative to actualise incompossibles leads not to eclecticism 
but to an ascesis of perpetual invention which strives to ward off pastiche by forging previously 
unimaginable links between currently inexistent genres. It is the injunction to produce the 
conditions for the actualisation of incompossibles that staves off regression into generic 
repetition.” 
329In fact the phrase is from Gilles Deleuze via Gottfried Leibniz. Tom Conley, “Translator's 
Foreword: A Plea for Leibniz,” in Gilles Deleuze, The Fold: Leibniz and the Baroque (London: 
Athlone Press, 1993), pp. ix-xx, provides a helpful account of Deleuze's debt to Leibniz. In 
“Autonomasia: Leibniz and the Baroque,” MLN 105:3 (April 1990), 432-452, Peter Fenves 
provides an excellent overview of Leibniz. 
330See FN 102.  
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sonics of radiators and air-vents) until all noise can be construed as being part of a 

pertinent, speaking foreground.331  

Delusion, the accommodating expression of something ruptured in the 

symbolic order (Lacan calls this the “primordial signifier,” or le nom du père),332 is its 

own self-containing complex. To condense a central contention: the missing signifier is 

the essence of the delusion because the missing signifier betrays the delusion’s 

inception. The psychoanalytic approach to the missing signifier in language appears to 

interlock with the function of delusion where it converts a rupture in the symbolic 

order into a substitute formulation of reality. Where one (the missing signifier seen 

through psychoanalysis) treats the internal torsion of language as seamless, the other 

(delusion) treats the external torsion of reality as seamless. Both reject “externality” of 

any kind. (Derrida’s oft-referenced formulation: “Il n’y a pas d’hors texte”).333 The 

delusional remediation, that “necessary distortion within signification” (feedback, to 

key-back into Serres’ concept of the para-site), moves between and over the permeable 

boundaries of subject and environment. Here it is worthwhile considering Brassier on 

noise/distortion/feedback:  

 

Noise has no such epistemic valence – it does not yield the sort of cognitive information 

that provides the basis for true or false judgments; but there is something of 

fundamental epistemological interest about the way in which it interferes with default 

cognitive schemas and perceptual Gestalts – epistemological in the sense that it 

challenges the way in which we relate to experience, rather than operating at the level of 

the content of experience. 334 

 

Is this not a classic formulation of delusion: that which “interferes with default 

cognitive schemas and perceptual Gestalts,” ... “challeng[ing] the way in which we 

relate to experience, rather than operating at the level of the content of experience”? 

But I have still not comprehensively answered why the unconscious, even as I have 

argued for the relevance of a psychoanalytic approach to understanding the missing 

signifiers of nature.  

                                                 
331Timothy Morton, Ecology Without Nature: Rethinking Environmental Aesthetics, p. 47.  
332The “primordial signifier” or “the name of the father,” in its oedipal connotations.  
333Jacques Derrida, Of Grammatology, trans. Gayatri Chakravorty Spivak (Baltimore: Johns 
Hopkins University Press, 1976), p. 158. Oft referenced but oft mistranslated too, Derrida 
means “there is no outside-text,” not as he is more commonly ventriloquised into English – 
“there is nothing outside the text.”  
334Ray Brassier, “Against an Aesthetics of Noise,” Interview with Bram Ieven for nY #2 (2009). 
Available online at http://www.ny-web.be/transitzone/against-aesthetics-noise.html (accessed 
01/07/2010).  
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By now those familiar with the various established subfields of psychology might be 

wondering why it is that I have not so far mentioned “ecopsychology” in the context of 

this discussion about nature and the unconscious. Ecopsychology – a branch of 

psychoanalysis that manifests both as theory and therapy – is founded on the work of 

Theodore Roszak, notably in his book-length manifesto The Voice of the Earth.335 Since 

the early 1990s, when ecopsychology was widely perceived as fringe quackery, the 

subfield has grown in popularity and professional repute. Central to ecopsychology is a 

concept of “the environmental unconscious.” For Roszak, combining deep ecology with 

gestalt psychology, the environmental unconscious amounts to our “collective 

unconscious [which], at its deepest level, shelters the compacted ecological intelligence 

of our species, the source from which culture finally unfolds as the self-conscious 

reflection of nature’s own steadily emergent mind-likeness.”336 In short, ecopsychology 

focuses on the “savage remnant within us,”337 the partial Neanderthal that putatively 

persists through instincts that are hard-wired by evolution. E. O. Wilson’s “biophilia 

hypothesis” (which claims that all human beings have an “innate tendency to focus on 

life and lifelike processes”)338 is often cited as the discipline’s shibboleth. Other well-

known proponents include David Abram,339 Deborah DuNann Winter,340 Thomas 

Doherty341 and Glenn Albrecht.342  

                                                 
335Theodore Roszak, The Voice of the Earth (New York: Simon & Schuster, 1992).  
336Theodore Roszak, The Voice of the Earth, p. 304. See also Theodore Roszak, “The Greening 
of Psychology: Exploring the Ecological Unconscious,” Gestalt Journal 18:1 (Spring 1995), 9-
46, and the forthcoming monograph from MIT Press Ecopsychology: Science, Totems and the 
Technological Species by Jolina Ruckert, Peter Kahn and Patricia Hasbach, discussed in Ferris 
Jabr, “Can a Stroll in the Park Replace the Therapist’s Couch,” Scienceline (August 12, 2010) 
available at http://www.scienceline.org/2010/08/can-a-stroll-in-the-park-replace-the-
psychiatrist’s-couch/ (accessed 20/10/2010).   
337Theodore Roszak, The Voice of the Earth, p. 96.   
338E. O. Wilson, Biophilia (Cambridge: Harvard University Press, 1984). Explored and 
extended by Lynn Margulis and Dorion Sagan in “God, Gaia and Biophilia,” in The Biophilia 
Hypothesis, Stephen R. Kellert and E. O. Wilson eds. (Washington D.C.: Shearwater Books 
Island Press, 1993) pp. 345-364. In fact E. O. Wilson did not coin the term “biophilia,” it was 
the German social psychologist Erich Fromm in The Heart of Man (1965) republished in On 
Being Human (New York; London: Continuum, 2005), p. 101: “I believe that the man choosing 
progress can find a new unity through the development of all his human forces, which are 
produced in three orientations. These can be presented separately or together: biophilia, love for 
humanity and nature, and independence and freedom.”  
339David Abram, The Spell of the Sensuous: Perception and Language in a More Than Human 
World (New York: Pantheon Books, 1996).  
340Deborah DuNann Winter, Ecological Psychology (San Francisco: Harper Collins, 1995).  
341Thomas Doherty is the editor of the recently-founded journal Ecopsychology (New York: 
Mary Ann Liebert Inc., [2009– quarterly]) and is also a practicing eco-therapist.  
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Ecopsychology proceeds from the relatively uncontroversial starting point that 

mental well-being is positively influenced by environmental factors (in situations of 

mild stress for example, the human heart rate drops when the subject looks at a real 

tree – as opposed to a film of a tree, or a square of drywall).343 In this, ecopsychology 

can be seen to be part of wider movement in psychology away from focusing on 

intrapsychic forces (the ego, the id, the superego) and towards an analysis of the 

subject’s engagement with external stimuli (relationships, social systems and 

environments). Unlike Freudian psychoanalysis, ecopsychology is less interested in the 

self-sabotaging, foreclosing and darkening forces of the psyche, and more on how 

“nature optimises the mind.”344 From this relatively innocuous premise, ecopsychology 

has developed a detailed vocabulary of psychological “conditions” that are derived from 

a disjunction between the subject and their surroundings: psychoterratic syndromes 

such as “solastalgia”345 and “soliphilia,”346 “nature-deficeit disorder,” “eco-anxiety” and 

                                                                                                                                  
342A good review of the discipline can be found in Daniel Smith’s article “Is There an 
Ecological Unconscious,” New York Times (January 31, 2010) available at 
http://www.nytimes.com/2010/01/31/magazine/31ecopsych-t.html (accessed 02/02/2010). In 
2008 whilst at the University of Newcastle, Glenn Albrecht was generous enough to provide me 
with electronic copies of his published and unpublished research materials; a complete list of 
these materials appears in the attached bibliography.  
343What I find most interesting about this study, conducted by Peter Kahn and his colleagues at 
the University of Washington and published in The Journal of Environmental Psychology 
(Peter Kahn et al., “A Plasma Display Window? The Shifting Baseline Problem in a 
Technologically-Mediated Natural World. Journal of Environmental Psychology, 28:2 [2008], 
192-199), is that the participants were shown their view of trees from behind a glass window 
pane. The study was never designed to support the notion that the experience of nature had a 
positive impact on mental health, only that viewing nature from a removed distance did. It is 
unclear whether the authors thought that being in nature, particularly in a copse of trees 
surrounded by other equally stressed people, might have been considered to put additional 
pressure on the hearts of the participants. The “nature outside = good,” “nature inside = bad” 
binary in action.   
344Daniel Smith quoting Peter Kahn in, “Is There an Ecological Unconscious,” New York Times 
(January 31, 2010).  
345A new generation of so-called psychoterratic and somaterratic conditions have sprung from 
the loss of a familiar “home” as a result of environmental change: to quote Glenn Albrecht on 
his blog Healthearth (20 March 2007), “The Hopi have used the word koyaanisgatsi to describe 
conditions where life is disintegrating and out of balance. The Portuguese use the word saudade 
to describe a feeling one has for a loved one who is absent or has disappeared. The North Baffin 
Inuit of the Arctic have applied the word uggianaqtuq, (pronounced OOG-gi-a-nak-took) to the 
climate and weather. The word means to behave unexpectedly or in an unfamiliar way and has 
connotations of a “friend acting strangely” or in an unpredictable way. The weather has become 
uggianaqtug for them.” http://healthearth.blogspot.com/2007/03/solastalgia-new-concept-in-
human.html (accessed 12/12/2008). See also Glenn Albrecht; Gina-Maree Sartore; Linda 
Connor; Nick Higginbotham; Sonia Freeman; Brian Kelly; Helen Stain; Anna Tonna; Georgia 
Pollard, “Solastalgia: the Distress Caused by Environmental Change,” Australasian Psychiatry 
15:1 (2007), 95-98. Glenn Albrecht; Linda Connor; Nick Higginbotham; Sonia Freeman; 
Kingsley Agho, “Validation of an Environmental Distress Scale,” EcoHealth 3 (2007), 245-
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“eco-paralysis” (more words are heaped up in an attempt to express our relationship to 

nature). An imperilled environment creates an imperilled mind. As Gregory Bateson, 

author of Steps to an Ecology of Mind: Collected Essays in Anthropology, Psychiatry, 

Evolution and Epistemology puts it: “[y]ou decide that you want to get rid of the by-

products of human life and that Lake Erie will be a good place to put them. You forget 

that the ecomental system called Lake Erie is part of a wider ecomental system – and 

that if Lake Erie is driven insane, its insanity is incorporated in the larger system of 

your thought and experience.”347 The world has a mental health all of its own. And so it 

is that instead of sprawling out on the couch confessing to inhibited drives and 

repressed urges, the clients of ecopsychologists are found hiking and tree-planting with 

their therapists, seeking in outer nature a clarifier of their thoughts.  

The problems inherent in ecopsychology are a complex weave, and I am aware 

that here I am compressing so-called first and second generations of the discipline 

(more recently ecopsychology has sought a more rigorous, empirical practice than the 

“soft fascinations”348 of a spiritualised nature). Ecopsychology’s first misconception is 

that the Freudian tradition from which it departs wasn’t concerned with the self as 

environmental and biological: indeed, Freud’s obsession was with the biologically 

essentialist motivators of sex and aggression that he perceived to be obstructed by 

sociality – fruiting instead as incompleteness, grief and neuroses. Misconception 

                                                                                                                                  
254. Glenn Albrecht; Linda Connor; Nick Higginbotham; Sonia Freeman; Wayne Smith, 
“Environmental Change and Human Health in Upper Hunter Communities of New South 
Wales, Australia,” EcoHealth 1:Suppl. 2 (2004), 47-54. cf. Seamus MacSuibhne, “What Makes 
a “Mental Illness?” What Makes a “New Mental Illness”? The Cases of Solastalgia and Hubris 
Syndrome,” Cosmos and History: The Journal of Natural and Social Philosophy, 5:2 (2009), 
210-225. Kenneth William Musgrave Fulford, “Praxis Makes Perfect: Illness as a Bridge 
Between Biological Concepts of Disease and Social Conceptions of Health,” Theoretical 
Medicine 14 (1993), 323-324.  
346“... the love of and responsibility for a place, bioregion, planet and the unity of related 
interests within it.” Daniel Smith quoting Glenn Albrecht: “Is There an Ecological 
Unconscious,” New York Times (January 31, 2010). Glen Albrecht “Soliphilia,” Healthearth 
(19 February 2009) http://healthearth.blogspot.com/2009/02/soliphilia.html (accessed 
28/10/2010).  
347Gregory Bateson, Steps to an Ecology of Mind: Collected Essays in Anthropology, 
Psychiatry, Evolution and Epistemology (San Francisco: Chandler Publishing Company, 1972), 
p. 492.     
348A term of A.R.T, quite literally. Attention Restoration Theory asserts that natural settings 
quantifiably improve cognition – memory, focus, multi-tasking – over urban settings because 
they are filled with “the soft fascinations (rustling trees, bubbling water) that give those high-
level functions the kind of leisure needed to replenish, whereas urban life is filled with harsh 
stimuli (car horns, billboards) that cause a cognitive overload.” Daniel Smith, “Is There an 
Ecological Unconscious,” New York Times (January 31, 2010).    
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number two is that there exists, psychologically (as opposed to physiologically)349 some 

trace of a collective prehistorical self that is capable of influencing, at a subconscious 

level, decisions made by people in the here and now. With apologies to Clarissa Pinkola 

Estés,350 the women who run with wolves are not still agitating like some Lilliputian 

horde within us. Misconception number three is that “the unconscious” is hard-wired 

for life-affirming, nature-loving connectedness: anyone who suffers panic attacks, 

claustrophobia or agoraphobia (Freud himself was agoraphobic),351 or who simply 

grinds their teeth in their sleep knows that unconscious drives are not always in favour 

of self-preservation. Much of our unconscious gets off on trying to kill us; therein lies 

the popularity of adventure sports. Furthermore, “connecting with nature” may well be 

something that people are trying to avoid these days, knowing themselves to be a 

deleterious influence on the “health” of the environment. Out in nature now we are 

likely to be hyper-aware of every footprint we leave, every creature we disturb 

(although whether or not this a barrier to “enchantment” is debateable).   

For me though, ecopsychology fails to provide traction in what I am trying to 

get at here. Politically deflating, despite its claims to the improvement of our capacities 

to know nature and ourselves, ecopsychology will always proceed from a foundation of 

guilt: guilt that we are not close enough to nature, that we have lost the nearness to 

nature experienced by our ancestors, and that nature is now harmed by our presence 

(“are you comfortable with your level of consumption and your ecological footprint?” 

asks Doherty in his sustainability inventory).352 In asserting this guilt, ecopsychology 

opens a fissure it will never be able to close. We can’t just take our brains out and place 

them in the mountain streams, much as we might want to. Sadly for ecopsychology, 

“everywhere we go, there we are.”353 And the ecopsychologists would have us go quite 

far as well; the kind of “nature” sought to better self-knowledge is the unmediated, 

                                                 
349Tim Flannery, Here On Earth, p. 84: “The fate of the Neanderthals remains deeply 
mysterious. Their final stronghold was on the rocky slopes of Gibraltar, where a few bands 
clung on until twenty-five thousand years ago. Did our ancestors kill them all, or interbreed 
with them, so absorbing them into our gene pool? Our genes are 99.5 per cent the same as 
theirs, so interbreeding was certainly possible. Researchers have located portions of the genes 
of Europeans that they believe are extremely ancient, perhaps bits of Neanderthals hiding 
within us. But as yet the evidence is too incomplete to be conclusive.”    
350Clarissa Pinkola Estés, Women Who Run With the Wolves: Myths and Stories of the Wild 
Woman Archetype (New York; London: Ballantine Books, 1992).  
351Paul Carter’s book Repressed Spaces: The Poetics of Agoraphobia (London: Reaktion, 2002) 
explores how Freud’s personal experience of space heavily influenced his writing.   
352The “Doherty Sustainability Inventory (DSI)” Version 1.2 2009 is available at 
http://selfsustain.com/images/stories/pdf/dsi_sustainability_inventory_version_1.2__3-24-
09.pdf (accessed 21/10/2010).  
353To paraphrase 80’s cult movie hero Buckaroo Banzai in The Adventures of Buckaroo Banzai 
Across the 8th Dimension (MGM: US,1984): “No matter where you go ... there you are.” 
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sublime nature of the wilderness or at the very least, the contemplative nature of places 

made to look like wildernesses. There we are not meant to act, but to absorb and 

reflect. The flow between nature and the unconscious in ecopsychology is decidedly 

uni-directional, and so fails to disperse the inside/outside dichotomy that is so 

troubled, as we shall see, by ecological threat. In thinking about an “environmental 

unconscious,” I want to go further than ecopsychology – I want to speak of an 

unconscious that is radically environmental, that doesn’t just press inwards on the self.    

Seeking a second reason for the enduring relevance of the unconscious, here is 

Baudrillard again (the italicisation is in the original): 

 

The challenge of madness has historically been met by the hypothesis of the 

unconscious. The Unconscious is this logistical mechanism that permits us to think 

madness (and more generally all strange and anomalous formations) in a system of 

meaning as opposed to nonmeaning, which will make room for the terrors of the 

nonsensical, now intelligible under the auspices of a certain discourse: psychic life, 

drive, repression, etc. 354 

  

The unconscious, generated from the fear of death (this Baudrillard posits earlier in the 

chapter cited),355 allows us to bring madness (delusion) into a system of meaning. The 

unconscious then, should be treated not as a scientific reality, but as a discourse that 

animates a psychic life necessary for the subject to adapt senselessness to reason. This 

“works” with what I have said about nature as a psychoanalytic aporia: the unconscious 

is the means by which we accommodate that aporia and bring it into signification as a 

“present absence.”  

As we have seen earlier, according to Baudrillard the unconscious is also the 

structure in which mourning is played out, particularly the mourning for territory 

which he argues is its inverse:  

 

... the notion of territory is also opposed in some way to that of the unconscious. The 

unconscious is a “buried,” repressed, and infinitely subdivided structure. The territory 

is open and circumscribed. The unconscious is the site of the indefinite repetition of 

subjective repression and fantasies. The territory is the site of a completed cycle of 

parentage and exchanges – without a subject, but without exception: animal and vegetal 

cycle, cycle of women and ritual – there is no subject and everything is exchanged. The 

obligations are absolute therein – total reversibility – but no one knows death there, 

                                                 
354Jean Baudrillard, Simulacra and Simulation, p. 136.  
355Jean Baudrillard, Simulacra and Simulation, p. 132.  
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since all is metamorphosed. Neither subject, nor death, nor unconscious, nor 

repression, since nothing stops the enchainment of forms.356 

 

So here we have nature (territory) and the unconscious, functioning in hysteresis, even 

as they act to compile one another (“men have only had an unconscious since they lost 

a territory”).357 Now we must put this dynamic up against a future reality that supposes 

to break up “the enchainment of forms,” and turn the territory into a closed, 

deteriorating cycle.  

 Down, down, down. We have reached the fundamental relevance of psychology 

in analysing the nature of contemporary environmental threat. The question 

motivating me all along: in the context of nature-the-missing-signifier, how do we 

make climate change mean? And after all this, what has been threatening? 

 

                                                 
356Jean Baudrillard, Simulacra and Simulation, p. 138 
357Jean Baudrillard, Simulacra and Simulation, p. 139.   
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2.  
Threat. Ecology. 
Threatened Ecologies & Ecologies of Threat 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

URING SPRING AND EARLY SUMMER I DO MUCH OF MY WRITING 

seated at a small table in the backyard. As the sun goes down I get bitten by 

the mosquitos there – distracted from their pinching stings by whatever it is 

that I am working on, until I follow my scratching hands to discover that the skin on 

my shins has become angry and mottled. Tiny beads of my A+ blood are conveyed out 

across the grass, perhaps to end up in the still pockets of water that accumulate in the 

waxy joints of the bromeliads, where the mosquitos live out their pupal phase as 

“tumblers.” My mother shakes up a bottle of calamine, and reminds me that I might 

receive unwanted, microscopic pieces of nature in exchange for the red and white welts 

on my bare legs; the Ross River virus and Barmah Forest virus are carried via proboscis 

in Western Australia.  

 Sitting here now, while it rains over the garden, I can imagine all the traces of 

my body that are still out there from the season before: shed filaments of hair, sweated 

vapour, dropped eyelashes, shucked dermal cells, and the bitten corners of fingernails. 

Not quite enough matter for a second body, but sufficient evidence to tell a story with. 

Perhaps this kind of thinking is more common now that our material vestiges are 

imbued with such negative reverberations: the exhaust fumes left behind from every 

car journey, the weight of water required to grow the clothes I’m wearing. Where do I 

end? How much of myself subsists outside of myself, and how much can I ever hope to 

retract? 

 

 

 

D 
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Every Body is a Parliament: Non-Human Actants.  

Modern medical science is increasingly revealing that the body consists of both 

“human” and microbial agents, living largely in symbiosis (and, where that mutualism 

is disturbed, resulting in poor health or disease). While we’ve known for a long time 

that viruses, parasites and bacteria occupy our interior, the surfaces of the skin and our 

serous membranes, the proportional magnitude of these non-human elements, as well 

as their ability to organise in the body, are relatively recent discoveries.358 Jeffrey 

Gordon, a Professor at the Washington University School of Medicine in St. Louis, has 

calculated that: “there are 10 times more microbial cells on and in our bodies than 

there are human cells. That means that we're 90 percent microbial and 10 percent 

human. There's also an estimated 100 times more microbial genes than the genes in 

our human genome. So we're really a compendium ... an amalgamation of human and 

microbial parts.”359 Gordon goes on to detail how the genes that “decorate” the recesses 

of our guts are manipulated by microbes to achieve certain advantageous ends 

including the absorption of vitamins, and the rejection of wastes. We could not 

function without them. If we were to step away from them, they would constitute a 

more material shadow than the “us” doing the stepping.360 Dr. Bonnie Bassler and her 

team of molecular biologists at Princeton University have ascertained that microbes 

communicate with one another (across species, using a kind of biochemical Esperanto, 

as well as within species) to “switch on” quorum-sensitive behaviours like virulence 

and pathogenesis, such that colonies of microbes might better be considered whole 

entities akin to human organs rather than isolated fragments of single-cellular DNA.361 

They are the super-organisms under our skin.  

Even when I am sitting inside then, I am more microbial than I am human. I 

am myself an upright ecology of multiple, liaising entities that die and renew in rapid 

succession. So how much of what I think of as being inside me is in fact essentially me? 

We can see how whenever environmentalists speak of “embeddedness” (via Heidegger) 

                                                 
358Rob R. Dunn, [forthcoming] The Wild Life of Our Bodies: Predators, Parasites and Partners 
That Shape Who We Are Today (London: Harper, 2011).  
359Terry Gross, “Bacterial Bonanza: Microbes Keep Us Alive (Interview with Dr. Jeffrey 
Gordon),” NPR Fresh Air (September 15 2010) 
http://www.npr.org/templates/story/story.php?storyId=129862107 (accessed 28/09/2010).  
360Another astounding realisation is just how much of “the human stuff” within us, our cells, are 
dead at any given time. During each sentence that you have read in this thesis over 50,000 of 
your cells will have expired and be replaced (more than 50,000 where the sentences have 
multiple sub-clauses). We are each of us a kind of buzzing cemetery then, a high-rise wherein 
many of the occupants lie asleep or deceased in their rooms.    
361Bonnie Bassler, “On How Bacteria Talk,” TED Talks (April 2009)  
http://www.ted.com/talks/lang/eng/bonnie_bassler_on_how_bacteria_communicate.html 
(accessed 13/06/2009).  
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they assume that there is a severable field into which we might insert ourselves – an 

embeddable space that is radically not-ourselves to begin with. But in reality our bodies 

are constantly interpenetrated and there are no edges that hold – only reduplicating 

layers of variably porous, mobile, undifferentiated mesh without any centre or 

margin.362 Antonin Artaud once suggested we ought to wear our organs on the outside 

like jewels363 but there is no outside surface on which we might display; our organs 

hang within an environment that isn’t only bodily but extends out and is extended into. 

The organs themselves are not closed entities, but rather systems in an immersion of 

systems. Against the anxiety of bodily dissolution that is so often a source of horror 

because it breaks hermetic boundaries, we might consider ourselves all environment. 

Not embedded but saturated, and saturating.  

 Indeed, even my personality may be the product of my microbial make-up.364 

Carl Zimmer, the author of Parasite Rex,365 has written about toxoplasma – a parasite 

that is estimated to infect over half the world’s population in a dormant state, at rates 

that differ between nations.366 In reference to a paper published in the Proceedings of 

the Royal College of London,367 Zimmer writes that some scientists have discovered 

statistically significant personality traits that predominate in individuals infected with 

toxoplasma. (The parasitologist Jaroslav Flegr at the Charles University in Prague, for 

instance, found that on average people carrying toxoplasma tended to be more self-

                                                 
362Here is Gilles Deleuze, describing Gottfried Leibniz’s interpretation of matter: “Matter thus 
offers an infinitely porous, spongy or cavernous texture without emptiness, caverns contained in 
other caverns: no matter how small each body contains a world pierced with irregular passages, 
surrounded by an increasingly vaporous fluid, the totality of the Universe resembling a “pond 
of matter in which there exist different flows and waves.” Gilles Deleuze, The Fold: Leibniz 
and the Baroque, trans. Tom Conley (Minneapolis: University of Minnesota Press, 1993), p. 5. 
Timothy Morton compares this formulation of matter to a Menger sponge, a three-dimensional 
mathematical model, The Ecological Thought, p. 55.    
363Quoted in Eileen Myles, The Importance of Being Iceland: Travel Essays in Art (Los 
Angeles: Semiotext(e), 2009), p. 277.    
364The soil bacterium mycobacterium vaccae for example, is known to have an anti-depressant 
effects and has recently been suggested to increase learning behaviours. Anon., “Can Bacteria 
Make You Smarter,” ScienceDaily (25 May 2010) available at 
http://www.sciencedaily.com/releases/2010/05/100524143416.htm# (accessed 06/11/2010).  
365Carl Zimmer, Parasite Rex: Inside the Bizarre World of Nature’s Most Dangerous Creatures 
(New York: Touchstone, 2000).  
366Drivers of the geographical variation in the prevalence of this parasite include the effects of 
climate on the persistence of infectious stages in soil, cultural practices of food preparation and 
the keeping of cats as domestic pets. South Korea has prevalence rate of only 4.3% for example, 
while Brazil's rate is 66.9%. 
367Kevin Lafferty, “Can the Common Parasite, Toxoplasma Gondii, Influence Human Culture?” 
Proceedings of the Royal Society of Biological Sciences 273:1602 (November 7, 2006), 2749–
2755. Published online at http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pmc/articles/PMC1635495/ (accessed 
01/02/2009).   
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reproaching and insecure.)368 Contemporary research is even showing data correlations 

between toxoplasma infection and incidence of schizophrenia,369 suggesting that the 

most extreme mental states may in part be constituted by organic pathogens. In the 

preface to this exegesis I wrote that “mind-states cannot be said to leap from an innate, 

holistic relationship with elemental matter,” but with regard to microbes, perhaps I 

was wrong. While they’re not “elemental” in the classical sense, such bacteria and 

parasites are innate, holistic, and, according to some scientists, psychologically 

affecting.   

 

 

Every Body is a Parliament: Inorganic Actants.  

There is a terrible synchronicity, then, that just as we are learning how much of our 

bodies are compiled by “non-human” organelles, we are also discovering just how 

porous we are to non-natural traces in the environment.370 Our tissues are enriched 

with the heavy metals and pesticides that accrue through consumption, our lungs 

fuzzed with airborne fibrils from the building materials that constitute our houses and 

places of business,371 our endocrine systems blocked or disrupted by exposure to 

certain plastic products372 and the hormones found in foodstuffs and waterways.373 

                                                 
368There were also differences in the personality of individuals carrying Toxoplasma according 
to gender. See Jaroslav Flegr, “Effects of Toxoplasma on Human Behaviour,” Schizophrenia 
Bulletin 33:3 (May 2007), 757-760. A full list of Flegr’s publications pertaining to toxoplasma, 
personality and culture can be found at http://web.natur.cuni.cz/flegr/publ.php (accessed 
01/02/2009).   
369Edwin Fuller Torrey at the Stanley Medical Research Institute in Bethesda, Maryland, has 
published many papers in this area. A good beginning might be Edwin Fuller Torrey and Robert 
Yolken, “Toxoplasma Gondii and Schizophrenia,” Emerging Infectious Diseases Journal [serial 
online] (Nov 2003), available at http://www.cdc.gov/ncidod/EID/vol9no11/03-0143.htm 
(accessed 01/02/2009).  
370Steve Kroll-Smith and Howard Hugh Floyd have written in detail about the “somatic dissent” 
of bodies in a material environment saturated by unhealthy commodities. See Bodies in Protest: 
Environmental Illness and the Struggle over Medical Knowledge (New York; London: New 
York University Press, 1997).  
371“Sick Building Syndrome,” often related to poor air-quality, heating and ventilation, is now 
widely recognised by public health bodies, including the United States Environmental 
Protection Agency and the World Health Organisation.  
372Recently, for example, the plastic Bisphenol A (BPA) has been linked to endocrine 
disruption, particularly in children and young adults. Some countries, including Canada, Japan 
and many countries in the European Union, have taken steps to eradicate BPA from plastics 
manufacturing, particularly in plastics that are destined for children’s consumer products.  
373One of the most disturbing pieces of popular “green literature” that I have read over the last 
few years appeared on The Daily Green in mid-2009 and concerned the environmental merits of 
different means of birth control. In “Is Birth Control Aborting Our Health?” the editors collate a 
series of different studies into the longevity and quantity of hormones, particularly oestrogen 
found in the urine of women taking the contraceptive pill, in our waterways. Both the US 
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After death it is possible to pass our vivisected bodies under a microscope to see the 

traces of certain substances that designate in which era and geographic location we 

spent our existence: “environmentally” inflicted old-growth rings. We are, each of us, 

thick catalogues of chemicals.   

 Harold Fromm, an eco-critic and philosopher from Tucson, has written a 

gripping account of his personal experiences of toxicity in “On Being Polluted”374 and 

“Air and Being: The Psychedelics of Pollution.”375 In 1970, Fromm moved to a farmland 

property fifteen miles north of the industrial city of Gary, where over a period of years 

he and his family were exposed to significant air-pollutants emitted from distant oil 

refineries and manufacturing plants. For Fromm, the reality of being polluted grew to 

be more than just a material concern; it collided with questions of individual autonomy 

and subjectivity:  

 

If one can be drugged without pills, soused without Scotch, depressed without 

precipitating psychological events, irritable without irritants, and pessimistic without 

philosophy; if one can be hungry without fasting, exhausted without expending any 

energy, and afflicted with heartburn and indigestion without recent food, then what 

does it mean to have a mind or a will of one’s own?376   

 

If the notion of microbial life contributing to subjectivity is monstrous (the uninvited, 

unsensed intimacy with unknown multitudes)377 then the idea that synthetic 

                                                                                                                                  
Geological Survey and a report commissioned by the Associated Press showed that many 
chemicals, including medications, were slipping through municipal water treatment systems and 
ending up in tap water in the United States. Although the impact of re-imbibing these trace 
substances is debatable, Researchers at the University of Pittsburgh had also found that human 
breast cancer cells grew twice as fast when exposed to estrogen taken from catfish caught near 
untreated sewage overflows. See http://www.thedailygreen.com/environmental-
news/latest/birth-control-water-quality-460609 The Daily Green (6 September 2009) accessed 
06/09/2010).  
374Harold Fromm, “Letters and Comment: On Being Polluted,” The Yale Review 65 (Summer 
1976), 614-29.  
375Harold Fromm, “Air and Being: The Psychedelics of Pollution,” Massachusetts Review 24 
(Autumn 1983), 660-68.  
376Harold Fromm, “Air and Being: The Psychedelics of Pollution,” 67.  
377In The Ecological Thought, Timothy Morton refers to co-existent organisms as “strange 
strangers” (proceeding from Derrida’s concept of the arrivant) and writes about how an 
awareness of the strange stranger requires the abandonment of the concept of “cuteness,” that: 
“rough version of Kantian beauty (it’s small and perfectly formed and doesn’t hassle our mind.” 
(p. 38). Perhaps in reaction to the perceived monstrosity of microbes, Drew Oliver has designed 
a range of (undeniably cute) children’s plush toys called “Giant Microbes,” that include the 
characters E. Coli, Flesh-Eating Disease, Gangrene, H.I.V, Syphilis, and even Methicillin-
Resistant Staphylococcus Aureus (http://www.giantmicrobes.com/ [accessed 03/07/2009]). 
These toys would seem to represent an attempt to neuter the horrific capacity of sickness and 
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contaminants might likewise interfere with our thought processes, consciousness and 

bodily functions without our being aware of it is rightly considered repugnant. We are 

so accustomed to thinking of pollution as an environmental phenomena (smog, runoff, 

acid rain) that even the title of Fromm’s essay “On Being Polluted” loosens something 

in our nervous systems; for here the body does not negotiate the dump, the body is the 

dump.378  

There are heart-breaking reports of children who live in cities where the air is 

dense with vehicular emissions having “high levels of lead accumulated in their baby 

teeth.” This has been linked to measurable changes in their intelligence and 

development: “an increase in children’s blood lead levels of 10 µg/dl (is) associated 

with a fall of 2.5 IQ points.”379 The parameters of the thinkable drawn in to a smaller 

aperture by the air those babies breathe, or even before their first breaths are taken, by 

the air their mothers breathe while they are still in the womb.380 A 2007 study 

conducted across nine countries revealed a “very strong correlation” between high lead 

levels in children of preschool age and subsequent crime rates – with murder showing 

a statistically consistent association with the most severe cases of childhood lead 

poisoning.381 

Perhaps the most disturbing feature of Fromm’s account is how his inadvertent 

exposure to pollutants manifested a symptomatology mimicking “natural” impulses: 

hunger, fatigue and poor mood – so that it became impossible to discern whether the 

source-point of the sensation was biological, artificial or a complex mixture of the two. 

While chemical pharmaceuticals and other pharmacological substances have been used 

to manipulate the human mind for as long as humankind itself has existed, we still 

expect to be able to detect altered states, to be able to make decisions that limit our 

vulnerability, and to know when the harm began and when it will finish. Even if we are 

rendered unable to make an assessment of risk (to choose whether the potential harm 

                                                                                                                                  
disease, in order to educate children about the wide variety of microbial life teeming within 
them.   
378Lawrence Buell, “Toxic Discourse,” Critical Inquiry, 24:3 (Spring, 1998), 639-665.   
379Bekir Onursal; Surhid Gautam, World Bank Technical Paper No. 373, “Vehicular Air 
Pollution: Experiences of Seven Latin American Urban Centres,” (Washington D.C.: The 
International Bank for Reconstruction and Development, The World Bank, 1997), p. 31.   
380Marla Cone; Emily Elert, “Urban Air Pollutants May Damage IQs Before Baby's First 
Breath, Scientists Say,” Environmental Health News (July 26, 2010), online at 
http://www.environmentalhealthnews.org/ehs/news/air-pollutants-and-childrens-iqs (accessed 
26/07/2010).  
381Although, as any good statistician will tell you, correlation does not equate to causation. See 
Rick Nevin, “Understanding International Crime Trends: The Legacy of Preschool Lead 
Exposure,” Environmental Research 104:3 (2007), 325-336. Cited in Tim Flannery, Here On 
Earth, p. 190.  
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outweighs the potential benefit), we anticipate that our minds will be capable of 

discerning if they have become “polluted.” The idea that we could be injured by our 

ambient surroundings and not know it seems to undercut the basic laws of self-

preservation that we assume our bodies to be capable of accurately adjudicating. But 

we are in fact corporeal polestars for any environmental impurities. As Tim Flannery 

writes: “[i]t may seem a paradox that living things should take in toxic metals such as 

cadmium and lead as avidly as if they were the most precious nutrients on Earth. Assay 

any one of us and you’ll find a treasure trove of toxic metals at concentrations many 

times greater than they occur in the natural world around us.”382  Would we not feel, in 

someway, not ourselves if we were polluted? According to Fromm, we may feel simply 

more of the same – riven by excessive appetite, tiredness or hyperactivity – rather than 

breaking out into unique, identifiable pathologies. The polluted body feels literally 

“under the weather.”       

 

 

The Infinite, Vanishing Edge.   

I offer these examples to show how the idea that nature lives outside us, and that 

everything that we think of as “human” is inside us, is a fallacy that is largely sustained 

by language.383 In doing this, I do not mean to draw attention to the permeability of 

certain boundaries, but rather to demonstrate that, in fact, there are no boundaries. In 

a fractal repetition, the closer we come to locating an edge, the more it becomes 

apparent that that edge has both an inner and an outer perimeter, which, another zoom 

reveals, has its own thick inner and outer, and so on until the very idea that we are 

standing on one side or the other side is rendered defunct. These schisms are like skin 

in that regard: integuments that appear unbroken to the naked eye, but which are in 

reality teeming with different kinds of cells that have their own “skins” of cell-walls, 

                                                 
382Tim Flannery Here on Earth, p. 49. Which makes me wonder, why not the same scenario 
regarding other mammalian bodies, other predators at the apex of a foodweb? Are monkeys 
more polluted that the trees, and are swordfish more polluted than their seas? It would seem so. 
Levinas says “a thing exists in the midst of its wastes,” (Emmanuel Levinas, Totality and 
Infinity: An Essay on Exteriority, trans. Alphonso Lingis [Pittsburgh: Duquesne University 
Press, 1969], p.139), but perhaps the reality is in fact far worse than that. Perhaps “a thing exists 
in the attraction of its wastes,” at least according to the biological makeup of certain types of 
bodies.  
383Guy Deutscher, “Does Your Language Shape How You Think,” New York Times Online 
(August 26 2010), available at http://www.nytimes.com/2010/08/29/magazine/29language-
t.html?_r=3&partner=rss&emc=rss&pagewanted=all (accessed 30/08/2010). Lera Boroditsky, 
“Lost in Translation,” The Wall Street Journal Online (July 23 2010), available at 
http://online.wsj.com/article/SB10001424052748703467304575383131592767868.html?mod=
WSJ_LifeStyle_Lifestyle_5 (accessed 26/08/2010).  
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that have their own “skins” likely made up of peptidoglycan, that have their own 

“skins” of linked N-acetylmuramic acid molecules, and so on (Baudrillard: “nothing 

stops the enchainment of forms”). Like coastlines too,384 the lines we draw between 

body and environment, inside and outside, self and Other, and open and closed are 

made from the gauzy stuff of philosophy and history. The further down we go, the more 

indistinct and polymorphous the reality becomes.  

The role of language (and representation more broadly) in this stratification 

becomes strikingly apparent when we consider that there are some cultures in the 

world that accept the permeability of the body as premise of spatial reasoning (the 

organisation of space being an obvious premise through which these divides work to 

naturalise their conventions). For example, if you were speaking Guugu Yimithirr, an 

Indigenous language from Far North Queensland, you would not rely on egocentric 

coordinates that orientate the speaker’s body – pointing out something in relation to a 

left-right axis, or a front-back axis orthogonal to the speaker – but rather you would 

use cardinal geographic directions. I am northeast of the bookcase, I am southwest of 

the front door (these coordinates are broken down into even more specific increments 

than the Western compass points in Guugu Yimithirr vocabulary, and are accompanied 

by a diverse range of hand gestures). The lexical specificity required by this language 

stays constant regardless of the tense or the point of view of the narrative being 

relayed. Most tellingly, when a Guugu Yimithirr person points to their chest, they are 

not drawing attention to their personal perspective but rather pointing through 

themselves, as if they were no more than a pane of glass. They are indicating the 

direction that happens to be behind their back. It would be at best speculative, and at 

worst culturally dogmatic, to suggest that languages with an embedded geographic 

spatiality385 cultivate a particular kind of relationship between self and environment, or 

that linguistic tropes have evolved in response to ambient biological impetuses.386 But 

it is true to say that without an environment these languages cannot be spoken, while 

(although materially impossible) they subsist in the absence of a body, such that the 

body is the environment.   

                                                 
384Paul Carter, “Dark with an Excess of Bright: Mapping the Coastlines of Knowledge” in Dark 
Writing.  
385The Wintu People of North-Central California also use cardinal directions in reference to 
their own bodies in preference to left and right. See Rebecca Solnit, A Field Guide to Getting 
Lost, p. 17-18.  
386“Such language differentiation may be tied to ecological differentiation. In this view, people 
adapted their words to the ecological niches they occupied, and California’s highly varied 
ecology encouraged its linguistic diversity. The theory is supported by maps indicating that 
areas with greater numbers of animal and plant species also have a greater number of 
languages.” Rebecca Solnit, A Field Guide to Getting Lost, p. 18.  
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Another unhappy synchronicity comes into play when we consider that many 

of these languages have become, or are becoming, extinct at the same time as the 

underlying substrate of “the environment” is both disappearing (more forests are 

felled, more coral reefs bleached; more words pertaining to nature are removed from 

the standard dictionaries)387 and diluting (quasi-natural “things” clamour for 

admission into nature – computer viruses and metals388 for example – while scientific 

research continues to add new species to the lists of known plants and animals, and 

also to the lists of plants and animals that have died out). Numerous discourses – 

science, medicine and industry to name only some of the headings389 – are working 

towards a deeper understanding of how nature manifests as an intimate phenomena: 

no longer the thing “out there,” but materially and philosophically “in here.” But 

meanwhile there is increasingly less of the “out there” to epiphenomenalise:  

 

We’re losing the very ground beneath our feet. In philosophical language, we’re not just 

losing “ontological” levels of meaningfulness. We’re losing the “ontic,” the actual 

physical level we trusted for so long. Imagine all the air we breathe becoming 

unbreathable. There will be no more environmental poetry because we will all be dead. 

... It gets worse because we’re losing the ground under our feet at the exact same time as 

                                                 
387“To make way for modern tech terms such as BlackBerry, blog, voicemail and broadband, 
the latest edition of the Oxford Junior Dictionary has opted to drop words pertaining to nature. 
... According to Vineeta Gupta, who heads children’s dictionaries at Oxford University Press, 
changes in the world are responsible for changes in the book. “When you look back at older 
versions of dictionaries, there were lots of examples of flowers for instance,” she said. “That 
was because many children lived in semi-rural environments and saw the seasons. Nowadays, 
the environment has changed.”” “Children’s Dictionary Dumps ‘Nature’ Words,” 
nextnature.com (4 February 2009) available online at 
http://www.nextnature.net/2009/02/childrens-dictionary-dumps-nature-words/ (accessed 
12/08/2010). Rejected words include: adder, ass, beaver, boar, budgerigar, bullock, cheetah, 
colt, corgi, cygnet, doe, drake, ferret, gerbil, goldfish, guinea pig, hamster, heron, herring, 
kingfisher, lark, leopard, lobster, magpie, minnow, mussel, newt, otter, ox, oyster, panther, 
pelican, piglet, plaice, poodle, porcupine, porpoise, raven, spaniel, starling, stoat, stork, terrapin, 
thrush, weasel, wren and more.  
388See Jane Bennett, “A Life of Metal,” in Vibrant Matter: A Political Ecology of Things, pp. 
52-62.  
389“As the subjective experience of the chemically ill is bit by bit objectivised, as corporate 
policy internalises the environment into an essential ingredient of production, as the supposed 
objectivities of deep ecology are seen more plausibly as negotiations between selves and 
Others, the conflict between people and the environment looks to be moving toward an 
awareness that “the environment,” after all, is really us.” Harold Fromm “The “Environment” Is 
Us” in The Nature of Being Human: From Environmentalism to Consciousness (Baltimore, 
Maryland: Johns Hopkins University Press, 2009), p. 103. 
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we’re figuring out how dependent upon that very ground we are. We find ourselves 

pinned to the void.390  

 

 

Ecology and Networkology.  

Rachel Carson was one of the first391 journalists to direct the popular imagination to 

the environment’s retreat, most notably in her paradigm-shifting book Silent Spring.392 

For Carson, it was the insidious creep of toxicity into natural systems – the invisible, 

unbounded percolations of the pesticide DDT (dichlorodiphenyltrichloroethane) 

disrupting the reproductive cycles of birds – that marked a fundamental change in the 

complexion of environmental threat. The “silent spring” was the season coming in 

which toxicity had killed off all aubade of birdsong. Carson writes “it is not possible to 

add pesticides to water anywhere without threatening the purity of water 

everywhere.”393 Sounding suspiciously like homeopathy or an “advanced form of 

cultural paranoia,”394 what Carson in fact goes on to unpack in Silent Spring is how the 

mechanism of causality is changed by the contemporary environment threat of toxicity; 

how causality has become structurally ecological. 

 

But what does “ecological” in fact mean? Until now I have been holding off giving the 

term a settled definition both because it is so readily, and inaccurately, conflated with 

“nature,” and because its designations as a relatively recent philosophical concept 

remain in a state of flux. Ecology, the defining science of the twenty-first century, only 

really gained prominence after the Cold War395 (“population modelling,” “biospheres,” 

                                                 
390Timothy Morton, The Ecological Thought, p. 31. See also Harold Fromm, “The 
“Environment” Is Us,” in The Nature of Being Human: From Environmentalism to 
Consciousness, p. 95: “Understood rather literally, the environment was the stuff that surrounds 
us: factories, automobiles, trees, skies. Now, however, the centre around which the environment 
wraps is getting smaller and smaller (or larger and larger) as what formerly seemed adventitious 
to the Imperial Self begins to look more and more essential to its very construction.” 
391Rachel Carson’s book has epochal force in environmental rhetoric (see, for example Robert 
Gottlieb, Forcing the Spring: The Transformation of the American Environmental Movement 
[Washington, DC: Island Press, 2005]), although she was not in fact the first to invoke fear of 
toxicity. For discussion of her precursors see Lawrence Buell, “Toxic Discourse,” Critical 
Inquiry, 24:3 (Spring, 1998), 645-656.  
392Rachel L. Carson, Silent Spring (London, England: Hamish Hamilton, 1963 [c1962]).  
393Rachel L. Carson, Silent Spring, p. 42.   
394Peter C. Van Wyck, Signs of Danger: Waste, Trauma and Nuclear Threat, p. viii, ix.   
395See Donald Worster, Nature’s Economy: A History of Ecological Ideas, 2nd Edition 
(Cambridge; New York; Melbourne: Cambridge University Press, 1994 [c1977, 1985]). Joseph 
Masco has recently expounded the link between developments in the earth sciences and nuclear 
weapons technology, to show how “Cold War nuclear science ultimately produced not only 
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“environmental thermodynamics” and “eco-statistics methodology” for example, are all 

phrases coined in the last seventy years). In part, ecology owes its prominence to the 

growing popular awareness of environmental decline, for it provides the means of 

quantifying this decline – not only the number of individual lifeforms dead, or species 

wiped out, but also the compound impact of removing those elements from a system. 

Further to this though, ecology’s validity is, I speculate, a product of my generation’s 

push-back against the panglossian sentiment of a spiritualised (N)ature inherited from 

1990s New Ageism and its preceding countercultures. Ecology is not mystic or holistic 

like re-enchanted nature can be,396 but mathematic and (in its original, biological 

sense)397 cybernetic.     

In the biological (“life”) sciences, ecology denotes relationships of habitation 

between organisms, lifeforms and abiotic materials – the configuration of what are 

known as “share-affects” structured by the distribution of, and interactions among, 

elements in an environment that are circumscribed by the ecologist according to a set 

scope (tropic level, organism, climactic or geographic region, and so forth). These 

interactions may include such dynamics as predation, competition, accession, 

trophism, pollination, symbiosis, migration and species aggregation. The study of 

ecology is the study of how these interactions are generated by, and do generate, a 

biome. A biome might be as small as a puddle or as large as an ocean (or a swimming 

pool). The study of ecology takes place within an ideologically normative order – 

ecology is a “systemic, rational accounting of resource value,”398 utilised by planners, 

conservationists and environmentalists alike – so that as a tool it can be equally 

adapted to argue for the preservation, destruction or restoration of a biome. The 

                                                                                                                                  
bombs, but also a new understanding of the earth as a biosphere.” (“Bad Weather: On Planetary 
Crisis,” Social Studies of Science 40:7 (2010), 7). Masco outlines how, in order to see the whole 
world through the optic of an imaginary post-nuclear environment, it became necessary to 
establish many of the institutions that now inform climate science, including The World 
Meteorological Association and the World-Wide Network of Seismographic Stations. A 
substantial and long-term military investment in super-computing (and super computer 
operators) during this era has also undoubtedly been pivotal in researching complex global 
trends of cooling and warming. But further to the relevant institutional and technological 
apparatuses, Masco shows how an understanding of the world ecology as a whole was first 
predicated on its total destruction.     
396James William Gibson, A Re-enchanted World: The Quest for a New Kinship with Nature 
(New York: Holt, 2009).  
397The word cybernetics was first used in the context of “the study of self-governance” by Plato 
in the Laws dialogue (published as The Laws, trans. Trevor Saunders [New York; London: 
Penguin, 2004]). It now denotes the study of the structure of any regulatory system, and has 
specific application in systems biology and bioengineering.   
398James Corner, “Ecology and Landscape as Agents of Creativity,” p. 91.  
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inferences of this conventionalising (read: “legitimising”) of ecology should, at this 

point, set some distant alarm bells ringing.399  

Although we routinely think of ecology as being flat and tethered to tellurian 

notions of territory (“relationships of habitation”) there are also vertical ecologies – as 

when coral reefs release cloud-seeding chemicals to shade themselves from ultraviolet 

radiation400 or when species of plankton create strong winds.401 There are atmospheric 

ecologies, and ecologies buried far underground: places where it is impossible for 

scientists themselves to go, for they risk disturbing the balance of the ecology by 

“unearthing” it. There are ecologies beyond Earth, as astro-biological research projects 

on Mars and the Moon have shown.402 Some astronomers even argue that black holes 

and galaxies have an ecological interdependence that shapes their evolution.403 And of 

course, the gravitational pull of the extra-terrestrial bodies, manifesting as tides, is one 

of the most influential forces in shaping Earth-bound ecologies. So ecology takes place 

in all three dimensions and is not limited to the superficial surfaces of our planet that 

we, acclimatised to seeing things out of the front of our heads and at a little over 1.6 

metres high, identify with more readily.   

In scientific application, ecologies are normally treated as a series of co-lateral 

and nested relationships, although for expediency they are typically studied as either 

one or the other so as to limit each scientific inquiry to an identifiable series of spatio-

temporal linkages.404 Co-lateral relationships are those that exist between elements 

                                                 
399In what follows I intend to pursue how scientistic ecology is not value-neutral to the extent 
that it sets up specific ways of thinking about threat, but here I will summarily mention the 
other major criticism of ecology: that like Heidegger’s notion of “equipment,” it devalues the 
potential of emotional connection to nature. “In reducing the living world to ingredients that 
could easily be measured and graphed, the ecologist was also in danger of removing all the 
residual emotional impediments to unrestrained development,” – Donald Worster, Nature’s 
Economy: The Roots of Ecology (New York: Anchor Press,1979), p. 304. “To describe a tree as 
an oxygen-producing device or bog as a filtering agent is [a violence] that is debasing to being 
itself” – Neil Evernden, The Natural Alien: Humankind and the Environment, 2nd ed. (Toronto: 
University of Toronto Press, 1993), p. 23. The detached “instrumentality” of ecology is, I will 
argue, part of what has enabled it to avoid critical interrogation and so to become widely 
assumed as the predominant apparatus through which we view threat and nature.  
400Tim Flannery, Here on Earth, p. 36.  
401Bill Hamilton; Tim Lenton, “Spora and Gaia: How Microbes Fly With Their Clouds,” 
Ethology, Ecology and Evolution, 10 (1998), 1-16.  
402A founding text of astro-biology is Alfred Russel Wallace’s Man’s Place in the Universe: A 
Study of the Results of Scientific Research in Relation to the Unity or Plurality of Worlds 
(London; Bombay: George Bell & Sons, 1905).  
403Tim Flannery, Here on Earth, p. 65. See also Erich Jantsch, The Self-Organising Universe: 
Scientific and Human Implications of the Emerging Paradigm of Evolution (New York: 
Pergamon, 1980).  
404This approach to the study of ecology is known as “hierarchy theory,” and emerged as the 
paradigm for the discipline during the 1980’s. See Robert V. O’Neill; Donald Lee DeAngelis; J. 
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(multiple species, demes405 of a species, individuals of a species) across a temporal 

gradient. For example: the leaf is food for the beetle larvae, the larvae are then food for 

the skink, the skink is then food for the kookaburra (although it is not necessarily the 

case that these relationships be unidirectional or consistent).406 Nested relationships 

are those that exist between elements in an ecology within a single temporal envelope: 

the forest is home to the karri tree, the karri is simultaneously home to the opossum, 

the opossum is simultaneously home to the bush-tick, the bush-tick is simultaneously 

home to the bacterium. Both co-lateral and nested relationships can be analysed as 

sequences that demonstrate the succession of lifeforms – the removal of skinks from an 

ecosystem might result in escalating numbers of beetle larvae but the decline of 

kookaburras, while the removal of bush-ticks might result in an increase in the 

population of mites, but a decline in nematodes, having no discernible impact on the 

population or health of opossums.   

The notion of an ecological “niche” is important in this regard. An organism’s 

“niche” is not its maximal physical habitat (although the word niche407 is apt to create 

this impression), but rather it is an expression of its optimal relational habitat – the 

means available to the organism with which to “make a living,” given the inward and 

outward pressures exacted upon it. So two pods of dolphins may be of the exact same 

genetic species, occupying identical coastal waters, but occupy different ecological 

niches because one pod hunts anchovies and the other sifts silts for molluscs. 

According to something called “Gause’s Law of Competitive Exclusion,”408 (which 

basically states that each niche is only capable of sustaining a loading of organisms 

                                                                                                                                  
B. Wade; Garland E. Allen, A Hierarchical Concept of Ecosystems (Princeton, New Jersey: 
Princeton University Press, Monographs in Population Biology, 1986).   
405Deme is a measure of the grouped genetic sub-units of a species. The polar bear, for example, 
is thought to have 19 distinct demes as a result of the isolation of familial groups in the polar 
region. Demes are not a barrier to successful interbreeding however; they are an intermediate 
measure of the genetic gradients within a species, and are not associated with sub-species 
distinction.   
406Jennifer Dunne and her research partners Eric Berlow and Neo Martinez at the Pacific 
Ecoinformatics and Computational Ecology Lab based in Berkeley, California, apply 
computational tools related to complexity mathematics to multi-dimensional, multi-directional 
food-webs: see “The Networked Structure of Food Webs,” in Jennifer Dunne; Mercedes 
Pascual eds., Ecological Networks: Linking Structure to Dynamics in Food Webs (New York; 
Oxford: Oxford University Press, 2006), pp. 27-86.  
407The etymology of “niche” precedes its use in a biological context. It is perhaps from the 
Italian nicchia “nook,” from nicchio “seashell,” probably in turn from the Latin mitulus 
“mussel,” Another suggestion is that the word is from an Old French noun derived from nichier 
“to nestle, nest, build a nest,” from the Latin nidus “nest;” but that has difficulties too. In its 
figurative sense, the use of the word is first recorded in 1725. Biological use dates from 1927. 
408Georgii Frantsevich Gause, The Struggle for Existence (Baltimore, Maryland: Williams and 
Wilkins, 1934).  
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commensurate to its resources) if the two pods of dolphins were to combine their 

feeding behaviours, there would simply be less dolphins.  

We may be accustomed to thinking of ecology as a linear progression of 

“chains,” or as an uroboric structure wherein cycles of matter and energy repeat, but it 

is this relational character – condensed as “niche” – that in fact defines an ecology. 

Using the same material substrate, ecologists can identify different ecologies formed on 

grids, stars, multi-hub distributions, self-similar layers and so on – depending on the 

model selected by the ecologist and which “part” within the ecology is emphasised. 

Ecologies are best thought of, then, as networks, and the rise of ecology as a discipline 

has been matched by the rise (“emergence” would be a more appropriate word) of 

other ideational, complex and virtual “networkologies”409 – particularly in the pure 

mathematics, the applied technological sciences and in cognitive neuroscience.410  

As the most pervasive of all networks, the structures of modern international 

economics have had a profound impact on environmental thinking (not to mention on 

actual environments). We live, as Mark Fisher puts it, in the age of “Capitalist Realism” 

when the “widespread sense [is] that not only is capitalism the only viable political and 

economic system, but that it is now impossible even to imagine a coherent alternative 

to it.”411 In a very real sense, the world didn’t exist before capitalism: “worldliness,” that 

is, an understanding of ourselves as a whole planet, needed things like satellites, the 

internet and its latticework of telecommunications cables running underneath the 

oceans, to be brought into being412 (although premodern societies have been able to 

“think global” since time immemorial).413 The reticulations of international finance 

have created a totalising network in this regard – frequently spoken of using ecological 

rhetoric (“dark pools of liquidity, flowing down from Singapore”) – that touches almost 

                                                 
409See Christopher Vitale, “Networkologies: A Manifesto, Section 1,”  Speculations 1 (2010) 
154-183.  
410Other mathematics, including non-linearity and chaos theory, have also weathered the idea of 
nature as a unidirectional or mechanistic, facilitating the rise of ecology as a networked model 
for nature.   
411Mark Fisher, Capitalist Realism, p.2.  
412Timothy Morton, The Ecological Thought, p. 132. Morton also proposes (p. 125), counter to 
the logic of capitalism being “anti-Nature” (striking-out “environment” through the rhetoric of 
the “resource”): “It’s seductive to imagine that a force bigger than global capitalism will finally 
sweep it away. But what if this thought were coming to us from within capitalism itself? What 
if capitalism itself relied on fantasies of apocalypse in order to keep reproducing and 
reinventing itself? What if, finally, Nature as such, the idea of a radical outside to the social 
system, was a capitalist fantasy, even precisely the capitalist fantasy?” Nature, not as social 
representation then, but as the Real in capitalism.   
413Tibetan cultures, for example, have had longstanding notions of the “world from space,” that 
predate anything like Google Earth, as Timothy Morton recognises: The Ecological Thought, 
pp. 25-27.    
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everyone, on every scale of interaction. As the Global Financial Crisis showed, the 

ephemeral millions cascading across distant stock exchanges, almost inconceivable in 

their magnitude, come to bear upon the cents in the pockets of ordinary people many 

thousands of kilometres away. Economic realities have helped push the ecological 

discourse into a similarly totalising form.  

Anecdotally: sometimes when I’m working inside I listen to a live feed posted 

by the Alfred Wegener Institute for Polar and Marine Research,414 streaming from 

underneath the Ekström ice shelf and bounced to me via a satellite in Germany. The 

recording sounds a bit like New Age music without the wincing pan-pipes or the 

shamanic chanting; thunderstorms, irregular seals, the groan of icebergs calving off in 

the distance. What I like about it is that it fuzzes out the airy noise of the laptop cooling 

fan and the bored yelping of the dog next door, but remains in no way attention 

snagging. That technology should enable this, and that an estimable research 

institution funds it, underlines for me the seemingly complete networking of the world. 

A real-time whale booms past one of the hydrophones and I leap out of my seat as if it 

were coasting by two meters away.        

But like all networks, ecologies are not just out “there” in the world, they are in 

“here,” as a conceptual construct. The logic of ecology is to assert that everything is 

factually connected: ecology doesn’t just exist in “the animal kingdom,” it is in the 

morainal deposits, the ruderal vegetation, the felty weeds that gather in the gutters of 

fried food eateries. Ecology creeps up to the house coming by way of water-pipes, the 

consumption of shop-bought fruit, the use of electrical power and the disposal of 

refuse. As Nicholas Rothwell once put it during a meet-the-writer session I attended at 

the State Library of Western Australia: “the bush is in the drains under Woolworths 

too.”415 And it isn’t only physical “things” that participate in ecology. Words too, are 

subsumed into the system, so that the labelling of something as “organic” for example, 

pulls it into a specific ecology not just of production, but of ideology. As a keystone of 

the environmental movement, ecology is the machinery by which we imagine: what I 

do here impacts there, and there, and there. There is no edge to an ecology that is not 

put in place by an expedient scientist; everything is ecotones, transitional areas. 

                                                 
414Available at 
http://www.awi.de/en/research/research_divisions/climate_science/observational_oceanography
/oceans_acoustic_lab/ocean_acoustics/palaoa/palaoa_livestream/ and part of PALAOA – The 
Perennial Acoustic Observatory in the Antarctic Ocean (accessed 30/10.2010).  
415At the “Rhythm of the Wild” Symposium, organised by the journal Indigo in May 2010. 
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Ecology doesn’t end where the city starts,416 and as we have seen, it certainly doesn’t 

end where the body starts. “To those who look at the world networkedly, the world will 

look networkedly back.”417 Connectivity is the prevailing order.  

Philosophy does not have a strong tradition to pull upon in thinking the 

network. Perhaps the person who has written most productively to date in this area is 

Bruno Latour, through his new(ish) concept of the “actor-network”418 (although 

Latour’s focus falls decidedly to the “actor” side of that equation). Gilles Deleuze, Alfred 

North Whitehead and Gottfried Leibniz might all be considered to be precursors to a 

philosophy of networks, and Deleuze most notably brings singularities and vectors into 

the philosophical (but not metaphysical) realm.419 But Deleuze, Whitehead and Leibniz 

could not have foreseen the expansive nature of the networks that define our lives 

today – particularly the depth of networks. “Jumps, tunnels, fragments and layers”420 

are the buzzwords of networks that display strong interior complexity; where networks 

interpenetrate other networks through their links or nodes, and in doing so begin to 

defy geometric intuition. Our awareness of the participatory fluidity of networks is 

increasing through popularised engagement with user-driven technologies, as well as 

the break up of old divisions that previously set artificial boundaries around certain 

networks (the European Union might be considered one example, post-humanism 

another). More and more we are chasing down the creation codes of things – 

tampering in the recipe, having found ourselves to be unsatiated by the mediating 

                                                 
416Some commentators have used this as an argument to substantiate that all human activities 
are inherently ecological, regardless of their anti-natural qualities: “Bluntly put, we are animals 
ourselves, large omnivorous primate, very precocious to be sure, but just big monkeys, 
nevertheless. We are therefore a part of nature, not set apart from it. Hence human works are no 
less natural than those of termites or elephants. Chicago is no less a phenomenon of nature than 
is the Great Barrier Reef (a vast undersea coral polyp condominium) or limestone sediments 
formed by countless generations of calciferous marine organisms.” John Baird Callicott, ‘La 
Nature est Morte, Vive la Nature!’ The Hastings Centre Report, p. 18.  
417Christopher Vitale (“Networkologies: A Manifesto, Section 1,” 155) draws this encapsulating 
statement from Georg Wilhelm Friedrich Hegel: “To him who looks at the world rationally, the 
world looks rationally back.” Reason in History (New York: Prentice Hall, 1996), p.13.   
418Bruno Latour, Reassembling the Social: An Introduction to Actor Network Theory (Oxford, 
Oxford University Press, 2007).   
419As Christopher Vitale has set out online, on his Networkologies blog: see particularly 
“Manifoldness: Space-time as Hypernetwork with Leibniz, Whitehead and Riemann (December 
27, 2009) at http://networkologies.wordpress.com/2009/12/27/manifoldness-spacetime-as-
hypernetwork-with-leibniz-whitehead-and-riemann/ (accessed 22/10/2010) and “World as 
Medium: Or, How Self-Differing Substance Makes Strange bedfellows of Whitehead, Hegel 
and Deleuze” (15 November 2009) at http://networkologies.wordpress.com/2009/11/15/world-
as-medium-or-how-self-differing-substance-makes-strange-bedfellows-of-whitehead-hegel-
and-deleuze/ (accessed 22/10/2010).  
420Christopher Vitale, “Networkologies: A Manifesto, Section 1,” 161: referring here to the 
activity of reading specifically.  
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experience of the end-product. As a subset of networkology, ecology has come to be 

seen as a telescopic tool as much as a planing one. This is so very new that philosophy 

is yet to properly latch on to it, 421 but there are some fascinating opening moves that 

we can consider.  

It is the “fractal,” that nesting of the whole in the miniature so oddly 

reminiscent of Plato’s theory of Forms, that rhymes most with the contemporary study 

of ecology (think of the “superorganism”422 and whole Earth studies423 on the one 

hand, and microbial studies of the human body and research into the “ecologically” 

                                                 
421In the fields of mathematics and “theoretical biology,” the work of UK physicist Geoffrey 
Brian West does, at times, approach a philosophical articulation of scaling in networks, 
particularly where it concerns sociological phenomena; but West is first a scientist. See 
“Scaling Laws in Biology and Other Complex Systems,” Google Tech Talks (1 August 2007) 
http://video.google.com/videoplay?docid=7108406426776765294&q=Geoffrey+West&total=1
33&start=0&num=10&so=0&type=search&plindex=0# (accessed 13/11/2010).    
422Superorganisms “comprise individuals whose degree of integration and organisation sits 
between that of an ecosystem and a multi-cellular creature such as ourselves,” (Tim Flannery, 
Here on Earth, p. 112). Insects in the Hymenoptera classification (bees, ants, wasps) are the 
most likely to configure themselves as superorganisms. See Bert Hölldobler; Edward O. 
Wilson, The Superorganism: The Beauty, Strangeness and Elegance of Insect Societies (New 
York: W. W. Norton, 2009) and the (admittedly less compelling) Steven Johnson, Emergence: 
The Connected Lives of Ants, Brains, Cities and Software (New York: Scribner, 2001). The 
study of superorganisms has evolved in response to the collapse of some of these dispersed but 
connected colonies, most notably in European Honey Bee and Western Honey Bee populations. 
On every wharf in every port in Australia there are now stationed “guardian hives;” an early 
warning system for the quarantining of bees, should the pathogens that cause colony collapse 
enter the country by way of trade. So far our bees have been insulated from the phenomena by 
their geographic isolation. In the Gaian tradition, some thinkers (E. O. Wilson, Tim Flannery) 
have argued that superorganisms can tell us something about the macroscopic organisation of 
human life across the globe. See J.M. Leggard, “Ants and Us: An Interview with E.O. Wilson,” 
Intelligent Life Magazine (Autumn 2010) available at http://moreintelligentlife.com/print/3083 
(accessed 25/10/2010). cf. Deborah M. Gordon, “Colonial Studies,” Boston Review 
(September/October 2010) at http://www.bostonreview.net/BR35.5/gordon.php (accessed 
25/10/2010).   
423Known computationally as Integrated Global System Modelling (IGSM), which in climate 
science is most commonly utilised as a way of representing and experimenting with the 
relationships between humans, capital and ecosystems. MIT’s Joint Program on the Science and 
Policy of Global Change runs once such program (see http://globalchange.mit.edu/igsm/ 
[accessed 09/11/2010]), as does the University of Denver in their International Futures Project 
(http://www.ifs.du.edu/introduction/ifs.aspx [accessed 09/11/2010]). For an entry-level 
discussion of Integrated Global Models see Robert Costanza; Rik Leemans; Roelof Boumans; 
Erica Gaddis, “Integrated Global Models,” in Robert Costanza; Lisa Graumlich; Will Steffen 
(eds). Sustainability of Collapse: An Integrated History and Future of People on Earth (Dahlem 
Workshop Report 96) (Cambridge, Mass.: MIT Press, 2007), pp. 417-446. Regarding the 
applicability of such models to climate science specifically; Nicola Cantore, “The Relevance of 
Climate Change Integrated Assessment Models in Policy Design,” Overseas Development 
Institute Background Notes, (December 2009) available at 
http://www.odi.org.uk/resources/download/4119.pdf (accessed 08/11/2010). My thanks to 
Daniel MacKinlay at Charles Sturt University for his input here, and for long walks around 
Fremantle trying to explain it all.   
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networked structures of atoms on the other). One of the core precepts of networks – 

the study of that is, given that networks themselves are definitionally coreless – is that 

each node can be “read” as a shortened link, and each link as an extended node. Things 

are not severable from their ground or from each other, even as they individuate or 

combine themselves in partial and fuzzy (or whole and precise) ways. Situate this 

across an extended time-span and it begins to sound a lot like evolution.424 Reduce it 

into a synchronic instant and it looks more like ecology. Each creature hosts other 

creatures, each idea motivating an act hosts multiple mnemes.425 Reification426 is not 

possible, for every thing exists within its processes of production and its relational 

capacities. Layers are not layers, but dollops that coalesce into one another. Georges 

Bataille captures this tellingly when he refers to animals as “water in water.”427 

But while we’re thinking fractally, there is a more important meta-level on 

which to consider this, and that is how ecology works as a discourse. “A network does 

not merely describe relation, it performs it.”428 From up high, ecology is first a system 

of ideas – an apparatus assembled from metaphor that is co-opted by multiple 

disciplines, inclusive of the sciences. Ecology now frequently appears as a simplified 

expression of “interconnectedness” in the rhetoric of finance and economics,429 the 

media industries and of corporate social responsibility, just as readily as it is 

appropriated by environmentalists, politicians and landscape architects.430 The 

                                                 
424Timothy  Morton, The Ecological Thought, pp. 43-35. p. 43: “If you read Darwin, the 
strongest thing you take away is a feeling of time-lapse. Each species is like a river; rivers join 
and part without much regard for boundaries. Rivers flow, so we can never talk about the 
“same” river, only river stages. A species is like that. Evolution is like that. Species and 
individual members of a species are like the flowing flames of flowers discovered in time-lapse 
animation. The ancient Greek philosopher Heraclitus was right to assert that panta rhei, 
“Everything flows.””  
425Mnemes are ideas that course through a society, and arguably have a physical reality in our 
brains. Tim Flannery summarises this well in the chapter entitled “Of Genes, Mnemes and 
Destruction” in Here On Earth, pp. 16-25. Richard Dawkins in The Selfish Gene (New York: 
Oxford University Press, 2006 [c1976]) condenses it thusly, p. 323: “if mnemes in brains are 
analogous to genes they must be self-replicating brain structures, actual patterns of neuronal 
wiring-up that reconstitute themselves in one brain after another ... mnemes should be regarded 
as living structures, not just metaphorically but technically.” Regarding the spelling of the 
word, mnemes vs. memes, I find Flannery’s argument in preference of the former convincing.  
426Which Alfred North Whitehead referred to as “the fallacy of misplaced concreteness,” 
Science and the Modern World (New York: Free Press, 1997) pp. 51-58.  
427Georges Bataille, The Unfinished System of Knowledge. Michelle Kendall; trans. Steward 
Kendall (Minneapolis: University of Minnesota Press, 2001), p. xxxviii, 240. Cited in Timothy 
Morton, The Ecological Thought, p. 51.   
428Christopher Vitale, “Networkologies: A Manifesto, Section 1,” 157.  
429This idea of “liquidity” and the organism of international commerce is the subject of work 
currently being undertaken by the academic Alissa G. Karl at the State University of New York.     
430James Corner, “Ecology and Landscape as Agents of Creativity,” p. 83.  
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language of climatology (as a subset of ecology dealing with systems of weather), has 

become widely absorbed into business forecasting,431 even as the economic 

quantification of climate change remains a subject of vigorous debate.432  

But I am less concerned with this formal linguistic proliferation, than with how 

ecology operates as a gateway concept for the structuring of threat. From scientistic 

ecology we extract phenomenological forms of ecological consciousness that shape 

how we relate to ourselves as environmental.433 These, I contend, are the forms that 

constitute the underlying psychology – and, for most people, the lived experience of 

climate change – not, in fact, the science of ecology, but its discourse.   

 

 

Toxic Threat and the Structure of Ecology.  

Proceeding from this basis, in 2010 Harvard University Press published Timothy 

Morton’s second book The Ecological Thought, a “prequel” to his 2007 monograph 

which largely focused on deconstruction and Romantic literature, Ecology Without 

Nature: Rethinking Environmental Aesthetics. Morton’s two books represent the first 

long-form attempts to distance nature and environmentalism from ecology, and to look 

at interconnectedness as both a physical and a philosophical reality (although the 

author himself appears to have already moved on from many of the ideas articulated in 

the latter book).434 In thinking past nature, Morton proposes that the ecological 

thought represents a way of “thinking of interconnectedness:” 

 

                                                 
431Andrew Ross, Strange Weather: Culture, Science and Technology in the Age of Limits 
(London; New York: Verso, 1991), pp. 206- 209. Ross outlines how weather has been turned 
into a “product” by corporate and political rhetoric. See also W. John Maunder, The 
Uncertainty Business: Risks and Opportunities in Weather and Climate (London: Methuen, 
1986) and by the same author, The Value of the Weather (London: Methuen, 1970).    
432The quantification of climate change as a relevant externality in economic modelling is the 
subject of much ongoing claim and counterclaim. Pavan Sukhdev, Special Advisor and Head of 
the United Nations Environment Program, provides a compelling argument for the financial 
integration of climate change into futures projections and other market speculations. As a 
member of “The Economics of Ecosystems and Biodiversity (TEEB)” taskforce, some of 
Sukhdev’s work can be read in "Mainstreaming the Economics of Nature: A synthesis of the 
approach, conclusions and recommendations of TEEB,” (2010), online at 
http://www.teebweb.org/Portals/25/TEEB%20Synthesis/TEEB_SynthReport_09_2010_online.
pdf (accessed 04/11/2010). See also Robert J. Scholes; Reinette Biggs, “A Biodiversity 
Intactness Index,” Nature 434 (2005), 45-49.   
433Augmenting a comment by James Corner here, “Ecology and Landscape as Agents of 
Creativity,” p. 87   
434Timothy Morton, “On Not Knowing Anything” Ecology Without Nature (Blog) (26 October 
2010) http://ecologywithoutnature.blogspot.com/2010/10/on-not-knowing-anything.html 
(accessed 27/10/2010).  
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The ecological thought is a thought about ecology, but it is also a thinking that is 

ecological ... The ecological thought doesn’t just occur “in the mind.” It’s a practice and 

a process of becoming fully aware of how human beings are connected with other 

beings – animal, vegetable or mineral. 435 

 

Although it was only released in the middle of the year The Ecological Thought has had 

a profound effect on my thinking, particularly as it concerns questions of ecological 

distance and closeness (telescopics). Morton is here self-consciously bringing 

ecological modes into praxis, in order to renegotiate our connectedness within the 

world. It’s a connectedness that redefines the inside/outside binary by positing 

intimacy over inclusivity (the human body as a porous bricolage of organic and 

inorganic elements, human thought as an “environmental” act) and collectivity over 

community. Unlike Heidegger’s model of enmeshed-ness, Morton rejects distinct 

planes of interface. There are thresholds in the ecological thought, certainly, 436 but the 

important thing to note about thresholds is that they are neither internal nor external: 

they are in-between spaces, not even really places but indefinite zones (terrains vagues 

to recall Solá-Morales). But it is only at the very end of book, when Morton turns to 

considering what he calls hyperobjects (Styrofoam, plutonium, the climate-changed 

atmosphere) that the question of ecological threat is addressed head-on. Hyperobjects, 

he describes, are those more-than-solid things that simply by existing defy 

containment and goad us to rarely conceived levels of consciousness beyond our 

personal (or collective) temporal and spatial boundaries. Things that get “over here,” 

under our skins, from the very day of their inception. Their appellation as hyper-

objects indicates that they transcend our personal deaths and the deaths of our 

children, accruing a strange valence into the future:  

 

Suppose that future humans achieve a society that is less materialistic than ours. This 

will probably be the case, if only to prevent human extinction. They will be less 

materialistic, but the actually existing products of profound materialism will persist, 

haunting them like inverse ghosts: more solid than solid, more real than real, “nearer 

than breathing, closer than hands and feet.”437 

 

                                                 
435Timothy Morton, The Ecological Thought, p. 7.  
436Timothy Morton, The Ecological Thought, p. 78.  
437Timothy Morton, The Ecological Thought, p. 131. At the end of the excerpted quotation 
Morton is paraphrasing George Morrison, The Weaving of Glory (Grand Rapids, MI: Kregel 
Publications, 1994), p. 106.  
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Threat is eerie in this way. It can be distinguished from fright, fear or anxiety. Threat 

casts a forward shadow, and in this case, it casts a long backward shadow too. Threats 

themselves can be just as difficult as hyperobjects to limit and extract.438 But I am 

getting ahead of myself; the important point to draw out is that we are just now 

beginning to see a separation of the discourse of ecology from its scientistic substrate. 

We can begin to “look to ecology less for techniques of description and prescription 

(and even less for its apparent legitimising of images of “naturalness”) and more for its 

ideational, representational, and material implications.”439 Importantly, this is an 

argument that takes its lead not from those “natural” things that are under threat – 

trees, whales, ice-shelves – but from the non-natural things that are doing the 

threatening, principally from “us.”     

When we look at the discourse of ecology separate from its practice as a 

science, we can see how it diverges from, and troubles, scientistic ecology in significant 

ways. Although scientific ecologies cannot be said to have an inherently narrative form 

(for synchronic complexity is prioritised over diachronic linearity), ecological discourse 

is undoubtedly energized by narrativity as a “cumulative directionality toward further 

becoming ... speak[ing] not of fixed and rigid realities but of movement, passage, 

genesis, and autonomy, of propulsive life unfolding in time.”440 Ecology reveals the 

hidden in the “homely” by bringing into knowledge the systems of the natural – a 

process that ecology conventionalises, even as it actively constructs and delimits the 

form of those systems. Think of taxonomy: the discursive power of ecology is to 

establish the unfamiliar in nature, and then translate it into the familiar by assigning it 

a place within a causal structure. To – borrowing from Samuel Taylor Coleridge – 

“body forth the form of things unknown.”441 Ecology is the power of the relational, 

encased within an (axiomatic and uncritical) perception of the power of the rational, 

and in this way it is closely associated with the mechanics of language.442 However, 

                                                 
438“Anxiety” explains Freud, “describes a particular state of expecting the danger or preparing 
for it, even thought it may be an unknown one. “Fear” requires a definite object of which to be 
afraid. “Fright,” however, is the name we give to the state a person gets into when he has run 
into danger without being prepared for it; it emphasises the factor of surprise.” in “Beyond the 
Pleasure Principle,” (1920), republished in On Metapsychology: The Theory of Psychoanalysis, 
Vol. 11 Pelican Freud Library, trans.; ed., James Strachey (New York: Penguin Books, 1984) 
pp. 281-282.  
439James Corner, “Ecology and Landscape as Agents of Creativity,” p. 86.  
440James Corner, “Ecology and Landscape as Agents of Creativity,” p. 81.  
441Samuel Taylor Coleridge (1845) cited in Edith Cobb, The Ecology of Imagination in 
Childhood (New York: Columbia University Press, 1977) p. 15.   
442Timothy Morton, “Ecology as Text, Text as Ecology,” Oxford Literary Review, 31:1 (2010) 
1-17. Julia Kristeva, Revolution in Poetic Language (La Révolution du langage poétique: 
l'avant-garde à la fin du XIXe siècle. Lautréamont et Mallarmé.).  
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because it is first “scientific,” ecology is taken to operate externally to the symbolic 

world of signification, communication and culture – a kind of materialist baseline. But 

as with all discourses that are posited to be authoritatively beyond representation, it is 

precisely the construction of their externality that makes them impossible to sever from 

the sites of their production. Ecology has developed into much more than a means of 

assessing the health and resilience of a biome (nature-the-body);443 today it has 

become the principal schema through which we construct threat.  

This is a kind of thinking that began with the work of the initiating figure 

Rachel Carson, who turned the ecological from a scientific model into a system for the 

articulation of causality and culpability.444 Liable acts of industrial toxification spread 

“ecologically” after Carson – along a network of related, dendritic nodes, and across 

multiple tiers. “Blending is the way of the world, and what today is safely concentrated 

here will tomorrow be diffusing there and there and there. We all live downstream 

now.”445 The use of poisons in the household results in the death of wild birds 

unhatched in their eggshells many kilometres over the back fence. Carson is the first to 

make threat at once intimate and unreal, by showing how unmindful or uninformed 

acts can result in unintended consequences that resonate across great distances, and 

for generations. Her invective is not limited to those corporations and government 

entities that manufacture and dispense the toxins: guilt is also dispersed amongst 

private individuals whose acquiescence and desire for convenience perpetuates the 

system. Yet Carson also shows that production and consumption are no longer linked 

by the bonds of commerce, or even by positive, discriminating acts. Embryonic eagles 

may have just as much of stake now in whether you choose to eat an “organic” tomato 

or one that has been protected from hungry arthropods by a specific family of 

organochlorines – despite the fact that that eagle has no practical agency in, or 

knowledge of, your decision. Indeed, we may not even need to eat the tomato ourselves 

to find that our bodies are poisoned.446  

                                                 
443David J. Rapport has developed a system for assessing the “health” of ecosystems that 
includes: identifying and monitoring the “vital signs” or indices of ecosystems; subjecting 
ecosystems to “stress-tests;” and the identification of risk factors for otherwise healthy 
ecosystems. Treating nature as a “patient” can be seen as a metaphorical extension of nature the 
machine; a systemisation in which particular signs confer agency to the structure as a whole. 
David J. Rapport, “What Constitutes Ecosystem Health,” Perspectives in Biology and Medicine 
33 (1989), 120-132.  
444This is an argument I adduce from Peter C. Van Wyck, Signs of Danger: Waste, Trauma and 
Nuclear Threat, p. viii, ix.  
445Bill McKibben; Alex MacLean, Look at the Land, p. 121. 
446As Rachel Carson points out, the most stubborn and noxious chemicals were not only 
sprayed on cultivated fields and forests for the betterment of agriculture, but on towns and cities 
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After Carson it became possible to extend the mechanisms of ecology into the 

juridical frameworks of the future and the past simultaneously, so that legal actions 

may be contemplated for the poisoning of past (unknowing) and future (unknowing, 

and as yet unpoisoned, nonexistent) victims.447 The interests of the unborn, argues 

Kristian Ekeli, ought to be incorporated into our political and legal systems of 

representation: “courts should have the competence to appoint guardians for future 

people, and these guardians should be empowered to initiate legal proceedings on 

behalf of posterity on the basis of the [proposed] provision [in national 

constitutions].”448 So to all those things that call out for legal competency – trees,449 

weevils450 and the Earth itself451 – we must add the future child (the characterisation of 

whom is itself a source of much debate).452  

                                                                                                                                  
as well (Silent Spring, p. 156). Many organophosphates and organochlorides pass through 
mother’s milk, so that accumulated toxins can transfer from a woman exposed to chemicals in 
the 1950s and ‘60s to her children, even if those children were not conceived during the period 
of exposure.  
447As Timothy Clark describes: “The unborn person has a peculiar hovering status, between 
being an evident non-issue – someone who does not exist can obviously have no rights  – and 
being the latest and strangest form of the victim, being utterly without power.” “Towards a 
Deconstructive Environmental Criticism,” p. 46.  
448Kristian Skagen Ekeli, “Green Constitutionalism: The Constitutional Protection of Future 
Generations,” Ratio Juris 20 (2007), 378-401. Here citing 397-398.  
449Christopher D. Stone, “Should Trees Have Standing? Toward Legal Rights for Natural 
Objects,” Southern California Law Review 45 (1972), 450-487. Republished and extended as a 
monograph: Should Trees Have Standing: Law, Morality and the Environment (New York; 
Oxford: Oxford University Press, 2010 [c1972]).  
450Weevils, along with rats, eels and grasshoppers in fact used to have legal competency. 
During the middles ages these “creepers” could be petitioned to appear before an Episcopal 
judge, assigned a procurator assisted by counsel, and tried for acts of malicious damage. The 
typical sanctions included excommunication, tithe and the invoking of divine misericord. See 
Nicholas Humphrey, “Bugs and Beasts Before the Law,” in The Mind Made Flesh (Oxford: 
Oxford University Press, 2002); Luc Ferry, The New Ecological Order, pp. ix-xvi; and Felipe 
Fernàndez-Armesto, So You Think You’re Human? A Brief History of Humankind (Oxford: 
Oxford University Press, 2004), p. 51. The Maine township of Shapleigh, being pressured by 
multi-national Nestlé Corporation to relinquish ownership of its aquifers, passed legislation in 
2009 that permits nature standing through a human advocate. In Ecuador too the national 
constitution now recognises “nature’s right to exist, persist, maintain itself and regenerate its 
own vital cycles, structure, functions and evolutionary processes,” and a charter of “planetary 
rights” to sit alongside that pertaining to human rights is currently before the United Nations. 
See Anna Krien, Into the Woods (Melbourne: Black Inc, 2010), pp. 233-236. In 2010 a 
campaign was commenced to have the UN International Criminal Court recognise “ecocide” as 
a fifth crime against peace – Juliette Jowit, “British Campaigner Urges UN to Accept “Ecocide” 
as International Crime,” Guardian (9 April 2010) 
http://www.guardian.co.uk/environment/2010/apr/09/ecocide-crime-genocide-un-
environmental-damage (accessed 28/10/2010). The push for standing for non-human agents is 
gathering momentum.  
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The fascinating paradox of Carson’s work on toxins is that although she details 

the effect of these chemicals as destroyers of ecology (and Tim Flannery refers to them 

as the “Gaia Killers”),453 their psychological currency is to provide the impetus for 

ecological awareness. The physical properties of organochlorides and 

organophosphates provided the black seeds from which ecology as a discourse grew (as 

is evidenced by the interesting directions that Lawrence Buell has pushed 

contemporary notions of toxicity).454 Using these uncontainable and insidious 

compounds, Rachel Carson demonstrated the interconnectivity of all things, not just 

“natural” and “non-natural” things – from agriculture and food, to cleanliness and 

domesticity, to wilderness and native species, to war and industry, to science and 

culture, to law and trade, to past and future, to words and silences – in a totalising 

culture of chemical reliance.  

 

Our attitude to poisons has undergone a subtle change. Once they were kept in 

containers marked with skull and crossbones; the infrequent occasions of their use 

marked with utmost care that they should come in contact with the target and nothing 

else. With the development of the new organic insecticides and the abundance of 

surplus planes after the Second World War, all this is forgotten. Although today’s 

poisons are more dangerous than any known before they have amazingly become 

something to be showered down indiscriminately from the skies.455 

 

                                                                                                                                  
451The Centre for Earth Jurisprudence in Florida takes as its mission statement: “to advance 
legal principles, laws and governance that reflect a transformative Earth-centered perspective.” 
http://earthjuris.org/ (accessed 27/10/2010).   
452In 2009 I was privileged to be invited to a conference at Cardiff University entitled 
“Literature, Art and Culture in an Age of Global Risk,” and there to see a paper presented by 
Dr. Sarah Dillon from the University of St. Andrews in the UK, on the subject of 
“(Post)apocalyptic Fiction and the Future Child.” This paper, and the ensuing conversation 
during the time apportioned for questions, revealed that the “future child” is a highly contested 
moniker. Alan Carter, for instance, has argued that an emphasis on the impact of environmental 
crises in the future acts as a barrier to necessary civil disobedience in the now: “In Defence of 
Radical Disobedience,” Journal of the Society of Applied Philosophy 15:1 (1998), 43.   
453Tim Flannery, Here on Earth, pp. 161-173.  
454Lawrence Buell studies toxicity as a discourse in and of itself – historically, socially and 
environmentally. He is particularly concerned with how toxicity is generative of communities, 
and of the organisation of public space. See the chapter entitled “Toxic Discourse” in Writing 
for an Endangered World: Literature, Culture and Environment in the U.S. and Beyond (The 
Belknap Press of Harvard University Press: Cambridge, Massachusetts; London, England 
2001), pp. 30-55; “Toxic Discourse,” Critical Inquiry 24:3 (Spring, 1998), 639-665; and 
“Globalisation Without Environmental Crisis: The Divorce of Two Discourses in US Culture,” 
symplokē  9:1-2 (2001), 45-73. 
455Rachel L. Carson, Silent Spring p. 156.  
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Carson’s ecology is not in fact an ecology of substances: if I put a cup of dishwashing 

powder, containing phosphates and petroleum-based surfactants, into the ocean at 

Floreat Beach, those exact bubbles don’t in fact wash halfway around the globe and 

turn up on some grey and pebbled European shore. The vigorous blending engines of 

the world’s oceans and atmosphere as they function today still prevent this, and it is 

simply not what Carson is suggesting when she writes, “it is not possible to add 

pesticides to water anywhere without threatening the purity of water everywhere.”456 

Rather, she establishes how the equipment of ecology can be utilised to restructure 

threat, and how in turn, this tampers with our old Romantic formulations of nature – 

nature as antidote to the anomie and physical rigor of modernity, nature as a place of 

retreat and decontamination from the city. Even beauty is undermined: the pinkest of 

sunsets are the result of un-catalyzed particulate emitted from the flues of metal 

smelters.457   

The fact that everything is interconnected (in the sense that everything 

transitions into something else, not that everything touches on everything) is enough 

to mean that the purity of any water cannot be assumed from its degree of perceived 

“wildness” or alternatively its “decontamination,” in an age overcast by the widespread 

use of synthetic pesticides (as well as many other substances, the full measure of which 

we are only learning about decades after their entry into our catalogues of consumer 

products).458 Carson marks the point at which the temporal strangeness of the world’s 

hybridisation by pollutants (“the postnatural,” pace McKibben) is first recognised. 

Chemical compounds which today are considered stable and nontoxic are tomorrow 

revealed to de-particulate into destructive and obdurate daughter products. It is not 

only that we cannot “see,” with the naked eye, the full roam of these chemicals, but that 

we don’t comprehend the complexity and longevity of their impacts until we go down 

                                                 
456Rachel L. Carson, Silent Spring, p. 42.   
457“There will be plenty of opportunity to forget, at least for a while, that anything has changed. 
For it isn’t natural beauty that is ended; in fact, in the same way that the smog breeds 
spectacular sunsets, there may appear new, unimagined beauties.” Bill McKibben, The End of 
Nature, p. 53.   
458Even the organochlorides, a class of chemicals which have been with us since the 1950’s, are 
being newly linked to pathologies and disease – most recently to endometriosis. See Jennifer 
Vyse Pope; Carlo Rosen; Morgan Skurky-Thomas, “Toxicity, Organochlorine Pesticides,” 
Emedicine (2010) online at http://emedicine.medscape.com/article/815051-overview (accessed 
26/10/2010); and Mary Lou Ballweg, The Endometriosis Sourcebook (Chicago: Contemporary 
Books, 1995), pp. 377-398. The PCBs (polychlorinated biphenyls) that were used extensively in 
the manufacture of coolants, lubricants, pesticides and carbonless copy paper are perhaps the 
most insidious of the toxic compounds that have made their way into our wider world today. 
Only by accident were they discovered to have proliferated into marine ecologies. See Tim 
Flannery, Here On Earth, pp. 169-170.  
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beyond the appearance of the natural, and project ourselves into a future that is our 

children’s inheritance. “One of the penalties of an ecological education is that one lives 

alone in a world of wounds. Much of the damage inflicted on land is quite invisible to 

laymen.”459 The natural largely still looks natural, or where it appears unnatural, it can 

retain aesthetic appeal.  

I want to argue, expanding this idea further, that Carson’s Silent Spring also 

represents the point at which we begin to see an emerging ecological practice of 

reading. After establishing a cognate lineage of early toxic literature,460 Lawrence Buell 

differentiates Carson’s work thus: “in Silent Spring the terms of the author-audience 

relation to the scenes depicted have changed, both parties now being potential if not 

actual denizens of the toxic Inferno.”461 Understanding the threats articulated by 

Carson necessitates imaginative acts of environmental “double-vision” in the reading 

subject. Having read the book, the reader is implicated in the ecology of its argument – 

a unifying material condition of latent toxification. It is impossible to experience 

surrounding “nature,” or the reading body, in the same way ever again (which is why 

the book is so often described as “paradigm-shifting”). This ecological practice of 

reading refutes the models offered by eco-criticism, wherein the imagination is lauded 

for its ability to generate “ecological holism,” and to reconnect us to nature.462 We are 

biotically locked to our surroundings, but holism – the brain in the stream, spared the 

guilt of its longstanding disconnect – is just not where that gets us to. Through the 

industrial dissipation of chemicals, we have generated a treacherous and frightening 

“doubling,” to which we are haplessly attached. As Ulrick Beck has written:  

 

Threats from civilisation are bringing about a new kind of ‘shadow kingdom,’ 

comparable to the realm of the gods and demons in antiquity, which is hidden behind 

the visible world and threatens human life on this Earth ... Dangerous, hostile 

substances lie concealed behind the harmless facades. Everything must be viewed with 

a double-gaze, and can only be correctly understood and judged through this doubling. 

                                                 
459Aldo Leopold, Round River (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 1972), p. 165.  
460Including Jacob Riis’ How the Other Half Lives (1890), Jack London’s The People of the 
Abyss (1903), Charles Dickens’ Bleak House (1853), Upton Sinclair’s The Jungle (1906) and, 
the “foremother of industrial toxicology” Alice Hamilton (Exploring the Dangerous Trades 
[Boston: Atlantic Monthly Press, 1943]).  
461Lawrence Buell, “Toxic Discourse,” 655. My emphasis.  
462Karl Kroeber, Ecological Literary Criticism: Romantic Imagining and the Biology of the 
Mind (New York: Columbia University Press, 1994) p. 32, 21. Cited in Lawrence Buell, “Toxic 
Discourse,” 656.  
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The world of the visible must be investigated, relativised and evaluated with respect to a 

second reality, only existent in thought and concealed in the world.463 

 

That our technological ability to identify harm lags behind our technological ability to 

do harm is really the start-point of a psychology of the uncanny in the ecological (about 

which, more later), but when Carson was writing, these ideas had only evidentiary 

support founded in toxicity. It was – and obviously still is – possible to extract a sample 

from the environment or the body and, having viewed it under a microscopic lens or 

tested it using a spectrophotometer, discern the presence of a specific chemical. 

Arsenic in the soil. Cadmium in the serum. Toxicity isn’t actually about blending 

signified by hybridisation, as McKibben suggests, it’s about bleeding: the osmotic 

spread of foreign molecules through matter. And as McKibben himself had recognised 

some years earlier, “as pervasive a problem as DDT was, and is, one could, and can, 

always imagine that somewhere a place existed free from its taint (and largely as a 

result of Carson’s book there are more and more such places).”464  

In 1966 Mary Douglas defined pollution as “matter out of place.”465 But as the 

activism put into motion by Carson’s book showed, it was still possible over time and 

with legislative force, to put malfeasant matter “back in place” by, if not retracting the 

element, then sequestrating it or relocating those lifeforms that would be harmed by it 

to a less noxious environment. With toxicity we are still dealing with an inside and an 

outside in the sense that on a cellular level and higher up any substance can be singled 

out as relatively “contaminated” or “uncontaminated” (although whether the full 

ramifications of that toxicity are known, and a counter-dose is able to be titrated, is still 

a live concern of the medical and environment sciences). In most instances, there are 

reliable baselines for the assessment of poisoning and pollution.466 Notwithstanding 

                                                 
463Ulrich Beck, Risk Society: Towards a New Modernity, trans. Mark Ritter (London: Sage, 
1992), p. 72.  
464Bill McKibben, The End of Nature, p. 48.  
465Mary Douglas, Purity and Danger: An Analysis of the Concepts of Pollution and Taboo 
(New York; London: Routledge, 2002 [c1966]), p. 36.  
466There are of course exceptions, the most notable being with the dispersal of the toxins called 
PCBs (polychlorinated biphenyls) in the ocean – where nearly a quarter of PCBs end up. 
Laboratory experiments have shown that as little as one part per billion PCB in seawater 
depresses the reproduction of marine algae and other marine plants by half. There are sufficient 
concentrations of the toxin in wild-living algae worldwide, that experts say they “believe such 
levels must be affecting the marine biota.” Tony Koslow, The Silent Deep: The Discovery, 
Ecology and Conservation of the Deep Sea (Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 2007), pp. 
145-146 (cited in Tim Flannery, Here on Earth, p. 170). Unfortunately though the PCBs 
became wide-spread well before any baseline studies were done on the oceans, so how much 
they impair the life-cycles of sea organisms can only be speculated by projecting backwards 
with mathematical modelling.    
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the perniciousness and persistence of certain chemicals, toxicity represents an 

interruption, rather than an irruption, into our ideas of nature and into the world. It is 

extremely hard to imagine the full range of consequences stemming from these 

abhorrent products (as Silent Spring showed vis-à-vis birds’ eggs), but however 

horrific and surprising these consequences might seem, they are not unimaginable. The 

ecological thought-processes enabled by the physical attributes of toxins are precisely 

what makes their consequences imaginable.   

 

 

The Contemporary Threat of Climate Change, and “the Real.”  

If we envisage realist nature and the kinds of relativist environmental imagination467 

enacted by Romanticism (or any other supra-metaphor of nature, for that matter) 

schematically, as two surfaces in parallel, the effect of Carson’s work is to increase the 

volume of space between them. There is a “shadow kingdom” that consists at a cellular 

level, or potentially exists, which is enough to form an embolism in our ideas of the 

division between the natural and the non-natural. While everything is (actually) 

connected to something, not everything is connected to everything – but thinking 

makes it so.468 I wrote earlier that we should be wary of treating silence as synonymous 

with simplicity – this comment is nowhere more salient than with respect to Silent 

Spring. As Peter C. van Wyck points out, although there are convincing political and 

                                                 
467The environmental imagination is the primary conceit of Lawrence Buell’s two books The 
Environmental Imagination: Thoreau, Nature Writing and the Formation of American Culture 
(Cambridge, Mass.; London: Harvard University Press, 1995) and Writing for an Endangered 
World: Literature, Culture and Environment in the US and Beyond. Buell’s model resists 
epiphenomenalising nature as a social construct, and instead views nature as a primary medium 
for human identity, so that place and seasonality for example are viewed as types of experience, 
bound up with “texts.” The environmental imagination is concerned with how writing about 
nature “teases us towards awareness of ourselves as environmental beings,” (The 
Environmental Imagination: Thoreau, Nature Writing and the Formation of American Culture, 
p. 251).   
468Lawrence Buell has raised the point that seen from an ethical perspective, this type of 
argument may well do a discursive violence by converting “pestilence into metaphor.” (“Toxic 
Discourse,” 663). This also Susan Sontag’s argument in Illness as Metaphor (New York: 
Farrar, Straus and Giroux, 1978) and AIDS and Its Metaphors (New York: Picador, 1989). It is 
not my intent here to undermine the actual environmental degradation that results from actual 
ecological transfusions of non-natural products by examining ecology as a discourse. There are 
real substance problems in the world: reefs are bleaching, species are going extinct, and I 
definitely would not endorse pouring detergents into the ocean to “blend.” As I shall go on to 
say later in this exegesis, while not everything goes everywhere, everything ends up somewhere 
(and it’s often somewhere we’d rather it didn’t). Rather, it is my hope that engaging in this 
examination of ecology as a discourse will expand our understanding of how we “read” 
ecological threats as real, a particularly important task given the perceptual invisibility of the 
threats that originate in climate change.  
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ethical reasons for advancing a psychology of the ecologically conjoined world, the 

upshot is to imbue potential threats and real environmental accidents with a specific 

structural understanding: that such happenings are the result of our failure to come to 

grips with the ecological articulations of the world.    

 

Yet the problem is this: contemporary ecological threats can come to make ecological 

thought itself look like a particularly advanced form of cultural paranoia. I mean this in 

the sense that once we say that everything is connected in this fashion, we mean that 

everything is, if not already then at least potentially integrated into a framework of 

understanding. And it isn’t. To make everything connected is to see the fissures and 

cracks rendered by ecological threats ... as a kind of recompense for a failure to have 

properly understood the connections. The real punishing the epistemic for its sins of 

omission. When we look at threats – for example, mad cow disease, global warming, 

HIV – and then we look at events that follow from them, we can often see no 

correspondence. Or, and it comes to the same thing, we don’t know what is supposed to 

correspond with what. It is as though we are given the world of threat as a kind of 

syntagmatic organisation, an articulation in a strange grammar. We respond by 

attempting to understand the paradigmatic elements, those terms that are unified in 

their absence. All we can do is suffer under the crushing weight of events and cast looks 

of suspicion on our inadequate models.469  

 

What van Wyck is in fact talking about here is an analogous problem to the one I dealt 

with earlier regarding the immanent absence of nature and the unconscious in our 

signifying structures: that so long as we understand ecology as a discourse to be a 

“chain” of causal elements, any threat can be predicted and combated (even simply 

through cognitive anticipation) by better knowledge of those linkages. But there is a 

disjunction here, because modern ecological threats are just not like this, as van Wyck 

points out: more (and “better”) knowledge will not be sufficient to empty them of their 

ghastly potential. Ecological threats are not “realities” – they come to us through a 

mental vocabulary of the unspeakable, the unfathomable and the irreconcilable. We are 

left asking “what does this mean?,” “how does this connect to me?,” only to hear the 

sound of our own voices bouncing back to us from within the abyss. It seems as though 

man (is) everywhere and always encounters only himself. In short, ecological threat is 

part of the Real: “what any “reality” must suppress, in order to constitute itself through 

just this repression.”470 “The missing signifier is not an opening to mysterious 

                                                 
469Peter C. van Wyck, Signs of Danger: Waste, Trauma and Nuclear Threat, p. ix.  
470See FN 310.  
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otherness; it is the unacknowledged way that the symbolic structure manifests itself.”471 

Threat, the absence of presence in the system, is what brings ecological thought and 

discourse into being.  

 When I wrote before that one of the questions motivating this exegesis was to 

make climate change “mean,” what I did not intend is that this should be taken as a call 

to narrativise climate change. To see global warming (psychotically)472 as an act of 

capitulation to Gaian vengeance, religious recompense or supra-natural recalibration is 

to neutralise its actual efficacy as that which nullifies symbolisation (with apologies for 

the necessary double negative). Such responses are directed at one thing – “they blind 

us to understanding the non-representability of ecological threats; which is to say, they 

blind us to the real.”473 What I want to achieve here is to look at how climate change 

“means” something in and of its unique incomprehensibility, as an uncanny 

phenomenon. This is psychoanalysis’ most valuable contribution to the Real – it is 

optimised to speak of the unspeakable. But before we get to that, we are going to need 

to look at the relationship between ecological threat and the Real, and that means we 

have to engage with the oft inscrutable (but always invigorating) work of Slavoj Žižek. 

 It seems almost by chance that Žižek hits upon “ecological crisis” as his 

demonstrative model for explicating the inner workings of the Lacanian Real. After 

meandering through themes of Hollywood’s excess and filmic representation in 

Looking Awry: An Introduction to Jacques Lacan through Popular Culture,474 he 

turns to briefly analysing the role of Lacan’s Real as an injunction against finding 

meaning in ecological crises or threats. What the Real offers, argues Žižek, towards an 

understanding of ecological threat, “is simply that we must learn to accept the Real of 

                                                 
471See FN 325. 
472Freud considers the defining split between neurosis and psychosis to be founded on the 
subject’s response to verleugnung (“disavowal”). In both cases there is a loss of reality, a 
rebellion of the id against the world, and in both cases a renegotiation takes place wherein the 
subject either accepts the preponderance of reality over the id (neurosis), or fills it in with an 
alternative formulation of reality, in the case of psychosis. “In neurosis a part of reality is 
avoided by a sort of flight, but in psychosis it [reality] is remodelled.” Sigmund Freud, “The 
Loss of Reality in Neurosis and Psychosis,” (1924) in Collected Papers Volume 5, trans. Joan 
Riviere (New York: Basic Books, 1959) p. 279. van Wyck explains this in regards to ecological 
threat: “in the neurotic response to the ecological threat there is no attempt to disavow a reality, 
but merely to ignore it through a repression. While on the other hand, the psychotic response is 
to disavow it entirely and put something else in its place, to refashion a reality through the 
active construction of perception and falsification of memory.” Signs of Danger: Waste, 
Trauma and Nuclear Threat, p. 141 (FN. 35).     
473Peter C. van Wyck, Signs of Danger: Waste, Trauma and Nuclear Threat,  p. 94.   
474Slavoj Žižek, Looking Awry: An Introduction to Jacques Lacan through Popular Culture 
(Cambridge: MIT Press, 1991).  
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the ecological crisis in its senseless actuality without charging it with some message or 

meaning.”475  

To be absolutely clear, I must again distinguish reality from the Real. Reality is 

everything that has already been formulated within the symbolic order: everything that 

has been orientated, or is capable of being orientated, to ourselves via language – even 

those things that have not yet happened, or which are inherently speculative. The 

perception of toxicity, for example, is after Carson, a part of reality. Contrast, the Real: 

the Real is that which has not yet been symbolised, and moreover “is the null point at 

which symbolisation fails; it is independent of, and indifferent to, attempts to 

symbolise it.”476 Van Wyck makes clear that the Real can only be registered in its 

effects. “We can say nothing at all about the real, apart from the disturbance it happens 

to create in the symbolic fields which we inhabit,” (disturbance: dissonance, static, 

feedback – these concepts keep repeating, according to their form). Žižek, seeking the 

aporia, puts it this way:  

  

The paradox of the Lacanian Real, then, is that it is an entity which, although it does not 

exist (in the sense of “really existing,” taking place in reality), has a series of properties 

– it exercises a certain structural causality, it can produce a series of effects in the 

symbolic reality of subjects.477   

   

Here though, I must hesitate again and try to tread carefully. In acknowledging the 

silence of ecological threat as a subsumed “Real,” I must both avoid the equation 

wherein silence corresponds with an absence of complexity, and refuse the potential of 

silence to short-circuit us into inaction and muteness. It is crucial that we don’t “shut 

up” and stop trying to make sense of things. The status of ecological threats as 

unrepresentable doesn’t mean that we don’t formulate ways of psychologically 

registering them, as well as contorted ways of speaking about them (as in all forms of 

death, the creativity of our articulations seems boundless). Furthermore, even though 

ecological threats are properly read as a part of the Real, their capacity to cause harm 

in reality – tangible and expansive damage to material systems, as well as less concrete 

effects on mind-states and linguistic practices – is not diminished by the omission of 

such threats from the signifying structure. “Something’s status as a sign is secondary to 

                                                 
475Slavoj Žižek, Looking Awry: An Introduction to Jacques Lacan through Popular Culture, p. 
35.  
476Peter C. van Wyck, Signs of Danger: Waste, Trauma and Nuclear Threat,  p. 95.  
477Slavoj Žižek, The Sublime Object of Ideology (London: Verso, 1989) p. 163. Cited in Peter 
C. van Wyck, Signs of Danger: Waste, Trauma and Nuclear Threat, p. 98.  
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its capacity to injure.”478 In aligning ecological threat with the Lacanian Real I mean to 

take us deeper into the structure of experiencing climate change, not to close up on that 

experience and leave it unspoken. As Ian McEwan has written of the standoff between 

ourselves and modern ecological threats, “we need to talk.”479  

What is it that is inherently unusual about the threats emerging from climate 

change that they should so impair our ability to bring them into signification? 

Environmental journalists might suggest a simple lack of “things with faces”480 in 

climate change’s destructive rubric as the fatal shortcoming of attempts to narrativise 

the threat: the need for cane toads and humpbacks to rouse green sentiment. No one is 

moved to act by a cube of air. Or alternately, they might claim that the technical 

vocabulary of climate change risks alienating readers,481 as well as writers who are 

unfamiliar with scientific modes of verification.482 The tempo and reach of climate 

change might be considered simultaneously too vast and too event-less to be reduced 

to a matter of stories. Yet there is no question that globalised dynamics of all kinds 

                                                 
478Peter C. van Wyck, Signs of Danger: Waste, Trauma and Nuclear Threat, p. 98 (my 
emphasis).  
479Ian McEwan, “Let’s Talk About Climate Change,” Grist Magazine (25 April 2005) 
http://www.grist.org/comments/soapbox/2005/04/25/mcewan-climate/ (accessed 01/03/2010). 
McEwan concludes this essay by falling into the “when” question of climate change which has 
now become so thoroughly unhelpful, as I shall go on to discuss further in this exegesis (even 
as he expresses it with typically beautiful language): “Can we avoid what is coming at us, or is 
there nothing much coming at all? Are we at the beginning of an unprecedented era of 
international cooperation, or are we living in an Edwardian summer of reckless denial? Is this 
the beginning, or the end?”   
480Lawrence Buell addresses this argument in the chapter entitled “Global Commons as 
Resource and Icon: Imagining Oceans and Whales” in Writing for an Endangered World: 
Literature, Culture and Environment in the US and Beyond, pp. 196-223. p.203: citing Patti 
Clayton (Connection on the Ice: Environmental Ethics in Theory and Practice [Philadelphia: 
Temple University Press, 1998]) – “Whales anciently seemed to partake of ocean’s mysterious, 
radical, ambiguous otherness: to symbolise divine power, whether benign or threatening. Today 
whales still seem uncannily other, but with the uncanniness increasingly seen to reside in the 
“fact” that despite dramatic differences in scale and anatomy and habitat they are so much like 
us.” 
481An argument that is backed up by the American Psychological Association Task Force on the 
Interface Between Psychology and Global Climate, in their report “Change Psychology and 
Global Climate Change: Addressing a Multi-faceted Phenomenon and Set of Challenges” (Fall 
2009). Available at http://www.apa.org/science/about/publications/climate-change.aspx 
(accessed 17/08/2009). p. 33: “Climate is a statistical and thus technical concept and is 
described by the distributions of such variables as temperature and precipitation in a region, 
collected over time. The average person is rarely concerned about the climate in her region, but 
thinks a lot about the weather.” 
482See Dan Fagin, “Science and Journalism Fail to Connect,” Nieman Reports (Winter 2005), 
available at http://www.nieman.harvard.edu/reportsitem.aspx?id=100582 (accessed 
27/09/2010); and David Rowan, “How to Save Science Journalism,” Wired (27 September 
2010), available at http://www.wired.co.uk/news/archive/2010-09/27/how-to-save-science-
journalism (accessed 27/09/2010).  
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necessarily involve strenuous acts of imagination.483 Even in the age of Google Earth, 

we can’t see everywhere, on every level at once: we must extrapolate networkedly from 

our partial experiences and the framing devices of our senses.484 Besides which, all 

threats could be said to have an intrinsically psychic quality – the flexible line between 

“dangerous” and “safe, and “toxic” and “non-toxic,” is drawn not by matter itself, but 

by politics – as “objects of persuasion, not measurement.”485 Why then, regarding 

climate change, does it seem that the “imagination bleeds to death in the exhausting 

embrace of an infinite idea.”486 As Martin McQuillan puts it, “the devastation to be 

wrought by irreversible climate change” is an issue for which there is as yet “no 

theoretical vocabulary.”487 What is it that makes this phenomenon so specifically 

troubling to scale, to render us inarticulate, and why isn’t “learning more” the answer 

to freeing up our tongues?  

Although toxicity and climate change could both be classed as species of 

“ecological” threat (in that they spread ecologically, across multiple layers) climate 

change is fundamentally a very different problem from the industrial poisoning of the 

world. If toxicity represents the escape of the indoors to the outdoors, climate change 

affects the complete invalidity of that barrier, including the inside/outside membrane 

of the body, and the interior/exterior psychology of the mind (delusion). After climate 

change, numerous segmentations that have previously been held to be integral to 

                                                 
483Paul Wapner, Living Through the End of Nature: The Future of American Environmentalism, 
pp.1-2: “Environmentalists worry about the wellbeing of the Earth. We care about fresh air, 
clean water, healthy soils, and the planet’s capacity to support human life and ecological 
abundance. While these are genuine concerns, there is something nevertheless abstract about 
them. Few of us live on the front lines of serious environmental harm, and our concerns for the 
Earth as a whole are fundamentally theoretical insofar as no one can see and experience the 
planet in its entirety. ... Distressing about the Earth is often a lonely exercise in abstract worry.”  
484Timothy Morton, The Ecological Thought, p. 20.  
485Peter C. van Wyck, Signs of Danger: Waste, Trauma and Nuclear Threat, p. 83.  
486The phrase is recalled (out of context, but also oddly not so) from Søren Kierkegaard: 
“Strangely enough, my imagination works best when I am sitting alone in a large assemblage, 
when the tumult and noise require a substratum of will if the imagination is to hold on to its 
object; without this environment it bleeds to death in the exhausting embrace of an indefinite 
idea.” Søren Kierkegaard’s Journals and Papers, ed., trans. Howard V. Hong; Edna V. Hong 
(Bloomington: Indiana University Press, 1978), p. 113, cited in Rebecca Solnit, Wanderlust 
(London; New York: Verso, 2001) p. 24. I am also put in mind of a report cited by Joseph 
Masco in “Bad Weather: On Planetary Crisis, 23” by Peter Schwartz and Doug Randall 
(futurologists both) titled An Abrupt Climate Change Scenario and its Implications for United 
States National Security (http://www.edf.org/documents/3566_AbruptClimateChange.pdf  
[accessed 22/11/10]), wherein the authors frame their project as an effort to “imagine the 
unthinkable.”     
487Martin McQuillan, “Introduction: The Day After Tomorrow ... Or, The Deconstruction of the 
Future,” in Martin McQuillan, ed., The Politics of Deconstruction: Jacques Derrida and the 
Other of Philosophy (London: Pluto Press, 2007), p. 4.   
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language, and to our understanding of where we fit in the world, are made defunct. 

Self/Other, subject/object, nation/planet, space/time, life/death, nature/man-made: 

all of these divisions are displaced by the modern, climate changed discourse of 

ecological threat.  

 

 

But When is the Threat?  

Of course, when I write “after climate change” I mean to imply that quite apart from 

scientific substantiation, the mindset activated by ecological threat is sufficient of itself 

to position the subject after. To make use of a clumsy division that relativism cavils 

at,488 unlike “natural disasters” (volcanic explosions, tsunamis, earthquakes), the 

realisation of all ecological threats is – if not already foreseeable and known – than at 

the very least extrapolatable.489 However dismaying a climate changed future looks, 

regrettably no one will be surprised. Such a future is the imaginative legacy of our 

current environmental psychology, and the popularly predicted consequence of our 

unmitigated behaviours in the present. We live in an age in which the future is more 

extensively modeled than it ever has been in previous generations. Ideas about what 

lies ahead are visually and cognitively conceived in minute “360-degree” detail: a 

comprehensive and deep “Daisyworld”490 driven by the world’s supercomputers. “At no 

time before has the future condition of the physical world been so assiduously studied 

and mapped out, to the point, ironically of neutralising the horror of the probable 

scenarios,” writes Timothy Clark491 (although I will dispute his assertion that things are 

less horrific by virtue of being expected).  

Notions of the foreseen future have always been a part of our heritage: in this 

way, the future is coeval with the present and has a history that is cultural as much as it 

is scientific. As any contemporary historian (or science-fiction enthusiast) will tell you 

the examination of failed futures can reveal a great deal about the values of a society. 

The 1970s presumption that cars would one day be made to fly for example, contrasts 

                                                 
488See FN 232.  
489François Ewald, “Two Infinities of Risk,” in Brian Massumi, ed., The Politics of Everyday 
Fear (University of Minnesota Press, 1993) p.222: “Unlike an earthquake, however [ecological 
threats] derive from human activity, from technological progress, and as such are if not known 
then at least foreseeable, extrapolatable, and accepted; they are artificial catastrophes ... they do 
not concern individuals taken separately ... so much as the biological balances between a 
population and its environment.”   
490Daisyworld was the name of the program Lovelock originally used to model Gaia. Now 
taken up by Mark Staley. See Mark Staley, “Darwinian Selection Leads to Gaia,” Journal of 
Theoretical Biology, 218:1 (2002), 234-236.   
491Timothy Clark, “Towards a Deconstructive Environmental Criticism,” p. 45.  
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with the 2000s presumption that we will eventually do without cars. What this means 

is that latent threat, the perception of oncoming harm, has a reality that is already 

present in the form of pre-emptive mental states. “[I]t is not just that threat is notice of 

something taking place; threat is something taking place.”492 We are “after” climate 

change for it exists contemporaneously in the Real, exerting its agitations in and 

around us as a threatening absence (or a partial presence that by virtue of being 

partial, amplifies its absence of totality). As we shall see, this trauma is further 

complicated where the apprehension of the threat is unable to be temporally contained 

within the external holding-pen we call “the future.” The anticipation of trauma 

becomes conflated with the trauma of anticipation. 

To take a moment’s diversion here, throughout writing this last paragraph I 

have been thinking of the word “augur.” In the classical traditions of ancient Rome and 

Etruscan civilisation, portents of an ominous character were typically birds. In 

interpreting the avian species, their flocking behaviours and demeanours, a priest 

could prophesize good fortune or bad (there is also some mention of the “necessary 

sacrifice of red dogs,”493 but in Rome it was largely birds). Taking the auspices involved 

a person of authority scanning the skies for divine intent, demonstrated through the 

activity of eagles and ravens. Such a reading did not determine what course of action 

should be taken, but rather what course had already been determined by the gods. 

While the lines on your palm might be interpreted to have long-range, personal import, 

socially threat has always had an environmental complexion in its linguistic 

signification: signs needed to manifest outside of the body to be taken as valid. In the 

days of antiquity you only needed enough money to pay the right authority to read the 

harbingers.  

By coincidence, when I started contemplating work on this exegesis, hundreds 

of pardalotes, lorikeets, honeyeaters and wattlebirds had recently and inexplicably 

dropped dead in Esperance, on the Southeastern coast of Western Australia near where 

my family are from. A study conducted by the Department of Environment and 

Conservation494 soon revealed that the birds had died of lead and phosphorus 

poisoning, their small bodies susceptible to the chemicals that had accrued in nectar 

                                                 
492Peter C. van Wyck, Signs of Danger: Waste, Trauma and Nuclear Threat, p. 93.  
493Augurium Canarium: a ritual of augur reading to placate the Dogstar, accounted for in Ovid, 
Fasti (Book IV), Elaine Fantham, ed. (Cambridge, UK: Cambridge University Press, 1998), p. 
271.   
494See “Bird Death Investigation: Fact Sheet 1,” Department of Environment and Conservation 
(WA) (April 2007) 
http://portal.environment.wa.gov.au/pls/portal/docs/PAGE/DOE_ADMIN/FACT_SHEET_REP
OSITORY/TAB1144234/2007150%20ESPERANCE_FS1.PDF (accessed 04/11/2010).  
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and ponds (canaries in the coalmine, indeed). Water-sources were then tested, and 

later local people were found to have had elevated levels of heavy metals in their blood, 

which was speculated to be the result of inhaling nickel dust escaped from the ore 

heaps being exported through the town’s port. These birds are still augural then, albeit 

in less mystical ways. They show us ourselves, not divinity, as Heidegger portentously 

suggested. And it occurs to me now that “auger” by a different spelling also means to 

drill down into, or to core, something – usually ice. The homonym has poetic, 

environmental resonances too then. How we now go under, go in, to look for 

cautioning foretokens of the future.          

That we are after climate change (or rather “in” it, as it can’t be confined to the 

resolved past either) is good news; it countermands denial without resorting to all the 

dull empirical disputes (which may be annulled anyhow, for as we’ve seen the 

presentation of opposing evidence is not unequivocally falsifying).495 The time has 

come to cease disputing the meaning of the arbitrary auguries and turn our attention to 

the sky itself, to the background that is rapidly becoming foregrounded.  “It’s all in your 

heads,” declare the skeptics, but what they’ve missed is how the unique 

psychopathology of ecological threat has supplanted the reality of the experience, so 

that the part that’s “all in our heads” is the only (R)eal and relevant part. In 

suggesting, as I intend to, that the experience of climate change has a lot in common 

with delusion, I want to emphasise here that I do not mean that climate change isn’t 

happening. Undeniably, it is – making this work all the more urgent. Indeed, even 

asking the question: when is climate change (Now? Soon? Never?) is symptomatic of 

just how far into the phenomenon we in fact are. Unavoidably bringing to mind a 

character from the movie The Matrix,496 this temporal scattering is a sign of the 

repression of the Real, and a disturbance in our conceptualisation of something beyond 

the parameters of the graspable.  

But I also recognise there is a danger that this begins to sound like I’m arguing 

for climate change as an exclusively epiphenomenal event – something psychosomatic, 

in line with what Greg Garrard says about ecological threats: “environmental problems 

are the outcome of an interaction between ecological knowledge of nature and its 

                                                 
495Renée Lertzman reframes the issue in terms of psychological defense mechanisms such as 
denial and splitting (i.e. retaining intellectual knowledge of the reality but divesting it of 
emotional meaning), so that “denialists” modes can be maintained in deference to evidence. See 
“The Myth of Apathy,” The Ecologist (19 June 2008). 
http://www.theecologist.org/blogs_and_comments/commentators/other_comments/269433/the_
myth_of_apathy.html (accessed 01/02/2009).  
496The Matrix (Village Roadshow/Silver Pictures: US, 1999).  
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cultural inflection.”497 To be plain, I am not making that argument either. 

Environmental problems are actual problems; they take place in reality and cause 

material and physic harm without needing to be layered upon interpretatively. As is 

commented to Tim Parks in his recent memoir of illness, “you only say psychosomatic 

if you think that body and mind are separate.”498 Climate change refutes that 

separation completely. Thinking about climate change is predicated on the inundation 

of the outer-world by an internal reality, and vice-versa, by the flooding of an inner-

world with an external reality, as should become clearer as I unpack the specific 

valences of atmospheric ecological threats.  

But to do that I must first go back a step, to my comment about being “after” 

climate change, for clearly the explanation I have given is too perfunctory. We cannot 

be after, for it is not over – indeed the best science tells us the worst is yet to come. As 

things stand, the majority of us may well find it hard to believe that on a local, personal 

level we’re actually in climate change, notwithstanding our ideational certainty and 

faith in science. When the lunchtime news-radio takes calls from the southwest – 

farming families relaying the hardship of the 30-year drought – then we might be 

persuaded that climate change is “in” regional Western Australia. When an iceberg 

twice the size of Manhattan breaks off the Ross Ice Shelf and sets a collision course for 

the township of Albany – that we might be convinced that climate change is 

unambiguously “in” the Antarctic and the Southern Ocean. But when walking by the 

ocean, or gardening, or writing, or reading – when the seeds stick their green tongues 

up out of the ground, or the waves crash down onto the hard sand, when hands push 

words around an electric page or turn a paper one – where is climate change then? 

Imaginatively, it has to be somewhere else. The mind pushes it away, lodges it firmly in 

the cage of the yet-to-be, the far-from-here, deferring the suffocating realisation. The 

phenomena is diluted into systems that are too large for us to conceive of having a 

private, near-focused impact.       

You might suggest to counter this that we are in fact somewhere betwixt: in the 

psychic tension of “a perceptual space caught between apocalyptic expectation and 

sensory fulfillment ... living within the temporal ellipsis separating ... the actual end of 

the world from a threatened environmental space”499 (the punctuated “breaths” in the 

proceeding quotation are because the author is writing in regards to nuclear, not 

                                                 
497Greg Garrard, Ecocriticism (London: Routledge, 2004), p. 14.  
498Tim Parks, Teach Us to Sit Still (London: Harvill Secker, 2010), p. 73.  
499Joseph Masco, The Nuclear Borderlands: The Manhattan Project in Post-Cold War Mexico 
(Princeton, NJ: Princeton University Press, 2006), p. 28.  
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ecological threats,500 but the substantive content remains valid). And I would agree 

with you, fugitive reader, that betwixt is one way of looking at it. The Japanese have a 

great word for describing this psychological interzone: bukimi. It means a space of 

weird and unearthly expectation, bound up with the premonition of a specific disaster, 

and has documented usage in describing the kinds of uneasy imaginings that took place 

in Hiroshima before that city’s decimation.501 Possessed of the knowledge of climate 

change, our existence takes place within a conditional space that opens out either into 

the realisation of the threat and the obliteration of the symptom (feeling “threatened”), 

or the exposure of the symptom as a needless phantom should the unambiguous 

manifestations of climate change yet be thwarted. But against this assertion, unlike 

industrial or toxic threats, ecological threats don’t move towards the clear resolution of 

this conditional betwixt-ness (or by the time they do we will no longer be alive to pay 

witness, so that the symptom is eradicated by the destruction of the symptomatic 

vessel). One of the most ghastly effects of climate change is that the notion of “casualty” 

is divested of immediate experiential harm. The disaster has already happened, 

continues to happen around us, and we survive without knowing it.502 How are we 

supposed to assess what risks are worth taking, when the harm is polymorphous and 

non-sensory? Such leisurely, laggardly deadliness. “A stealth apocalypse, plodding 

camouflaged among us, hiding in plain sight. Inured to its many signs and omens, the 

risk is that we can never be sure when the hard substance itself has heaved into view, 

and even as we peel away the rumors and lies that disguise it, we fear our own voices 

                                                 
500Some authors treat nuclear threats as a subset of ecological threats, or more particularly, as a 
subset of environmental threats. However, because of the networked structure of ecology that I 
have detailed earlier in this exegesis, I wish to draw a distinction between the two: there are 
evidently commonalities between ecological threat (climate change) and radiation, but the 
atomic bomb as a device of “total war” poses a very different, more distinct unit of risk.  
501“Many used the Japanese word bukimi, meaning weird, ghastly, or unearthly, to describe 
Hiroshima’s uneasy combination of continued good fortune and expectation of catastrophe. 
People remembered saying to one another, “Will it be tomorrow or the day after tomorrow?” 
One man described how, each night he was on air-raid watch, “I trembled with fear ... I would 
think, Tonight it will be Hiroshima. These “premonitions” were partly attempts at psychic 
preparation, partly a form of imagining the worst as a magical way of warding off disaster.” 
Robert Jay Lifton, Death in Life: Survivors of Hiroshima (New York: Random House, 1968), p. 
17, cited in Paul Saint-Amour, “Bombing and the Symptom: Traumatic Earliness and the 
Nuclear Uncanny,” Diacritics 30:4 (2000), 59. Many other authors have written about the sense 
of eerie expectation – the “setting aside” of certain cities for un-assimilatable disaster – in 
warfare. See John Hersey, Hiroshima (New York: Alfred A. Knopf, 1946), pp.4-5; Fletcher 
Knebel; Charles W. Bailey, No High Ground (New York: Harper & Bros., 1960), pp. 39-40; 
and Adrian Weale, ed., Eye Witness Hiroshima (New York: Carroll & Graf, 1995), pp. 147-148.    
502Cathy Caruth, Unclaimed Experience: Trauma Narrative and History (Baltimore; London: 
John Hopkins University Press, 1996). 
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may only be adding new tissues of obscurity.”503 We are deprived of the ability both to 

know our injury, and to quantify our injurious actions into the indefinite future.   

Freud also considered the anticipation of a “delayed action,” whereby 

something unnoticed or ordinary is later revealed to be traumatic, even after one’s 

death. He called it nachträglich:504 the expectation that the hindsight of the future will 

revive a misunderstood or unregistered event. In a letter to Wilhelm Fliess dated 3 

October, 1897, regarding the notion of nachträglich Freud writes; “a severe critic might 

say of all this that it was retrogressively phantasied and not progressively determined. 

Experimenta cruces would have to decide against him.”505 So the symptom cannot, in 

Freud’s opinion, return from the future but must be “progressively determined.” 

Timothy Clark applies this to green politics, arguing that “such a view is already the 

uncertain space and affliction of environmental awareness. Viewed in terms of the 

deceptive rationality and scale of everyday life, environmental activists seem 

condemned to “get everything out of perspective,” veering between a general 

priggishness about trivialities and an empty apocalypticism.”506 That small, domestic 

acts of mobility and consumption compound a disaster of a magnitude sufficient to 

“end the world” is rightly considered unreal, and yet assuaging those behaviours 

(which are nearly all habits of convenience) requires us to be capable of imagining the 

apocalyptic unreality that extends past our private deaths. Intimate and unreal. 

Everything banal is indwelled with threats yet to be realised, from a scale far beyond 

the everyday. If Carson’s investigations into toxicity expanded the space between 

realist nature and the environmental imagination of the relativists – like two ghost nets 

drifting in parallel, tugged outwards, pushed inwards – climate change results in the 

complete fraying through of this connection, leaving “nature” to wreck on the seafloor 

of our late capitalist age.507 

There is an extension to this argument, though, that I posit makes it more 

compelling. What if I was to suggest that, despite how much we quantitatively know of 

                                                 
503Andrew McMurry, “The Slow Apocalypse: A Gradualistic Theory of the World’s Demise,” 
Postmodern Culture 6:3 (1996), 175.  
504Jean Laplanche; Jean-Bertrand Pontalis, The Language of Psycho-Analysis (London: Hogarth 
Press, 1973), pp. 111-114.   
505Sigmund Freud, The Origins of Psycho-Analysis: Letters to Wilhelm Fliess, Drafts and Notes  
[1887-1902] Marie Bonaparte, ed., Eric Mosbacher; trans. James Strachey (London: Imago, 
1954), p. 263.  
506Timothy Clark, “Towards a Deconstructive Environmental Criticism,” 57.  
507“'Nature' is a kind of anchor by whose means the ship of civilisation, sailing over the open 
sea, conjures up, cultivates its contrary: dry land, the harbor, the approaching reef. In the 
process it negotiates the conditions under which it may continue to voyage, to drift.” Ulrich 
Beck, Ecological Politics in an Age of Global Risk, p. 39. 
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the future via our industrious technologies and our speculative projections, 

presentiment is in fact the only possible realisation of ecological threats of this kind? 

To be betwixt is contingent on an oncoming future that makes sense of its foretokens. 

Regarding climate change, the anticipated future can only either fail to eventuate (and 

so lapse into non-event in the teleology of the threat) or be activated so as to deny any 

possibility of a future at all. All signs of threat are detached from the full realisation of 

their meaning. This is what Jonathan Bordo is talking about when he calls 

ecocatastrophe a “threat to standing ... (with) both an ontological and transcendental 

quality.”508 Such threats 

 

are to be distinguished from ordinary threats because they have the very character of 

threatening or being perceived to threaten the very existence of groups or collectives 

where the fate of an individual is inextricably linked to the fate of a larger group and the 

threat to its survival. They are not of the kind that might be enunciated as “I will die but 

I will live on in my work, in my children and through the community.509 

 

There will be no one capable of experiencing the afterworld of climate change, or at 

least no one capable of narrativising it. It is not a future, it is the absence of any future 

calibrated to human materiality, philosophy and reason. We have two deaths here then, 

and a multivalent threat that begins to look an awful lot like delusion in its temporal 

characteristics (to recall: when is the casual incident of the delusion? A delusion comes 

uninvited, unforeseen and yet paradoxically it is not un-anticipatable, for all delusion is 

a substitute formulation of reality that attempts to accommodate for a rupture in the 

symbolic order).510 The first death is the organic death, the death of the body – perhaps 

even the death of all bodies. The imperilment of the corporeal and the psychological 

self, but not necessarily the entirety of the self, for genetically and materially some of 

                                                 
508Jonathan Bordo, “Ecological Peril, Modern Technology and the Postmodern Sublime,” in 
Philippa Berry; Andrew Wernick (eds). Shadow of Spirit: Postmodernism and Religion  
(London; New York: Routledge, 1992), p. 167. 
509Jonathan Bordo, “Ecological Peril, Modern Technology and the Postmodern Sublime,” in 
Philippa Berry; Andrew Wernick (eds). Shadow of Spirit: Postmodernism and Religion  
(London; New York: Routledge, 1992), p. 167. 
510In the Sublime Object of Ideology, Slavoj Žižek conceptualises symptoms of trauma thusly: 
“The Lacanian answer to the question: From where does the repressed return? is therefore, 
paradoxically: From the future. Symptoms are meaningless traces, their meaning is not 
discovered, excavated from the hidden depths of the past, but constructed retroactively – the 
analysis produces the truth: that is, the signifying frame which gives the symptoms their 
symbolic place and meaning.” (p. 55).  
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the things that signify to us will endure: descendants, language, culture, artefacts.511 

Ecology persists too; everything left over is dismantled down to its lignin and cellulose 

components, consumed, recycled. Matter turned over into energy and once more into 

substance. There is some dark reassurance that The World Without Us512 will re-

equilibrate, evolve and develop new cradles for life (perhaps even attempt to re-

engineer us, according to a fresh set of environmental pressures). But the second death, 

described by Lacan, is a “death insofar as it is regarded as the point at which the very 

cycles of transformation of nature are annihilated.”513 As van Wyck succinctly 

summarises it, this second death “robs death from death;”514 it represents the 

obliteration of all ecological cycles, as the world fails to “commensurate the 

incommensurables.”515 And it designates the breakdown of all environmental discourse 

too: “Imagine all the air we breathe becoming un-breathable. There will be no more 

environmental poetry because we will all be dead.”516 Full stop. Climate change 

amounts to the kind of limit-event that “obliterates the symptom, the activity of 

interpretation, and one could even say, the symbolic order itself.”517 Seen as a threat “of 

this nature,” such ecological phenomena are not subject to any arbitrating rheostat.  

Climate change functions through feedback loops, so that a small raise in 

temperature causes adaptations in the environment that work to raise the temperature 

even more. Warm the Arctic for example, and the tundra thaws, which releases the 

methane ices, which adds gases into the system that create further warming. Melt the 

                                                 
511In Nevil Shute’s novelistic vision of world-wide nuclear apocalypse, the characters confront 
the reality that after humanity, there may be no connection between referents. On the Beach 
(Melbourne: Heinemann, 1957), p. 117-118: ““It seems that somebody in CSIRO is getting 
busy with a history, about what's happened to us. They do it on glass bricks. They etch it on the 
glass and then they fuse another brick down on the top of it in some way, so that the writing's in 
the middle.” Dwight turned upon his elbow, interested. “I hadn't heard of that? What are they 
going to do with them?” “Put them up on top of Mount Kosciusko,” Peter said. “It's the highest 
peak in Australia. If the world ever gets inhabited again they must be there for some time. And 
it's not so high as to be inaccessible.” ... “But the people who come after,” the girl said. “They 
won't know how to read our stuff. They may be ... animals.” “I believe they've gone to a lot of 
trouble about that. First steps in reading. Picture of a cat and then C A T and all that sort of 
thing. John said that was about all that they'd got finished so far.” He paused. “I suppose it's 
something to do,” he said. “Keeps the wise men out of mischief.” “A picture of a cat won't do 
them much good,” Moira remarked. “There won't be any cats. They won't know what a cat is.””  
512Alan Weisman, The World Without Us (London: Virgin Books, 2007). 
513Jacques Lacan, The Seminars of Jacques Lacan: Book VII: The Ethics of Psychoanalysis, 
1959-1960, trans. Dennis Potter (New York: Norton, 1992), p. 240.  
514Peter C. van Wyck, Signs of Danger: Waste, Trauma and Nuclear Threat, p. 99.   
515Garrett Hardin, “The Tragedy of the Commons,” Science 162:3859 (13 December 1968), 
1244.  
516Timothy Morton, The Ecological Thought, p. 31.  
517Paul K. Saint-Amour, “Bombing and the Symptom: Traumatic Earliness and the Nuclear 
Uncanny,” 64.  
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ice-shelves and the substance that replaces them (land or ocean) is typically of a lower 

albedo and so absorbs more heat, which escalates the surrounding rate of melting. 

Warm the oceans and they can absorb less Co2 (both because warmer water can 

contain less of the gas, and because the carbon sequestration ecosystems of diatoms are 

destroyed in favour of less efficient phytoplankton), leaving more atmospheric Co2 to 

continue warming the oceans. The science is still unclear on the deal with clouds,518 but 

it seems there is a loop there too, in terms of blanketing-in solar radiation. In 

summary: there will be no offset to the reverberations in the system, no harmonising 

effect to restore the status quo, for the blending systems of the world that would have 

otherwise enacted this restoration are the site of the disaster.  

 

We are on the edge of disaster without being able to situate it in the future: it is rather 

always already past, and yet we are on the edge or under threat, all formulations which 

would imply the future – that which is yet to come – if the disaster was not which does 

not come, that which has put a stop to every arrival.519  

 

That which has put a stop to every arrival. We are already as far “after” climate 

change as it is possible to be without the destruction of teleology altogether. From here 

on in it is only a question of degree, of deepening strangeness. Paul K. Saint-Amour,520 

Robert J. Lifton521 and Susan Sontag522 have all argued for the hysteron proteron (the 

forward displacement of symptoms) as a defining feature of the nuclear condition: such 

indicia of trauma – denial, fragmentation, dissociation, repressions, compulsive 

                                                 
518See Michael Lemonick, “The Effect of Clouds on Climate: A Key Mystery for Researchers,” 
Yale Environment 360 (30 August 2010) 
http://e360.yale.edu/feature/the_effect_of_clouds_on_climate_a_key_mystery_for_researchers/
2313/ (accessed 30/08/10).  
519Maurice Blanchot, The Writing of the Disaster, trans. Ann Smock, originally published in 
1980 as L'ecriture du desastre (Lincoln: University of Nebraska Press, 1986), p. 1. See also 
Jean Baudrillard, “The Anorexic Ruins” in Dietmar Kamper; Christopher Wulf (eds)., Looking 
Back on the End of the World (New York: Semiotext(e), 1989), p. 34: “Nevertheless, do not 
panic. Everything has already become nuclear, faraway, vaporised. The explosion has already 
occurred; the bomb is only a metaphor now. What more do you want? Everything has already 
been wiped off the map. It is useless to dream: the clash has gently taken place everywhere.” 
(my emphasis).    
520Paul Saint-Amour has written about the qualities of pre-trauma with respect to nuclear threats 
in “Bombing and the Symptom: Traumatic Earliness and the Nuclear Uncanny,” and “Air-War 
Prophecy and Interwar Modernism,” Comparative Literature Studies 42:2 (2005), 130-161. 
521Robert Jay Lifton, Death in Life: Survivors of Hiroshima (New York: Random House, 1968), 
see particularly the chapter entitled “Anticipation,” pp. 13-. 
522Susan Sontag, “The Imagination of Disaster,” in Against Interpretation and Other Essays 
(New York: Octagon Books, 1978 [c1966]).  
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repetition – that exist “not in the wake of a past event, but in the shadow of a future 

one.”523 Saint-Amour writes that this kind of symptomology,  

 

suggests that a certain preparation for trauma may amplify rather than mitigate, the 

ensuring post-traumatic syndrome, insofar as those undergoing the trauma have had to 

confront not the question, “what is this?” but the more horrifying question, “Is this the 

real thing then, which I have dreaded all along? Is this really it?”524  

 

It is a repetition linked to the distrustful sense that our senses are set to fool us. Of 

course, anticipation alone cannot traumatise. Anticipation must be coupled to the 

unreality of the disaster: its unrepresentable and unfathomable character, preventing 

the subject knowing when or whether it has arrived. From toxins to tocsins – 

anticipation in and of itself becomes traumatic where we are unable to temporally or 

spatially “place” the event of the disaster. What Saint-Amour emphasizes is how 

trauma is paradoxically compounded by a prior “incomplete revelation” of a disastrous 

event (as opposed to its prior concealment as that which is “inconceivable”). The 

expectation of an oncoming catastrophe has paralyzing potential, so that its arrival is 

effaced by its unknowability, even by futile activities of advance mourning which strive 

to situate harm in the past. The disaster whose consummation has been indefinitely 

deferred is more horrific, and turns threat from a looming eventuality into a temporal 

reality with the power to displace subjects. In answering the questions Am I a 

casualty? Is this a catastrophic place? any ambiguity is integrated synonymously with 

“yes.”525 It is enough to suspect harm, where harm is ambient and unreal, that harm 

should take on the frisson of an immediate psychic reality.  

 

 

                                                 
523Paul Saint-Amour, “Bombing and the Symptom: Traumatic Earliness and the Nuclear 
Uncanny,” 61.  
524Paul Saint-Amour, “Bombing and the Symptom: Traumatic Earliness and the Nuclear 
Uncanny,” 61. 
525Peter C. van Wyck, Signs of Danger: Waste, Trauma and Nuclear Threat, p. 83: “A collapse 
of a mine shaft – horrendous as it could be – can produce only so much effect in a community, 
on a people. It would make no sense for a survivor to wonder if they are actually a casualty (in a 
significant sense – I don’t mean whether one’s life was touched by a death. With ecological 
threats the question, Am I already a casualty, is exactly the question provoked. But even the 
concept of the casualty undergoes a transformation. Casualty retains some of its archaic sense 
of “chance” and “fall” (in the sense that “you just don’t know), but it also takes on a quality of 
undecidability and indifference. ... An ecological casualty can be an organism that is only a 
vector for damage directed at a subsequent generation. And in any case, whether one is or is not 
a casualty is not the point. The point is whether one suspects one is, since it is very possible for 
there to be no discernable difference.”  
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The End of Externality.  

But back once more (return, return) to this question of being “after” climate change. 

The explosion of an atomic bomb is a sudden unassimilable violence that clearly 

terminates any psychological period of anticipation, regardless of its obliteration of 

local, and potentially global, futurity. It is possible to be “post-nuclear” in the sense 

that we already have a body of academic work that is directed towards the social, 

mental and cultural aftereffects of the atomic age.526 Ecological threats however, 

present with far less clarity. When are they over? When have they begun? What 

ecological threats in fact pose is the end of externality,527 including the temporal 

externality we know of as the future. The consequences of human consumption can not 

be made to “go away” in the present, and can also no longer be isolated in the 

repositories of the yet-to-be, there but for the grace of God go I; as such effects could 

be with the nuclear bomb.528 Scientifically, it is plainly not possible to speak from a 

place beyond climate change, no “control sample” or site of refuge from its effects is 

available: “there is no way of claiming an outside in such an experiment, no value 

neutral perspective for its observers and supervisors, and no surrogate point of view 

available for nonexperts who are not a part of the intellectual conversation about its 

outcome.”529 David Wood summarises the situation thusly:    

 

Now there is no outside, no space for expansion, no more terra nullius, no Lebensraum, 

no ‘slack’ no ‘out’ or ‘away’ ... Yet so much of our making sense, let alone the 

intelligibility of our actions, still rests on being able to export, exclude, externalise what 

we do not want to consider.530   

 

We are stuck on the old modalities of inside/outside, even as they are collapsed by the 

phenomena. As Timothy Clark points out, in the past such externalities have included: 

“the sea, the atmosphere, people outside developed countries and, above all, the 

                                                 
526See particularly Joseph Masco, The Nuclear Borderlands: The Manhattan Project in Post-
Cold War Mexico; Peter C. van Wyck, Signs of Danger: Waste, Trauma and Nuclear Threat; 
and Jacques Derrida; Catherine Porter; Philip Lewis, “No Apocalypse, Not Now (Full Speed 
Ahead, Seven Missiles, Seven Missives).” Diacritics, 14:2 “Nuclear Criticism” (1984), 20-31.  
527Timothy Clark, “Towards a Deconstructive Environmental Criticism,” 48-56.  
528In drawing a distinction between nuclear and ecological threat here, I am leaving open the 
middle ground of nuclear waste products, which behave much like ecological threats in their 
radioactivity.   
529Andrew Ross, Strange Weather: Culture, Science, and Technology in the Age of Limits 
(London; New York: Verso, 1991), p. 212.  
530David Wood, The Step Back: Ethics and Politics After Deconstruction, pp. 172-173. Cited in 
Timothy Clark, “Towards a Deconstructive Environmental Politics,” 48.  
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future,”531 (to which I would add “the unconscious” as consciousness’ counterweight). 

Tim Flannery considers the end of externality in the conventional economic sense of 

that word; the spillover of one transaction to impact on non-consenting or uninformed 

parties, who are not participants in the primary exchange:  

 

Imagine a business that owns a forest. It may determine that a certain return can be 

made from the forest if it’s managed sustainably, but that a greater financial return can 

be had from destroying the forest and investing the cash made from doing so in the 

market. In this case, the impact of the forest’s destruction on our living Earth is not 

accounted for in the transaction – it’s an externality. But a strange valuation related to 

the discount factor is also at work. ... the decision to destroy the forest is entirely 

rational in an economic sense, yet if everyone accepted such inducements there would 

be no market, as our society would be overwhelmed by the disruptions caused to Earth’s 

climate and other systems.532 

 

Capitalist realism must then also consider that climate change is not properly 

construed as a discrete “externality,” but as an integral dynamic in the ground of the 

network, such that it poses a threat not just to certain products, systems of 

manufacture, or to national economies, but ultimately to the market in its entirety (and 

the same has also been said of democracy, liberalism and pluralism).533 The ideologies 

and mechanics of capitalism have in the past relied heavily on open space: the waste-

spaces of consumption evocatively portrayed by the photographer Edward Burtynsky534 

and the poet A. R. Ammons,535 the actual “opened, spaces” represented most potently 

to me by the inverted ziggurats of mine-sites in the Pilbara, and the figurative spaces 

into which new markets are expanded, new commodities placed, and private capital 

flows. It is no surprise then, that the ingrown psychology of the free market is also 

founded on expansion into external spaces; the drivers of individual opportunity, 

mobility and self-creation that underpin entrepreneurial motivation are reliant on 

there being fresh, available space for people and ideas to proliferate within. Climate 

change posits that there is now no “open space” free from the encumbrances of 

communal interest and communal despoliation, and further, that the cults of the 

consumer and the private, atomistic, apolitical, wealth-accruing individual may have as 

                                                 
531Timothy Clark, “Towards a Deconstructive Environmental Politics,” 48.   
532Tim Flannery, Here On Earth, pp. 225-226.  
533John Keane, The Life and Death of Democracy (London: Simon & Schuster, 2010).  
534Edward Burtynsky, China (Göttingen: Steidl, 2005); Manufactured Landscapes, Pauli Lori, 
ed., (Ottawa: National Gallery of Canada in association with Yale University Press, 2003).  
535Archie Randolph Ammons, Garbage (New York: W.W. Norton & Co., 1993).  
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their unintended consequence, the destruction of the whole network, and the world.536 

A post-natural capitalism (which ironically, is more concerned with nature than its 

earlier capitalist sensibilities) must competently evaluate the end of externality in this 

regard.      

 

To turn then to examining the un-representable qualities of climate change in more 

definitive detail: how do we encounter and construct modern ecological threats? Our 

exposure to climate change is universal – this is not the kind of phenomenon that can 

be avoided by, for example, not purchasing a certain cleaning product, not eating a 

specific food, or refraining from living or working in what are known to be 

contaminated locations. Unlike toxicity, there is no ambiguity about whether anybody 

is specifically susceptible to the hazard: we are all implicated, even if we are not all 

uniformly effected. Perhaps at the beginning, when science was only just starting to 

comprehend the burgeoning reality of the problem, it was possible to see global 

warming as an arena for “exposing the barbarism of social institutions.”537 But armed 

as we are with the more complex ecological knowledge of how a million tiny household, 

industrial and commercial acts synthesize climate change, it is virtually impossible to 

live today and not contribute directly or indirectly to the phenomenon of climate 

change (as well as to those institutions that magnify its effects). Climate change does 

not require conscious complicity or even partial acquiescence in acts of consumption. 

Temperature vacillations and the increased parts per million of Co2 in the atmosphere 

impact upon office-workers in their high-rise cubicles, tree-changers in their bushland 

bungalows, and agrarian graziers herding their great swathes of cattle. In this way, 

climate change is the apotheosis of a “tragedy of the commons.”538 It even touches the 

lives of those who have taken steps to materially remove themselves from the systems 

of its production: contemporary emulators of Thoreau in their personal Waldens,539 

                                                 
536David Wood, The Step Back: Ethics and Politics After Deconstruction, p. 186. See also 
Michael Zimmerman, Contesting Earth’s Future: Radical Ecology and Postmodernity 
(Berkeley, Los Angeles: University of California Press, 1994), p. 241.  
537Andrew Ross, Strange Weather: Culture, Science, and Technology in the Age of Limits 
(London; New York: Verso, 1991), p. 210. My emphasis.  
538Garrett Hardin, “The Tragedy of the Commons,” Science 162:3859 (13 December 1968), 
1243-1248. Although the “commons” that is the subject of the tragedy here is something deeper 
than what Hardin envisaged it as, simply “common property;” it also includes the property-
owners, those lifeforms who own no property, who are owned as property, and the very concept 
of property.     
539Counter-intuitively, these particulate “Waldens” may actually exacerbate and quicken the 
effects of climate change – adding pressure to an already exhausted hinterland and an 
ecosystem not accustomed to the physical presence of humans. The planet is simply no longer 
large enough for everyone to have their own Walden.  
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and the Ted Kaczynskis who have relinquished the trappings of modernity to eke out a 

living in militant survivalist retreat. Your exposure to climate change is limited neither 

by your knowledge of the threat, nor your attempts to mollify your contribution to it. 

The perverse reality is such that “the fact that a [person]’s being a motorist, flying to 

conferences, eating beefsteak or even buying a particular kind of banana may 

ultimately be of more real significance than his or her professed political stance.”540  

Where once threats and risks condensed around junctures of industry, 

transportation and manufacture (places laden with visual tokens of their malignancy: 

greases, smokes and palpable heat), such threats are now wholly dispersed by climate 

change. This is true of lateral spatiality and telescopic spatially alike, as I shall go on to 

discuss. But regardless of universal exposure (and near universal participation in 

production)541 the material experience of climate change differs by degree in a manner 

not aligned with material contribution to the phenomena, but rather with one’s 

arbitrary location on the surface of the Earth. In many cases, the capriciousness of the 

damage seems to verge on being darkly ironic: the citizens of the Alliance of Small 

Island States, whose emissions have historically been low, are the first to lose arable 

territory by way of saltwater incursion.542 These potential “environmental refugees” are 

predominantly subsistence farmers, not captains of industry or undiscerning mega-

                                                 
540Timothy Clark, “Towards a Deconstructive Environmental Criticism,” 52.  
541Climate change is by no means a modern phenomena. Professor William Ruddiman, amongst 
others, has comprehensively shown that anthropogenic shifts in atmospheric composition go 
back at least eight thousand years, to the changing agricultural practices of premodern 
communities, and even sees evidence for a drop in CO2 levels between 1300 and 1400 as a 
result of the bubonic plague in Europe. William Ruddiman, Plows, Plagues and Petroleum: 
How Humans Took Control of the Climate (Princeton NJ: Princeton University Press, 2005), 
pp. 84-88.    
542Lahachara Island, Ghoramara Island, the Carteret Islands and Tuvalu have already begun to 
see the impact of rising sea-levels on their material borders. Indeed, some of the islets in the 
Carteret Atoll have already become abandoned as a result of the inundation of saltwater, the 
death of fruit trees (mango, banana, breadfruit, paw-paw) on which the local inhabitants 
depend, and the infestations of disease-carrying mosquitos that have followed (Richard Shears, 
“The World’s First Climate Change Refugees to Leave Island Due to Rising Sea Levels,” Mail 
Online (18 December 2007) http://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-503228/The-worlds-
climate-change-refugees-leave-island-rising-sea-levels.html (accessed 08/11/2010). James 
Hamilton-Paterson recounts how off the Southern most tip of Japan efforts are underway to 
preserve the Okinotorishima islet, and so maintain the exclusive economic zone of that country: 
“At high tide Okinotorishima consists of two lumps of coral respectively 3 metres and 5 metres 
wide. Without these little rocks Japan’s territory would end at Iwo Jima and she would lose 
154,440 square miles of EEZ and with it all exclusive fishing and mineral rights. With each 
typhoon the rocks erode a bit more, so the Japanese have spent upwards of $300 million to 
enclose the island in a concrete and steel protective wall. It is important that no part of the wall 
should touch the corals because this would turn Okinotorishima into an artificial island, and 
disqualify it from having an EEZ.” Seven Tenths: The Sea and Its Thresholds, p. 80.  
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consumers of petroleum products.543 Telescopically, mechanical acts that are 

proportionally “large” – the combustion engine, the clear-felling of jungles – leave their 

trace in the smallest dimension. Ice-cores from the lightless underside of the frozen 

ocean show evidence of the burning of forests in the tropics. Where the lowest density 

human populations exist on Earth – the Arctic and the Antarctic – it is there that we 

see the most extreme macroscopic manifestations of climate change, the holes in the 

ozone layer and the breaking down of territorial boundaries as the ice-shelves 

disintegrate along their fringes. The oceans, where even immense commercial fishing 

operations and oil extraction industries are transient visitors (cf. oil-spills, the 

hyperobjects of the sea),544 are radically changed by their interactions with an 

anthropogenically richened atmosphere (and the oceans were the first place that 

scientists discovered evidence of climate change).545 Despite the nomadic occupancy of 

people in this field broadly, the seas still condense our worst excesses. What I am 

talking about in this regard is something beyond the dumping of radioactive wastes, 

the abandonment of nuclear submarines and the immersing of mining tailings 

(although, as a species we continue to do all of these things at our peril). Our ocean is 

presently a soup of microscopic plastic fragments546 that sometimes congeal in gyres 

greater and more powerful than Edgar Allan Poe’s visions of Moskstraumen.547 As 

                                                 
543Arguing for the preservation of his homeland and the cultural identity of his people at the 
1997 Kyoto Climate Conference, one member of the Alliance of Small Island States (AOSIS) 
put it this way: “Ignoring our pleas will amount to nothing less than denial of our rights to exist 
as part of the global society, and of the human race.” Bikenibeu Paeniu, “Tuvalu Statement 
Presented by His Excellency the Rt. Hon. Bikenibeu Paeniu, Prime Ministerial Special Envoy 
on Climate Change, United Nations Framework Convention on Climate Change – Conference 
on Parties 3,” 8 December, 1997, http://www.tuvaluislands.com/kyoto-paeniu.htm (accessed 
30/05/2009).  
544Imre Szeman, “System Failure: Oil, Futurity, and the Anticipation of Disaster,” South 
Atlantic Quarterly, 106:4 (2007), 805-823. Following the Deepwater Horizon Blowout of early 
2010, the Journal of American Studies has put out a call for papers on “oil culture,” 
(http://www.h-net.org/announce/show.cgi?ID=177429 [accessed 28/09/2010]). The edition, 
published in January 2011, will no doubt provide some interesting argument on the persistent of 
oil in a cultural, as well as a physical, sense.    
545See Roger Revelle; Hans Suess, “Carbon Dioxide Exchange Between Atmosphere and 
Ocean, and the Question of an Increase of Atmospheric CO2 During the Past Decades,” Tellus 9 
(1957), 18-27.  
546Stiv Wilson of the conservationalist “5 Gyres Project” estimates that there are currently ~315 
billion pounds of plastic in the ocean, although he recognises this as a conservative projection. 
See “The Fallacy of Gyre Clean-up: Part 1” 5 Gyres (05 July 2010) 
http://5gyres.org/posts/2010/07/05/the_fallacy_of_gyre_cleanup_part_one_scale (accessed 
12/07/2010).   
547As described in Poe’s short-story “A Descent into the Maelström,” in Edgar Allan Poe: 
Poetry and Tales, Patrick F. Quinn, ed., (New York: Library of America, 1984), pp. 432-448. 
The magnitude of these gyres is overwhelming: the North Pacific gyre takes almost three years 
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Elizabeth Kolbert548 and Alanna Mitchell549 have recounted, through increased 

concentrations of C02 in the air, we are changing the fundamental chemistry of the sea 

everywhere: from the blanketed surface layers of saltwater to well below the photic 

zone and the thermocline. A glass filled with the Pacific is now also filled with our 

invisible trace (and very likely, our visible trash). We are everywhere we shouldn’t be, 

in places we’ve never physically been: equally at the outer reaches of the atmosphere 

and the inner reaches of the continental trenches. We are overflowing ourselves 

indiscriminately – which really is the meta-metaphor for characterising the entire 

problem of climate change.  

But the problem overflows us too, inwardly. As the ozone layer, suffused with 

duck-egg blue,550 geranium-fragrant O3 gas, is diluted, more ultraviolet radiation 

enters through the upper atmosphere and descends to the Earth’s surface in densities 

that accord with relative albedo (put simply, because the oceans are darkly coloured 

they absorb quantitatively more and qualitatively “thicker” waves of radiation). UV 

radiation is considered extremely dangerous because of its tendency to penetrate cells, 

unraveling DNA and disrupting basic metabolic processes. Such rays make 

transcursions through all matter and where they come into contact with living tissues, 

they denature specific essential chemical processes, causing deterioration and cell-

death. Down, down, down (and in, in, in): while we may struggle to domesticate the 

psychology of climate change, the physical reality sets about the busy work of 

deconstructing us from the inside out. This is a type of incursion that we are 

unsettlingly familiar with from the nuclear age. Anyone born in the 1950s, 60s or 70s 

carries the indelible stamp of modern warfare in their brains: excess Carbon-14 in the 

                                                                                                                                  
to make one complete orbit, and the plastics within it stretch over 90 feet down the water 
column.    
548Elizabeth Kolbert, “The Darkening Sea,” The New Yorker (20 November 2006), 66-75.   
549Alana Mitchell, Seasick: The Hidden Ecological Crisis of the Global Ocean (Sydney, NSW: 
Murdoch Books, 2008).  
550Ozone is in fact pale blue, although this is not why we see the sky as blue (which has more to 
do with the scattering of the light spectrum through the lower atmosphere). For the same reason 
that ultraviolet light is spectrally “blue” the sun, as the emission point of these rays, is more 
properly thought of as a deep marine colour, discernable in certain ultraviolet-visible 
spectroscopy images. It is the structure of the human eye that means we perceive the sun as 
yellow or white.   
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neocortex, released during atmospheric nuclear testing.551 A phrase from an essay by 

Virilio is figuratively “brought to mind:” “threats of cellular Hiroshima.”552  

 Enzymatic corrosions of UV radiation are not yet at a level where scientific 

research can discern threats outside the standard dispersions of cancer and ill-health 

(although research shows increased levels of UV-A and UV-B radiation over the last 

three decades, most notably in the mid to high-latitudes and up until the mid-

1990s).553 Unlike with instances of toxicity, when we go down telescopically into a 

climate change-affected entity we fail to identify the unambiguous signs of “matter out 

of place.” The “human element” is entirely blended, camouflaged by its consistency 

with organic compounds: an irruption rather than an interruption into ecological 

systems. There has always been, or at least since lifeforms were first bonded into 

cellular clusters, carbon dioxide in the atmosphere. As Bill McKibben notes:  

 

When we drill into an oil field, we tap into a vast reservoir of organic matter that has 

been in storage for millennia. We unbury it. When we burn that oil (or coal or natural 

gas) we release its carbon into the atmosphere in the form of carbon dioxide. This is not 

pollution in the normal sense of the word. ... It is as if someone had scrimped and saved 

his entire life, and then spent every cent on one fantastic week’s debauch. 554   

  

If, for example, incrementally-rising temperatures exert their selection pressure on 

certain plants so that hypothetically pines suffer unsustainable rates of nitrogen 

deposition and sun damage to their seed-carapaces, while dwarf shrubbery species 

“step in” to take advantage of the additional opportunities for photosynthesis,555 what 

then, in cells of the dwarf shrubs, designates their modification? Their native terrain 

(their “niche”) has simply shifted, retracted or dilated. The shrubs go on growing, 

taking advantage of the nitrogen and sunlight that larger, woodier plants could not 

convert. They are truly “second nature,” the agency-less response of an environment to 

its shifting baselines. But it isn’t even as clear as that, for it is notoriously hard to say 

why trees die. Perhaps a plague of ips, boring insects, wipes through a forest that is 
                                                 
551Ratan Bhardwaj et. al., “Neocortical Neurogenesis in Humans is Restricted to Development,” 
Proceedings of the National Academy of Sciences of the United States of America, 103:33 
(2006), 12564-12568. Cited in Tim Flannery, Here on Earth, p. 158.  
552Paul Virilio, “The Horizon of Expectation” in Unknown Quantity (Paris: Thames and 
Hudson/Fondation Cartier pour l’art contemporain, 2003),  p. 114.  
553Anon. “UV Exposure Has Increased Over the Last Thirty Years, But Stabilised Since the 
Mid-1990’s,” Science Daily (16 March 2010)  
http://www.sciencedaily.com/releases/2010/03/100316142529.htm (accessed 16/03/2010).  
554Bill McKibben, The End of Nature, pp. 11-12.  
555John Grace; Frank Berninger; Laszlo Nagy, “Impacts of Climate Change on the Tree Line,” 
Annals of Botany 90:4 (2002), 537-544.  
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already imperceptibly weakened by climate change. Perhaps a warm-weather fungus 

thrives in the new conditions and damages sapling trees before they can grow tall 

enough to pierce the canopy. A combination of malfeasant “secondary” factors will play 

off one another, well before any direct damage from climate change takes place. You 

won’t see the spontaneous combustion of eucalypts (or will you?).556 Well before then 

the constitution of multiple species in a biome will change, and the biodiversity of that 

biome narrow accordingly (rapid trophic cascade typically results in the tapering of 

species variance). Or seasonal limits might be altered, so that the same coalition of 

species may simply migrate, breed or fruit later or earlier in any given year. Those 

tomatoes outside might belatedly redden, or become blighted in the damp, but they’re 

still 100 per cent real tomatoes.  

This is the state of living in contemporary climate change; everything is 

affected, and yet we fail to perceive an outside interference. There is no strontium-90 

to be monitored by a Geiger counter, no ghastly chlorofluorocarbon to be chemically 

identified. In the first instance, climate change manifests as a disproportionality of 

earthly matter: Co2, UV rays, heat, and then later H2O, as the ice-caps melt and the sea 

level rises. If the world is “out of order,” it is because it is working too much. An 

everywhere-and-nowhere disaster. We are affecting, we are affected. Threats of this 

nature refuse to be sequestered off in the imaginative repositories of places and names 

like Chernobyl, Prince William Sound, Three Mile Island and Bhopal; this disaster is 

molecular and conventional.557 While localised cataclysm retains its ability to thicken 

theories, those places that are dredged, dumped, riddled with toxins and contagions 

can no longer be viewed as wounded regions within an otherwise vigorous system. 

Climate change is in the garden as much as it is in the mullock heap. But for now the 

garden still looks unaltered. Mimicking a former age, all test sites resemble deserts, all 

                                                 
556After the 2009 Black Saturday fires in Victoria – in which the air literally burned it was so 
laced with eucalyptus oil – the “spontaneously combusting” tree has taken on new meaning in 
Australia. There is not enough space here to go into the climate change rhetoric surrounding the 
fires, but evidence given at the inquests suggested that some species of tree had in fact 
“exploded” into flame in the extreme heat. The Federal Government added a new code level for 
fire threats following Black Saturday – “catastrophic” – in recognition of the increasing number 
of days of extreme fire conditions around Australia in the preceding year, and the failure of 
existing warning scales to motivate individuals to evacuate fire-threatened regions.   
557The actual disasters, the spills and implosions, have entered the order of the mundane. “Our 
experience of ecological peril then, is not aesthetic in the classical sense. It is an ordinary, 
everyday happening ... It pervades the media as images which are as numbing as they are 
uninterpretable and banal. The destructiveness of oil spill Y is compared to the destructiveness 
of oil spill X. Who can remember the last Bhopal, Chernobyl, the Exxon Valdez?” Jonathan 
Bordo, “Ecological Peril, Modern Technology and the Postmodern Sublime,” in Shadow of 
Spirit: Postmodernism and Religion, p. 175.  
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deserts resemble test sites – only this time there are no inward tumours or scrapes in 

the film-stock to evidence the disaster.  

As the physical impacts of climate change seem desultory, we are also unable 

to scale them to our conventional spatio-temporal understandings of cause and effect. 

To demonstrate, I could amplify my contribution to global fossil fuel emissions through 

consumption and activity – become a guzzling quisling in deference to my ideological 

convictions – but it would be unlikely that I would “see” any immediate change in my 

proximate surroundings (other than, perhaps, in my mental and bodily health). 

Children a generation after me might witness an influx of migrants displaced by the 

environmental degradation of equator nations, and their children might possibly see a 

material change in the archetypal Australian backyard, but by the time my behaviour 

ostends locally and indubitably, I will be no more than a drifting heap of ash and tooth-

fillings. Of course, by that stage it will be impossible to reverse the trend in which my 

behaviour participates: hence the unique position of the voiceless future generations as 

victims possessed of little agency, but subject to the maximal consequences of climate 

change. The harm done is out of sync with its (anonymous and global) authorship.  

There have been various attempts to constrain and visualise the magnitude of 

our present-tense behaviours, the most prevalent of which is the idea of an “ecological 

footprint.” Originally, as Andrew Light describes, the concept expressed in “ecological 

footprint” was engineered to illustrate the “full ecological burden of cities on the 

environment”558 – a representation in service of a collective political goal to reduce 

consumption, which Latour might refer to as an enactment of “making things public” 

(or of Dingpolitik).559 In many cases, the estimated footprint of an urbanised 

metropolis exceeds the parameters of the country in which it is located so that, for 

example, London’s burden spills out into the North Atlantic, and in 2006 the combined 

footprint of humanity was projected to be 1.4 times the available resources of planet 

Earth.560 But “footprint,” as a singular noun, is an inapt term for such compendious 

reach and so it has been subsequently contracted for popular use within a smaller area. 

Numerous calculation devices and questionnaires exist online for the evaluation of an 

                                                 
558Andrew Light, “Urban Ecological Citizenship,” Journal of Social Philosophy, 34:1 (2003), 
44 (my emphasis). The first academic work addressing itself to the term is William Rees, 
“Ecological Footprints and Appropriated Carrying Capacity: What Urban Economics Leaves 
Out,” Environment and Urbanisation 4:2 (1992), 121–130.  
559Bruno Latour, “From Realpolitik to Dingpolitik: or How to Make Things Public,” in Making 
Things Public, Bruno Latour; Peter Weibel, eds. (Cambridge, Mass.: MIT Press, 2005).  
560Global Footprint Network, 
http://www.footprintnetwork.org/en/index.php/GFN/page/data_sources/ (accessed 02/05/2010).  
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individual’s personal, familial and household environmental footprint.561 Part of the 

“tread lightly” philosophy, these standards are typically utilised to encourage people to 

lessen their material imprint on the world – to reduce the depth of their footprint (and 

their depression, so to speak). But as Paul Carter points out in Lie of the Land, as a sign 

“footprint” encourages the subject (an explicitly human subject) to encounter 

environmental anxiety as a totalising trace of self: “the environment only signifies in so 

far as it supplies him with a tabula rasa whereon he can inscribe a hemisphere with 

himself at its centre.”562 There is no possibility of a community of footprints 

interacting, or of the ground giving way indefinitely to a “hidden geography of 

gatherings and assemblages.”563 Ecology is acted upon (hopped on) and the footprint is 

un-dynamic, unidirectional.564 The world is damaged and reformed by the body.565 

There is no mention of what is left clinging to the underside of the sole, of how it feels 

to be simultaneously threatening, and threatened.  

 While climate change is manifesting around me right here, the composition of 

the air, the light, and the temperature incrementally changing, I lack the mental acuity 

to perceive and translate the reality. This is true both in terms of the worldly 

magnitude of the phenomenon – so thick with data that it demands computational 

power far beyond that of the human brain (or even collective brains) to decode it – and 

of its localisation, wherein my senses are made redundant in ascertaining the threat. A 

photograph taken of my backyard today, or of any place – the most pristine bushland, 

the wildest seascape – contains half again as much CO2 as it would have had a century 

ago, but even looking at the image under a microscope won’t reveal that.566 Yet things 

seem uneventful, chronic and slow.567 The signs are fugacious. Joseph Masco has 

written about this fatal tempo apropos of radiation and the postnuclear psyche, 

                                                 
561One of the best, in my opinion, is called “Wattzon:” http://www.wattzon.com/ (accessed 
19/11/10).    
562Paul Carter, The Lie of the Land, (London: Faber and Faber, 1996). Carter is here talking 
about the character of Robinson Crusoe in Daniel Defoe’s novel of 1719. The link to ecological 
footprints expressly is made by Emily Potter in “Climate Change and the Problem of 
Representation,” Australian Humanities Review, 46 (2009), 72.   
563Bruno Latour, “From Realpolitik to Dingpolitik: or How to Make Things Public,” p. 15.  
564Emily Potter, “Climate Change and the Problem of Representation,” 72.   
565There are multiple examples when even the most critical environmentalists and anti-
capitalists fall into this rhetoric. Andrew Ross, for example: “Now that science has shown the 
clear impact of the “human fingerprint” on a global system so vast as atmospheric behaviour, 
such a logic demands the more stable, guiding influence of a whole hand.” Strange Weather: 
Culture, Science, and Technology in the Age of Limits, p. 208.  
566Bill McKibben; Alex MacLean, Look at the Land, p. 75.  
567Andrew McMurry, “The Slow Apocalypse: A Gradualistic Theory of the World’s Demise,” 
Postmodern Culture 6:3 (1996), 174-181.  
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although many of his ideas are equally applicable to the ecological threats of climate 

change:  

 

Radiation traverses space in ways that can make the air, earth and water seem suspect, 

even dangerous, though no sensory evidence is at hand. ... radiation often becomes a 

means of explaining all manner of illness and misfortune – its very invisibility allowing 

its proliferation in the realm of the imagination. In this way, radiation disrupts the 

ability of individuals to differentiate their bodies from their environment, producing 

paranoia. ... It inevitably produces paranoia because it involves assimilation to a 

radioactive space (real or imagined); thus one becomes possessed by a space that 

certainly disorientates but may also actually maim or kill, and may do so now or 

somewhere in a multi-generational future.568   

 

Like ionizing radiation, climate change also separates us from our senses, distrustful of 

the apparent “health” of our surroundings, while simultaneously interrupting our 

ability to differentiate ourselves from our environment. Seemingly ludicrous, paranoiac 

questions like “what is a tomato?” (even “when is a tomato?:” “is a June tomato, a real 

tomato?”) take on an almost supernatural vibration. The damage is reliant on our 

imaginative aptitude, not the faculties of our bodies, and our imaginations are florid. It 

is not only that our senses have been made vestigial (perceptually “expropriated”) 

when confronted by a sense-less, invisible, undetectable threat; tangible things have 

also been rephrased as a lesser part of reality. The additional element that has been 

introduced makes the world that we do perceive seem less real.  

 

Pointing out the snow in your neighbourhood suddenly becomes a mystifying, 

fetishistic operation in an era of global warming. Something seemingly real and cold 

and wet is less real, and pointing to it is less realistic, than something we can’t directly 

sense. Reality as such has been upgraded so that phenomena you can see and hear and 

palpate have become less real than ones you can’t. ... This affects our sense of 

orientation, which traditionally depended on a background of some kind, whether we 

called it Nature, lifeworld, or biology; whatever seems to lie beyond our ken, outside of 

our responsibility, or outside of the social. ... At the very same time as our world is really 

melting, our idea of what “really” and “real” mean also melts.569   

 

 

                                                 
568Joseph Masco, The Nuclear Borderlands: The Manhattan Project in Post-Cold War Mexico 
(Princeton, NJ: Princeton University Press, 2006), p. 32.  
569Timothy Morton, The Ecological Thought, p. 117.  
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The Delusion of Ecological Threats.  

Finally, to draw together these multiple threads into one plaited length of argument: 

the ecological threats posed by anthropogenic climate change result in a delusional 

psychology which is paradoxically productive of meaning. Such a delusion is put in 

motion not by scientistic ecology, but by the phenomenological forms of ecological 

consciousness that are derived from the specific qualities of climate change threats. 

This ecological consciousness also shapes how we relate to ourselves as environmental. 

Note that it is a “denaturalised” ecological consciousness, in that it proceeds from the 

non-natural or post-natural attributes that are now built-in on every level of the global 

system.  

Delusions are defined as “substitute formulations of reality that attempt to 

accommodate for a rupture in the symbolic order.” The ecological threats generated by 

climate change belong to the order of the Real as it is envisaged by Lacan interpreted 

by Žižek, and so amount to such a rupture. The rupture is not able to be sutured by 

superior knowledge; it is an immanent absence in the system, essential for ecological 

discourse to be activated. “The missing signifier is not an opening to mysterious 

otherness; it is the unacknowledged way that the symbolic structure manifests itself.” 

Therefore, we must accept the Real of the ecological crisis “in its senseless actuality 

without charging it with some message or meaning.” But this does not mean that such 

threats are beyond comprehension. Threat itself has a reality that, as we shall see, 

exhibits through the modalities of the uncanny.  

 Delusions concern the whole of reality, and because they are “objectively held”  

they can have no inconsistent edge. Climate change too is a whole-system fault that 

ends externality and permeates multiple fields without impediment. As an internal 

experience that appears in the perceptual field, delusions mark a collapse of the 

subject’s cognitive inside and outside. Compare this with climate change, which 

inhabits our bodies and our “close” acts of domesticity, but is reliant on a certain kind 

of ecological imagination to be read in the outer world. The unconscious, not as we 

know it in the innate Freudian sense, but as the primary adaptive facility of a culture, 

is the mental site where climate change is registered. The interpretation has become 

the event.      

Delusions are considered to repeat and reinforce notwithstanding opposing 

evidence. Or, more specifically, they exist counter to contemporaneous evidence and 

are most sustainable where they are unfalsifiable by virtue of occurring prior to the 

obstructed or temporally retarded realisation of evidence. The propensity to interpret 

environments as affected by climate change is not dependent on supporting factual or 
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sensory evidence (complex scientific proof may in fact intensify the unreality of the 

phenomena); such an interpretation needs only the psychology enabled by these 

specific types of ecological threats, and is not countered by data gathered by perception 

where perception is held to be invalid or secondary to ideation. We might consider this 

a kind of magical or wishful thinking, and in many ways its repetitiousness resembles 

the “unhealthy” cyclical mind-states of thwarted desire, even of grief – but the eeriness 

enabled by such patterns of return is certainly not anything we would wish for, or have 

a desire of. The cost incurred by the delusion is the thickening strangeness and 

indecipherability of reality.  

The casual incident of the delusion, manifesting beyond the parameters of the 

reconcilable, can sometimes result in delusion appearing to resemble presentiment. In 

the instance of ecological threats emerging from climate change, as threats to standing 

with both an ontological and transcendental quality, the idea of the future is defunct, so 

mind-states adapted to anticipation are the only possible way of relating to such 

threats. The delusion does not guard against the horror of the oncoming reality, but 

compounds it by posing the question: “is this the real thing then, which I have dreaded 

all along?” 

The phenomenon of climate change does not offer the kind of unambiguous 

cognitive information necessary to make true or false judgments. Rather, it interferes 

with “default cognitive schemas and perceptual Gestalts,” to “challenge the way in 

which we relate to experience.”570 In this way it operates much like a disturbance, static 

or feedback in a system that moves through the subject’s psychological interpellation as 

much as through the world at large. It is in the environment, it is the environment, it is 

without re-mark to delineate where the environment stops and the subject starts.  Even 

“double vision” of the type envisaged by Ulrich Beck is ineffectual at separating out the 

self from the ecology after the realisation that the artificial (anthropogenic) component 

is hybridised into the substrate of the environment and the looker simultaneously. 

What we have here, pursuant to Heidegger, is not “double-vision” but the double, the 

doppelgänger, and the omnipotence of thoughts. Where “natural disaster” once 

manifested the sublime otherness of nature, now ecological disaster raises an uncanny 

revelation: the otherness of ourselves. 

 

 

                                                 
570See FN 334.   
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3.  
Ecology. Uncanny. 
The Uncanniness of Ecology & Ecologies of the 
Uncanny.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

In the eyes of our critics the ozone hole above our heads, the moral law in our hearts, 

the autonomous text, may each be of interest, but only separately. That a delicate 

shuttle should have woven together the heavens, industry, texts, souls and moral law – 

this remains uncanny, unthinkable, unseemly.  

– Bruno Latour, We Have Never Been Modern.571 

 
HAT FOLLOWS IN THIS PARAGRAPH IS A LIST OF EXCERPTS AND 

headlines that have been lifted from recently published environmental 

news-sources: “The primary threats posed by climate change are a 

consequence of emissions from devices that do not exist.”572 “Increasing amounts of 

vegetation could be causing up a 60% decrease in global wind-speed across the 

northern hemisphere.”573 “Why is the tropopause getting higher?”574 “Bears have 

                                                 
571Bruno Latour, We Have Never Been Modern, trans. Catherine Porter (New York: Harvester 
Wheatsheaf, 1993), p.5. 
572“To put it simply, it’s not the cars and other fossil-fuel burning devices that we’ve already 
built that will push warming to its edge – it’s everything we’re likely to build in the future as 
the globe’s population and economy keeps growing.” Bryan Walsh, “Energy: Reducing CO2 
Emissions Will Be Harder Than You Think.” Time Magazine (9 September 2010) 
http://ecocentric.blogs.time.com/2010/09/09/energy-reducing-co2-emissions-will-be-harder-
than-you-think/#ixzz0zOWJuTQp (accessed 17/09/2010).  
573Joseph Milton, “Why Winds Are Slowing,” Nature News (17 October 2010) 
http://www.nature.com/news/2010/101017/full/news.2010.543.html (accessed 08/11/10).  
574Belle Dumé, “Why is the Tropopause Getting Higher?” Physics World (24 July 2003) 
http://physicsworld.com/cws/article/news/17937 (accessed 08/11/2010).   

W 
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stopped hibernating in Spain.”575 “The Higgs Boson Particle might be so abhorrent to 

nature that its creation is rippling back through time to sabotage the Large Hardon 

Collider.”576 “Global warming stimulates a mountain growth spurt: disappearing ice 

has essentially lifted a load off these mountains’ figurative shoulders. Up UP 

Greenland!”577 “Radioactive wild boars are on the rise in Germany, where they have 

attacked and frightened residents, even snarling traffic when they gang up on 

roadways.”578 “Amphibians in a Panamanian Park are being wiped out before they are 

discovered: “We’re losing things before we find them,” says Andrew Crawford, an 

evolutionary geneticist at the University of the Andes in Bogotá, Colombia, and the lead 

author of the study.”579 “A herd of bison has just made an extraordinary migration. The 

distance these animals traveled was huge – nearly 5,000 miles – and their means of 

transport was highly unorthodox: they flew.”580 “The Maldives, that little stretch of 

paradise off the coast of India, is looking for a new homeland.”581 “Whether ice-shelves 

should be considered analogous to land or subject to the laws of the high sea is unclear 

in International law, therefore is not certain how Australia should determine the 

seaward boundary of its Antarctic territory. Ice-shelves are breaking up into icebergs 

more rapidly than in previous Summers. The question “are such shelves land or sea?” is 

becoming increasingly physically abstruse.”582   

                                                 
575Geneviève Roberts, “Climate Change vs. Mother Nature: Scientists Reveal that Bears Have 
Stopped Hibernating,” The Independent (21 December 2006) 
http://www.independent.co.uk/environment/nature/climate-change-vs-mother-nature-scientists-
reveal-that-bears-have-stopped-hibernating-429431.html (accessed 22/11/2010).  
576Denis Overbye, “The Collider, the Particle and a Theory about Fate,” New York Times (12 
October 2009) http://www.nytimes.com/2009/10/13/science/space/13lhc.html (accessed 
15/11/2010). See also Holger Nielsen; Masao Ninomiya, “The Search for Effect of Influence 
from the Future in The Large Hadron Collider,” International Journal of Modern Physics 23 
(2008), 919-932.  
577Larry O’Hanlon, “Warming Stimulates Mountain Growth Spurt,” Discovery News (27 
January 2010) http://news.discovery.com/earth/mountains-global-warming-climate-change.html 
(accessed 14/11/2010).  
578Charles Hawley, “A Quarter Century After Chernobyl Radioactive Boars Are On the Rise in 
Germany,” Spiegel Online (30 July 2010) 
http://www.spiegel.de/international/zeitgeist/0,1518,709345,00.html (accessed 15/08/2010).    
579Janet Fang, “Amphibians Wiped Out Before They Are Discovered,” Nature News (19 July 
2010) http://www.nature.com/news/2010/100719/full/news.2010.360.html (accessed 24/10/10).  
580Henry Nicholls, “Restoring Nature’s Backbone,” Public Library of Science (PLoS) Biology 
4(6) (13 June 2006) http://www.plosbiology.org/article/info:doi/10.1371/journal.pbio.0040202 
(accessed 30/10/2010).  
581Bonnie Alter, “Maldives is Looking for a New Home,” Tree Hugger (11 November 2008) 
http://www.treehugger.com/files/2008/11/maldives-looking-for-land.php (accessed 
14/11/2010).     
582Emily Cripps, “The Legal Status of Ice in the Antarctic Region,” Australian Law Students’ 
Association Paper (30 April 1999). http://www.alsa.asn.au/files/acj/1996/cripps.html (accessed 
20/09/09). For a more recent analysis of this issue, see (the terribly titled but actually very 
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 Countries without a landmass, emissions without emitters, futures that jump 

backwards, global forces that deplete counter to intuition, the non-discovery of extinct 

lifeforms, the persistence of nuclear traces in zombified animals, rocks that grow, other 

rocks that shrink by sinking, and territories that resist classification as either oceanic 

or geologic even as they fracture, conjoin, melt and materialise before us. Things are 

certainly getting strange out there. Right at a time when many of us feel we ought to be 

figuratively (re-)connecting with the Earth and finding in ourselves some deeper “eco-

mentality,” the planet at large appears intensely unknowable, and at times entirely 

unrecognisable as “natural.” Is it any wonder then, that we are suspicious of the 

innocuousness of our local environments? So many of the displacements and 

inflections of climate change read as unpredictable, notwithstanding the benefits of 

hindsight. How does one know that a species of salamander has died out if it hasn’t yet 

been discovered? How do climatologists project the rate of atmospheric change if the 

majority of contributing emissions devices are absent, and may with planning and 

political will, never be brought into being? Ecological threats are bizarrely dependent 

on our capacity to construct patterns out of the stuff of imagination, even more so than 

the matter of the physical world.   

Meanwhile, there is bewilderment, indetermination and perhaps even a sullied 

kind of wonder at seeing the synthetic fog of humanity take on such foreign 

proportions (our “consumptions of geological immensity,” as Rick Bass puts it).583 We 

commingle in all earthly matter on a colossal scale, across time-spans that defy our 

conceptualisation as well as our material existence. Manipulating evolutionary 

pressures, our by-products drift beyond biologically populatable zones out into the 

stratosphere and down to the aphotic under-realms of the saltwater cold seeps. There is 

nowhere we can go now where we aren’t already. How pride mixes with disgust on 

learning that the human race has built a new structure, a stupendous dam, that is 

visible from outer-space with the unaided eye (but whose “unaided” eye?).584 Citing a 

US Environmental Protection Agency Report authored in the early 1990’s, Bill 

McKibben writes “if there is significant polar melting, the Earth’s centre of gravity will 

                                                                                                                                  
interesting), Stuart B. Kaye, “Territorial Sea Baselines Along Ice Covered Coasts: International 
Practice and the Limits of the Laws of the Sea,” Ocean Development and International Law 35 
(2004), 75-102.    
583Rick Bass, “Paradise Lost,” Orion Magazine (January/February 2005). 
http://www.orionmagazine.org/index.php/articles/article/208/ (accessed 27/01/2010). 
584“When it’s finally completed in 2009, China’s Three Gorges Dam will be a colossal man 
made structure. But even partially completed, it’s already a dramatic change to the region; it’s 
even visible from space with the unaided eye.” Frasier Cain, “Three Gorges Dam Visible from 
Space,” The Universe Today (13 June 2007) http://www.universetoday.com/1861/three-gorges-
dam-from-space/ (accessed 27/05/2009).  
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shift, tipping the globe in such a way that the sea level might actually drop at Cape 

Horn and along the coast of Ireland.”585 Global Warming working to alter the incline of 

the planet in its heavenly orbit. Speculations of such cosmological magnitude have 

largely been debunked by more contemporary scientific research, but the stupefying 

reality remains that our anthropogenic accumulations are altering systems from the 

glacially slow and the vast (the seismic586 and the oceanic), to the fast and the 

miniscule (the cellular and the atomic). What paths will lead us into environmental 

consciousness when all around us previously non-human substances seem to have 

collapsed into being super-naturally “human”? From whence should we draw our green 

sensibilities now that the world out there is no longer out there; and what are the 

repercussions of this new ecological order both for the cluster of things we still call 

“nature,” and for us – in the ways that we construct ourselves as environmental? As 

Fredric Jameson has written of ontology in a time of the post-natural:  

 

We have indeed secreted a human age out of ourselves as spiders secrete their webs: an 

immense, all-encompassing ceiling ... which shuts down visibility on all sides even as it 

absorbs all the formerly natural elements in its habitat ... The world of the human age is 

an aesthetic pretext for grinding terror or pathological ecstasy, and in its cosmos, all of 

it drawn from the fibers of our own being and at one with every post-natural cell more 

alien to us than nature itself, we continue murmuring Kant’s old questions – What can I 

know? ... What should I do in this world completely invented by me? What can I hope 

for alone in an altogether human age? 587 

 

What capacity for hope will remain intact when every “post-natural cell” of ourselves is 

more “alien to us than nature itself,” what chance to see anew when the distance 

required for any elevated perspective is “shut down” by our everywhereness? So many 

                                                 
585Bill McKibben, The End of Nature, p. 100. This idea of a “universal” shift was first imagined 
in the context of atomic warfare, as represented in the 1961 feature film The Day the Earth 
Caught Fire (Universal International Pictures: UK, 1961), wherein a series of thermonuclear 
tests enacted by the United States and the Soviet Union knocks the earth off its axis and causes 
it to skip out of orbit closer to the sun, thereby causing apocalyptic warming.  
586“The melting of glaciers driven by global warming portends a seismically turbulent future. 
When glaciers melt, the massive weight on the Earth's crust is reduced, and the crust “bounces” 
back in what scientists call an "isostatic rebound.” This process can reactivate faults, increase 
seismic activity, and lift pressure on magma chambers that feed volcanoes.” Michael Renner 
“Global Warming May Trigger Great Seismic Activity,” The Worldwatch Institute (31 July 
2006) http://www.worldwatch.org/node/4388 (accessed 02/11/2010). See also Bill McGuire, 
“Climate Change: Tearing the Earth Apart?” New Scientist (26 May 2006) 
http://www.newscientist.com/article/mg19025531.300 (accessed 02/11/2010).  
587Fredric Jameson, Valences of the Dialectic (London; New York: Verso, 2009), p. 608 
(emphases in the original). 
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questions are re-opened or generated anew by contemporary ecological threat. In the 

presence of such total threats to standing, “hope” itself strikes me as a mawkish, even 

willfully selfish disposition, now as redundant as the vestigial organs and junk DNA 

within us that evolution has pushed into obsolescence. Hope flares, that painful stitch 

in the side, a flashback sent ahead from our ancestors. To those generations who come 

after us we owe a responsibility to see things as they are – not lit by the glowing 

conviction of sustained optimism, but through the glass darkly; with all bleakness and 

the full delusional madness instigated by the threat.588 Let us walk into that night air, 

not with resignation, but together calm and communal and edgeless. Only then might 

we begin to develop the necessary ethical strength, out of finding ourselves 

everywhere.   
 

 

The Futility of the Sublime. 

Confronted with the profligate realities of these threatened times, some commentators 

(most notably the essayist Curtis White,589 and theorists Christopher Hitt590 and 

Jonathan Bordo)591 have attempted the resuscitation of the sublime; sublimity that is, 

as a moral disposition to be cultivated, rather than as an aesthetic mode.592 Against 

deep ecology’s contrived and hollow embeddedness – which might be seen to be the 

opposite reaction to an “altogether human age,” an undertaking to integrate 

consciousness – the sublime concretely reinscribes nature’s otherness, and asserts the 

mind-blowing capacity of a subject’s psychic perception when faced with sublime 

                                                 
588Simon Critchley has recently written about the need for this return to constructive negativity, 
and finitude and contingency, in the context of a movement in philosophy towards a middle 
ground predominated by psychology and self-help literature. How to Stop Living and Start 
Worrying: Interviews with Carl Cederstrm  (London: Polity, 2010).  
589Curtis White, in “Notes Towards the Next American Sublime” in The Middle Mind: Why 
Americans Don’t Think for Themselves (New York: Harper Collins, 2003), pp. 187-202, cited 
in Ginger Strand, “At the Limits: Landschaft, Landscape and the Land,” in Denise Markonish, 
ed., Badlands: New Horizons in Landscape (Cambridge, Mass.: Massachusetts Institute of 
Technology and the Massachusetts Museum of Contemporary Art, 2008) pp. 81-88.   
590Christopher Hitt, “Toward an Ecological Sublime,” New Literary History, 30:3 (1999), 603-
623.   
591Jonathan Bordo, “Ecological Peril, Modern Technology and the Postmodern Sublime” in 
Philippa Berry; Andrew Wernick (eds). Shadow of Spirit: Postmodernism and Religion.    
592“For this turn, we need the sublime. It is here that the imagination will be most forceful, most 
positive, and most ambitious. It will also be most helpful. This version of the imagination will 
be sublime precisely where it engages artistically what Derrida describes as the “mythical” 
aspect of our social thinking. When we speak of justice, freedom, or creativity, we do not yet 
know entirely what we mean. These are not calculable concepts, and yet they are the entire 
force behind what we claim we want in the human world.” Curtis White, “Notes Towards the 
Next American Sublime,” p. 188.  
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objects beyond their mental conception. As Ginger Strand has commented, “the 

sublime is at heart a willingness to be awed, to pay tribute with awe to the 

incomprehensible and the indescribable, even as we aim to comprehend and describe. 

What could be more salutary than some measure of humility towards the human 

project?”593 Humility and tribute. Astonishment, reverence, terror, admiration, respect 

and diminution.594 These are the “passions” induced by the sublime – via Immanuel 

Kant and Edmund Burke – that White, Strand and others consider conducive to 

environmentality in today’s fields of deterioration. The erosion of sublime catalysts 

(actual sites of wilderness and wild lifeforms, as well as the weathering of wilderness as 

a metaphorical practice) has not been tracked by a concomitant erosion of sublime 

temperament in green rhetoric.595 The ideology of Romanticism remains a pertinent 

concern596 – particularly for those of us who, reliant on industrial agriculture for the 

provision of our food, are more likely to view nature as a place for withdrawing from 

the human world, rather than as a productive space to be worked on, and in. Predicated 

on the unmediated, pre-lingual reception of nature (psychologically, “affect”), the 

sublime is often situated as an “enticing flight from history,”597 and a universalising 

mind-state that pre-exists cultural frames (which has proved troubling to historians,598 

                                                 
593Ginger Strand, “At the Limits: Landschaft, Landscape and the Land,” in p. 85.  
594Edmund Burke, A Philosophical Enquiry Into the Sublime and the Beautiful (London; New 
York: Routledge Classics, 2008 [c1757]), p. 67: “Of passion caused by the sublime. The 
passion caused by the great and sublime in nature, when those causes operate most powerfully, 
is astonishment: and astonishment is that state of the soul in which all its motions are 
suspended, with some degree of horror. In this case the mind is so entirely filled with its object, 
that it cannot entertain any other, nor by consequence reason on that object which employs it. 
Hence arises the great power of the sublime, that, far from being produced by them, it 
anticipates our reasonings, and hurries us on by an irresistible force. Astonishment, as I have 
said, is the effect of the sublime in its highest degree; the interior effects are admiration, 
reverence and respect.”  
595Although in recent years the sublime has suffered heavy weather in academic circles, as 
Christopher Hitt notes: “Jonathan Bate makes virtually no mention of it in his book Romantic 
Ecology: Wordsworth and the Environmental Tradition; likewise Karl Kroeber, in his 
Ecological Literary Criticism: Romantic Imagining and the Biology of the Mind, who entirely 
ignores the sublime except to register his complaint that it is undeserving of the generous 
critical attention it receives: critics “fascination” with it, he muses in a footnote, “seems to me 
another manifestation of the Cold War mentality, particularly in its excluding serious 
consideration of beauty.”” “Toward an Ecological Sublime,” 603.    
596“Nothing much has changed since [Romanticism]. There is more concrete, more plastic, 
more democracy, more intense science and technology, more GDP, more alienation, and more 
self consciousness about whether writing poems really can change the world. These are 
quantitative differences, not qualitative ones.” Timothy Morton, The Ecological Thought, p. 11.   
597William Cronon, “The Trouble With Wilderness; Or, Getting Back to the Wrong Nature,” in 
Uncommon Ground: Rethinking the Human Place in Nature, p. 80 
598Laura Doyle, “The Radical Sublime,” in Romanticism, Race and Imperial Culture 1780-
1834, Alan Richardson; Sonia Hofkosh, eds., (Bloomington: Indiana University Press, 1996), 
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Marxists,599 feminists,600 relativists601 and post-structuralists alike, for all the obvious 

reasons). Against its seeming “organisim,” more recent calls for the activation of the 

sublime have either argued for its deliberate instigation as an expression of diffidence 

to nature, or for its reconsideration in the context of contemporary “environmental” 

prompts including technology602 and eco-catastrophe.603 For my purposes though, 

what is more important is that the sublime concerns failures of representation in the 

face of the irreconcilable. For Kant particularly, the inadequacy of our cognitive powers 

to adequately grasp the dimensions and substance of nature puts an insurmountable 

injunction on the creation of “experiential tokens”604 that demark the sublime.605 Art 

can only approach sublime feeling insofar as it re-envisages nature.606 Possessed of 

inexpressible “awe,” the subject undergoes an internal displacement of self and 

resultant disorientation. These two facets of the sublime taken together – non-

representation and disorientation – as well as its close association with nature, mean 

that in the context of climate change sublimity is a conceit that cannot be ignored. 

Therefore it is worth pausing here, to look at why the sublime remains 

environmentalism’s default setting, and how it fails to accommodate the denaturalised 

ecological project that I am undertaking here.  

                                                                                                                                  
pp. 15-39; Sara Suleri, The Rhetoric of English India (Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 
1992).   
599Terry Eagleton, The Ideology of the Aesthetic (Oxford: Blackwell Publishers, 1990).  
600Patricia Yaegar, “Towards a Female Sublime,” in Gender and Theory: Dialogues on 
Feminist Criticism, Linda Kauffman ed., (New York; Oxford: Blackwell Publishers, 1989), pp. 
191-212; Anne K. Mellor, Romanticism and Gender (New York; London: Routledge, 1993); 
Barbara Claire Freeman, The Feminine Sublime: Gender and Excess in Women’s Fiction 
(Berkeley: University of California Press, 1995).   
601Frances Ferguson, Solitude and the Sublime (New York; London: Routledge, 1992).   
602David Nye, American Technological Sublime (Cambridge, Mass.: MIT Press, 1994); Joseph 
Tabbi, Postmodern Sublime: Technology and American Writing from Mailer to Cyberpunk. 
(Ithaca: Cornell University Press, 1995). Darren Jorgensen, [doctoral thesis] Science Fiction 
and the Sublime (UWA Thesis collection, 2005).  
603Carol Diehl, “The Toxic Sublime,” Art in America February (2006), 118-123; Frances 
Ferguson, “The Nuclear Sublime,” Diacritics: Nuclear Criticism 14:2 (1984), 4-10; Gene Ray, 
“Reading the Lisbon Earthquake: Adorno, Lyotard and the Contemporary Sublime.” The Yale 
Journal of Criticism 17:1 (2004), 1-18.  
604Jonathan Bordo, “Ecological Peril, Modern Technology and the Postmodern Sublime” 175.  
605Jean François Lyotard, The Postmodern Condition: A Report on Knowledge (Manchester: 
Manchester University Press, 1984), pp. 77-81.  
606Immanuel Kant, The Critique of Judgement, trans. Werner Pluhar, (Indianapolis, Ind.: 
Hackett Pub. Co., 1987), p. 91: “... we here confine our attention in the first instance to the 
sublime in objects of nature, that of art being always restricted by the conditions of an 
agreement with nature.”  
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From its genesis texts, Burke’s Philosophical Enquiry Into the Origin of Our 

Ideas of the Sublime607 and Kant’s The Critique of Judgment,608 sublime experience 

has been predominantly concerned with the psychological interplay between 

individuals and nature. The sublime “comes upon us in the gloomy forest, in the 

howling wilderness, in the form of the lion, the tiger, the panther or rhinoceros.”609 

“Bold, overhanging, and, as it were, threatening rocks, thunder-clouds piled up the 

vault of heaven, borne along with flashes and peals, volcanoes in all their violence of 

destruction, hurricanes leaving desolation in their track, the boundless ocean rising 

with rebellious force, the high waterfall of some mighty river, and the like, make our 

power of resistance of trifling moment in comparison with their might”610 (and here we 

might take note of the explicit reference to rising oceans of “rebellious force” as 

categorically sublime). The sublime is a diachronic mode, and moves through three 

discrete phases, which may at times seem to resist or foreclose on one another in an 

almost oxymoronic embrace.  

Initially responding to the presence of an external authority, typically in 

nature,611 the mind registering the sublime abbreviates, falls into a state of cognitive 

dissonance (the uneasy feeling of holding multiple, but conflicting ideas 

simultaneously), humbling fear and self-abnegation. Burke articulates this act of 

witness as a retraction “into the minuteness of our own nature”612 – which sounds 

exactly like the type of smallness and servility that some environmentalists would like 

to foster (the “cosmic radiance” of humility, via Heidegger).613 Confronted by the 

radical alterity of phenomena in the natural world,614 the subject becomes “implicitly 

more and more aware of his or her own dimensions, limitations of form and 

                                                 
607Edmund Burke, A Philosophical Enquiry Into the Sublime and the Beautiful (London; New 
York: Routledge Classics, 2008 [c1757]).  
608Immanuel Kant, The Critique of Judgement, trans. Werner Pluhar, (Indianapolis, Ind.: 
Hackett Pub. Co., 1987).  
609Edmund Burke, A Philosophical Enquiry Into the Sublime and the Beautiful, p. 66.  
610Immanuel Kant, The Critique of Judgement, p. 110.  
611In part 5 of A Philosophical Enquiry Into the Sublime and the Beautiful Edmund Burke does 
write of a rhetorical sublime – noting the sublime affect of language – but as Christopher Hitt 
acknowledges “this section is relative brief and reads rather like an afterthought” (Hitt FN 9). 
Nearly all of Burke’s other treatments of the sublime involves scenes from the natural world.   
612“We shrink into the minuteness of our own nature and are, in a manner, annihilated.” 
Edmund Burke, A Philosophical Enquiry Into the Sublime and the Beautiful, p. 68.  
613Stanley Cavell, “The Uncanniness of the Ordinary,” The Tanner Lecture on Human Values, 
Stanford University (3 & 8 April, 1986) 
http://www.tannerlectures.utah.edu/lectures/documents/cavell88.pdf p. 115. (accessed 
24/11/10).  
614To borrow a phrase from Peter Reed “A Man Apart, An Alternative to the Self-Realisation 
Approach,” Environmental Ethics 11:1 (1989), 53-69.  
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understanding, and processes of grappling with the unknown.”615 Perception, through 

to cognitive dissonance, and then towards to self-recognition. In common parlance 

“sublime” might be understood to be suggestive of a meditative mood – the emotional 

register of a Claude Debussy nocturne say, or a mottled oil painting by that other 

Claude in the Impressionist cognoscenti, Monet  – but in its early formulations, the 

sublime was anything but ponderous and relaxing; rather it was bound up with the 

experience of horror, fear and mortality. In its non-conscious penetration of the mind 

(“registering,” as opposed to apprehension), the sublime mimics some more recent 

formulations of trauma.616 Here is Burke, on the requisite quaking at the core of 

sublime feeling:  

 

No passion so effectually robs the mind of all its powers of acting and reasoning as fear. 

For fear being an apprehension of pain or death, it operates in a manner that resembles 

actual pain. Whatever therefore is terrible, with regard to sight, is sublime too, whether 

this cause of terror be endued with greatness of dimensions or not; for it is impossible 

to look on anything as trifling, or contemptible, that may be dangerous. ... Indeed, 

terror is in all cases whatsoever, either more openly or latently, the ruling principle of 

the sublime. ... To make anything very terrible, obscurity seems in general to be 

necessary. When we know the full extent of any danger, when we can accustom our eyes 

to it, a great deal of the apprehension vanishes. Every one will be sensible of this, who 

considers how greatly night adds to our dread, in all cases of danger, and how much the 

notions of ghosts and goblins, of which none can form clear ideas, affect minds which 

give credit to the popular tales concerning such sorts of beings.617 

 

Despite the patent terribleness of climate change,618 we encounter two snagging points 

in this quotation, for as we have already seen, grasping incompletely or totally the 

“extent of the danger” does not deplete the horrific potentiality of the threat where that 

threat is (a) materially indiscernible without the use of technological prostheses, and 

(b) has the character of a threat to standing. If anything, additional knowledge has 

                                                 
615Scott Slovic, Seeking Awareness in American Nature Writing: Henry Thoreau, Annie 
Dillard, Edward Abbey, Wendell Berry and Barry Lopez (Salt Lake City: University of Utah 
Press, 1992), p. 4.  
616Cathy Caruth, Geoffrey Hartman and others in the field of trauma theory have argued for a 
model in which the traumatic incident falls into the unconscious without mediation. Cathy 
Caruth, Unclaimed Experience: Trauma Narrative and History. Geoffrey Hartman, “On 
Traumatic Knowledge and Literary Studies,” New Literary History, 26:3 (1995), 537-563. 
617Edmund Burke, A Philosophical Enquiry Into the Sublime and the Beautiful, p. 54.  
618“Whatever is in any sort terrible, or is conversant about terrible objects, or operates in a 
manner analogous to terror, is a source of the sublime.” Edmund Burke, A Philosophical 
Enquiry Into the Sublime and the Beautiful, p. 36.  
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added to the unreality of the situation, and a deepening sense of popular trepidation at 

what the threat disguises. Concerning visibility, Burke offers more contorted reasoning. 

While “whatever therefore is terrible, with regard to sight, is sublime,” he suggests the 

additional need for some concealment subsisting within the terrible sight to maximise 

its sublimity. The terrible thing must be registered as a presence betraying an absence, 

or more accurately, as a nebulousness that is overwhelming in its lack of limits (as all 

objects in the dark are fuzzy, and connect with other objects). Climate change as the 

“sense-less” threat cannot satisfy Burke’s requirement of observable terribleness; but in 

its concealment, partial presence and dizzying scale-less limitlessness the phenomena 

might similarly induce cognitive dissonance – a point to which we shall return.     

Sadly for the deep ecologists though, moments of “physical helplessness,” the 

“shrink into minuteness,” that the sublime enables, is short-lived. For Kant this phase 

is swiftly followed by “Ueberlegenheit über die Natur;” the feeling of pre-eminence 

over nature, and the reconquered mastery of awareness and superiority619 that marks 

self-recognition (rebooting “re-cognition” in the self, as well as the re-identification 

with self). The sublime has grown to contain certain contradictory resonances – both 

humbling fear and ennobling validation for the subject.620 While its end-stage cannot 

amount to comprehension, the intellectual compensation that follows in the footsteps 

of dissonance is in some ways, much more cogent. Kant states that sublimity is 

experientially “brought about by the feeling of a momentary check to the vital forces 

followed at once by a discharge all the more powerful.”621 That second bolt is the 

subject recalibrating, being made aware of their power as a thinking, registering 

mentality, perhaps even acknowledging the processes of thought in controlling the 

body (and therefore, nature). It is the “more powerful” phase in that it denotes the re-

emergence of reason and consequently both the subject’s unique, distinguishing 

humanity as a thinking being (cogito ergo sum), and their power to conquer the 

“nature” within; the instinctive tumble of adrenal reactions to an instant of 

incomprehension. The “flight or fight response” that accompanies acute stress is 

alleviated by the subject’s recollection of their separation from nature. Kant describes a 

process of “subreption,” whereby the power of the threatening other is oddly converted 

                                                 
619In Kant’s formulation of the sublime, the imagination “takes on the form of reconquered 
mastery, a reconquered superiority over a nature of which the direct threat is overcome.” Paul 
de Man, “Phenomenality and Materiality in Kant,” in The Textual Sublime: Deconstruction and 
Its Differences, Hugh Silverman; Gary Aylesworth ed., (Albany: State University of New York 
Press, 1990), p. 103.  
620Christopher Hitt, “Toward an Ecological Sublime,” 605.  
621Immanuel Kant, The Critique of Judgement, p. 91.  
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into our power.622 From a psychoanalytic perspective, the sublime comes to be utilised 

as a “strategy designed to consolidate a reassuringly operative notion of self.”623 

But does the sublime in fact need “the thing out there” (Big Nature: storm 

systems and carnivorous mammals) to activate? Jonathan Bordo, drawing on Jean 

François Lyotard’s formulation of the “postmodern sublime,”624 wherein the hyphal 

realities of technology have become the terrifying and vertigo-inspiring origin of the 

sublime, sees ecological catastrophe as a fresh wellspring: “If the postmodern sublime 

is the condition of being overwhelmed by the threatening and bewildering effects of 

technology, then ecological catastrophe (as the result of technology) becomes a new 

source of the sublime. That is, the sublime in this case is evoked not by natural objects 

but by their devastation.”625 The absence of the sublime object is the sublime object. 

Bordo’s template for this extended sublime stands in stark contrast to that of the 

founding figures Kant and Burke, who clearly stipulate that at the moment of sublime 

abreaction the sublime object itself cannot be in any actual, imminent physical 

danger,626 let alone have been destroyed. Bordo’s sublime of the eco-catastrophe then, 

approaches being something like what Deborah Bright calls “the sublimity of the 

spectacle of our own fall;”627 the sensation that Edward Burtynsky has conversationally 

referred to as “being dwarfed in a theatre of our own making.”628 Where we witness Big 

Nature being destroyed by us, we experience the same loops of incomprehensible 

registration, cognitive dissonance and self-recognition that were once triggered by the 

unfathomable otherness of wilderness. The fundamental difference between the 

sublime as it was envisaged by those eighteenth-century theorists, and Bordo’s model, 

is that the latter “arises, not from what reason has excluded and suppressed, but from 

                                                 
622Christopher Hitt, “Toward an Ecological Sublime,” 619.  
623Neil Hertz, “The Notion of Blockage in the Literature of the Sublime,” in his The End of the 
Line: Essays on Psychoanalysis and the Sublime (New York: Columbia University Press, 
1985), p. 53.  
624Jean François Lyotard, The Postmodern Condition: A Report on Knowledge (Manchester: 
Manchester University Press, 1984); also Lessons on the Analytic of the Sublime: Kant's 
Critique of Judgment, trans. Elizabeth Rottenberg (Stanford, Calif.: Stanford University Press, 
1994).   
625Jonathan Bordo, “Ecological Peril, Modern Technology and the Postmodern Sublime,” p. 
167 (my emphasis).  
626Immanuel Kant, The Critique of Judgement, pp. 112-113; Edmund Burke, A Philosophical 
Enquiry Into the Sublime and the Beautiful, p. 40.  
627Deborah Bright, “The Machine in the Garden Revisited: American Environmentalism and 
Photographic Aesthetics,” Art Journal: Art and Ecology 5:2 (1992), 66.  
628In a floor speech Burtynsky gave in 2009 for FotoFreo, at the Western Australian Maritime 
Museum, to accompany an exhibition of his images entitled “Australian Minescapes.”   
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the products of reason itself.”629 Horror might be a merited reaction to this reality, but 

Kant’s third phase persists to usurp it: “it is a grave and ironic paradox that [eco-

catastrophe]’s management has come to fall within the province of its cause, 

technology.”630 The source of this sublime is the very thing that enables us to climb out 

of its dissonance. Bordo’s sublime still requires the physical apparatus “out there,” or at 

the very least the memory of the thing out there, to be set in motion. There may well be 

sublime sensation seeded in observing our pervasive ruination of the world, but it can 

only work to distinguish our otherness from nature, and the ongoing hubris of our 

technological superiority.  

For me though, veritable eco-catastrophes of the type that Jonathan Bordo 

identifies – both where they are envisaged in literature, cinema and other art-forms, 

and where they surface in reality – do not amount to sublimity, but to surreality. The 

painter Max Ernst once described surreal artistic practice as “the meeting of two 

distant realities on an inappropriate plane ... or to use a shorter term, the cultivation of 

a systematic bewildering.”631 It is this joining of distant elements in “heterotopic 

activity,”632 on an “inappropriate plane” that puts eco-catastrophe squarely in the 

be(wild)ering register of surreality. Oil in water, salt rising in Mallee country, rabbits in 

the central desert. A yoking together of substances or organisms that are normally 

considered disparate into a synchronic timeframe – so that their interplay takes on an 

oneiric quality. There is nothing that could be considered cognitively dissonant about 

the “slash and burn” forest fires in Eastern Sumatra, or the discharge of a million cubic 

liters of toxic red sludge from an alumina waste reservoir into residential regions of 

Western Hungary. Such occurrences might appear nightmarish, and they might be 

matched by the sense of helplessness we experience in dreams,633 but they have an 

immediacy of meaning that is entirely apparent. We know exactly what they signify, 

whether or not we’d like to remove ourselves from implication in that realisation. In 

surreality we witness a ghastly temporal and spatial juxtaposition, not the inconsistent 

mind-states that are productive of cognitive dissonance in the sublime.  We are sure of 

what we’re seeing, even if we’d rather not look. But of course, for the surreal to be 

activated there needs to have been a conspicuous culmination of the catastrophe.        

                                                 
629Jonathan Bordo, “Ecological Peril, Modern Technology and the Postmodern Sublime,” p. 
170  
630Jonathan Bordo, “Ecological Peril, Modern Technology and the Postmodern Sublime,” p. 
172.  
631Werner Spies, Max Ernst: Collages, John William Gabriel (trans). (New York: Harry N. 
Abrams, 1991), p. 43.  
632James Corner, “Ecology and Landscape as Agents of Creativity” p. 102.  
633The phrase is a Freudian one.  
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For all its freight of environmentality, Christopher Hitt appears to be the only 

person who has written about an expressly ecological sublime; a formulation he draws 

out through Kant’s mathematical category of sublimity, and the transcendence of 

material death through ecological salvage. Permit me to meander a little in 

approaching Hitt’s formulation: this second class of the sublime, the mathematical, re-

emerged as a germane concern for eco-criticism in the late nuclear age; after the Partial 

Test Ban Treaty forbade the explosion of atomic devices in the atmosphere, outer-space 

and underwater.634 The quintessential dynamic sublime, wherein the physical presence 

of a bounded spectacle immediately overwhelms the subject, has developed a particular 

relationship with above-ground nuclear testing (mushroom clouds, shockwaves, 

flashovers and white-outs), and is the subject of extensive scholarship.635 But as Joseph 

Masco notes,636 after nuclear testing in the West relocated underground (physically) 

and into the laboratory – moving from direct sensory experience and into the realm of 

the virtual – its sublimity shifted register away from the dynamic. The mathematical 

sublime, as it is envisaged by Kant, involves the subject’s inability to grasp the scope, 

complexity, magnitude and multiplicity of phenomena (it is “flatter” than the dynamic 

sublime, and accordingly better placed for thinking about ecology). The new techno-

aesthetic experience of weapons science sets the standard for this kind of sublimity, 

being both heavy with data, and discombobulating to scale. Such test events take place 

at millions and billions of degrees of heat, at millions of pounds of pressure, releasing 

incredible volumes of energy in billionths of a second.637 “If we were to add up the 

2,053 nuclear detonations conducted in human history – a force thousands of times 

the total destructive power unleashed during World War II – collectively these 

explosions would still not constitute a single second of time.”638 Yet from the 

temporally diminutive (explosions are measured in “shakes:” 1/100,00,ooth of a 

second) the research expands to the temporally exhaustive –  

                                                 
634Joseph Masco rightly points out that this treaty, the first nuclear arms control treaty, is also 
the first international environmental protection treaty. “Bad Weather: On Planetary Crisis,” 17.  
635For a sample, see David Nye, American Technological Sublime (Cambridge, Mass.: MIT 
Press, 1994);  Richard Klein, Cigarettes are Sublime (Durham, NC: Duke University Press, 
1993); Hugh Gusterson, “(Anti)Nuclear Pilgrims,” Anthropologiska Studier (1999), 61-66; 
Frances Ferguson, “The Nuclear Sublime,” Diacritics: Nuclear Criticism,  14:2 (1984), 4-10;  
Robert Wilson, American Sublime: The Genealogy of a Poetic Genre (Madison: University of 
Wisconsin Press, 1991).   
636Joseph Masco, The Nuclear Borderlands: The Manhattan Project in Post-Cold War Mexico,  
pp. 55-77.  
637Joseph Masco, The Nuclear Borderlands: The Manhattan Project in Post-Cold War Mexico, 
p. 71.  
638Joseph Masco, The Nuclear Borderlands: The Manhattan Project in Post-Cold War Mexico, 
p. 72. 
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the closest approximation [to a nuclear blast] is what happens at the centre of a star, 

which operates on a vastly different time scale. Consequently, many weapons scientists 

have been recruited out of astrophysics programs, and continue to think about their 

weapons in relation to stars. This tracking back and forth between macro and 

microcosmic regimes of scale not only produces a proliferating sense of space (a perfect 

register of the mathematical sublime) but is also underscored by a unique sense of 

time.639  

 

The calculations yielded by a single underground test provide a small universe of 

statistics that may occupy multiple scientists for the entire length of their careers. The 

mathematic sublime had found its apotheosis in nuclear technology, and in the 

mediated experience of a once obliterating matériel artefact. It would seem that like 

Bordo’s sublime of the eco-catastrophe, the nuclear mathematical sublime is also 

dependent on technology to distinguish the subject from the sublime substrate; for 

where the experience is unmediated it typically results in the end of cognition by 

organic death, and so too the elimination of any possibility for sublime sentiment. 

  Using textual support from Annie Dillard’s Pilgrim at Tinker Creek640 (as well 

as Henry Thoreau’s essay “Ktaadn”)641 Christopher Hitt attempts to re-phrase the 

mathematical sublime as an ecological experience, arguing that sublime ideology is far 

from “intrinsically maleficent”642 in its capacity to beget a humbler, more responsible 

environmentality. In doing this, he sets up an odd duality pertaining to nature’s 

otherness: while “estrangement from nature is the problem, not the solution,” Hitt 

argues that otherness is also to some degree unavoidable, so long as “there are 

mountains that tower over us, oceans that separate us, hurricanes that could kill us.” 

Hitt looks for a way to preserve nature’s alterity, while resisting its objectification or 

reification, and he finds it first in Dillard, who is here commenting on the sheer myriad 

of lifeforms she witnesses surrounding her in the Blue Ridge Mountains: 

 

In this repetition of individuals is a mindless stutter, an imbecilic fixedness that must 

be taken into account. The driving force behind all this fecundity is a terrible pressure I 

also must consider, the pressure of birth and growth, the pressure that splits the bark of 

                                                 
639Joseph Masco, The Nuclear Borderlands: The Manhattan Project in Post-Cold War Mexico, 
p. 71. 
640See FN 21. 
641Henry David Thoreau, “Ktaadn,” The Maine Woods in Thoreau in the Mountains: Writings 
by Henry David Thoreau, William Howarth ed., (New York: Farrar, Straus & Giroux, 1984).  
642Christopher Hitt, “Toward an Ecological Sublime,” 605.  
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trees and shoots out seeds, that squeezes out the egg and bursts the pupa, that hungers 

and lusts and drives the creature relentlessly towards its own death.643 

 

The de-centring experience of awakening to nature’s pluripotency is not followed by 

spiritual holism, but by fatalism: “I myself am not one, but legion. And we are all going 

to die.”644 As Jonathan Dollimore puts it, this is a self-containing, if contradictory, 

realisation: “death is not simply the termination of life (that being the mystifying 

banality by which we live) but life’s driving force, its animating, dynamic principle.”645 

646 Thinking about barnacles, Dillard writes, “can I fancy that a million, million, million 

human infants are more real? What if God has the same affectionate disregard for 

barnacles? I don’t know if each barnacle larvae is unique and special, or if people are 

essentially as interchangeable as bricks.”647 This is a formulation of the sublime that is 

mathematical, in that it concerns itself with a limitless network of connections and 

transposable elements, and in doing so is a source of dread – circumventing one of the 

main charges levelled at the sublime by eco-philosophers: that it assumes the world to 

be uniquely accessible, in a specific way, to exclusively human subjects. Death, 

prefigured as an animate reabsorption into the environment, is at the heart of Hitt’s 

ecological sublime. The transcendence of mortality is staged, not cognitively as in 

Kant’s re-emergence of self through reason, but materially; through Dillard’s 

recognition of the reconstituting cycles of ecology and the exchangeable character of 

the component units within it. As is read from The Book of Common Prayer: “Earth to 

earth, ash to ash, dust to dust.” Matter rises in patches, and falls again.    

But to return to the line, “I myself am not one, but legion,”648 which loops us 

back again into contemplation of our porousness, and the composite nature of the body 

as consisting of both human and non-human (microbial, bacterial, parasitic) actants. 

Although Hitt does not note the connection, Timothy Morton has recently flagged that 

within the oldest version of the sublime that subsists in scholarship, a text known as 

Peri Hypsous by the Greek author Longinus (whose real name is not known), there is a 

                                                 
643Annie Dillard, Pilgrim at Tinker Creek, p. 164.  
644Annie Dillard, Pilgrim at Tinker Creek, p. 162. 
645Jonathan Dollimore, Death, Desire and Loss in Western Culture (London: Allen Lane, The 
Penguin Press, 1998), p. 192.  
646To which we might also add a quotation from Friedrich Wilhelm Joseph Schelling too: “Life 
activity is the cause of its own extinction ... and so life is only the bridge to death.” First 
Outline of a System of Philosophy of Nature, trans. Keith Petersen (Buffalo: SUNY Press, 
2004), pp. 68-69.  
647 Annie Dillard, Pilgrim at Tinker Creek, p. 170.  
648Which is originally a biblical quotation (Mark 5:9 New International Version).  
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model for the sublime as a “physical intrusion of an alien presence;”649 the recognition 

of the blended nature within, as much as the nature without. Longinus’ sublime does 

not need Big Nature, it does not need the “thing out there” at all; it is even possible that 

it does not need a human consciousness. Furthermore, as Werner Herzog has lately 

written of the Longinus text, prior to Kant and Burke the spatial anatomy of the 

sublime was less concerned with the subject’s inward contraction beneath the gaze of a 

sublime object, and more about ekstasis: “a person’s stepping out of himself into an 

elevated state,” – a form of exaltation in order to apprehend truths that might 

otherwise have remained hidden.650 The uplifted, displacing sublime may yet prove 

useful in this context. Longinus’ sublime withstands the temptation of Kant’s third 

stage, leaving the self dangling midair in a quasi-religious state of ecstatic 

incomprehension. 

Ultimately though, neither Bordo’s eco-catastrophic sublime, nor Hitt’s 

mathematical/transcendental sublime can adequately account for the Heideggerian 

doppelgänger effect of humankind’s delusional everywhereness in an age of systemic 

climate change. Historically, the Romantic sublime was grounded on nature’s status as  

an emblem of permanence, standing in opposition to the transience of human life.651 

Nature after climate change is shown to be far less durable and immutable than the 

sublime supposes, while the byproducts of human life are revealed as frustratingly 

intransigent, more concrete than actual concrete. Nature; bucolic, monumental and 

cohesive, is exposed as the social myth it has always been. No longer can we look upon 

nature as inexorably other. In the “altogether human age” (Jameson’s “secreted” 

epoch) we are steeped in nature, and nature is steeped in us (as it has always been, but 

in terms of our awareness, more so). Where the sublime functions to distinguish our 

individuality,652 ecology (and ecological threat) makes clear that we are inexorably 

communal; both bonded to the actions of other humans, and singularly consisting of 

multiple, non-human elements. Perceiving the world today does not make us 

“implicitly more and more aware of (our) own dimensions, limitations of form and 

                                                 
649Timothy Morton, “Sublime Objects,” Arcade (10 October 2010) 
http://arcade.stanford.edu/sublime-objects (accessed 10/10/2010). In the next edition of 
Speculations, Morton intends to publish an article on the Longinus’ sublime.  
650Werner Herzog, “On the Absolute, the Sublime and Ecstatic Truth,” Arion: A Journal of 
Humanities and the Classics 17:3 (Winter 2010) available at http://www.bu.edu/arion/on-the-
absolute-the-sublime-and-ecstatic-truth/ (accessed 27/10/10). I am thankful to James Bradley 
for drawing my attention to this essay, and for sharing with me his thoughts on the 
contemporary sublime, encapsulated in an early draft review of Susan Casey’s book The Wave: 
In Pursuit of the Ocean’s Greatest Furies.   
651Christopher Hitt, “Toward an Ecological Sublime,” 618.  
652Frances Ferguson, Solitude and the Sublime (New York; London: Routledge, 1992).  
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understanding, and processes of grappling with the unknown.” Rather, we are made 

shudderingly doubtful about the extent of our dimensions, our ecologically intractable 

forms, and our ability to know both ourselves and the nature beyond us that we are so 

deeply mixed up in.  

There is cognitive dissonance in this experience, there is fear, and there is 

definitely disorientation, but it doesn’t denote the sublime. Indeed, striving for the 

revitalisation of sublimity as a contemplative state might be seen as a not un-subtle 

attempt to narrativise climate change, which I so avidly warned against earlier on in 

this exegesis. Instead of pushing the irreconcilable dissonance (more readily 

understood as a deluge of silence) produced by ecological threat into a pre-formed 

template for coming to reason and the determination of self, I want to stop right here – 

amidst uncertainty. It is not my goal to smooth things out, but to keep them in 

structural friction. I intend to do as William James has suggested, and seek “the re-

instatement of the vague to its proper place in our mental life,”653 to “focus on 

betweenness and between-states as a means of more fully grasping and understanding 

the range of our experiences.”654 In doing so, emblematically, I want to recognise the 

common Latin root that conjoins “ambient” to “ambiguous;” ambi- revolving, 

encircling, surrounding.655 How an awareness of being atmospherically and 

ecologically entangled is paradoxically not an experience of located-ness, but one of 

indefiniteness and irresolute displacement.      

 

An inhibition of familiar sensa is very apt to leave us prey to vague terrors respecting a 

circumambient world of causal operations. In the dark there are vague presences, 

doubtfully feared; in the silence, the irresistible casual efficacy of nature presses itself 

upon us; in the vagueness of the low hum of insects in an August woodland, the inflow 

into ourselves of feelings from enveloping nature overwhelms us; in the dim 

consciousness of half-sleep, the presentations of sense fade away, and we are left with 

the vague feeling of influences from vague things about us.656  

 

 

Belatedly, But Always On Time: The Uncanny.  

Ecology, and more particularly, ecological threat, is uncanny. We have been running 

for so long now, to catch up with this titular idea. An idea that has in fact been with us 

                                                 
653William James, The Principles of Psychology, p. 246.   
654Stephen Meyer, “Introduction: The Invention of Creativity,” 10.    
655This is a point also made by Timothy Morton in an iTunesU Lecture: ENL 184-Fall 2010 
“Uncanny Ecology,” UC Davis (accessed 27/06/2010). 
656Alfred North Whitehead, Process and Reality: An Essay in Cosmology, p. 176.  
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all along, forming the underling ring-road of this exegesis like Alice in the Red Queen’s 

race – “a slow sort of country” where it takes all the running you can do just to stay in 

one place.657 And like any circuitous road, if you stay on it for long enough you will 

eventually come back around to pass through the earlier ghost of yourself – who you 

were and what you were thinking an hour or two ago. For if you are acquainted with it, 

you will have already seen the uncanny foreshadowed, forestalled and incompletely 

realised in my earlier discussion of threat, and in Heidegger’s framing quotation, and 

perhaps even right at the beginning in my high altitude treatment of swimming pools. 

But this is how the uncanny functions: it overflows content and presses into form, so 

that having decided to exercise hesitancy before it, it rushes in at you in all types of 

interesting ways. The uncanny refuses to remain a merely intellectual or artistic 

preoccupation – once you begin to work with it, you are made to work within it. 

Uncanny instances begin to punctuate the day with unsettling frequency. To offer only 

a few examples: directly after reading Captain Matthew Fontaine Maury’s 

extraordinary text of 19th century oceanography (The Physical Geography of the Sea 

and its Meteorology)658 earlier this year, I was coincidentally sent hurrying after the 

work of another Maury of the exact same era,659 who charts the inter-zones of 

consciousness in surreal hypnagogic and hypnopompic states (what poetry if these 

Maurys were related – one studying the global dynamics of oceans, the other skull-sea 

of dreams – but alas, I could find no evidence of a common ancestry). When I put 

down Michael Pollan’s book on gardens to pick up Lisa Zunshine’s book on cognition 

and narrative660 I was taken aback to discover that the epigraph in the second book was 

an excerpt from Second Nature. One night, while working on a digital collage, my 

friend, a photographer, pointed out that a part of one of the images we were 

manipulating came from book by a geologist with a curiously New Age name – Luna 

Leopold – who of course turns out to be Aldo Leopold’s son. Soon an uncanny 

methodology had come to colonise the very genealogies of my research, so that (much 

to the chagrin of my supervisor, no doubt) I had begun to expect the perplexing force of 

serendipity in resolving certain sticking points. I would leap at stray books left lying by 

                                                 
657Lewis Carroll, Alice’s Adventure’s in Wonderland & Through the Looking Glass and What 
Alice Found There (London; New York: Penguin Books, 1998 [c1871]).  
658Matthew Fontaine Maury, The Physical Geography of the Sea and its Meteorology 
(Cambridge, Mass.: Belknap Press of Harvard University Press, 1963 [c1855]) 
659Louis Ferdinand Alfred Maury, “Des Hallucinations Hypnagogiques, ou des Erreurs des Sens 
Dans L'etat Intermediaire Entre la Veille et le Sommeil,” Annales Medico-Psychologiques du 
Système Nerveux 11 (1848) 26-40.  
660Lisa Zunshine, Strange Concepts and the Stories they Make Possible: Cognition, Culture, 
Narrative (Baltimore, Maryland: The Johns Hopkins University Press, 2008).    
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the departmental photocopier, as if the act of their abandonment in my path must 

indicate a hidden importance.661 My attention skipped between texts of different forms, 

identifying the uncanny tissue between sounds and words, and words and shapes, and 

shapes and movements – none of which can be appropriately laid out on the page. Joe 

Kloc rightly points out that understanding the uncanny is neither an subjective nor an 

objective endeavor: “study it long enough, and eventually it makes a study out of 

you.”662 Like the ecological, the uncanny contains within it a disquieting ability to 

calibrate the everyday.663 Indeed, the uncanny is inherently played out in the everyday, 

for it is centered around the intimate strangeness of closeness, and the unexpected 

nextness664 of the strange. Yet infuriatingly, despite its unending pervasiveness, the 

uncanny also seems to defy traditional structures of scholarly argument: the writer is 

always happening upon examples that expand or trouble the parameters of what they 

had previously held to be the established meaning of the uncanny (at least, this is my 

experience). “The uncanny is (the) unsettling (of itself).”665 Engaging in acts of exterior 

and interior disassembly, the uncanny works to deconstruct arguments more readily 

                                                 
661And strangely they do: with thanks to Tony Hughes d’Aeth (so uncannily named, for d’Aeth 
is historically a reformulation of the last name “Death”) of the University of Western 
Australia’s School of Social and Cultural Studies, whose hallway box of “books to be recycled” 
consisting of only one book, yielded Popescu Petru’s novel The Last Wave (Sydney: Angus and 
Robertson, 1977), which formed the principal textual source for a further exegetical chapter I 
contemplated, partially drafted, and then deferred.   
662Kloc is here paraphrasing Samuel Weber from the European Graduate School in an article for 
Seed magazine. Weber puts it thusly in the interview portion of the article: “It’s hard to treat the 
uncanny in the regular objectifying manner of the sciences or the humanities because it 
manifests itself through an interaction of subject and object – of feeling and situation – and in a 
way that is the hardest thing to analyse.” “Into the Uncanny Valley,” Seed Magazine (16 
November 2009) http://seedmagazine.com/content/article/uncanny_valley/ (accessed 11/10/10).   
663The everyday itself might well be held to be inherently uncanny where we are bound to 
engage with it through a “hermeneutics of suspicion,” as Stanley Cavell states: “the everyday is 
not merely one topic among others that philosophers might take an interest in, but one that a 
philosopher is fated to an interest in so long as he or she seeks a certain kind of response to the 
threat of skepticism. (It is a response that would regard science not as constituting an answer to 
skepticism but rather, taken as an answer, as a continuation of skepticism – as if the mad 
scientist in us is the double of the mad skeptic.” “The Uncanniness of the Ordinary,” The 
Tanner Lecture on Human Values, Stanford University (3 & 8 April, 1986), p. 107. 
http://www.tannerlectures.utah.edu/lectures/documents/cavell88.pdf (accessed 24/11/10).  
664“Nextness” is Thoreau’s term. Stanley Cavell considers Walden to be supremely illustrative 
of the uncanniness of the ordinary: Walden, he says, “deals in endless repetition, that begins 
with a vision of the extreme oddness of the everyday world, and portrays its goal as the 
discovery of the day, his day, as one amongst others. Thoreau’s guiding vision of the oddness 
of our everyday (its nextness, flushness, with another way) produces a response, that is, a 
texture of prose, hugging the border between comedy and tragedy.” “The Uncanniness of the 
Ordinary,” The Tanner Lecture on Human Values, Stanford University (3 & 8 April, 1986), p. 
105. http://www.tannerlectures.utah.edu/lectures/documents/cavell88.pdf (accessed 24/11/10).  
665Nicholas Royle, The Uncanny (New York: Routledge, 2003), p. 5.  
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than compile them (and I shall say more specifically about the relationship between 

deconstruction, ecology and the uncanny). So here, back-to-front and at last, I begin to 

compile a definition.  

In its most succinct expression, the uncanny is a psychological and aesthetic 

category with origins in Freudian psychoanalysis,666 whereby that which is familiar 

unexpectedly arises in an unfamiliar context, or conversely, that which is unfamiliar 

unexpectedly arises in a familiar context. In his formative essay “The Uncanny” (“Das 

Unheimliche,” 1919)667 Freud codifies the uncanny with respect to its derivation from 

das heimlich, meaning the “homely” or the “domestic,” with synchronous, if 

disjunctive, connotations of the “concealed,” the “secret” and the “hidden.” Das 

heimlich is what David Farrell Krell calls a special homonym: “a primal word, an 

Urworte of the Abelian sort,”668 in reference to the philologist Karl Abel’s 1885 

pamphlet on the antiphrasis of primitive words,669 later examined by Freud in his essay 

on “The Antithetical Meaning of Primal Words” (“Über den Gegensinn der 

Urworte”).670 Conceptually and linguistically, das heimlich contains countervailing 

charges so that das unheimlich can’t properly be considered its negation, but is rather a 

variant of the base-word. The homely in the uncanny is always beset with what is 

latent, the secreted thing in that word’s second meaning – ingrown, cached. The 

uncanny is not immured to the merely eerie or the frightening, but retains alignment 

with the supernatural through its cyclical destabilisation of boundaries, the revelation 

of that which is hidden, and its notional fastenings into the unconscious. 

Acknowledging their cognate resonances, there is something additional in the uncanny 

that exceeds the supernatural; a notion of the uncomfortably strange. The uncanny 

represents an uneasy agitation of the homely and the unhomely, as opposed to the 

abrupt appearance of the recognisably otherworldly. Rather than causing us to shriek 

and bolt for the door, the uncanny finds us asking: “Is this the real thing then, which I 

                                                 
666There is ongoing debate over whether psychoanalysis is properly considered a subset of the 
uncanny – “Psychoanalysis is uncanny on account of what Freud himself calls its capacity for 
‘laying bare hidden forces’” – or is the uncanny a form of psychoanalysis. Nicholas Royle, The 
Uncanny, p. 366. 
667Sigmund Freud, “The Uncanny” in The Standard Edition of the Complete Psychological 
Works of Sigmund Freud: Volume XVII (1917-1919) An Infantile Neuroses and Other Works. 
James Strachey, ed., trans. Anna Freud; Alix Strachey; Alan Tyson (London: The Hogarth Press 
and the Institute of Psycho-analysis, 1958). pp. 217-252.   
668David Farrell Krell, “Das Unheimliche: Architectural Sections of Heidegger and Freud,” 
Research in Phenomenology 22 (1992), 51.  
669Carl Abel, “über den Gegensinn der Urworte,” in Sprachwissenschaftliche Abhandlungen 
VIII (Bibliolife: 2009 [c1885]), pp. 313-367. 
670Sigmund Freud, “The Antithetical Meaning of Primal Words” in Writings on Art and 
Literature (Stanford, Calif.: Stanford University Press, 1997). 
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have dreaded all along? Is this really it?” (and haven’t we heard that all somewhere 

else?). The uncanny involves a failure of our relational abilities – both relationally of us 

in respect to the uncanny subject/object/absence, and of the uncanny, within the wider 

world.     

Ecology shares common ground with the uncanny through the etymology of 

the “home:” “eco-,” from the Greek οἶκος, “house” or “household.” Ecology, as I have 

already outlined, pertains to relationships of habitation (home relationships) between 

organisms, lifeforms and abiotic materials – the configuration of “share-affects” 

structured by the distribution of, and interactions among, elements in an environment 

circumscribed by an ecologist. Ecology reveals the hidden in the homely by way of 

bringing into knowledge the systems of the natural – a process that ecology 

conventionalises, even as it actively delimits the form of those systems. As Slavoj Žižek 

has written of such “motifs of infinite complexity:” “everything is interconnected, 

reality is so complex that it is only accessible to us in approximations”671 (and he goes 

on to pronounce that this marks the end of political movements based on some 

external metaphysical or transcendent truth, much to the disappointment of the 

environmentalists). The discursive power of ecology is to establish the unfamiliar in 

nature, and then translate it into the familiar by assigning it a place within a causal 

structure. Ecology can’t possibly capture everything on every tier of even the most 

limited biome, but it can approximate and represent the networks between many select 

things (including some things that aren’t properly understood as things, but as forces) 

in multi-part systems. To reiterate: ecology is the power of the relational, encased 

within a perception of the power of the rational. Setting aside “threat” for now, it is my 

contention that through this relational networkology – which is a discursive process 

rather than a scientistic one – ecology engages in an uncanny agency.  

It will help to develop better traction on this argument if I assume that you do 

not agree with me, and spell out my response. I admit that it may initially seem 

counterintuitive to put these two concepts – the ecological and the uncanny – up 

against one another. Unlike the sublime, with its axiomatic relationship with nature 

and its place in a history of “the outdoors,” the uncanny is more readily associated with 

anti-natural concerns – degrees of deadness; animated corpses, ghosts, and artificial 

beings; dolls, automatons and doubles. Where ecology is ostensibly a bio-scientific and 

mathematical model, the practice of which takes place in an open, communally-

constitutive territory, the uncanny is archetypically psychoanalytical, individually 

                                                 
671Slavoj Žižek, The Ticklish Subject: The Absent Centre of Political Ontology, pp. 132-133. 
Cited in Stephen Muecke, Joe in the Andamans and Other Fictocritical Stories, p. 52.  
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experienced by humans,672 and played out behind the “closed doors” of the 

unconscious. Furthermore, recent formulations of the uncanny have disavowed the 

natural to focus on synthetic or manipulated organisms and consciousnesses (robotics 

via Masahiro Mori,673 and the genetic engineering of transgenic artists such as Eduardo 

Kac674 and Laura Cinti).675 Where it operates within a contemporary public setting, the 

uncanny would seem to be a distinctly urban mind-state that is related to acts of 

electronic intercession – a product of the psycho-technological substructures necessary 

for the negotiation of the modern world (the programming of ourselves and ourselves 

as programmers).676 In this context, the uncanny might even be considered to be a 

lagging category that is better encapsulated by the repetitious, dehumanising 

mechanisations of the early industrial era – not only in the production of manufactured 

                                                 
672New research into the experience of the uncanny by non-humans – in this case, macaque 
monkeys – has only begun to be published in the last two years, and continues to be a subject 
eminently worthy of further study. See Shaun A. Steckenfinger; Asif Ghazanfar, “Monkey 
Visual Behaviour Falls Into the Uncanny Valley,” Proceedings of the National Academy of 
Sciences of the United States of America (PNAS) 106:43 (2009), 18362-18366.  
673Mori’s hypothesis of the “uncanny valley” (whereby the increasing lifelikeness of non-
human subjects – robots – results in a human reaction of revulsion commensurate to the 
closeness of the resemblance) has come to be adopted as both a design principle and a 
philosophical position of the transhumanism movement. See Masahiro Mori, “Bukimi No Tani 
(不気味の谷) The Uncanny Valley,” Energy 7 (1970), 33-35; and Jamais Cascio, “The Second 
Uncanny Valley,” Open the Future (27 October 2007) 
http://www.openthefuture.com/2007/10/the_second_uncanny_valley.html (accessed 
22/11/2010). Although there is also some consideration of the uncanny valley much earlier, in 
the work of Charles Darwin, applying it to familiarity and unfamiliarity in the perception of 
animals: “the expression of this snake’s face was hideous and fierce; the pupil consisted of a 
vertical slit in a mottled and coppery iris; the jaws were broad at the base, and the nose 
terminated in a triangular projection. I do not think I ever saw anything more ugly, excepting, 
perhaps, some of the vampire bats. I imagine this repulsive aspect originates from the features 
being placed in positions, with respect to each other, somewhat proportional to the human face; 
and thus we obtain a scale of hideousness.” The Voyage of the Beagle (New York: Modern 
Library, 2001), p. 87.     
674Eduardo Kac is perhaps best known for his artwork “GFP Bunny,” a glowing, fluorescent 
green rabbit called Alba that Kac engineered by introducing jellyfish cells into the rabbit at an 
embryonic stage. The rabbit lived with him and his family as a much beloved household pet for 
many years after the project concluded in 2000. More information can be read at 
http://www.ekac.org/gfpbunny.html#gfpbunnyanchor (accessed 22/11/2010).  
675Laura Cinti is an artist working with bio-technology and nanotechnology based in London. 
Cinti’s most high profile work to date has been the engineering of numerous cacti that grow 
human hair. See http://www.thecactusproject.com/about.asp (accessed 22/11/2010).      
676Nicholas Royle, The Uncanny, p. 23: “There seems to be general acknowledgement that our 
lives, our experiences, the comings and goings within and all around us are increasingly 
programmed. Such is in part the very meaning of ‘globalisation’. As Christopher Johnson has 
described it, in an essay on the uncanny and technology: “we are animated and agitated by a 
power or program that seems to violate our most intuitive sense of self determination.’” Royle 
is here quoting from Christopher Johnson, “Ambient Technologies, Uncanny Signs,” Oxford 
Literary Review, 21 (1999), 131-2.  
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goods, but also in the production of manufactured spaces that conform to certain 

facsimile conventions. Modern shopping malls that replicate identical layouts, and 

retirement communities wherein every residential unit is built in the mirror-image of 

the unit opposite – right down to the pearly patina of the laminex on the bench-tops. 

The placelessness of trading zones is particularly insidious because of the recurrent, 

mindless acts of consumption such spaces are styled to bring about. Generica: a 

neologism adapted to describe the urbanity of middle America, structured by the 

uniform architecture and visual parroting of Wal-Marts, Applebees, Best Buys, 

Starbucks and Borders; although recreational and educational areas might also be duly 

reiterative, and such homogenisation extends well beyond the purview of the United 

States. This doubling of place not only arouses the unnerving suspicions – “I’ve been 

here before,” and “am I here, or am I in fact elsewhere?” – but additionally reaffirms 

the underlying unnaturalness of all place-based experience. The local is eerie on 

account of it being familiar. In other words, it is precisely because the local is “homely” 

that it is capable of being shot-through with the “unhomely.”677 The uncanny exists 

because there is an environment.  

Many of us may be struck by the uncanny compulsion to repeat in these self-

same environments – to return in search of the small dissimilarity, the idiosyncrasy 

that distinguishes the “here” from the “there.” But then we discover that worse, the 

template is not a template – that all of these places are variably cracked or strayed from 

convention, and therefore, are the same in their slightly off-kilter replication of a non-

existent norm. Standing in the aisles of Ikea, frozen to the spot, you are seized by an 

alarming vision; you are split prismatically, and somewhere else another you is holding 

another flat-packed Engan storage box in walnut, and contemplating the identical 

possibility of their double. Capitalism is supposedly based on the self-affirming 

individuation of the consumer through the discernments of taste, but as multinational 

corporations seek to comfort and disarm through their “commonplace” design, they 

also run the risk that such places become indirectly disturbing in their duplication. To 

paraphrase Julia Kristeva, “might not our universality, be our own foreignness?”678 

These days the uncanny is most frequently discussed in regards to two areas of 

cultural production in particular: computer generated animation, where poor box-

office takings have been linked to simulations perceived to be too near to real (and 

                                                 
677Timothy Morton, iTunesU Lecture, ENL 184-Fall 2010 “Uncanny Ecology,” UC Davis 
(accessed 27/06/2010).  
678Julia Kristeva, Strangers to Ourselves, Leon S. Roudiez, trans. (New York: Columbia 
University Press, 1991. Chapter 8 (“Might Not Universality Be ... Our Own Foreignness?”) pp. 
169-192.   
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therefore frightening to children);679 and cosmetic surgery. Ironically, in regards to the 

latter, attempts to overcome the ordinary processes of aging or to supplement the 

aesthetical appeal of “natural” human anatomy, can now be seen to move the body 

towards a new kind of hyper-animality.680 It is curious to note that the addition of the 

synthetic element so often seems to push the body back towards a bestial look that is 

more feline, reptilian or mammalian, than it is plastic or robotic (or human). In 

thwarting the animalistic deterioration of flesh, such enhancements draw attention to 

how much like other animals we in fact are. That is, like animals, not that we are 

animals: which oddly highlights that we are, essentially, animals by trying to pretend 

that we’re only similar to them. It is as if trying not to be an animal leads to → being an 

extra-animal → leads to the reminder of the animal that you’re trying not to be (the 

uncanny is most tiring where the distance between the difference is short – such is its 

relationship to uncomfortable closeness, say, to the intimacy between the word 

“animal” and the word “human”). For the uncanny, as Timothy Morton frames it,681 is 

supernatural in that it adds to nature – it is super (extra) natural – more natural than 

we are accustomed to, and includes gothic categories of the natural that are typically 

refuted by environmentalism and Romanticism: the anxious presence of death, illness 

and parasitism, (Tennyson’s proto-Darwinian phrase, “nature red in tooth and 

claw”).682 The uncanny rises where we are put out of phase with ourselves and with 

others because of a surfeit of complexity. Complexness equates to complexes (with 

apologies to my more mathematically-minded colleagues). Things are ambiguous 

where there is too much multivalent, ambient information coming in from all angles. 

Human-animal-machine. Everywhere-anywhere-nowhere. Alive-dead-simulant. 

Evolve-devolve-mutate. The dissociating influence of new technologies – particularly 

                                                 
679Joe Kloc discusses this fine line in regards to the movies Beowulf (2007) and The Polar 
Express (2004) in “Into the Uncanny Valley,” Seed Magazine (16 November 2009) 
http://seedmagazine.com/content/article/uncanny_valley/ (accessed 11/10/10).  
680As is so evocatively captured in a photographic series by the artist Phillip Tolendano “A New 
Kind of Beauty,” (2010) http://www.mrtoledano.com/A-new-kind-of-beauty (accessed 
17/04/2010). What strikes me the most about Tolendano’s classically-composed images of 
surgically enhanced men and women is how much more animal they have become in the 
stylising of their features. Here are cat-faces, set with reptilian expressions and gratuitously 
mammalian sex organs. Yet there is something bizarrely appropriate about the      
681Timothy Morton, iTunesU Lecture, ENL 184-Fall 2010 “Uncanny Ecology,” UC Davis 
(accessed 27/06/2010). 
682From Alfred Lord Tennyson's poem In Memoriam A. H. H. (1850) Canto 56: “Who trusted 
God was love indeed / And love Creation's final law / Tho' Nature, red in tooth and claw / With 
ravine, shriek'd against his creed.” In Memoriam, 5th edition (London: Edward Moxton, 1851), 
p. 80.  
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those technologies that aim to organise space or the self in an unobtrusive fashion – 

are only one example of a force driving uncanny sensation.   

Just as signals and silicon, and the engineering of urban space, have generated 

a troubled ambivalence about categories of the natural, so too have the development 

and popularisation of modes of connectivity in the biological sciences – in ecology – 

also provoked a reformulation of the uncanny qualities of nature. Fundamentally, the 

techno-cybernetic and the ecological are two sides of the same coin, being both “deep” 

ways of understanding the world as a system of fastenings and adhesions from which 

the subject has difficulty being extracted. Here the uncanny is turning inside-out, or 

going “meta,” or drilling down (in failing to find the appropriate spatial metaphor, 

watch closely what the uncanny does to itself); for as Nicholas Royle notes,683 in an 

aggressively rational society the uncanny paradoxically increases in its involution, 

rather than becoming weakened. This is an important point to retain: for, certainly in 

regards to ecological threats, ours is an aggressively rational approach. As the 

properties of the supernatural, the ghostly, the quantifiable unknown and the 

uncomfortably sensed are excluded from everyday experience, the uncanny becomes all 

the more unplaceable and strangely uncannier for its backward creep into knowledge. 

Joseph Masco writes that the uncanny is most uncanny where there is no room for it in 

the vocabulary of a secular, scientifically ratiocinative, industrialised society: 

 

What makes the uncanny weird is that it is often informed by outmoded cultural forms, 

beliefs that have supposed to have fallen away in the age of industrial modernism ... The 

uncanny evokes fear, then, because it is an instant when modernist psychic and cultural 

structures become momentarily undone or out of joint.684  

 

The uncanny concerns a dislocation of time – not a breakage, but a shift in the 

oscillations of the now and the resurfacing of intuitive misgivings into a space where 

there is no longer a clear language or psychological register within which they can be 

articulated (so the uncanny also shares vibrations with presentiment, in its temporal 

reversion). Hence the uncanny does not disappear, but becomes more condensed and 

potent in societies where there is little room apportioned for the public acceptance of 

the pre-logical strangeness of experience. Where uncanny dubiety persists, it can no 

longer be assimilated into the hinterlands of the sacred or the mythic. Royle quotes 

Mladen Dolar on this point: 

                                                 
683Nicholas Royle, The Uncanny, p. 21-22.   
684Joseph Masco, The Nuclear Borderlands: The Manhattan Project in Post-Cold War Mexico, 
pp. 28-29.  
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There is a specific dimension of the uncanny that emerges with modernity ... [I]n 

premodern societies the dimension of the uncanny was largely covered (and veiled) by 

the area of the sacred and the untouchable. It was assigned to a religiously and socially 

sanctioned place ... With the triumph of the Enlightenment, this privileged and 

excluded place (the exclusion that founded society) was no more. That is to say that the 

uncanny became unplaceable; it became uncanny in the strict sense.685   

 

A parallel might be made to Christian religious belief in the early half of the nineteenth 

century, which sought to distinguish faith from the heretical properties of magic and 

superstition by conjoining faith with reason, but which arguably ratified the role of 

such psychic convictions through teachings on the miraculous, on transubstantiation, 

rapture and the vividly described realities of heaven and hell. So too has knowing more 

of the world through the scientific means of hard data, testable hypotheses and 

empirical analysis only served to deepen uncanny sentiment. Consider again the list of 

news excerpts that I begun this chapter with; how scientific knowledge projects have 

paradoxically added to the unreality of climate change, not made it open and 

explicable, but made it abstract and concealed in the everyday texture of experience.  

I recognise that many rationalists, including those who identify with the 

progressive political Left, will be alarmed by this line of argument. The uncanny would 

seem to pose exactly the same type of muddying, anti-scientific credulity that the 

climate change denialists seek to exploit. I want to be plain: I do not mean, “what is 

needed is less focus on science.” The urgency of developing better science – and of 

extending scientific modes of knowledge outside the departmental, governmental and 

institutional partitions that cleave science from the humanities –  cannot be ignored if 

we are ever to mollify the extremities of climate change (which, by now, is all that we as 

a species we are capable of doing). Policy should unquestionably be grounded in the 

best possible, most agreed upon science to hand – to the exclusion of all nebulous 

disinformation seeded by superstition and shallow-focus experience (“Look outside, it’s 

snowing! That snow is real snow!”). But “truth” is not monolithic – as those on the 

Left are most predisposed to recognise – and ultimately decisions about policy are 

made in the context of personal beliefs and experiences, both in the electorate and in 

the parliament. If we ignore the psychological quotient alive in the reception and 

interpretation of ecological threats, believing that all that must be done is to put stock 

in the dictates of science, then we are made blind to the real drivers of behavioural 

                                                 
685Mladen Dolar, “I Shall be With You on Your Wedding-Night: Lacan and the Uncanny,” 
October 58 (1991), 5-23.  
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adaptation. Much energy, in speech and ink, is currently being invested in viewing 

climate change denialism as a kind of psychological malfunction: but as we’ve already 

seen, denialism is increasingly becoming a question of identity politics, not of the 

willful refusal to admit hard evidence. I can see very few people talking about how 

climate change belief is reliant on psychological malfunction (delusion), despite the 

burgeoning necessity of analysing how such threats are experienced in the ordinary, 

everyday strangeness of private life – so as to strengthen people’s capacity to make 

changes in their local spheres of influence. Education, political communication and the 

potential for communal action are all impaired if we ignore the portion of climate 

change belief that does not proceed from a basis in fact, but is reliant on the faculties of 

the imagination, arriving through the modalities of the uncanny.  

But a few mechanical points here, to break up this polemic: the reason that I 

have spent so much time in this exegesis looking at the unconscious and delusion is 

that each has a specific relationship to the uncanny as it is put into motion by the 

scientistic discourse of contemporary ecological threats. The unconscious – now 

considered at best a speculative postulation or purely an article of culture, by the 

cognitive and neurosciences – has itself become uncanny. The unconscious is 

simultaneously familiar in a communal sense: “there is a non-ideological heart at the 

heart of every ideology, it is the gap we might call the cultural unconscious;”686 and it is 

unfamiliar in a physiological sense: “there are no deep unconscious intentional 

states”687 (yet also inversely, familiar in a personal sense – in that we still import 

meaning to our subconscious states – and unfamiliar in a communal sense – for the 

“collective unconsciousness” seems dubious, and New Age). The unconscious is made 

uncanny by cognitive science, and the uncanny more broadly is then made uncannier, 

having no explicable internal reservoir to pull upon. No more dream readings, no more 

layered, evolutionary unconscious that can be cited as a source of our anxieties. As I 

noted previously, the unconscious, at least in a context informed by the cognitive 

neurosciences, has become meta-delusional. But having abandoned the unconscious as 

the definitive source-point of uncanny sensation, consider that it retains relevance as 

an expression of the necessary incompleteness of environmental experience and 

representation.    

 

[T]he environmental unconscious in its negative aspect refers to the impossibility of 

individual or collective perception coming to full consciousness at whatever level: 

                                                 
686Stephen Muecke, Joe in the Andamans and Other Fictocritical Stories, p. 59.  
687John Searle, The Rediscovery of the Mind, p. 162.  
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observation, thought, articulation, and so forth ... Yet environmental unconscious is 

also seen as a residual capacity ... to awake fuller apprehension of the physical 

environment and one’s interdependence with it.688 

 

It is the first half of this definition, “in its negative aspect,” that persists in the 

ecological uncanny.  The unconscious is still live as an absence, as the shadow cast by 

the partiality of environmental “observation, thought” and “articulation.”  

Delusion, or the suspicion of delusion, is one of the key apotheoses of the 

uncanny. Sensory experience is made untrustworthy by delusion, as it is connected to 

the possibility of hypnosis, trance-states and simulacra – and Freud ties the uncanny to 

various different types of sense-blindness; to actual sightlessness (darkness, the loss of 

the eyes as in “The Sandman” anecdote, being buried alive, returning to a buried state 

in the womb) and to the loss of other senses either by castration, or the confusion of 

animate, living body parts with inanimate, dead ones. Delusions are more uncanny 

than illusions or hallucinations because they do not work towards their own revealing, 

but become more complex in their avoidance of inconsistency. Delusions concern the 

entire field of perception, without edge, and so they are also associated with the 

omnipotence of thoughts – another of Freud’s uncanny categories. And yet, delusion 

doesn’t necessarily misread reality: it might be out of sync with contemporaneous 

evidence, but this is a feature of delusion that might prove helpful in this context. 

Furthermore, delusion can persist after the scientific discrediting of the individual 

unconscious, as delusion is a phatic psychology: “an internal experience that appears in 

the perceptual field.” 

The uncanny is able to endure without the unconscious too because of how the 

uncanny relates to home – as Muecke puts it, the “problem [of] how to imagine the 

constitution of the self without interiority,” can be solved “via place or home, as a 

typical set of external relationships.”689 Home, and more particularly, the homely, 

taken together amount to another example of a conceit that overrides the 

inside/outside divide. While home is an exterior location, associated with 

centeredness, familiarity and return, homeliness is an internal state, evoked by 

intimacy and gemütlichkeit within a space. In thinking about ecology, we are lead into 

an analysis of relational “homes,” (and the “homeliness” of organisms as native, 

                                                 
688Lawrence Buell, Writing for an Endangered World: Literature, Culture and Environment in 
the U.S. and Beyond, p. 22.  
689Stephen Muecke, Joe in the Andamans and Other Fictocritical Stories, p. 52.  
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introduced690 or genetically swamped)691 – and in thinking about threat, we are 

conversely pushed towards thinking about unhomely presences, and displacement.    

In Australia, we already have a live environmental uncanny of a different sort 

(and I suspect that it is in part for this reason that I have found it easy to see “ecology” 

and “the uncanny” as simpatico terms). Ken Gelder and Jane Jacobs have written 

about Indigeneity, the discourse of the sacred, and the uncanny in their book Uncanny 

Australia: Sacredness and Identity in a Postcolonial Nation.692 As a settler nation, the 

Australian sense of homeliness in space is always in a state of self-unsettling – As 

Gelder and Jacobs write, “what is “ours” is also potentially, or even always already, 

“theirs:” the one is becoming the other, the familiar is becoming strange.”693 There is 

no Australian environment – urban, regional or rangeland – that does not oscillate 

between familiarity and unfamiliarity in these terms. Leslie Silko, of the Laguna Pueblo 

people, has written of American authors, a comment that might also be relevant to 

Australian authors: the persistent compulsion to write about landscape “betokens a 

lack of connectedness,”694 and a sense of being always out-of-place, burdened with 

cultural impedimenta and history. A generative restlessness in place results in a 

fixation on the depiction of place – seeking a relationship with place through words.  

The awareness of, or apprehension of, sacredness in the midst of modernity is 

definitionally uncanny and doesn’t only apply to the experiences of non-Indigenous 

Australians, for Indigenous notions of sacredness involve differing stratifications of 

secrecy and accessibility, even within groups; according to age, gender, initiation, skin 

identification, totemic kinship and familial relationships – as well as the identity of the 

inquirer.695 The late anthropologist Eric Michaels writes of Aboriginal art that: “the 

viewer is tantalised by the conspicuous display of meaningfulness in a composition 

that, [to all but the initiated viewer] fails to establish these meanings.”696 The same 

could also be said of land: the perception of meaningfulness, in the absence of the 

                                                 
690Introduced species are also called “neozoons” by biologists; which is a word I’m dying for an 
appropriate opportunity to use in a sentence.  
691Genetic swamping, or genetic “pollution” occurs where a native species suffers adverse 
hybridisation or introgression through the presence of an invasive species.  
692Ken Gelder; Jane M. Jacobs, Uncanny Australia: Sacredness and Identity in a Postcolonial 
Nation (Melbourne: Melbourne University Press, 1998).  
693Ken Gelder; Jane M. Jacobs, Uncanny Australia: Sacredness and Identity in a Postcolonial 
Nation, p. 23.   
694Cited by Lawrence Buell, Writing for an Endangered World: Literature, Culture and 
Environment in the U.S. and Beyond, p. 21.   
695Eric Michaels gives the example of “feathers or shells … publicly displayed near their 
sources, but highly restricted objects in distant areas.” Bad Aboriginal Art: Tradition, Media 
and Technological Horizons (St. Leonards, New South Wales: Allen & Unwin, 1994), p.7. 
696Eric Michaels, Bad Aboriginal Art: Tradition, Media and Technological Horizons, p. 56.  
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appropriate social capital necessary for the decoding of meaning, leaves the onlooker 

adrift in a “jungle of signs”697 that, while detached from their signifiers, are nonetheless 

imbued with a cogent authority.    

After the abolition of the legal fiction of terra nullius, there is no land in 

Australia that is truly “wilderness” in the sense that it is unknown to humankind.  

Nicolas Rothwell suggests that Australians have always struggled to “read” their 

environment through a Romantic optic, for being “in” landscape (or, more accurately, 

looking at landscape – for it is a term for describing artworks, not environments) and 

being “on” country, develop entirely different mind-states. Unlike the historically 

public and political agency of European landscapes, Rothwell suggests Australian 

experiences of country are incumbered with some degree of concealment: “there is a 

landscape behind the landscape that we are always reaching for and seeking with our 

eyes and hearts.”698 Energetically then, we know our country through a pulse and 

reserve of meaning. Cultural relationships with the Australian environment have 

always been vigorously imaginative – in that the unseen and unsaid is often a more 

active force in the genesis of signification, than the existent landscape formations that 

are being perceived.699 Familiar, unfamiliar: moving on from “environment,” let’s look 

at how this pertains to ecology.   

 

Ecology is uncanny because the act of perceiving connectedness is intrinsically strange. 

In regards to self and body, ecology provides the disquieting knowledge that not 

everything within us is essentially us: that not everything outside of us stays outside of 

us; and that not everything inside of us will always remain inside of us. Inner silence 

                                                 
697Jean Baudrillard, Simulacra and Simulation, p. 153 
698Nicolas Rothwell, “Mapping Our Imagination.” The Australian (5 January 2008). 
http://www.theaustralian.com.au/news/arts/mapping-our-imagination/story-e6frg8n6-
1111115226569 (accessed 28/12/2008). “Landscape, the term and the idea, like most of 
present-day Australia’s conceptual and descriptive vocabulary, derives from Europe. The soft 
European vistas of countryside that lie embedded in our cultural memory were in fact largely 
human creations. They were almost works of art, developed and perfected: the stone-walled 
fields of England, the terroirs of France, the vineyards and olive groves that clustered tightly 
around Mediterranean shorelines. The managed artifice of such country is clear and even the 
sentimental core of Germanic Europe, the Rhineland basin, is in great part an engineered, 
confected world. It is only when we get to Australia, though, that this sequence of invention and 
projection of country becomes truly vertiginous and takes on the quality of multiple reflection 
we may associate with a rather overdone postmodern narrative.” 
699Ross Gibson’s book Seven Versions of an Australian Badland (St. Lucia, Queensland: 
University of Queensland Press, 2002) explores the force of such historical and mythic traces in 
one landscape specifically: the “horror stretch” between Rockhampton and MacKay, in Central 
Queensland.   
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and solitude700 (via the sublime) is a fiction: the dissonance that we thought was ours, 

is in fact a cacophony of non-human agents. Nearly all of each of our bodies consists of 

a foreign body; and a multitude thereof. We might refer to this as the anxiety of bodily 

dissolution,701 and it is uncanny because it reveals something unhomely (deadness, in-

organism/non-human organisms and persistent flux) at the core of the homely (the 

corporeal, bounded, perceptually stable self). Freud “teaches us how to detect 

foreignness in ourselves” writes Julia Kristeva,702 and so too does ecology. In fact, so 

too does modern neurology.703 But as always, I want to go much further outside of the 

head with this conversation (are we approaching a kind of “deep uncanny,” I now begin 

to wonder?). Freud, in many ways, was also a naturalist.704 Before he moved inward to 

the fastnesses of the mind, the father of modern psychoanalysis studied under the 

Darwinist Karl Claus, and spent four weeks at an Austrian zoological research station 

in Trieste dissecting eels in search of their testicles (eels do not develop reproductive 

organs until they are needed). “Since these eels do not keep diaries,” Freud wrote to a 

friend, he was forced to kill and dismember them; “but in vain, all the eels I cut open 

                                                 
700See Nicholas Royle, The Uncanny, p. 2 
701“Ecophagy,” as is foreshadowed in the writings of nanotechnician Eric Drexler (Engines of 
Creation [New York: Anchor Press/Doubleday, 1986]) and coined by Robert Freitas (in “Some 
Limits to Global Ecophagy by Biovorous Nanoreplicators, with Public Policy 
Recommendations” [2000] available at http://www.rfreitas.com/Nano/Ecophagy.htm [accessed 
27/11/10]): an uncanny scenario, identifiable in the science fiction of Greg Bear (Blood Music 
1985) and Wil McCarthy (Bloom 1998), as well as in the futurist writing of Raymond Kurzweil, 
involving the body and its environment amalgamating into an organic “slop” as a result of 
microscopic, self-replicating machines that spontaneously evolve and multiply to absorb all 
matter.   
702“With Freud indeed, foreignness, an uncanny one, creeps into the tranquillity of reason itself, 
and, without being restricted to madness, beauty, or faith anymore than to ethnicity or race, 
irrigates our very speaking-being, estranged by other logics, including the heterogeneity of 
biology ... Henceforth, we know that we are foreigners to ourselves, and it is with the help of 
that sole support that we can attempt to live with others.” Julia Kristeva, Strangers to 
Ourselves, p. 170., also cited in Nicholas Royle, The Uncanny, p. 7.  
703There is not sufficient space here to fully unpack this point, except to say that the late 
neuroscientist Horace Magoun wrote about Freud in the context of a history of evolutionary 
brain science and also included in this lineage the work of John Hughlings Jackson in 
neurology, Ivan Pavlov in physiology, and Edward Edinger in anatomy: as he puts it, each had 
“accounted for the phylogenetic elaboration of the central nervous system in terms of a series of 
superimposed levels, added successively as the evolutionary scale was ascended.” The descent 
into the more basic level of cognition (the “snake brain”) might also be considered a descent 
back in time then, and into the foreign territory of a past humanity. This “hierarchical view” of 
cognition persists in making us strange to ourselves, tethered to an unknowable, instinctual past. 
I am interested in this internal “tier-ing” of time, in the brain as in the landscape. See Horace W. 
Magoun, “Evolutionary Concepts of Brain Function following Darwin and Spencer,” in The 
Evolution of Man, vol. 2, Sol Tax, ed., Evolution After Darwin, 3 vols. (Chicago: University of 
Chicago Press, 1960), here citing p. 188.  
704See Lucille B. Ritvo, Darwin’s Influence on Freud (New Haven; London: Yale University 
Press, 1990).  
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are of the fairer sex.”705 Freud, the haruspex, had already seen that his future lay in 

diaries (the “talking cure”), rather than in the murky entrails of aquatic nature. But 

Darwin remains a strong presence in his writing – more recognisably so since the 

publication of the Fliess Papers and Freud’s incomplete survey, a “Project for Scientific 

Psychology.”706 Ecology and psychology have a history of tracking alongside one 

another, even before the formal branching of the discipline to include neuropsychology 

and ecopsychology.   

Morton notes in The Ecological Thought, that part of what makes ecology 

uncanny is that “it is disquieting to see an image of our psyche in the external world, in 

the form of repeating patterns.”707 We are accustomed to thinking of mental processes 

as mimicking the motion and form of natural systems (“a whirlpool, or eddy, in the 

mind is exactly what a thought is”)708 but the inverse suggestion – where natural 

systems appear to be following mental processes – is uncanny. It is uncanny because it 

concerns the seeming omnipotence of thoughts, which is also the tenor of a delusion.   

Consider momentarily, the fractal, and more particularly the kind of visual 

representation of fractal mathematics that we know as a Mandelbrot set, named for the 

Franco-American mathematician Benoît Mandelbrot, who died in October 2010. You 

might like to follow this709 footnote for a formula wherein the numbers appear as 

letters, but I do not grasp the math and it is certainly not essential to an understanding 

of my argument. Mandelbrot sets most often make an appearance in laminated posters 

on the walls of high school chemistry laboratories, or in music videos made during the 

height of the 1990s electronic trance movement (and even now, as backdrops to 

various festival performances). They are objects of pure math, “islands of baroque-

ness” as Mandelbrot has described them,710 with wriggling, creasing, reduplicating 

edges. Where they are computer generated and animated, such sets are represented as 

                                                 
705Conversation related in Benedict Carey, “Analyse These,” The New York Times (25 April 
2006), http://www.nytimes.com/2006/04/25/health/psychology/25freud.html (accessed 
29/11/10). 
706Lucille B. Ritvo, Darwin’s Influence on Freud, p. 9.  
707Timothy Morton, The Ecological Thought, p. 54.  
708Eliot Weinberger, “The Vortex” in An Elemental Thing (New York: New Directions, 2007), 
p. 114.  
709A Mandelbrot is a set of complex values for c for which the orbit of 0 under iteration of the 
complex quadratic polynomial zn+1 = zn2 + c remains bounded. That is, a complex number, c, is 
in the Mandelbrot set if, when starting with z0 = 0 and applying the iteration repeatedly, the 
absolute value of zn never exceeds a certain number (that number depends on c) however large 
n gets. See “Mathematical Glossary: The Mandelbrot Set Explorer” at 
http://math.bu.edu/DYSYS/explorer/def.html (accessed 26/11/10).  
710Benoît Mandelbrot, “Fractals and the Art of Roughness,” TED Talks (6 July 2010) available 
at http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ay8OMOsf6AQ (accessed 26/11/10).  
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shapes that recur and unfurl to reveal twin-ing sub-forms with every zoom into their 

boundaries. Stochastically – or at least approximately – such images should be capable 

of repeating their self-same forms infinitely: in mathematical terms, their Hausdorff 

dimension is greater than their topographical dimension. Although they are wholly 

simulations driven by software (and beneath that word “software,” a series of 

programming codes – Mandelbrot math coming in from the top, another kind of 

mathematical language rising up through the bottom), these images appear organic; 

their crenulated, buckling, swirling configurations grow, peak and melt away. There is 

an aesthetic harmony in the rhythms of their movement, and in their shape, that seems 

familiar to us from nature. Down, down, down. Not only does the Mandelbrot set have 

no final “floor”, but there is no differentiation of its levels into tiers: it is connected 

vertically (telescopically) into a limitless regression.   

 Now consider that the Mandelbrot set is not just a vaguely psychedelic 

animation, interesting to us because of its geometric and algorithmic build – but that it 

has application to ecology too.711 The Mandelbrot set is important because it marks one 

of the first examples of pure mathematics (originating in an abstraction from a human 

mind) being applied to nature, rather than vice-versa, something in nature giving rise 

to a certain kind of mathematics. Crystals, lightning, rivers, snowflakes, veins,712 

cruciform vegetables, mountain ranges and the colouration of the pelts of certain 

animals have all been held to be, loosely, fractal, in accordance with this type of math 

and with the related field of chaos theory.  

There is something unsettlingly strange that forms in nature should replicate 

in this way. Repetition itself is a key feature of the uncanny: the uncanny itself is a key 

feature of repetition. Repetition makes familiar things feel unfamiliar, and unfamiliar 

things feel oddly familiar. The compulsion to repeat looks a lot like grief, and yet the 

                                                 
711Benoît Mandelbrot, The Fractal Geometry of Nature (New York: W.H. Freeman, 1983).  
712To stray with an anecdote: a few years ago I worked for a Native Title Representative body – 
an organisation set up by statute to assist and advocate for Indigenous peoples in various land-
based negotiations across the Pilbara, the Murchison and the Gascoyne regions of Western 
Australia. During my time there I recall a conversation with one traditional owner in the North 
about how he saw forms on country physically printed into and on the bodies of people 
responsible for country – both in ocherous paint during times of ritual, and more deeply, in the 
patterns on the palms of the people and further inward. He showed me the ropey, radial arteries 
in his wrist and called them each by the names of river tributaries. I understood at the time that 
the content of this conversation involved something greater than a figurative or spiritual 
conviction. What I didn’t expect is that science knows this too: that veins and rivers are 
mathematically coherent, and that fractals can in some way include the human form. 
Mandelbrot sets have helped to solve the problem of estimating the surface area of the bronchi 
and the bronchioles inside the human lung, and the human heart-beat can also be charted 
according to chaotic principles.       
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repetition of self (as say, through a doppelgänger) brings back the unnerving memory 

of why we might want a double.713 “The copies we feel compelled to make only serve to 

remind us why we began making them in the first place: we are, inevitably, going to 

die.”714 Language stops working as a one-way street once we have become unstuck by 

repetition – we will return to this point; for now, let us exit the cul-de-sac.  

Such applications, like the Mandelbrot set, of the “inside” disciplines of 

mathematics to the “outside” space of the environment are disconcerting in another 

way too: for they suggest that patterns of ideation can appear in places outside of the 

mind. Nature, the cohesive, exclusive outside, stops being subject to a non-human 

order after Mandelbrot. Without walking the perimeter of a forest, its range can be 

plotted by looking at the structure of a single tree.715 A coastline seen from overhead is 

mathematically consistent with the structure of its coves, which are mathematically 

consistent with the structure of the nooks in the cliffs of the coves, which are 

mathematically consistent with the structure of the microscopic bays between grains of 

sand held in those nooks: no matter how much the coastline is magnified, more self-

same “roughness” will belie the scale.716 “Fractal geometry denatures Nature.”717 

 But what about ecology, as opposed to (Morton’s “Capital N”)ature?718 And in 

this, what does the Mandelbrot set have to say about distance? The connectedness and 

mechanics of the mathematical object speak equally of systems and networks, as of the 

scientific formulation of nature identified in plants and minerals. The Mandelbrot set is 

ecological in its structuring of space, and yet it does something very weird to distance. 

It acts like a pull-focus shot in cinema filming; the lens tightening in on its field of view, 

while the camera is physically hauled backwards away from the object of gaze. At every 

scale the Mandelbrot set looks the same and although we can’t physically position 

                                                 
713Sigmund Freud: “The double reverses its aspect. From having been an assurance of 
immortality, it becomes the uncanny harbinger of death.” “The Uncanny” in The Standard 
Edition of the Complete Psychological Works of Sigmund Freud: Volume XVII (1917-1919) An 
Infantile Neuroses and Other Works. James Strachey, ed., trans. Anna Freud; Alix Strachey; 
Alan Tyson (London: The Hogarth Press and the Institute of Psycho-analysis, 1958), pp. 217-
252.  
714Joe Kloc, “Into the Uncanny Valley,” Seed Magazine (16 November 2009).  
715James Brown; Brian Enquist; Geoffrey West, “A General Quantitative Theory of Forest 
Structure and Dynamics.” Proceedings of the National Academy of Sciences USA. 28 (April 
2009); 106 (17) pp.7040-7045. 
716This doesn’t literally mean that all coves along the Western Australian coastline are the same 
shape, or that if you zoom to the accurate degree you will see miniature cartographic “Western 
Australias,” see  James Gleick, Chaos: Making a New Science.  
717Timothy Morton, The Ecological Thought, p. 106.  
718“I shall sometimes use a capital N to highlight (nature)’s “unnatural” qualities, namely (but 
not limited to) hierarchy, authority, harmony, purity, neutrality and mystery.” Timothy Morton, 
The Ecological Thought, p. 3.  
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ourselves into the simulated object, if we could, we would see that it isn’t, in fact, a 

series of lateral topologies layering on top of one another, but has a vertical geometry 

too. Faced with this strange object, we lose the ability to calibrate our perspective and 

therefore to triangulate our distance in relation to it. We cannot say of the Mandelbrot 

set that the whole is greater than the sum of its parts: rather, there are no parts that are 

not wholes, regardless of what degree or division you dissect them at. The “higher” 

levels (although there are no “levels” as such) map onto the “lower” levels completely. 

Such sets challenge our intuitive understandings of distance for while they can pan out 

or in infinitely, they don’t seem to offer any more space. All of space is hooked up, and 

telescopes down into minuteness. Straight lines to depth are given additional 

dimensions, but less room to break out into.  

How can there be more “stuff,” when there is less space? This inter-

ramification is not produced by the Mandelbrot object, but is brought to visualisation 

by it. Technically there should be no “getting out of” or “looking down on” the set from 

a viewing platform set outside of it. The discourse of ecology operates in much the 

same way. Ecology shows that there is no empty space (no externality), but that there is 

a lot more “stuff” then we originally thought. Yet also, there is a lot less stuff, for all 

things are conjoined and un-severable. Everything is locked onto another thing – 

ambiently, to many, transitioning things – and more uncannily, there are no distinct 

planes or spaces where that bonding takes place. Everything is interpenetrated, 

steeping in other things so that even that word “things” ceases to have utility. Distance 

(including critical distance – “objectivity”) which we have always associated with 

knowing and with a lucid, conceptual perspective, is impossible in an ecological 

framework. We are sunk into an order of precepts (more commonly associated with the 

processes of fiction),719 rather than the concepts necessary for criticism. “Today 

everything present is equally near and far. The distanceless prevails.”720 As the 

character Hamm in Beckett’s play Endgame phrases it: “You’re on earth, you’re on 

earth, there’s no cure for that!”721 

Uncanniness arises where it becomes unfeasible to establish distance and clear 

lines of sight between the object of study and the studier. It is not like the scientist 

                                                 
719Stephen Muecke, Joe in the Andamans and Other Fictocritical Stories, pp. 19-21.  
720Martin Heidegger, “The Thing” (“Das Ding”) in Poetry, Language, Thought, trans. Albert 
Hofstadter (New York; Sydney: Harper and Row, 1975 [c1971]).    
721Samuel Beckett, Endgame: A Play in One Act, Followed by: Act Without Words: A Mime for 
One Player (London: Faber, 1964). cited in Stanley Cavell, “The Uncanniness of the Ordinary,” 
The Tanner Lecture on Human Values, Stanford University (3 & 8 April, 1986) 
http://www.tannerlectures.utah.edu/lectures/documents/cavell88.pdf (accessed 24/11/10), p. 
108.  
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looking into the microscope and fearing that the infinitesimal entity down there might 

be looking back up at her, studying her. It is the scientist looking down the microscope 

and seeing herself (her “humanness”) right there in the Petri dish. It is probable that 

this is what the world’s climatologists are doing every day in an age of systemic climate 

change: witnessing the nextness of the strange, where uncannily “the strange” appears 

to be ourselves. “Is not this merg-ing (or lumping) of everything into (uniform 

distancelessness) more unearthly than everything bursting apart?”722 Of course, the 

microscope must also be considered a participant in this ecology of looking: just think 

of the Large Hadron Collider. Scientific study has depended on our scientists being 

able to somehow “get out of the way of themselves” (this is why we have experimental 

control samples), but in regards to contemporary ecological threats, this is now 

impossible. The illusion is broken. There is no control that is not already, to some 

degree, mixed up with the human trace. Or at least, there is no way of identifying this 

hybridised presence – and so all controls are changed.   

The familiarity of all phenomena is thoroughly disturbed by this ecological 

intermeshing. What had seemed to be singular is in fact multiple, and what initially 

looked multiple is so deeply connected that its edges can’t be discerned, and instead it 

appears to be a cluster of singular entities, simply holding out together. The poet Dean 

Young writes “nothing appears without its edge,”723 which is sort of what Latour is 

getting at in his essay “On the Partial Existence of Existing and Non-Existing 

Objects,”724 and what Jane Bennett is working on in regards to assemblage theory.725 

                                                 
722Martin Heidegger, “The Thing” (“Das Ding”) in Poetry, Language, Thought, 
723Dean Young, Embryoyo (San Francisco: Believer Books, 2007), p. 101 
724Bruno Latour, “On the Partial Existence of Existing and Non-Existing Objects,” in Lorraine 
Daston, ed., Biographies of Scientific Objects (Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 2000), pp. 
247-269. 
725As Jane Bennett has recently said, in an interview with Peter Gratton (“Vibrant Matters: An 
Interview with Jane Bennet” Philosophy in a Time of Error [22 April 2010] 
http://philosophyinatimeoferror.wordpress.com/2010/04/22/vibrant-matters-an-interview-with-
jane-bennett/ [accessed 24/04/10]), “I want to get better at discerning the topography of 
Becoming, better at theorizing the “structural” quality of agentic assemblages. For the question 
of “structure” – or maybe that is the wrong word, and the phrase you suggest below is better, 
i.e., “linkages” between and within “open relations” – does seem to fall in the shadow of the 
alluring image of an ever-free becoming – the seductive appeal of Nietzsche’s world of 
energetic flows, of Deleuze and Guattari’s vibratory cosmos, of Bergson’s creative evolution, of 
Michel Serres’s “pandemonium of the gray sea.” Inside a process of unending change, bodies 
and forces with duration are somehow emitted or excreted. But how? How, Serres asks, “is 
Venus born from the sea, how is time born from the noisy heavens?” (Genesis 26) What is this 
strange systematicity proper to a world of Becoming? What, for example, initiates this 
congealing that will undo itself? Is it possible to identify phases within this formativity, 
plateaus of differentiation? If so, do the phases/plateaus follow a temporal sequence? Or, does 
the process of formation inside Becoming require us to theorize a non-chronological kind of 
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Where things are incapable of demarcating themselves, or being adequately 

demarcated by us, are there new possibilities for say, democracy?726 Or sentience? Is 

losing the edge (and so too, located-ness) necessarily detrimental to green 

consciousness? One thing is for certain, and that is that right now, edgelessness is 

uncanny.    

 

Learning about global warming serves to make us feel something much worse than an 

existential threat to our lifeworld. It forces us to realise there never was a lifeworld in 

the first place, that in a sense “lifeworld” was a an optical illusion that depended on our 

seeing the extra dimension that NASA, Google Earth, and global warming mapping 

open up. The more information we acquire in the greedy pursuit of seeing everything, 

the more our sense of a deep, rich, coherent world will appear unavailable: it will seem 

to have faded into the past (nostalgia) or to belong only to others (primitivism). Some of 

us will eventually think that we once inhabited this deep, rich, lost world. Others will 

realise that even this sense of loss is an illusion created by our current modes of 

seeing.727  

 

Jonathan Bordo knows this too, and warns that we should guard against a 

“transcendental holism [that] becomes the thought device for the constitution of a 

planetary Foucauldean administrative panopticon, whose aim is to integrate the 

human being into the world by creating a larger and more elaborate system.”728 At 

great heights, nature comes to the fore and human infrastructure can appear 

harmonious: “from space, we see a small and fragile ball dominated not by human 

activity and edifice, but by patterns of clouds, oceans, greenery, and soils.”729 But now 

there is no more “getting out of the way,” there is no “getting above,” for even up here, 

we are everywhere.  

 

 

The Slippery Threat: a Definition of the Ecological Uncanny. 

                                                                                                                                  
time? I think that your student’s question: “How can we account for something like iterable 
structures in an assemblage theory?” is exactly the right question.  
726Jane Bennett, “Political Ecologies,” in Vibrant Matter: A Political Ecology of Things, pp. 94-
109. 
727Timothy Morton, The Ecological Thought, p. 56.  
728Jonathon Bordo ‘Ecological Peril, Modern Technology and the Postmodern Sublime’ in 
Shadow of Spirit: Postmodernism and Religion, pp. 168-169.  
729Brundtland Commission (World Commission on Environment and Development), Our 
Common Future (New York: Oxford University Press), 1987, p. 16.   
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Arguing against the segmentation of philosophy and the sciences in the epigraph to this 

chapter, Bruno Latour notes that the modern discourse of ecology goes beyond linking 

together “natural” objects; it also brings in the “moral law in our hearts” and the 

autonomous function of texts, to mingle with ozone gas and the physical operation of 

the atmosphere. This is “uncanny, unthinkable, unseemly,” not only to Latour’s 

detractors in philosophy and in the sciences, but also curiously to the discourse itself. 

That ecology should change to being less about the life-sciences, and more about the 

things that threaten the life subjects of the science (which is really the Carson-esque 

history that Latour is pulling upon here) marks a subtle transposition of the discourse.   

In the “secreted age” of the post-natural, as it is structured by climate change 

threats, the function of ecology undergoes an uncanny reversion. Royle notes that the 

uncanny involves a confusion of liminality, a disturbance of “what is inside and what is 

outside”730 and, citing Tzvetan Todorov, that it is “an experience of limits.”731 Between 

the homely and the unhomely, that res nullius zone, the threshold. A sense of space 

without place. Paul Carter’s poetic cultural history of agoraphobia, Repressed Spaces, 

similarly draws attention to spatial concepts of the closed and the open as a priori 

postulates of the uncanny. Writing here of early architectural modernism, Carter asks:  

 

Where the walls, doors and windows separating the open from the closed have been 

destroyed, how can one be afraid of going out? Where the distinction between the 

homely and the unhomely has been rendered meaningless, how can one even think of 

such things?732  

 

The ecological uncanny then, can be formulated as an answer to Carter’s question – an 

hypothesis for how it might be possible to “think of such things” when the divide 

between the natural (the outside, the open) and the anthropogenic (the inside, the 

closed) has collapsed as a result of climate change’s refutation of externality.   

 “The uncanny entails a sort of trembling in of what is “”natural,”” writes Royle 

in a relevant footnote, “it is an involuntary querying, the experience of a hesitation and 

suspension concerning the very nature of the explicable.”733 Climate change is an 

uncanny phenomenon according to this definition, and as it is read likewise through 

Morton: it is super (extra) natural – more natural than we want it to be. To recall, the 

                                                 
730Nicholas Royle, The Uncanny, p. 2.    
731Nicholas Royle, The Uncanny, p. 18; Tzvetan Todorov, “The Uncanny and the Marvelous,” 
in The Fantastic: A Structural Approach to a Literary Genre. trans. Richard Howard, (New 
York: Cornell University Press, 1973), p. 48.  
732Paul Carter, Repressed Spaces: The Poetics of Agoraphobia, p. 26, my emphasis.    
733Nicholas Royle, The Uncanny, p.30, FN 34.  
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complexity of the phenomenon is self-reinforcing, manifesting as a disproportionality 

of earthly matter (Co2, UV rays, heat and H2O) that compounds through a series of 

amplifying “loops.” There is no arc to climate change – no beginning, middle or end – 

and like a storm it is a product of atmospheric composition, of disturbance.734 Irruption 

is climate change’s dynamic, as opposed to interruption. The world works too much – 

its agitating systems quicken the pace of change, creating an exponential increase in 

destructive potential that comes from inside (feedback), as much as from outside (both 

direct and indirect anthropogenic sources). We might make an oblique, but relevant, 

comparison between climate change, and what Masco writes about the uncanny 

properties of plutonium in the nuclear age (at one point here Masco is citing two Los 

Alamos scientists he has interviewed):735 

 

Heat plutonium in some of its phases and it shrinks, in others, it can ignite on contact 

with oxygen. Discovered in 1941, plutonium is all but non-existent in nature, yet it now 

can be found in trace amounts everywhere on the planet as a result of atmospheric 

nuclear testing ... Not unlike a strange new life form, plutonium is always evolving, 

changing in appearance threatening to explode. Here is how two senior weapons 

scientists at Los Alamos ... describe the problem of managing Cold War plutonium: ... 

“plutonium ages from the outside in. What makes plutonium really special however, is 

that it also ages from the inside out. As a result of its radioactive nature, it relentlessly 

undergoes self-irradiation damage throughout its volume. Consequently, nature’s most 

unusual element becomes even more complex as it ages.”736  

 

Deteriorations that gather fuel from themselves, that don’t exist “in nature” but 

replicate and are indistinguishable from their primordial allotropes, with worldwide 

scattering properties: climate change also functions in this way – as an ambient, 

colourless, soundless, odorless, invisible presence. Complexity needs something more 

than density, something more than complication or even in-growth: complexity needs 

an iterative assemblage, and in language we know that such iterations operate within 

an uncanny register – recollect the antiphrasis of das heimlich; defined as the homely 

and the domestic, but also the concealed, the secret and the hidden.  

                                                 
734Jennifer Hamilton, a postgraduate at the University of New South Wales, is currently writing 
a thesis on storm systems and language, with interesting resonances to this work also. See “A 
Storm by Any Other Name,” The Reader 2 (2010), 143-146. My thanks to Jennifer for sharing 
her work with me as a part of the 2010 This Is Not Art festival, Critical Animals program.  
735Siegfried Hecker and Joeseph Martz, “Aging of Plutonium and its Alloys” Los Alamos 
Science 26 (2000), 238-243. Here Masco is referring to p. 238. 
736Joseph Masco, The Nuclear Borderlands: The Manhattan Project in Post-Cold War Mexico, 
pp. 30-31.  
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The uncanny brings with it the unsettling feeling that our words are somehow 

mis-performing; conveying the wrong nuance, mis-translating, striking themselves out 

or conferring amongst one another in ways we had not intended. Etymologically 

“referent,” from the Latin referre, denotes an act of “bringing back,” and in the 

uncanny, that return is always slightly troubled (as in delusion: “thoughts that are 

heavy with the weight of words that have lost their meaning”). Freud compares the 

unconscious to a “mysterious writing pad” that can be written and overwritten, and 

when the page is lifted, what is left behind are all the indiscernible notches and grooves 

of subliminal thought.737 As in the uncanny, this seems at once familiar and unfamiliar, 

as if the writing pad might be ours, but might also be someone else’s.  

Ecology and language (and therefore deconstruction) are systems with a useful 

overlap. Metaphorically: genes “express,” DNA is referred to as a textual substance (a 

blueprint, or instruction code for life), and Darwin employs the trope of a “Book of 

Nature” to describe evolution. To us, lifeforms are often only distinguishable from one 

another through their taxonomic classifications (their names), which is really another 

way of saying, through processes of pattern recognition. Signs, in the semiotic sense 

first unpicked by Ferdinand de Saussure, are also interdependent and therefore, 

environmental: they rely on the surrounding coexistence  and meaning of other signs. 

“The value of just any term is accordingly determined by its environment.”738 In Japan 

for example, I am told that there is no indigenous word for the colour “green;” so that 

the green the Japanese see, which is the same green I know from granny-smith apples 

and algae, is to them a different shade of blue. So when the Japanese speak of “green 

politics” the link they make to the actual green of plants is secondary to the evocations 

of a more mechanical, institutional history of environmental protection, originating in 

Western dialects. Signs do not mean anything until they are put into an ecology of 

other signs, as René Magritte so famously captured in his 1929 painting La trahison 

des images (“The Treason of Images” in which a pipe is depicted, captioned “Ceci n’est 

pas une pipe”). Morton has recently argued that the coalescences between ecology and 

language should be pushed further still:   

                                                 
737Sigmund Freud, “A Note on the Mystic Writing Pad,” in The Standard Edition of the 
Complete Psychological Works of Sigmund Freud: Volume XIX (1923-1925) The Ego and the 
Id and Other Works. James Strachey, ed., trans. Anna Freud; Alix Strachey,; Alan Tyson. 
(London: The Hogarth Press and the Institute of Psycho-analysis, 1958), pp. 225-232. See also 
Jacques Derrida, “Freud and the Scene of Writing,” in Writing and Difference. trans. Alan Bass 
(London: Routledge, 1978), pp. 196-231.   
738“... it is impossible to fix even the value of the word signifying “sun” without first 
considering its surroundings: in some languages it is not possible to say “sit in the sun.”” 
Ferdinand de Saussure, Course in General Linguistics, Charles Bally; Albert Sechehaye, eds., 
trans. Wade Braskin (New York; London: McGraw Hill, 1965), p. 35.   
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The further scholarship investigates life forms (ecology, evolutionary biology, and 

microbiology) the less those forms can be said to have a single, independent and lasting 

identity. The further scholarship delves into texts (deconstruction) the less they too can 

be said to have a single, independent and lasting identity. This similarity is not simply 

an analogy. Life forms cannot be said to differ in a rigorous way from texts. On many 

levels and for many reasons, deconstruction and ecology should talk to one another.739 

 

In English, we have very few words to denote a state of being in-between, in an 

unresolved space; “threshold,” “gateway,” and “littoral” all carry specific spatial 

designations, even as they attempt to capture the sense of being out of place – the 

former two being concerned with houses, and the latter with inter-tidal zones. Res 

nullius (and terra nullius) are juridical concepts with contentious histories that 

overshadow their original denotations. Jacques Lacan went so far as to invent a 

neologism to overcome the translation between the German Freudian text of “The 

Uncanny,” into his native French. Lacan uses extimité (“intimate” and “exterior”) – a 

word that “points neither to the interior, nor to the exterior, but is located there where 

the most intimate interiority coincides with the exterior and becomes threatening, 

provoking horror and anxiety.”740 Climate change occupies this space – indeed, turns 

all space into this uncertain intermediate zone: between the realisation of the threat, 

and the impossibility of conceiving of that realisation. Our most “intimate interiority,” 

collides with the overarching exteriority, and in doing so, collapses that distinction. 

This is why the uncanny is essential to an understanding of the psychology of ecological 

threats.  

In the post-natural, where the environment is neither veridically man-made 

nor patently natural, the discourse of ecology inverts. Ecology works to delineate the 

familiar – the anthropogenic – in nature, and encode it as unfamiliar. To iterate: in 

the world entirely of our making, the ecological uncanny is most commonly 

experienced as the sense of ourselves as foreign bodies. The secreted, concealed thing 

in nature is us, and although we secreted ourselves there, the discovery makes us 

strange to ourselves. Paradoxically, the perception of the ecological uncanny is linked 

to the uncanny presence of the perceiver within the ecology. We are not where we are 

supposed to be. Everywhere the trace of the human is reflected back to us in nature.   

                                                 
739Timothy Morton, “Ecology as Text, Text as Ecology,” p. 1. James Corner also makes this 
point in “Ecology and Landscape as Agents of Creativity,” in Ecological Design and Planning.   
740Mladen Dolar, “I Shall be With You on Your Wedding-Night: Lacan and the Uncanny,” p. 6.  
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Concurrently, although the discourse of ecology identifies the familiar (if 

dissonant) presence of the human in the environment, the post-natural terrain 

becomes less familiar than nature prior to its blending with the anthropogenic. 

Nature’s meaning can no longer be found in nature’s otherness, its familiar 

independence from the non-natural. The environment malfunctions in Jameson’s 

“altogether human age” and may become uninhabitable because of the intervention of 

the human. To experience the ecological uncanny is to feel engulfed by space without 

place. Evidence of the human is everywhere, yet is nowhere recognisable. The 

environment exists in liminality, a terrain fixed on the threshold between das 

unheimlich and das heimliche.  

As is becoming clear, the ecological uncanny has a recursive structure, so that 

disorientation pervades it at the conceptual level as much as in its application. The 

loops of reasoning that assemble the ecological uncanny resist reduction to a pithy 

definition. But it is precisely this inability to uncouple the effect of the ecological 

uncanny from its conceptualisation that enables it to activate environmental 

consciousness in a post-natural subject. Disorientation in the ecological uncanny not 

only marks the difficulty of dividing the natural from the anthropogenic, it is also 

symptomatic of the impossibility of extricating self from the ecology. To that end, the 

ecological uncanny is a form of thinking from the environment, rather than simply 

being another way of thinking about the environment. It is this aspect of the uncanny 

that makes it uniquely well-situated for the development of a denaturalised ecological 

consciousness: a type of green thinking that is not reliant on sublime or external 

nature, but which indwells us, as we indwell in the ecologies that surround us. To 

further illustrate this point, I now turn to a textual reading of the ecological uncanny in 

a recent work of eco-apocalyptic fiction, Cormac McCarthy’s novel The Road.   
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4.  
The Green Afterword. 
Cormac McCarthy’s The Road & The Ecological 
Uncanny.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
Against the ruin of the world, there is only one defence – the creative act. 

– Kenneth Rexroth, “Disengagement” (1957).741   
 
 

N THE MANY DARK GARDENS OF APOCALYPTIC IMAGINATION, vestiges of 

the built present appear with ominous punctuality. National monuments softened 

under sea-algae, great churches where Kalahari predators cruise the variegated 

light, iconic road bridges freighted with snow. Just as designers of picturesque 

landscapes sought to preserve memento mori in the margins of their grounds – a dead 

tree, a crumbling wall – so too do the authors of apocalypse typically embed 

recognisable elements of hardscape, derelict or devastated, into their cataclysmic 

visions. So J.G. Ballard sank the Statue of Liberty in Hello America (1981) and 

Charlton Heston raged before her barbed crown engulfed by dunes in Planet of the 

Apes (1968), before the same statue was bombed in Children of Men (2006), beheaded 

in Cloverfield (2008), frozen into pack-ice in The Day After Tomorrow (2004), and 

finally rendered a diminutive, referent-less souvenir in Jasper Fforde’s Shades of Grey 

                                                 
* A version of this chapter was presented at the Literature, Art and Culture in an Age of 
Global Risk Conference at Cardiff University in 2009, and subsequently published in the 
following forthcoming monograph: Paul Crosthwaite ed., Criticism, Crisis and Contemporary 
Narrative: New Textual Horizons in An Age of Risk (London: Routledge, 2010).  
741Kenneth Rexroth, “Disengagement: The Art of the Beat Generation,” in The Beat Generation 
and the Angry Young Men, eds. Gene Feldman; Max Gartenberg (New York: Dell, 1959) p. 
323.  
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(2009). That apotheosis of end-style: the torch of enlightenment dulls, cracks, falls. 

Enfeebled, the left-behind are impuissant against the dismantling of symbols – 

symbols that in any event, have long been divested of their semaphoric capacity. This is 

the way the world ends. The second law of thermodynamics settles into ideas of things 

as much as into the physical things themselves, and entropy begins its slow rasp on the 

tethers between the signifier and the signified. Ravel and unravel, those endless, 

synonymous days.  

If I start here, in reference to the trope of the garden, it is a decision with its 

inception in the fact that I was in a garden when I first read Cormac McCarthy’s 

Pulitzer Prize-winning novel The Road.742 Seated at a table outside, I worked through 

the book over a series of evenings in a blazing Australian summer. This chapter is 

therefore informed by the experience of reading nature’s fictive collapse from a place 

where nature appears cultivated and vigorous.  

The Road explores a distinctly ecological eschatology – proclaimed “the first 

great masterpiece of the globally-warmed generation” by Andrew O’Hagan,743 and 

described by some critics as having a nearly abreactive psychological impact.744 In 

2008 the novel compelled The Guardian newspaper to include McCarthy in their “50 

People Who Could Save The Planet” list,745 the only writer alongside activists, 

politicians, engineers, and scientists.746 Nominating McCarthy for The Road, George 

Monbiot wrote, “it could be the most important environmental book ever. It is a 

thought experiment that imagines a world without a biosphere, and shows that 

everything we value depends on the ecosystem.”747 Stephen Lansing, Professor of 

                                                 
742Cormac McCarthy, The Road (London: Picador, 2006).   
743“The first great masterpiece of the globally-warmed generation. Here is an American classic 
which, at a stroke, makes McCarthy a contender for the Nobel Prize for Literature ... An 
absolutely wonderful book that people will be reading for generations.” Andrew O’Hagan, BBC 
Radio 4 “Saturday Review” (Quoted on the back cover of the Picador 2006 edition of the 
novel).  
744For some readers, The Road seemed first to elicit a visceral, adrenaline-soused response – a 
decidedly physical reaction to the ghastliness of the book’s premise, that only became available 
for cerebral analysis on concluding it. As Mark Tredinnick describes it, completing The Road is 
an experience akin to exiting a “cathedral or a canyon or the birth of a child”: Bulletin 22 
November 2006. 
745Anon., “50 People Who Could Save the Planet,” The Guardian (5 January 2008) 
http://www.guardian.co.uk/environment/2008/jan/05/activists.ethicalliving (accessed 
20/02/2010).  
746In interviews McCarthy has expressed that he feels a strong affinity with scientists, indicative 
of his long appointment as a research fellow of the Santa Fe Institute – a boundary-pushing 
interdisciplinary scientific organisation in New Mexico. See Richard Woodward, “McCarthy 
Would Rather Hang Out With Physicists Than Other Writers,” Vanity Fair, August 2005.   
747George Monbiot, “Civilisation Ends with a Shutdown of Human Concern: Are We There 
Already?” The Guardian (30 October 2007).   
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Anthropology at the University of Arizona and the Santa Fe Institute (where McCarthy 

is currently a research fellow) makes a connection between the fallacy of “external 

nature,” “nature as the stage on which the human drama unfolds,” and the novel’s 

exposition of interdependent ecology. Lansing asks, “what if there was a near-complete 

breakdown of the complex networks joining humans with one another and with other 

species? It’s a question that stirs and troubles our sense of who we are.”748 The Road, 

then, has been acclaimed for having currency surpassing the fictional, for functioning 

as a kind of eco-political klaxon, warning its readers that just as nature becomes beset 

with new types of contingency, so too are human capacities for generating community, 

security and empathy correspondingly curtailed.  

Yet despite the novel’s weighty environmental credentials, neither the word 

“green” nor the color it denotes ever appear within its pages. McCarthy finds no 

purchase in an environmental force beyond the human that retains the theistic 

authority to purge or purify the world. Creepers do not overrun the rubble, wild 

animals do not den in disused public buildings. The Road repudiates the circuits of 

dread and pleasure, the reader’s schadenfreude, that arise in witnessing nature 

excoriate the rot of humankind’s influence. In doing so, the novel rejects a key tenet of 

apocalypse’s teleology: that tribulation prefigures the sweeping renewal of the Earth 

and the coming of Millennium. In The Road nature fails to equilibrate after humanity’s 

end. The world is not reclaimed by plants and creatures.749 

All boundaries between the natural and the non-natural have disintegrated in 

The Road, a collapse either initiated by climatic feedback-loops, or alternately by the 

subsuming of the anthropogenic into a non-regenerative ecology as the result of a 

global disaster. The environmental aftermath is distinctly “post-natural,” a world in 

which the natural and humanity’s industrial trace are fused. McCarthy shows us the 

inexorable despair of “the coming of all men into one fate.”750 Entropy is the incorrect 

                                                 
748Stephen Lansing, “Themes in The Road: Where Fiction and Science Meet. Man vs. Nature: 
The Coevolution of Social and Ecological Networks,” Oprah’s Bookclub (28 March 2007) 
http://www.oprah.com/oprahsbookclub/Fiction-and-Scientific-Themes-in-The-Road-by-
Cormac-McCarthy/7 (accessed 18/02/2010).   
749The environment in revolt, whether through the expansion of ice, the sea’s sudden rise, 
drought or toxic nimbus, is hardly a new theme for apocalyptic literature. Prominent works in 
the genre include books by John Wyndham (The Day of the Triffids [1951]), John Christopher 
(The World in Winter [1962] and The Death of Grass [1956]), Brian Aldiss (Hothouse [1962]), 
Kurt Vonnegut (Cat’s Cradle [1963]), Margaret Atwood (Oryx and Crake [2003] and The Year 
of the Flood [2009]), and Stephen Baxter (Flood [2008]). The Road can be distinguished from 
these precursors by its refusal to see the world remade, without a human presence, as well as for 
its ecological (in addition to environmental) sensibilities.   
750“The drama of our time is the coming of men into one fate,” Robert Edward Duncan in The 
H.D Book, which will be published in 2011 by University of California Press under the 
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mode to apply, for it is atrophy that has sunk into the substrate of the novel, a 

degeneration triggered and amplified by the appetites of the Anthropocene age.  

The Road integrates nature’s derangement with the fragmentation of the social 

and the psychological. The breakdown of ecological homeostasis in the book is matched 

by the characters’ inability to calibrate to the end of nature. People find themselves dis-

located in The Road, unable to orientate themselves to their surroundings or to the 

past, in a terrain stripped of nature’s logic. As Lansing and Monbiot point out, 

McCarthy’s novel is more than a jeremiad for the death of the environment or an 

exploration of the attendant resource-stresses such a death must result in. The book 

bespeaks the end of an ecology of meaning. Surrounded by convulsing geographies of 

the physical, the psychological and the representational, The Road asks how we know 

ourselves through our environments, and to what extent that knowledge is impaired 

when nature is irrevocably bonded to the anthropogenic.  

Unlike speculative literature in the trans-humanist and cyberpunk genres, The 

Road is not primarily concerned with challenging skepticisms about categories of the 

natural and the artificial in the “altogether human age.” Antiphonal to Jameson’s 

definition of the post-natural,751 the book assumes a world where nature and the 

human are rendered less, not more knowable by the erasure of the border between 

them. What capacity for hope will be retained, when “every post-natural cell” of 

ourselves is more “alien to us than nature itself”? In the world entirely of our making, 

The Road proposes that we will experience ourselves as foreign bodies – forever out of 

place, but unable to be extracted from the field. Ultimately, it is this aspect of the 

ecological uncanny – the ability to speak of nature without othering it, or excising 

nature from the self – that The Road so successfully exploits. McCarthy shows that as 

the nature in which we think falters, it is not just the way that we think about nature 

that falters; it is also the way we think about ourselves and our connections with one 

another. The interdependent ecology that Lansing identifies in The Road is one in 

which the functioning of the internal, psychological world is a direct reflection of the 

external nature beyond it.   

 

This chapter is framed as an exploration of the ecological uncanny in The Road, but 

from the outset a third concept has interceded in the dialogue between book and 

theory: the garden on the other side of the book’s cover. When Bill McKibben 

                                                                                                                                  
editorship of Michael Boughn and Victor Coleman. “Chapter 6: Rites of Participation,” 
http://www.ccca.ca/history/ozz/english/books/hd_book/HD_Book_by_Robert_Duncan.pdf 
(accessed 22/02/2010).  
751See FN 587.   
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presciently articulated the post-natural in The End of Nature – nature’s perceived 

separation from the anthropogenic world having been disrupted by atmospheric 

pollutants and planetary climate change – he surmised that “we have built a 

greenhouse, a human creation, where once there bloomed a sweet and wild garden.”752 

It is my contention that The Road marks a departure from the greenhouse as the 

appropriate metaphor for modern ecological threat, prompting a renegotiation of the 

unsheltered space of the garden. In the stultifying atmosphere of the greenhouse, the 

gardener retains his numinous facility – selecting for better adaptations, mollifying the 

extremities of behavior, striving for gemütlichkeit in a closed system. The greenhouse 

remains an inside that is outside; by extension, a homely place. In The Road, any 

modality of environmental control is rendered defunct. McCarthy debouches his 

characters, bloodied and disorientated, into a garden of their unconscious design that 

is by now neither “sweet” nor able to renew itself to a condition of “wild,” uncultivated 

nature. In an environment where the familiarity of the world is undermined by its 

transfusion with the human, where nature resists both wildness and domestication in 

favor of the ecological uncanny, McCarthy asks the impossible of his characters: find 

the way home.  

Appropriately, given the tools of ecology, this chapter pursues a web of 

connections between the conceptual framework of the ecological uncanny, the 

symbolism of the garden, and the narrative setting of The Road. What follows will not 

be a didactic application of theory to the text through a pinch-point analysis of the 

book. Appropriately, given the tools of ecology, I will be pursuing a web of connections 

between the reader, the reader’s environment and the environment of the book’s 

setting. These “ecologies of meaning” take up James Corner’s call to develop the 

relationship between creativity, landscape and ecology beyond investigations that are 

“ameliorative, compensatory, aesthetic, or commodity oriented.”753 I attempt to set in 

motion an ecological practice of reading: following on from Buell’s statements 

apropos of Carson’s Silent Spring cited earlier.754 Having already established a 

definition of the ecological uncanny in relation to the post-natural, I undertake a more 

detailed consideration of The Road’s environment, proposing that McCarthy enacts 

disorientation on two levels. Within the milieu of the book, disorientation manifests in 

the characters’ projection of a cartographic perspective that seeks to see the world from 

without, and so to separate the viewer from the ecology being viewed. For the reader, 

                                                 
752Bill McKibben, The End of Nature, p. 78.  
753James Corner, “Ecology and Landscape as Agents of Creativity” in Ecological Design and 
Planning, p. 82.  
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the omission or misplacement of physical elements from the present detaches the text 

from familiar moorings – although, characteristic of the ecological uncanny, the trace 

of the present returns to The Road’s environment in other, disquieting ways. These 

arguments are supported by close examination of three textual devices in the narrative 

– the sextant, the flare, and the Coca-Cola can. Finally I turn to The Road’s epilogue 

and the motif of the trout, to conclude that what the book in fact advances is a 

literature of denaturalised ecological politics – a green consciousness founded not on 

external nature, but on the internal dissonance of the ecological uncanny.   

To be clear: utilising the ecological uncanny to animate an environmental 

practice of reading is an intentional attempt to short-circuit the despondency 

potentially instilled by analysing The Road’s eco-politics from the single standpoint of 

apocalypse’s literary form. Despair and dread, which are both valid and prevalent 

reactions to The Road, foster a reading of the book that forecloses on active 

environmental consciousness by deactivating the reader, pushing their apprehension 

into ineffectual anxiety, and in doing so nullifying much of the motivating premise of 

McCarthy’s vision. Looking at The Road as a text that goes beyond ecological themes to 

enable different modes of ecological thinking and concurrently, different reading 

practices equips us with the means to develop a nascent green consciousness out of the 

colourless milieu of the narrative.   

 

Like the uncanny and ecology, apocalypse also functions through a specific spatial 

logic. The word “apocalypse” is etymologically linked to the divulgation of the 

subsumed (the revealing of the hidden in the homely). Looking down into roots of the 

word, evolved from the ecclesiastical Latin and Old French, in turn from the Greek, 

Ἀποκάλυψις apokálypsis from apokaluptein, apocalypse means to “uncover” or 

“disclose.” The apocalypse is not blown back from a morally punitive future or wrought 

by foreign influence, rather it resides in the ground/grave beneath, the repressed 

horror of our unfettered capacities for violence and distemper. It is the landscape 

beneath the landscape that rises in the apocalypse – the ascension of the underworld 

and the decline of civilisation into a Boschian netherworld (again a placeless space of 

interstitial limbo) prior to the Millennium. Apocalypse is the immanent, as much as 

imminent, end.755   

So too do apocalypse and the uncanny also share an unrealisable desire to 

inhabit, imaginatively or literally, “home.” To experience the apocalypse is to lose home 

                                                 
755Frank Kermode, The Sense of an Ending: Studies in the Theory of Fiction (New York: 
Oxford University Press, 1967), p. 101.  
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not by relocation, but by estrangement. One of the most consistent indicators of the 

downfall of humankind in the apocalypse is the loss or usurpation of maps: the ability 

of characters to situate themselves in relation to physical markers takes on new 

importance after recognisable locations are figuratively “wiped off the map” by end 

times. Characters often drift into cartographic perspectives or compulsively repeat 

map-making habits in apocalypse literature, a point which I will explore in depth, later 

in this chapter.     

To examine to the literary genre specifically and the lens through which The 

Road has most commonly been critiqued, apocalyptic reading – here we also find 

interesting coalescences with the uncanny and the ecological. On the page the ruptured 

landscape, system or object acts to return the memory of the unscathed landscape, 

system or object to the reader’s mind, to imbue it with new vulnerability and reinforce 

its immediate value. The frail fraud that apocalyptic fiction commits is that it speaks 

primarily of the future. Outside of creative representation, when things fall apart their 

whole-states are not persistently evoked but are permanently transformed to embrace a 

new aesthetic of ruin, with its own intellectual history and potential for signification.756 

Only on paper is the apocalypse capable of an immediacy of meaning, for only in 

stories can the shattering of the world imply its intactness. Should the end genuinely 

occur, the immediate experience would surely veer towards the surreal, the yoking 

together of oneiric elements in a synchronic timeframe, rather than the dissonance of 

the uncanny. It would not be hyperbolic to suggest then, that eschatological fiction 

relies on the rise and fall of the repressed to amplify its meaning to an apocalyptic tone. 

Without the reader to lift the hidden landscape beneath the visible landscape, to 

conjure the intact to haunt the partial, apocalypse is reduced to the minatory 

conventions of parable, or the visceral shock-tactics of horror.    

What I wish to collect from this line of argument is the subsequent point: that 

reading the apocalypse necessitates imaginative acts of environmental rehabilitation. 

The primary mechanism through which apocalyptic literature pulls its punches is the 

uncanny, those ghosts of future deaths that the reader summons to haunt the now. The 

process of retrieval is activated both by stumbling into de-familiarised remnants of the 

reader’s present, and also by silences in the apocalyptic novel – what Peter Turchi, 

alluding to Melville, deems the “wide landscape of snows”757 underlying any text. The 

                                                 
756 See Eduardo Cadava, “Lapsus Imaginis: The Image Ruins,” October, Vol. 96. (Spring 
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missing aubade of birdsong, streets emptied of commuters, fields with no cows;758 the 

prosaic ordinariness of that which is extinct in the apocalyptic domain heightens the 

eeriness of the event.759  

But despite these orbits shared with the uncanny – the unhomely and the 

concealed, the return of the repressed – apocalypse alone falls short of properly 

illuminating the currency of the ecological in The Road, for lodged within apocalypse is 

the theological promise of the sweeping renewal of the Earth. The political unconscious 

of the apocalyptic imagination is that great tribulation is the cost of purification and 

regeneration, a prelude to Millennium, and it is this foreknowledge that McCarthy sets 

out to disrupt. Moreover, apocalypse posits an authority beyond the human, an innate 

teleology of moral law with origins in the divine, that preserves its punitive code even 

after the theological supra-text has been abandoned. For McCarthy, there can be no 

jurisdiction above humankind, no super-natural malevolence or natural indifference – 

we encounter only ourselves everywhere, dissonantly, like depraved false gods of the 

mud, consuming one another as we have consumed the world at large.       

I do not mean here to put aside apocalypse entirely, but rather to suggest that 

the repudiation in The Road of renewal, apocalypse’s terminal stage, causes the whole 

genre to quake and in that quaking, to open new interstices. Using the ecological 

uncanny as the point of access into McCarthy’s apocalypse releases our discussion from 

some of the encumbrances a straight eschatological analysis would impose, and allows 

us to better cultivate a response to the ecological politics of the book, an environmental 

practice of reading, that recognises the power of imaginative rehabilitation and does 

not peak in unmitigated despair.   

 

Some years after the “clocks stopped at 1:17,”760 a nameless man and his young son 

stagger in a cauterized and frozen landscape, striving for the sea. Airborne ash from 

long-smoldering fires obscures the sun’s light, bringing endless winter and turning the 

forests into up-right cemeteries for trees. Within the first ten pages of the book the 

                                                 
758Cormac McCarthy, The Road, p. 120: “There was yet a lingering odour of cows in the barn 
and he stood there thinking about cows and he realised they were extinct. Was that true? There 
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with which its protagonists are haunted by the ghosts of the dead, and the vanished.” Michael 
Chabon, “Dark Adventure: On Cormac McCarthy’s The Road” in Maps and Legends 
(McSweeney’s Books: San Francisco, 2008) p. 117-118.  
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blood-sopped cough of the man foreshadows his impending death, intensifying the 

vulnerability of the boy whose future can only consist of being abandoned in the 

petrifying world, or being mercifully murdered by his father. The characters bivouac 

across a dangerous landscape, hunted by teams of road-agents and “bloodcults” that 

practice cannibalism, sadism and slavery, while starvation winnows all bodies towards 

their demise. 

Non-human life, weather, seasonal change, geological activity, and 

fundamental biological cycles are all immutably altered in The Road. Macro/telluric 

systems and micro/atomic systems both undergo spasms. Fires pyrolyze the chaparral, 

earthquakes stutter under the continental plates, and the land shows evidence of 

having been consecutively flooded and charred. The sea has lost its smell and color, 

river-water is “dead,”761 and the nights are cold enough to crack rocks. Species of 

grassland and shrub vegetation subsist only as hollow ash copies, papier-mâché 

imitations of their originals in the windless swales. Nature’s amalgamation with the 

human in The Road has caused the environment to denature in the biochemical sense; 

to particularise into basic elements too simple to support life. “The world shrinking 

down to a raw core of parsible entities.”762 The Earth is a corpse on which corpses walk, 

and even decay – with its organic capacity to vitalise new biomes – is frustrated in 

favor of perpetual senescence.  

Although nature is made strange in The Road, it is not yet unrecognisable, 

otherworldly, or supernatural. The air still thins as the altitude increases. Trees topple 

over when they die. Rain and snow continue to fall from the sky – except that when the 

snow comes down, it is adulterated with soot and when it rains, nothing grows. 

Demonstrative of the ecological uncanny, the environment in The Road is always one 

step off being unambiguously organic or clearly the result of inorganic intervention, 

resisting clarification into das heimlich or das unheimliche nature. As with all 

instances of the uncanny, the distance between the difference is short: it is the vague 

familiarity of nature in The Road that compounds the intensity of the reader’s unease. 

 The man and his son are not seeking a specific location – refuge in a place 

hermetically preserved in pre-cataclysm condition – but a climate. Of all systems, the 

sea, that antediluvian baseline, must surely permit the possibility of a return to active 

nature. So the pair push a cart loaded with scavenged dross upon which their survival 

depends, towards the edge. To the end of the land at the end of the world. The coast 
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portends the division of the anthropogenic from the natural, the separation of the 

degraded landscape from the animate waterscape.    

When the protagonists finally arrive at the edge, they instead find that the 

ocean is replete with the same types of maladies that have menaced them throughout 

their passage. The water is “shifting heavily like a slowly heaving vat of slag.”763 The 

waves “shudder” and “hiss” in an “endless seacrawl,” a futile metronome beating out 

the end of time. “The ribs of fishes in their millions [stretch] along the shore as far as 

the eye [can] see like an isocline of death.”764 The sea has become so torpid that it 

operates in the same descriptive register as the landscape – there is no striking cleave 

in the topography here. McCarthy creates an ocean that has atrophied along with the 

land, a slow, sea-like extension of the terrain. Nothing is divided. The edges have all 

been fused.  

Even in the water, where actual human presence is minimal, evidence of 

anthropogenic intervention and concomitant denaturing is everywhere. The ocean 

provides no shelter for nature to wait out the post-collapse environment in The Road. 

The genius loci of the untouched, unseen place remains human. The Road’s ocean is 

not an evolutionary “cradle of life,” and offers no prospect of nature reverse-

engineering the world back up from primordial soup, to mudskipper, to mammal. The 

man imagines creatures living under the ocean’s photic level – “great squid propelling 

themselves over the floor of the sea in the cold darkness. Shuttling past like trains”765 – 

but finds the notion neither reassuring nor likely. Even animals that are native to the 

hypoxic, lightless realms will eventually become extinct, or cease to evolve, in The 

Road’s insipid conditions.  

On the desolate beach, the obliteration of the characters slides closer still. 

Their exposure is heightened when their pistol is mislaid and the boy falls into a fever. 

His father confronts the very real prospect of the child’s death in his arms, trapped in a 

littoral that foreshadows no spiritual resurrection and no material cycle of reabsorption 

into nature. They will die, McCarthy concedes, but death will be nature’s last full-stop.  

 

Having failed to find clemency of either the temperate or the merciful kind on the 

shoreline, the disorientation of the characters in The Road becomes absolute. They 

arrive at their geographical destination, a site that corresponds with the lines on the 

roadmap they have been following, but the characters remain psychologically and 
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environmentally adrift. The coastline does not divide the post-natural from the natural 

– indeed the landscape and the seascape seem barely distinguishable from one another 

in their common degeneration. 

Here the man despondently conjures up his double, another father who turns 

to face him from a distant coast, equally displaced and incommunicative. They are “lost 

to the same indifferent sun.”766 Triangulated by the uncanny doppelgänger, the sun 

they are “lost to” signifies more than the veiling of the characters behind the new 

meteorology (“like the onset of some cold glaucoma”).767 The lost sun marks the 

senselessness of orientation in a world where there is no chance of finding a high 

ground on which to found a home. As ecology is made borderless by the subsuming of 

the anthropogenic into the natural, it becomes impossible to escape the ecological 

collapse. “Home” has not been redefined or relocated in The Road; it has become an 

unviable construct. 

McCarthy situates the last waypoints with which to calibrate the knocked-out 

environment of The Road beyond the Earth, in the cosmological bodies. Throughout 

the novel the man attempts to fix his location in relation to the recondite presence of 

the orbiting planets. Rising in the dark, he asks: “Upright to what? Something 

nameless in the night, lode or matrix. To which he and the stars were common 

satellite.”768 In a voice that might be interpreted as the author speaking directly, or the 

author ventriloquising the reader, the characters are shown from the perspective of 

space: “The cold relentless circling of the intestate earth. Darkness implacable. The 

blind dogs of the sun in their running. The crushing black vacuum of the universe. And 

somewhere two hunted animals trembling like ground-foxes in their cover.”769 Note the 

“intestate earth” here, another expression for the world’s liminal condition. 

On one level, these attempts to relativise the position of the characters in 

relation to objects in the astral terrain underlines the indecipherability of their 

immediate environment. Where the logic of nature – of biology, chemistry, and geology 

– is disordered, these appeals to astronomy might be seen as an effort to locate a 

natural order in physics. No matter what, the world keeps turning. But ultimately, 

cosmological nature provides no psychological reprieve from the post-natural: “the 

bleak shrouded earth went trundling past the sun and returned again as trackless and 

unremarked as the path of any nameless sisterworld in the ancient dark.”770 The cycles 
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of the universe do not imply any renewal or resolution of the world. There can be no 

appeal to a jurisdiction of physical laws above humankind; the dark matter is 

indifferent.   

On another level, the orientation towards astral bodies suggests a cartographic 

perspective, an attempt to see the ecological from a platform beyond the ecological, so 

as to map it. Multiple times in The Road the narrative moves to a vertical gradient 

where the characters look down at themselves from above, or are shown aerially from a 

point of view that hovers outside the voice of the man (as in “somewhere two hunted 

animals trembling like ground-foxes,” quoted earlier). The roadmap that the characters 

refer to throughout their journey comes to operate as a mise en abyme device for this 

desire to leave the system and perceive it from without. The boy looks into the map 

“(a)s if he’d see their small selves crouching there,”771 and the man reflects: 

 

He thought he knew what that was about. He’d pored over maps as a child, keeping one 

finger on the town where he lived. Just as he would look up his family in the phone 

directory. Themselves among others, everything in its place. Justified in the world.772 

 

From somewhere outside the Earth, it might be possible to identify patterns of 

interaction, and situate where – if anywhere – people are “justified” in the altered 

ecology. The boy asks his father whether people might have left the planet after the 

collapse and settled in space,773 or if crows could fly to Mars,774 but there is no exterior 

to the ecology in which the characters move. Their imaginative acts of elevation are a 

short-term anodyne for their disorientation. Although the characters experience 

themselves as foreign bodies in the system, they cannot be excised from it. In the 

recursive logic of the ecological uncanny; they are alienated in the environment 

because of the commingling of the anthropogenic and the natural, but the environment 

cannot extract them – cannot equilibrate – for that very same reason. The denaturing 

backdrop is all-pervasive and in its disintegration, it becomes impossible to separate 

the human trace either psychologically or physically. In the words of John Muir, “when 

we try to pick out any thing by itself, we find it hitched to everything else in the 

universe.”775  
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The discovery of the sextant on the scuttled boat, the Pájaro de Esperanza 

(“Bird of Hope” – McCarthy’s irony is razor-sharp), encapsulates the failure of the 

cartographic perspective in the post-natural environment. Here, on the last island of 

human hardscape, amidst the turgid ocean, McCarthy offers up a cartographic 

instrument – a tool capable of defining the exact latitude and longitude of the 

characters vis-à-vis the celestial bodies that exert their gravitational pull on the text – 

only to have it abandoned by the man. The sextant “was the first thing he had seen in a 

long time that had stirred him.”776 More than being a cartographic object, the sextant is 

a navigational instrument – a means of charting a forward course. The inscription on 

its plate reads “Hezzaninth, London,” proper-nouns in a narrative where such words 

are critically endangered, and the only reference to a city known in our present. But in 

resignation, the man returns the sextant to its baize case and goes back to the beach – 

relinquishing further attempts at orientation or finding “home.” The act of abandoning 

the sextant represents the impossibility of any bearing linked to the former world in the 

post-natural setting of The Road, the meaningless of “London” as a signifier when 

London, as referent, has melded into everywhere else. There is nowhere left to go, and 

yet the protagonists are condemned to endless wandering.  

McCarthy compounds the impossibility of orientation when the man retrieves 

the flare from the boat in preference to the sextant. Although both objects are devices 

of location, the flare differs in that it is not a means of knowing one’s own position, but 

of conveying it to others. The flare is a distress signal that only “works” in the presence 

of a benevolent community of rescuers indebted to civil society, a way of 

communicating “here I am, find me.” After the characters fire off a cylinder on the 

beach for the boy’s entertainment, the vertical gradient is again recalled:  

 

They couldnt [sic] see it very far, could they, Papa?  

Who?  

Anybody.  

No. Not far.  

If you wanted to show where you were.  

You mean like to the good guys?  

Yes. Or anybody that you wanted to know where you were.  

Like who?  

I dont [sic] know.  

Like God?  
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Yeah. Maybe somebody like that.777 

 

The flare is a means of signaling over the terrain, of rising higher than the system so as 

to geometrically section it and determine the lost person’s location. But in The Road 

the flare’s most potent symbolism is in its re-definition as a weapon778 – a tool of 

violence rather than collaborative citizenry or orientation. After he is shot in the back-

streets of a railroad town with an arrow, the man injures his attacker, perhaps fatally, 

by firing the flare through the window of a house. Having discarded the sextant and 

accepted a permanent state of itinerancy, the flare has no use-value in its conventional 

sense. To what safe territory would the characters be restored in a rescue operation, 

what community remains intact to carry out such an operation, or safeguard the 

territory? With no hope of finding shelter, the flare’s missive has transposed to “do not 

see me.” In the disorienting environments of the ecological uncanny, the cartographic 

signal has become a way of dividing people rather than of bringing them together.  

When the boy alludes to “somebody like that” in contemplating who the 

characters might signal to with the flare, he might equally be referring to the reader, 

who hovers above the page parallax to the God that has disintegrated in the world of 

The Road. “Do you think your fathers are watching?” McCarthy asks, “That they weigh 

you in their ledgerbook? Against what?”779 Like the characters, the reader too is 

disoriented by the inversions of the ecological uncanny that are displayed in the book’s 

environment.  

In the post-natural terrain, the interference with natural processes obscures 

both the location of the narrative spatially and its temporal placement. The Road’s 

environment proffers conflicting indicators of time and setting – stretching and 

distorting the string between the reader’s world and the book. Although the reader 

interprets The Road’s environment from “outside” – reading from a time where nature 

retains the capacity to be fecund, diverse, and sensorial – the struggle to orientate the 

setting of the novel implicates the reader into the broader ecological pretext of 

McCarthy’s cataclysm. The Road’s collapse touches everywhere and telescopes through 

every scale, so that it is impossible for the reader to say: “this story takes place 

somewhere else,” “this story is set a long time from now.” The inability to interpret the 

novel’s geographical setting or sequester it to a distinct temporal period forms a further 

loop of cognitive dissonance derived from the ecological uncanny. 

Logically, the reader’s present should be sometime before the book – 
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consistent with the intent of apocalyptic writing as a narrative meant to simulate the 

world’s end, so as to forestall it – but the environment’s unwinding in The Road also 

disturbs the cohesive flow of time. The teleology of ruin, those natural processes of 

decay, oxidization and erosion, malfunction and unearth anomalous artifacts.  

Returning momentarily to the sextant: after the reader’s age of real-time 

Global Positioning Systems and computerised oceanic navigation, the sextant is 

perhaps an unusual, even unnecessarily sentimental, object to discover on the Pájaro 

de Esperanza. But if it is unusual, the sextant is not exceptional. The Road is littered 

with objects risen from deep-time; arrow-heads and Spanish coins encrusted in 

verdigris,780 mummified bodies like “latterday bogfolk,”781 pitted iron hardware782 and 

dolmen stones.783 The only living plants the characters find are morels – simple, 

prehistoric saprophytes. It is as if the environment is doing more than breaking down, 

it is relapsing, peeling back the telluric palimpsest recorded in the ground in uneven 

degrees. Michael Chabon describes the landscape of The Road as an “unhistoried 

world,”784 a landscape without a memory, but it is perhaps better expressed as a 

demented topography, chronically recalling the wrong kinds of memories in the wrong 

order. 

Although by definition the uncanny cannot be anticipated, its arrival is often 

accompanied by, or constituted as, déjà vu – the chilly suspicion of repetition or 

foreshadowing, as though conventional chronology were somewhere snagged. As 

Nicholas Royle points out, déjà vu, like to das heimlich, is a congenitally-antithetical 

phrase, “signifying at once the illusion of ‘having previously experienced a present 

situation’ and ‘the correct impression’ of having really ‘previously experienced’ it.”785 In 

The Road, the earth shows signs of early human prehistory – things secreted into the 

terrain in a time before the reader’s present. While “we were here before,” it is unclear 

who “we” were. These are traces from a pre-industrial past that have moved 

inexplicably to the surface; remains that are familiar, but in a landscape of the reader’s 

near future, are unexpected. The ground seems to undergo a form of spatial déjà vu. 

Meanwhile, the omnipresent legacy of the reader’s “globally-warmed” present, the 

coalescence of the human and the natural, cannot be sifted out of the post-natural 

environment. Grappling with inconsistent indicators of time, the reader is disoriented, 
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unable to accurately project the temporal distance between their present and the 

setting of the book. The “counterspectacle of things ceasing to be”786 is not linear, but 

involves the uncanny retrieval of objects disjointed in time.  

 Amidst these found objects, there is one, distinctly aberrant piece of debris 

thrown into the night garden of McCarthy’s novel: a can of Coca-Cola.787 The soft drink, 

retrieved from the inner workings of a busted vending machine by the man early in the 

book, is the only incursion of contemporary popular culture into The Road – an object  

notable for the capitalization of its label in the nameless, placeless, punctuation-poor 

diction of the book. Asked what motivated him to include the soft-drink, McCarthy 

remarks that, “it’s the iconic American product ... The one thing that everybody knows 

about America, the one thing above cowboys and Indians, above everything else that 

you can think of, is Coca-Cola.”788 For McCarthy, Coke is, as the journalist William 

Allen White famously put it, the “sublimated essence of all that America stands for”789 

– a herald of economic expansion, mass production, the fostering of artificial desire, 

and the democratic consumerism that Andy Warhol so vividly captured in his 100 Coke 

Bottles prints. 

But the Coke is a more slippery token than McCarthy allows for. Polyglot 

moniker, “Coke” needs no translation – it is a hegemonic word, with near worldwide 

market penetration. The can is as ubiquitous as its brand is nationalistic, a placeless 

object, infinitely repeated in the millions of buzzing cold aisles in the millions of 

convenience stores across the planet. As global trademarks are designed to be, Coke is 

comfortingly familiar; its appearance in a foreign context, stacked between beverages 

with oddly synesthetic names like Schwip Schwap and Ramune seems not an uncanny 

intrusion into the unfamiliar, but trite and inevitable.     

Mathew Ryan interprets The Road’s protagonists as “travesties of the free 

mobile consumers that are the neo-liberal ideal,”790 pushing their shopping-cart 

through a world where sociality is extinct. In the novel, the man likewise compares the 

initial stage of the collapse to a murderous commerce – “blackened looters who 

tunneled among the ruins and crawled from the rubble ... carrying charred and 

                                                 
786Cormac McCarthy, The Road, p. 293.   
787Cormac McCarthy, The Road, p. 22.  
788John Jurgensen, “Hollywood’s Favourite Cowboy.” Wall Street Journal (20 November 
2009). http://online.wsj.com/article/SB10001424052748704576204574529703577274572.html 
(accessed 12/01/2010).   
789As cited in Thomas Oliver, The Real Coke, The Real Story (New York: Penguin, 1986), p. 4.  
790Matthew Ryan, “Hope Is Critical: Cormac McCarthy’s The Road,” Arena Journal, 31 (2008), 
155. 
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anonymous tins of food in nylon nets like shoppers in the commissaries of hell.”791 The 

appearance of the Coca-Cola can, then, is not meant to Americanize the setting of The 

Road, but to denote the absurdity, in the post-natural world, of that other “eco-” 

suffixed system of home-relationships – economics. Coke no longer signifies free 

commerce or the “organic” dynamic of supply and demand. The Road takes place in a 

post-consumption context, where production of any kind is obsolete and consumers 

are cannibalistically consuming consumers, having consumed the world. There can be 

no homeliness in the marketplace either. 

 

Unlike most literary dystopias, the domain of The Road is not populated by 

recognisable architectural relics. No grand symbols of human endeavor are desecrated, 

no great feats of technology are shown to have fallen into ruin. Lady Liberty’s 

speechless shadow does not cross the path of the characters and the cityscapes through 

which they traipse are emptied even of allusions to the hubs of contemporary 

metropolises. McCarthy withholds from the reader any encounter with built vestiges of 

his or her present. Instead, the book is beset with what Rick Bass has called, in 

reference to clear-felling practices in the Northern Forest of New England, a “plague of 

placelessness,”792 the homogenization of space into a single, collapsed ash-land: “One 

vast salt sepulcher. Senseless. Senseless.”793 

As a result of McCarthy’s decision not to include any road-sign, notable façade, 

or structure unique to one area in the book’s setting, commentators have been led to 

speculate as to its location. The characters are moving southward, asserts Alan 

Warner;794 from Lookout Mountain in Georgia, suggests William Kennedy.795 They are 

trekking “south-westerly through an unnamed, nuclear-winterised landscape,”796 Mark 

Holcomb claims, tacking a few degrees further away. Here might be Knoxville’s Henley 

Street Bridge, featured in McCarthy’s earlier novel Suttree (1979), Michael Chabon 

                                                 
791Cormac McCarthy, The Road, p. 192.  
792Rick Bass, “Paradise Lost,” Orion Magazine (January/February 2005). 
http://www.orionmagazine.org/index.php/articles/article/208/ (accessed 27/01/2010). 
793Cormac McCarthy, The Road, p. 237.  
794Alan Warner, “The Road to Hell,” The Guardian (4 November 2006) 
http://www.guardian.co.uk/books/2006/nov/04/featuresreviews.guardianreview4 (accessed 
02/04/10).  
795William Kennedy, “Left Behind: The Road by Cormac McCarthy,” The New York Times 
Book Review (October 8, 2006). 
http://www.nytimes.com/2006/10/08/books/review/Kennedy.t.html (accessed 14/02/2010).  
796Mark Holcomb, “End of the Line,” The Village Voice (29 August 2006). 
http://www.villagevoice.com/2006-08-29/books/end-of-the-line/ (accessed 17/12/2009).   
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speculates.797 John Snider has the characters striving for “presumably the Atlantic 

coast, probably the Charleston area.”798 For Scott Esposito, “spatially, we are back in 

the Appalachia of McCarthy’s first four novels, but temporally we are someplace we 

have not yet been: terra incognita.”799 Certainly, The Road is set in America, 

archetypically so. As David Ketterer remarks, “all apocalyptic writers might be said to 

inhabit an America of the mind.”800 

The omission of overgrown and ruinous relics from the present in The Road 

may seem initially to indicate a severing of the connection between the reader’s world 

and the setting of the text, an effect meant to dramatise the extent of the blow. The 

blending of space into a ceaseless, undifferentiated badland can be interpreted as a 

measure of the wholesale stripping of landscape. But for the reader, the environment of 

The Road is not uncoupled from the present by its placelessness. It is precisely because 

the landscape of The Road is so human that it is so horrific. McCarthy needs no ciphers 

to assemble his paysage moralisé, for everywhere The Road’s eschatology finds the 

human entirely enmeshed with the ecological. Just as in the garden there is nothing of 

nature that isn’t shaped by human intervention, in the book even those few, persisting 

organic systems – rain, snow, the ocean – are suffused with human immanence. 

Aligning with Jameson, The Road is the fulfillment of the secreted age, the age of the 

post-natural when “we have ended the thing that has, at least in modern times, defined 

nature for us – its separation from human society.”801 Unable to calibrate the spatial 

boundaries of The Road’s setting, the reader, like the characters, cannot be distanced 

from the denaturing environment of the novel. If The Road is indeed a “masterpiece of 

the globally-warmed generation,” it is because through the ecological uncanny 

McCarthy manages to incorporate his reader into the ecological structure of the book, 

to imply that the trace of the human in the natural is the reader’s trace too.  

 

If “green” is missing from the environmental glossary of The Road, it is not merely 

because the color has become extinct after the collapse, but because the word is too 

imprecise for the style of McCarthy’s prose. Counterposing the ratcheted dialogue of 

                                                 
797Michael Chabon, “After the Apocalypse,” New York Review of Books, 54:2 (2007), 26.  
798John J. Snider, “Carrying Fire Through the Ashes: A Review of Cormac McCarthy’s The 
Road,” Sci-Fi Dimensions (2007). http://www.scifidimensions.com/May07/theroad.htm 
(accessed 24/04/2010).   
799Scott Esposito, “Cormac McCarthy’s Paradox of Choice: One Writer, Ten Novels and a 
Career-Long Obsession,” The Quarterly Conversation 16 (2009). 
http://quarterlyconversation.com/cormac-mccarthy-the-road (accessed 09/01/2010).  
800David Ketterer, New Worlds For Old: The Apocalyptic Imagination, Science Fiction and 
American Literature (New York: Anchor Press/ Doubleday, 1974), p. 332.   
801Bill McKibben, The End of Nature, p. 55.  
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the characters and the depletion of the environment are extraordinary thickets of 

plant-names that allude to the conventions of non-fiction nature writing. McCarthy 

labels ferns, hydrangeas, wild orchids, liveoak, kudzu, rhododendron, ginseng, 

magnolia, seaoats, may-apple and pipsissewa – lush common-names, even as those 

plants fail to germinate in the book’s reality, subsisting only as “ashen effigies.”802 The 

geology of The Road’s environment is articulated with a similarly abundant vocabulary: 

flint, chert, isthmus, isocline, swale, slough and escarpment – these are words that 

mark an immersive engagement with the environment and an attentiveness to the 

minutia of natural variation.  

McCarthy’s naturalist lexicon is nostalgic even in the context of the reader’s 

world, where nature inches towards a generic mean most strikingly symbolised by 

commercial monoculture crops. Although The Road’s environment is denaturing, the 

book’s language undertakes a process of renaturation, reviving a vocabulary that 

approaches the exotic when it is contextualised to a setting that lacks biodiversity. 

McCarthy stacks up these middens of nouns, only to undercut them with the absence of 

their referents. A litter of nomenclature drifts in The Road, as simultaneously senseless 

and talismanic as the brand-names of products discontinued since childhood. “The 

names of things slowly following those things into oblivion. Colors. The names of birds. 

Things to eat. Finally the names of things one believed to be true.”803 

McCarthy’s lexicon amounts to more than the “paradox of language undoing 

the death it deals.”804 Although the words remain, in the milieu of The Road they no 

longer “point home” to their origins. The language of natural-history has unfastened 

from nature and circulates in a purely psychological field, forming its own uncanny 

ecology. Biological names do not function to retrieve the memory of the organisms to 

which they were attached – but rather to create their own internal networks of 

signification that magnify the complexity of the nature that is absence from The Road’s 

terrain. In concert, these words speak to the death of a way of understanding nature – a 

far broader psychological ecology than the extinction of individual species or the 

narrowing of diversity.  

In cultivating a naturalist vocabulary that survives the post-natural turn of The 

Road, McCarthy proposes the inverse question to “how do we know ourselves through 

nature;” namely, how do we know nature through ourselves. The uncanny 

preservation of this representational ecology after the “natural” referents are dislodged, 

                                                 
802Cormac McCarthy, The Road, p. 295.  
803Cormac McCarthy, The Road, p. 93.  
804Michael Chabon, “After the Apocalypse,” 25.  
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demonstrates how environmental consciousness can remain after the end of unalloyed, 

external nature – mediated productively through language. In the novel, however, this 

ecology of language (the language of ecology) is always in danger of being pulled apart 

by disorientation. “The color of it moved something in him long forgotten. Make a list. 

Recite a litany. Remember.”805 As memory powers down in the post-natural 

environment, words also disappear. McCarthy opens the possibility of orientating to 

nature in language, even as the vocabulary of his characters is progressively 

constricted. 

To recall Kenneth Rexroth’s quotation prefacing this essay: for McCarthy it is 

the creative act, in this case the literary act, in which the conservation of the world lies. 

The persistence of naturalist terminology revives the orientating potential of the 

psychological relationship with nature that enables that language. A relationship 

founded on ecological embedded-ness and a physical engagement with nature; 

inherently, conditions of the post-natural. Language and nature assume a symbiotic 

dynamic in The Road and although it comes too late for the characters, in the 

postscript to the novel, McCarthy implies that for the reader there might yet be time.     

 In the final pages of The Road, McCarthy deploys the classic American nature-

writing idiom of the brook trout to subvert an allusion to Ernest Hemingway’s short-

story “Big Two Hearted River” – one of the “Nick Adams” stories.806 The percussions of 

Hemingway vibrate beneath McCarthy’s prose throughout The Road, but here the 

reference is direct. In “Big Two Hearted River,” the protagonist similarly suffers the 

post-traumatic stress of an apocalypse – the First World War. Nick Adams journeys 

through a burnt forest, returning in his mind to the battle-scarred country he has 

returned from, to arrive at a body of water where his interaction with nature – fishing 

– alleviates his distress. Unlike the father and son in The Road, Nick is revived by the 

waterscape. “Nick’s heart tightened as the trout moved. He felt all the old feeling.”807 

In the post-natural terrain of The Road, nature’s porousness to the 

anthropogenic prevents it from rehabilitating either humanity or the environment as it 

reconstitutes the self in “Big Two Hearted River.” The dissonant presence of the human 

trace in nature undermines the ability to reconnect with the self in the denaturing 

                                                 
805Cormac McCarthy, The Road, p. 31.    
806Ernest Hemingway, “Big Two Hearted River,” in The Complete Short Stories of Ernest 
Hemingway (New York: Scribner, 1987). This allusion was first identified by Jennifer Egan in 
“Men At Work: The Literary Masculinity of Cormac McCarthy,” Slate (Tuesday October 10, 
2006). http://www.slate.com/id/2151300 (accessed 20/01/09).   
807Ernest Hemingway, “Big Two Hearted River,” p. 164.  
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world. But on the threshold between the psychological and the environment, in the 

interplay of language, McCarthy situates hope of orientation:    

  

Once there were brook trout in the streams in the mountains. You could see them 

standing in the amber current where the white edges of their fins wimpled softly in the 

flow.... On their backs were vermiculate patterns that were maps of the world in its 

becoming. Maps and mazes. Of a thing which could not be put back. Not be made right 

again.808 

 

These “maps and mazes” are not ensnarled in nature, for the fish have disappeared 

from the streams – they are “a thing which could not be put back.” Instead McCarthy 

orientates the world of The Road to a history of nature in literature, showing that new 

ecologies of meaning arise from linguistic renegotiations taking place on the border 

between the psychological and the environmental. In a world undergoing denaturing, 

language becomes that which cannot “be made right again,” and the environmental, 

social, and psychological connections that are built through language break up.  

McCarthy uses the recursions of the ecological uncanny to shift environmental 

consciousness from a basis in external nature to a foundation on the properties of 

language. Here it becomes possible to formulate a denaturalised ecological politics that 

is not premised on the removal of the self out of nature, or nature out of the self. In this 

respect, The Road is a uniquely ecological novel. In fusing the boundaries between the 

anthropogenic and the natural, McCarthy permits the psychological inner-world to 

participate in the ecological outer-world, and shows how environmental conservation is 

as much concerned with how we speak of nature as with what kind of nature we have 

left to speak of.  

                                                 
808Cormac McCarthy, The Road, p. 307.  
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5.  
High Watermark 
Writing After Climate Change 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

This mourning for landscape, this apprehension of death without a proper body to 

grieve over, is one of our modern era’s cruellest legacies. It has often been recorded but 

seems to have gone largely unremarked as a likely cause of common forms of despair 

and depression. For lack of any medically plausible origin these are presumably 

attributed to the usual domestic disorders, disappointments and jiltings; whereas in 

reality the sorrow may be grander, more pervasive and unsolaced, its cause 

misunderstood by both sufferer and doctor. 

– James Hamilton-Paterson, Seven-Tenths: The Sea and Its Thresholds.   

 
 

 BEGAN WITH A REFLECTION ON SWIMMING POOLS, and an allusion to “In 

Search of Nature,” William Cronon’s introduction to the influential collection of 

essays Uncommon Ground. “It was hard not to be preoccupied by the fires,” 

Cronon wrote in 1995 as his flight passed over the burning hillsides of Southern 

California.  “I found myself gazing toward them with unaccustomed watchfulness and 

anxiety, searching for places that might be brighter, less orderly, more flickering than 

the rest.”809 Those “otherworldly”810 wildfires – viewed through the window of an 

airplane – marked the start-point for the author’s meditations on the contested 

postulates of nature, in dialogue with the fourteen other contributors to that book.  

If swimming pools are indeed an uncommon type of “ground” to proceed from, 

then 2010 saw an even more transfixing coalescence of Cronon’s fires and my, more 

watery, preambles. In the Gulf of Mexico from April to July the seawater literally 

                                                 
809William Cronon, “In Search of Nature,” in William Cronon, ed., Uncommon Ground: 
Rethinking the Human Place in Nature, p. 23.    
810William Cronon, “In Search of Nature,” in William Cronon, ed., Uncommon Ground: 
Rethinking the Human Place in Nature, p. 23. 
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caught alight and burned for nights on end in patches the size of Olympic lap-pools and 

larger. The Deepwater Horizon oil spill811 (and off the coast of Western Australia, the 

three month long West Atlas spill)812 are striking reminders that the uncanny is always 

teetering towards being usurped by the surreal. Right now we live in a space between 

certainties, where the dissonant elevations of the uncanny are only possible because 

the silence, and the complexity, of climate change is deafening.  

As the year draws to a close, a group of recording artists and charities are 

campaigning to make John Cage’s infamous composition of quietude, “4’33”,” number 

1 on the UK Christmas charts.813 If they are successful, come Christmas eve British 

listeners will be invited into this re-recorded version of a truly “silent night” (complete 

with background hum and ambient rustlings). What they will hear then, no doubt, will 

be both familiar and unfamiliar: it will be the sounds of themselves – their breathing, 

their digestive grumblings and the tockings of their hearts – suddenly revealed from 

behind the great clamouring opus of modernity: advertising (the “Cage Against the 

Machine” initiative is intended by the organisers to be a symbolic push-back against 

the commercialisation of popular music). In short, for a little over four and a half 

minutes, these listeners will be encouraged to step back into the eco-system that each 

of us knows best, by turning their attention inwardly onto their own bodies. If climate 

change sounds like anything, it sounds like this – the barely audible hubbub inside us, 

as we each are, to differing degrees, the engines of the phenomenon. Why try to make 

anything else?  

 

We – all painters and writers – don’t want to be political. We want to be pure, and 

artistic. But we all know, too, I think, that we’re not up to the task. What story, what 

painting does one offer up to refute Bosnia, Somalia, the Holocaust, Chechnya, China, 

Afghanistan, or Washington, DC? What story or painting does one offer up to 

counterbalance the ever-increasing sum of our destructions? ... Some of us fall out and 

write letters to Congress, not novels; others of us write songs, but they are frayed by the 

stress and imbalance of the fight. Some of us raise children, others raise gardens. Some 

                                                 
811From until 20 April 2010 until 19 September 2010, the “Deepwater Horizon” rig in the Gulf 
of Mexico (operated by British Petroleum) spilled up to 180 million gallons of oil over 180,000 
km2. Eleven men were killed in the explosion that triggered the spill, seventeen were injured, 
and the environmental and economic impacts continue to seriously impinge on human and 
animal life, in and around the Gulf.  
812From 21 August 2009 until 3 November 2009, the Montara oil field “West Atlas” rig in the 
Timor Sea (off the Northern tip of Western Australia) spread a burning slick of close to nine 
million gallons over 6,000 km2.   
813“Cage Against the Machine,” http://www.catm.co.uk/ (accessed 08/12/2010). 4’33”, which 
was first performed by the pianist David Tudor at the Maverick Concert Hall in Bard College, 
in 1952, consists of four minutes and thirty three seconds of silence.  
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of us hide deep in the woods and learn the names of the vanishing things, in silent, 

stubborn protest.814 

 

I, for one, have certainly considered it: the trusty woods, the botanical dictionaries, the 

letter campaigns. It is so easy to feel paralysed trying to stay open to all the 

permutations of ecological threat. The mind has its own immune system and what it 

can’t make sense of, it wants to reject. This is the wahnarbeit of delusion. Many of the 

writers and artists I used to know have now turned to permaculture815 and they appear 

to be finding assuagement for their fears – in the cultivation of Victorian soils, and up 

through the river valleys of the Cudgegong, or at foot of the Border Ranges in New 

South Wales. Radical slowness, physical work, the integration of practice with 

philosophy: one reaction to dissonance and the prevalent loss of hope is to draw back 

into community and locatedness. Of course, committing to such a life may well be 

simpatico with artistic practice. Out there (in the presence of Big Nature, or at least, in 

its shadow, while undertaking subsistence agriculture) are to be found new forms of art 

– such as eco-poetics816 and biophysical writing.817 The Australian composers Ross 

Bolleter818 and  Jon Rose819 are particularly notable in this context for their use of the 

                                                 
814Rick Bass “Fibre” in The Lives of Rocks (New York: Houghton Mifflin, 2006), p. 141.  
815The term “permaculture” was coined by two Australian ecologists, David Holmgren and Bill 
Mollison in the 1970s, and is perhaps best articulated in their book Permaculture One: A 
Perennial Agricultural System for Human Settlements (Melbourne: Transworld Publishers, 
1978). Permaculture is a sustainable design practice for land management, emulating and 
maximising the existing ecological structures and systems of the environment. Self-sufficiency 
is the guiding ethic of the movement, which seeks to reduce reliance on industrial food 
production and distribution.      
816Eco-poetics, as outlined by Robert Adams in The Atlantic recently, is an expansion of the 
conventions of nature writing: “The basic argument goes something like this: the “nature poem” 
of old – insofar as it holds the “natural” and “human” apart as separate categories, repressing 
social and political context – risks reducing nature to a kind of territory for human epiphany, 
engaging in a kind ecological orientalism ... Juliana Spahr, a poet in the Bay Area, put it 
brilliantly ... the nature poet focuses on the bird and the bird's nest, but doesn't turn around to 
confront the bulldozer ... Ecopoetry expands the frame to include the bulldozer.”  “Good Poetry 
is Like Good Food: How to Find and Savour It,” The Atlantic (10 November 2010) 
http://www.theatlantic.com/culture/archive/2010/11/good-poetry-is-like-good-food-how-to-
find-it-and-savor-it/66308/1/ (accessed 08/12/2010). See also Brenda Iijima ed., Eco Language 
Reader (New York: Nightboat Books, 2010), and the annual journal “Ecopoetics” edited by 
Jonathan Skinner, http://ecopoetics.wordpress.com/ (accessed 08/12/2010).  
817The Australian poet Patrick Jones is a practitioner of “biophysical poetry;” wherein the body 
is placed in the environment in a manner evocative of an alphabet, or other linguistic signs. See 
“biophysical poetry,” http://permapoesis.blogspot.com/search/label/biophysical%20poetry 
(accessed 08/12/2010).   
818Also a poet, Ross Bolleter runs the “World Association for Ruined Pianos” from farmland in 
York, Western Australia. http://www.warpsmusic.com/ (accessed 10/12/2010). Here colonial 
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ecological cycles of seasonality and decay, and the interplay between built and 

“natural” environments, as drivers of their art. There is certainly no absence of political 

motivation in the form and process of such artistic re-wildings. 

When I think of that genre of literature known as “nature writing” – a 

designation which confers a distinctly North American history – I think of retreat 

(Henry David Thoreau to Walden Pond, Annie Dillard to the Blue Ridge Mountains), 

and I think of travel (Barry Lopez to the Arctic, Charles Darwin to the Galápagos 

Islands, Richard Nelson to the far north and Alaska). “I went to the woods because I 

wished to live deliberately, to front only the essential facts of life, and see if I could not 

learn what it had to teach, and not, when I came to die, discover that I had not 

lived.”820 A long time before I had ever heard of Thoreau, I knew those words from the 

movie Dead Poets Society,821and so understood them as a mantra not just for 

environmental transcendentalism, but for writerly practice. A literary life, as I 

understood it then, drew inspiration from solitude, self-reliance and a decisive 

immersion in nature. One withdrew, preferably to a place of untouched and exacting 

nature, and worked rigorously to convey a sense of enchantment there (one also learnt 

the extensive environmental vocabulary indigenous to that place).822 However much 

beauty the writer managed to siphon off into ink, the quid pro quo was that this place 

probably drained him or her equally, through the labour necessary to survive or travel 

there. I saw writers as translators of unique experiential knowledge.  

 In an age of systemic climate change, I no longer believe in this model of 

artistic fulfilment. Certainly, we still need stories from the frontlines of environmental 

degradation (a task writers like Elizabeth Kolbert, Jake Kosek, Gretel Ehrlich, Anna 

                                                                                                                                  
instruments are exposed to the elements – hung in trees, submerged in dams and laid flat over 
outcrops – altering the tonality and functionality of the instruments.  
819Jon Rose is perhaps best known for his wire fence compositions, performed by David 
Harrington and the Kronos String Quartet. Rose writes: “When I started to play concerts on 
fences in 1983 I saw fences purely in terms of sonic material. Indeed, that was the conceit: 
Australia was not covered with millions of miles of fences – it was criss-crossed with a network 
of string instruments waiting to be bowed. However, the metaphorical significance of fence 
music soon became evident. As a symbol and tool of division, conquest, ownership hegemony 
and paranoia you cannot find a better exemplar of the species problem. As the earth’s resources 
collapse under our imposed weight, new fences are required, and old ones need to be 
reinforced.” (http://www.jonroseweb.com/f_projects_kronos_fence.html [accessed 
10/12/2010]).    
820Henry David Thoreau, Walden (New Haven; London: Yale University Press, 2006 [c1854]), 
p. 143.   
821Dead Poets Society (Touchstone Pictures: US, 1989).  
822Barry Lopez and Debra Gwartney have together edited a dictionary of autochthonous 
environmental terms that is useful in this regard: Home Ground: Language for an American 
Landscape (San Antonio, Texas: Trinity University Press, 2006).  
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Krien and others assume, to the betterment off us all). But if people – writers, artists, 

activists, scientists, educators: people – need the sublime, instigated by the immensity 

and expansiveness of “the outdoors,” to feel environmental, then the game is up 

(“quoth she, and whistles thrice” – as Coleridge wrote in his decidedly uncanny poem, 

“The Rime of the Ancient Mariner”). This is not – as it might intuitively seem to be – 

an argument for localism and the “diet for a small planet/change in your backyard” 

ethos that has been translated into so many different slogans and ventures by those 

engaged in green activism across the world. The local isn’t, in fact, as holistic and 

reassuring as these campaigns suggest: particularly not in an age of all-pervasive 

capitalism.823 Localism is inherently weird, for, as the uncanny shows us, home is 

capable of being disrupted by the unhomely precisely because it is home. Rather this is 

an argument with an ecological complexion, for a kind of thinking that engages in 

connectivity – not embeddedness, but edgelessness; and an edgelessness that admits 

absences as readily as presences. “Withdrawing to nature” is made defunct by climate 

change, which besets even the wildest places with the trace of the human – a trace 

which collapses the distinction between the homely and the unhomely, and makes all 

place-based experience uncanny. Such retreats are fundamentally unhelpful in an age 

in which acknowledging the uneasy “nextness” of nature (indeed the ecological 

inwardness of the inorganic too) is of critical importance.   

The idea of re-enchantment has today become nostalgic; and as pleasurable as 

nostalgia is, it is also somehow belatedly unsatisfying – like junk food. Nostalgia is 

homesickness, lushness, and a wistful yearning for the past without release. It puts the 

future on the unsteady pedestal of regression (back, back, back: to the time of 

homegrown vegetables and cottage industry). Not only do I think that nostalgia of this 

kind actively engages a kind of myth-making, it is my contention that the notion of 

“home” – and so the coveting of a platform for reflection that is somehow removed or 

elevated out of “the environment” – is something we must renegotiate. Our homes – 

literally our places of residence, but also our bodies and our minds – are, psychological 

and physically, climate changed. From the planetary scale, right down to the cellular 

one. It is necessary that we face up to the strangeness inherent in this “senseless” 

threat, and that we find ways to talk of it that do not involve short-circuiting back into 

outmoded notions of nature.  

  When I write “re-enchantment,” now (as a compulsion of literature 

specifically) I am aware that enchantment itself is a fallacy, and one with a cultural and 

                                                 
823Timothy Morton, iTunesU Lecture, ENL 184-Fall 2010 “Uncanny Ecology,” UC Davis 
(accessed 27/06/2010).  
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social history. Ecology, and environmental science more broadly, teaches us how odd 

things really are all of the time. “Enchantment” suggests mysticism and illusion – as in 

being under a spell – and a kind of hypnotic magic gleaned from nature’s subsumed 

order. But when we look at nature more closely, we so often find sourness, disorder and 

uncanniness instead. My first encounters with the discipline of ecology were as a ten 

year old at the Gould League – a local environmental group founded on the protection 

of the Herdsman wetlands in the Perth suburbs. There the tireless and generous Mr. 

Eric McCrum taught groups of school children the secrets of how some lizards drank 

from their feet, how to replicate certain birdcalls, and also – I can recall him relating 

this particular anecdote so vividly, as in a film strip – the processes of holometabolism 

in caterpillars; whereby the caterpillar doesn’t just pupate by growing butterfly wings, 

but entirely dissolves into a kind of soup inside the chrysalid, and then refigures its 

cells into the stuff of adult butterflies. To a child in primary school, even a child with an 

over-active imagination as I surely was, this was beyond comprehension. A soup? That 

an animal could become a liquid, and then turn into another, completely different type 

of animal altogether (but, according to Mr. McCrum, still retain some caterpillar 

memories) was both mind-blowing and fundamentally very disturbing.  

 I am still struck by how baffling ecological dynamics are, particularly where we 

attempt to push them into modelling or predictive technologies. I was researching 

food-webs at the beginning of the year, and asked a friend working in the field in 

Sydney if he could explain to me the principles on which such co-lateral relationships 

were modelled. For a mathematician, his response struck me as astonishingly vague – 

until I recognised that what he was saying denoted the very encounter of the uncanny 

with the technical that I had been thinking about. “The more we know,” he said, “the 

more we see that it’s of much greater complexity than we’d ever imagined possible. In 

fact, the best we can say right now is that everything eats everything, and no one can 

be sure in which order. The old ideas – chains of producers and consumers, predation 

and decomposition – are gone.” Everything eats everything. Nothing is bound by its 

edge. And yet, the more we know, the less we understand things in terms of teleological 

origins or spatial definition. “Through the disappearance of the distinct and separate 

form of things, there is enabled the appearance of a radically new form of experience 

and knowing.”824 Henri Bergson once remarked that “the role of life is to inject some 

                                                 
824James Corner, “Ecology and Landscape as Agents of Creativity,” in Ecological Design and 
Planning, p. 98.  
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indetermination into matter.”825 The ability to resist reducing the environment to a 

knowable object – and to capture this indetermination using, as Stephen Muecke puts 

it, percepts rather than concepts826 – has traditionally been understood as the purview 

of creative practice, not science.  

 

Bewilderment is simply a prerequisite for another form of seeing; it is an unsettled 

appearance that allows for the double presence of the human and other. That the poet 

or the artist are the seers and makers of such works derives from the traditions of 

mimesis and poesis, activities that entail the actualisation of potential, the bringing 

forth of something previously unknown, or even nonexistent.827 

 

But the “bringing forth of something previously unknown,” and the “actualisation of 

potential” is, of course, also the work of ecology. There is a useful coalescence here: 

both writing and ecology are characterised by acts of selection – decisions about what 

to leave in and what to leave out in the construction of a biome or a book. I have found 

that writing about something can lead to a radical change in how I perceive it, even 

where I am attempting to “unsay” the world – to image it as otherwise than it is.828 Yet 

we are accustomed to dividing “doing” from “imagining,” and see the latter as an 

enfeebled response to exigent circumstances: the fiddler arcing his bow rapidly across 

the strings, while the fire rages all around. Why take on the stillness and seclusion 

required of writing, when there are more tangible things that might be done, to 

forestall the threat?  

 

In a divided culture, being undivided and synthesizing and connecting across broad 

areas can be an act of resistance, just as being slow – as in doing things deliberately, 

walking or biking or cooking from scratch or gardening or sitting around and swapping 

stories, not being dilatory or sluggish – in a sped-up culture is an act of resistance akin 

to the work slowdowns that were one form of factory strike.829  

    

                                                 
825Henri Bergson, Creative Evolution, trans. Arthur Mitchell (New York: Modern Library, 
1944), p. 139.  
826Stephen Muecke, Joe in the Andamans and Other Fictocritical Stories, pp. 19-21.  
827James Corner, “Ecology and Landscape as Agents of Creativity,” in Ecological Design and 
Planning, p. 100.  
828George Steiner: “Ours is the ability, the need, to gainsay or ‘unsay’ the world, to image it and 
speak it otherwise.” George Steiner: A Reader (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 1984), p. 398.  
829“Interview with Rebecca Solnit,” The Believer (September 2009) 
http://www.believermag.com/issues/200909/?read=interview_solnit (accessed 27/09/2009).    
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In the age of systemic climate change, it is a misconception to believe that one can act 

on the world without being acted on: this is the impetus driving the next section of this 

thesis, which attempts a creative response to some of the problems and issues I have 

identified in the exegesis. It is a very different thing to work within the hermeneutics of 

suspicion that critical theory fosters, than it is to attempt to build new work that 

answers those suspicions. I want argue that this kind of creativity ought to be valued 

beyond its economic viability as a workplace skill. It is not just that Australia needs 

more creative thinkers to generate more patentable ideas, more commercial 

innovations and more international prizes (the very idea of “a patentable idea” looks 

more and more outmoded). So many of the problems we face now, as communities that 

are local, global and dispersed simultaneously, demand creative conception. Creativity, 

like science, needs to be something everyone “does,” on one level or another. Our 

encounters with climate change are founded on imaginative capacity. In many ways, to 

be a person who believes in climate change enough to act upon that belief you have to 

have a good imagination. And of course a failure to imagine the extent of your 

material influence on the world would seem to be a basic precept of the denialist 

camp.830 So developing the kind of imagination that is able to conceive of this kind of 

expansiveness, without losing the motivation to act, becomes a crucial first-step in 

ecological awareness. 

In reading the newspaper, it seems to me now that magic realism is no longer 

an exclusively literary category. Dust storms roll into Sydney, staining the harbour air 

red (“this is unprecedented, we are seeing earth, wind and fire together,” as one 

weather reporter put it).831 Branded a “superberg” by the Australian Antarctic Division, 

a chunk of ice the size of a small continent sets a course straight for the small shoulder 

of WA’s Southern edge, where one group in the community have already started 

                                                 
830As the writer Andrew O’Hagan said at the launch of the Sydney Writers’ Festival in 2007 – a 
comment the essence of which has stayed with me throughout the writing of this thesis: “I 
believe it is a failure of the imagination that allows famine or terror to reign in the world. A 
man who throws half the contents of his fridge into the trash on a Monday morning fails to 
imagine, next time he visits the supermarket, that whole villages in Eritrea have children 
gasping for a droplet of milk. The politician or general who orders a soldier to release cruise 
missiles from 5000 feet does not imagine the innocent men playing cards in the teashop below. 
He does not imagine their loss or the grief of their loved ones. The terrorist at the controls of a 
plane cannot imagine the dreams of the secretary on the 102nd floor, planning her wedding and 
making a bid for life. Failures of the imagination are behind the conduct of our woes – and so as 
we gather here to salute literature and the imagination we also come to denounce those failures 
of the imagination that harm and betray and destroy life.”  
831Richard Witaker from The Weather Channel, see “Severe Dust Storm Sweeps Australia,” 
RTÉ News, 23 September 2009 http://www.rte.ie/news/2009/0923/australia.html (accessed 
06/12/2010).   
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building an ark.832 Sperm whales are found to be so full of pollutants they might rightly 

be considered living landfill.833 Bushfires reach such incendiary force that a new 

“catastrophic” level of threat is added to the government classification system. If it 

wasn’t already the stuff of science, it might readily be considered the stuff of novels. 

Indeterminacy, bewilderment and delusion: these might be considered necessary 

preconditions for the writing of fiction.  

But I don’t just want to reflect. I want to dive, and I want to dig under. There is 

so much digging going on here in Western Australia. If you go to the north of the state 

and pick up certain rocks there, you might be startled by their weight. Some are so 

heavy with metal that you can slap them together and they ring out like soup-spoons. 

Gravel beds clink underfoot. Magnetite disrupts compasses. They say there are more 

lightning storms over this landscape because the atmospheric electricity is drawn down 

to the ground by its mineral polarity (and struck trees can burn for months, concealing 

embers in their blackened hollows). Lump, fines and gangue: the iron ore is graded, 

blasted, stockpiled and transported. The dust it releases in this process is so thick that 

it has to be suppressed by a substance that is largely made from molasses. The miners 

corkscrew down in search of deeper and older deposits, pulling on the geological bank 

of prehistory. Mount Whaleback is now not just the absence of a mountain, but a 

mountain turned inside out; a deep cavity where once there was a peak. In one corner 

of the “Super Pit” at Kalgoorlie Boulder, many hundreds of metres down, everything 

narrows to a slot only a few metres wide in which there lies a puddle of grey-green 

rainwater. How can I take this motion, and make it into something that gives, rather 

than something that takes away, that is extractive?     

 

Culture is the material substratum of politics, the muddy foundation upon which it is 

built, but these foundations can’t be changed in the same way that you can undo a law – 

they are transformed by infiltrating them at the molecular level, through the fault lines, 

                                                 
832Neal Young, “Giant Iceberg Heading Towards Australia,” Australian Antarctic Division (9 
December 2009) http://www.antarctica.gov.au/media/news-archive/2009/giant-iceberg-
heading-towards-australia (accessed 07/12/2010).  
833Céline Godard-Codding, Rebecca Clark, Maria Cristina Fossi, Letizia Marsili, Silvia 
Maltese, Adam West, Luciano Valenzuela, Victoria Rowntree, Ildiko Polyak, John Cannon, 
Kim Pinkerton, Nadia Rubio-Cisneros, Sarah Mesnick, Stephen Cox, Iain Kerr, Roger Payne, 
John J. Stegeman, “Pacific Ocean-Wide Profile of CYP1A1 Expression, Stable Carbon and 
Nitorgen Isotope Ratios, and Organic Contaminant Burden in Sperm Whale Skin Biopsies,” 
Environmental Health Perspectives (2010) available at 
http://ehp03.niehs.nih.gov/article/info:doi/10.1289/ehp.0901809 (accessed 06/12/2010).   
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pores and gaps, burrowing away like an old mole opening up millions of potential 

northwest passages.834 

 

There is always more digging to be done, literally and metaphorically. Other rich seams 

to follow, more leachings to discharge. I am not seeking, as I have warned against, the 

narrativisation of climate change in this endeavour. What I want is to explore the 

strangeness of ecological imagination, to sometimes usurp the traditions of nature 

writing, and to look at how new communities form in anticipation of the deepening 

unknowability of the world, and of ourselves.  

 

In 2009 a friend sent me a link to a series of photographs taken by the American artist 

Chris Jordan – who is perhaps best known for his images of the aftermath of hurricane 

Katrina in New Orleans,835 although also for his “zoom-able” portraits of mass 

consumption, in which large montages are revealed to be composed of a multitude of 

smaller components, that usually relay a political message. The series of photographs I 

received, however, are not digitally engineered in any way. They are from Jordan’s 

“Midway: Message from the Gyre” project, and they depict the dead bodies of Laysan 

albatross chicks on the beaches of the Midway Atoll.836 By now many people have seen 

these images, as they were picked up for circulation by the New York Times, but at the 

time they were like nothing I’d ever seen before, and their effect was arresting. These 

bird’s bodies – little cages of bone, beak and feather – are filled with plastic debris. At 

first you think that the images must be staged, for nearly all of the carcasses are plastic 

– cigarette lighters, bottle caps, ring-binders, golf tees, bits of netting (hair nets?) and 

in one image I think I can pick out a toy soldier. It’s all very gaudy and somewhat 

beautiful, even as the images are dismaying. Some of the birds are recently dead and 

only just beginning to divulge their stomach contents: they look like stage props for a 

magician, splitting open to reveal multicoloured scarves or confetti. Others are long 

dead and now consist only of their plastic parts and a few bones, with flies buzzing in 

their eye sockets. The Midway Atoll, officially a national wildlife refuge, is very near to 

the apex of the Pacific Trash Vortex – a swirling gyre of the abandoned plastic products 

that we throw “away,” but which persistently return on the strong oceanic currents. The 

                                                 
834The Laboratory of Insurrectionary Imagination http://labofii.net/reflection/ (accessed 
27/11/2010)  
835Chris Jordan, In Katrina’s Wake: Portraits of Loss from an Unnatural Disaster (New York: 
Princeton Architectural Press, 2006).  
836See “The Journey to Midway” at http://www.midwayjourney.com/ (accessed 17/03/2010). A 
gallery of some of the images is available at 
http://www.chrisjordan.com/gallery/midway/#CF000313%2018x24 (accessed 17/03/2010).   
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adult birds have fed the chicks on our waste, inadvertently through the fish they are 

meant to consume – until, so clogged up with indigestible synthetics, they die without 

ever having flown further than the short distance down to the beach. The birds will 

never fully decay, and leave behind little, brightly coloured cairns. 

    The albatross in Coleridge’s famous poem, “The Rhyme of the Ancient 

Mariner,” is a symbol for an encounter with our own death, and a guilty burden carried 

for which no penance will atone. In that poem the albatross is killed not for food or 

because it represents bad luck (indeed, the sailors believe it to have brought the 

southern winds that keep them from straying into the Antarctic), but in an act of 

mindlessness – for sport. But now it seems that the birds are inside us, and we are 

inside the birds. The title for this collection of short fiction is an allusion then to both 

Jordan’s photographs, and Coleridge’s poem. The writing is an attempt to capture the 

edgelessness, and uncanniness, of environmental experience in a climate changed 

milieu. It is also, for my part, an undertaking to write in a way that doesn’t just ask for 

something, or engages in acts of disassembly, but which gives something back.      
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Depth Charge 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
VERY MORNING HIS FATHER GREETED HIM WITH A HANDSHAKE, and 

asked if he’d heard whether there were eggs on the breakfast menu.  

His father said, “Well now – I’m Jack also. From Adelaide originally,” and he 

bobbed on the balls of his feet. “Just passing through here, though. Out for a cheeky 

surf before the wife stirs.” He would cast a sidelong glance down the hallway to the 

bedroom Jack knew was empty, and take his arm in a conspiratorial way.  

 “Say, do you know anyone selling grass?” 

 It was the look in his eyes then, the glad fearlessness of an intrigue between 

strangers, that made Jack furious. “Dad,” he tried a few times, Dad, remember? but he 

always regretted it in the moments that followed. The dimming and confusion, 

suspicion shrinking his father’s face down to a hard, round twist of the mouth. 

Although he would fake recognition and maintain eye contact, more than once his 

father had later called the police to report that Jack was either a conman or an identity 

thief. Then he’d had to show the officers two kinds of ID and a letter from a 

neurologist, prepared for circumstances of air travel. Instead, Jack now acted his part 

in this small conspiracy, and assured his father that he did indeed know such a guy – a 

certain guy working in the auto-shop next door, who dealt from a private dispensary. 

And his father clapped him warmly on the shoulder, more warmly than the situation 

merited, and thanked him for helping out an old bloke; even occasionally calling him 

son – not because he’d remembered, but because he’d already forgotten.   

 “Jack, that’s me. And you? No kidding, that’s me too. The room with the blue 

door. I’ll get cash.” He strode off across the landing, the half-globes of his buttocks 

swinging beneath the hem of his shirt. Normally he then fell back into a deep, and 

apparently dreamless, sleep.  

He still asks after you of course, Jack’s mother had joked early on. When he 

starts talking about himself in the third person. What a narcissistic wanker. But once 

his father had begun referring to her by the names of other women – came grasping in 
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the evenings for one memory in particular, that took form in a pleading for “Lizzie” – 

then she quickly met and moved out with a man who sold store mannequins on spec.  

His mother and this new man had retired in the wheatbelt; to a blistered and 

scrubby property, where she had set to work assembling a kind of ad-hoc sculpture 

park constructed from hundreds of discarded dummies (“decommissioned,” she called 

them), splattered with fluorescent paint and arranged in strange postures of egress. 

They climbed out of trees, thigh-deep and jostling in the dam – like an army snap 

frozen in the midst of a desertion. A few mannequins made as if to scramble over the 

low wire fences along the main road, rocking maniacally in the wind. Jack visited only 

once. At the centre of all their art, the couple had built a low, octagonal house, with a 

yoke-yellow prayer room and a so-called ‘underground craft studio’ in which, Jack 

suspected, very few of their activities actually involved papier-mâché and embroidery. 

When the place had featured on an episode of Get Away, and subsequently Jack had 

suggested to his mother that she came out of it looking more ‘deranged, fortress 

dweller,’ than artist, she didn’t speak to him for six months.   

But this was later: this was Friday, and it was still early. The phone had just 

started to ring in the kitchen. Outside the sky was lightening to milk in water, and the 

last kids were leaving the bars with their shoes strung around their necks – performing 

their dragging, slithery dance across the wet verges. When they came up against one 

another there were all the ordinary kinds of violence. Jack sometimes found teeth, 

knocked right out of their heads, glinting in the lawn. Condoms too, dotted the laneway 

like a clew of sea-slugs that had hauled themselves out onto land. There was a tiki-

themed den at the end of the block, where the drinks had originally been served in real 

coconut shells, and the bouncers still wore faded leis while they threw their steel-

capped kicks into the soft ribcages of the local machine-apprentices and boys from 

accounts.  

Gideon liked to look out from the upstairs bathroom to serenade the fallen girls 

in the small hours: you ain’t got no soul power, tigeress, he needs a lover with sooouul 

power! But the moment that any girl literally collapsed on the asphalt, he was right 

there: feeding her from a dish of last year’s Easter eggs, which he kept by the doorstop 

for that exact purpose. Gideon had a certain longing to be confessed to, and in turn, to 

offer absolution. He had, over the course of his life so far, developed a series of wild-

style philosophies that he took great pride in distilling down to pithy – but completely 

indecipherable – aphoristic statements, which he then dispensed to these sad, blurring 

women with all the solemnity of a priest. They stumbled home with their pockets full of 

foil, and their faces slipped of colour – burdened by Gideon’s absurdist counsel. A lost 
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glove is happy. The arch stands because all the stones are falling. Two parts Zen, to 

two parts Lewis Carroll.       

Jack ignored the phone and loitered there on the landing a minute longer, to 

make sure the lamp in his father’s room didn’t come on. There was hospital, and there 

were the assisted living places, but three brain specialists, two physicians and a 

psychiatrist (the proverbial partridge in the healthcare pear tree) couldn’t tell him for 

certain that one day his father wouldn’t just spontaneously recover. How would that be 

then, for him to wake up and discover he’d been abandoned to the care of some 

lecherous, kerosene-bathing night nurse in a place numerously cited for code 

infringements? Anywhere with a decent reputation had waiting lists, and the openings 

were offered first to the very elderly, and next, to people with more disabling 

conditions. Jack’s father wasn’t even seventy yet, and although he hadn’t been capable 

of surfing in nearly two years, it wasn’t for any lack of physical ability.  

Besides which, Jack had an idea that, at least part of the time, he was putting 

the whole thing on. In the evenings his father occasionally had turns of clarity. A shiver 

would take him in the hallway, and then he’d look to Jack, grinning madly – as if it 

were all a spectacular prank made even more impressive by the fact that he was getting 

away with it. Jack had spent long hours reading medical magazines in the waiting 

rooms, and learning the ways in which the brain was pliable. The celebrity doctors 

maintained that notwithstanding memory loss, it was still possible that people’s 

synapses could refigure, given time. This wasn’t Alzheimer’s, it wasn’t dementia. It 

wasn’t even something as vague as a personality disorder; the best they could say was 

that it was an injury that might eventually heal. Or might not.    

Distantly, Jack overheard Gideon answering the call with drippy French vowels 

– which was something he didn’t feel he could ask him to stop doing, even though it 

made him crazy – because this was Gideon’s house and Gideon’s phone (although at 

this hour, it almost certainly wasn’t one of Gideon’s friends). Excusez-moi? He’d gone 

out the night before to a launch party for a jeanery company or a novel – or was it only 

another club? – in the city, and it wasn’t unusual for him to be getting in at this hour. A 

theatrical sigh, meant for Jack’s benefit, came followed by the sound of Gideon’s body 

slumped against the wall, as he pressed the handset between his ear and his shoulder, 

and recorded the details in the notebook. Well, how long this time? he asked the caller, 

precocious and impatient.  

A southerly whisked and thunked in the roof, bowling in under the eaves. 

Through the window Jack watched a council worker in an orange vest coast by on a 

ride-on mower, furtively dolloping fertilizer foam at the roots of the street trees. There 
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had been a protest in the local papers recently; groups for waterways, groups for school 

children. He caught the guy’s eye for a second, and nodded. Then, knowing it to be a 

low act that confirmed all the doubts he had about himself right at that moment, he 

wound the wall clock forward a few hours. Well now, he thought. I’m a Jack also.    

 

In the kitchen Gideon was decanting water from a casserole pot with a drinking glass. 

Inside the pot was a blood-red koi, curved into the top bend of a question mark. Its 

mouth popped open and shut as if it were panting having returned from a long run. 

Over his cotton shorts Gideon was wearing a long jacket that Jack had never seen 

before: green, velvet maybe, and it rippled as he moved deftly to and fro between the 

sink and the table. A costume swiped from some dispatched show tune wizard; the fish, 

his stand-in familiar. Without looking up, Gideon motioned to the door, and Jack 

pulled it shut behind him. 

 “If only,” Gideon said, concentrating, “I had chosen to devote my exceptional 

mind to veterinary medicine, rather than to the mustering of lunatics and abusers. If 

only I had seen sense, in the trembling rawness of my youth, and pursued the 

mysteries that lie in the hearts of animals, then probably I would have been followed 

home by a veritable hamlet of television vets, and this fish would stand a chance.”   

 “If only” said Jack, as he retrieved the notebook and sat up on the bench-top. 

He himself had once intended to study veterinary science (marine science actually, but 

with a focus on whales and dolphins). His father had given him that much; a good, 

saltwater boyhood, and his diving certificate, some knowledge about aquatic life. But 

then the bills piled in – physical therapy, psychotherapy, PET scans, the hyperbaric 

iron lung – and the insurance investigator did her job exactingly, finding them 

ineligible. His mother told him there was only so far she was willing to go, financially, 

in the context of there existing a “Lizzie,” and that he’d need to work, or else have his 

father properly committed to state care. So Jack had simply taken up where his father 

had left off – Junior for Senior, no need to even change the business card. He did the 

well-paid jobs that his father had so often refused in his later life. Jack knew he was 

good at it, but he wished that he wasn’t.   

 “She suspects that I am doing this .., so that I can poach her in wine,” – the koi 

twitched its spine underneath Gideon’s controlling hand – “which I may yet do, given 

that you won’t be home all weekend, and I shall have to fend for myself.” He poured a 

slick of oily fluid over the back of the fish, and braced himself as it flapped irritably and 

splattered him in the medicine. “Fucking CREATURE,” he yelled, half slamming the lid 

down on top of the pot. “I will microwave you – so help me god.” He dabbed at his 
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jacket with a mottled sponge as the koi slapped about muscularly, trying to dislodge the 

lid. “If it dies, it dies. I will not be held accountable for being the only one in the office 

who cared enough to try to save it.” With its beady eyes, the fish regarded them 

through the steam vent, making an unusual buzzing noise – as if it had swallowed an 

aspirin.   

 Gideon was the practice manager of a super-clinic in one of the city’s spoiling, 

old money corners. He worked in a windowless foyer with stucco walls the colour and 

texture of a bolognaise sauce. Here the wealthy and the sick, with their substance-

abuse manners and luxury neuroses, awaited their appointments. Contemporary 

clarinet played ceaselessly through the fuzzed out speakers, and there was a height 

chart tacked up to the frame of the revolving doorway, in case anyone wanted to hold 

the place up (which it seemed they did, and on a not infrequent basis). Gideon’s gave 

the criminals that he referred to as ‘his,’ everything that they asked for – calmly, 

without rushing – and recorded how tall they were as they desperately shuffled around 

in the slow glass trap of the rotating door on their way out. Once, he was officially 

reprimanded for making the observation, “the new benzodiazepines really aren’t all 

that, are they?” to a man with a gun. But Gideon could identify the telltale signs of a 

knife held flat in a pre-cut pocket, and the sound of a threat that was already a 

certainty. They relied on him for that, and for his unnerving ability to talk down people 

from the grips of psychosis.  

In an attempt, as he put it, to “feng-fuck-the-shui out of bedlam” Gideon had 

installed various large plastic ferns in the clinic foyer, and an ornamental drip wall that 

ran into a polyurethane pond next to the dual-use fax/phone. Daily, he polished the 

fake plants with a substance called ‘Vegeshine,’ more commonly used in food 

commercials, and he chastised the nurses for their dullness and their utility. In the 

pond he installed six brocaded, Japanese koi that he named Hawkins, Einstein, 

Newton, Tesla, Edison and Oppenheimer. It was Oppenheimer now quarantined in the 

casserole pot, having developed a fungal disease on its scales. The fish were, on some 

level, Gideon’s most valued colleagues and the keepers of his professional sanity. When 

he wasn’t deferring to hold ups, he largely he spent his days ushering in embittered 

middle-class juveniles, rehabilitating divorcees, and men who had spent their whole 

lives hoping to take that which no one had been able to give them. 

 “We tried to bake, did we Honey?” he said now, gesturing to the draining board 

where various oven pans were stacked, still gluey with unidentifiable nuggets of gristle 

and tuber-vegetable. He picked up the corner of one tray between thumb and 

forefinger, and dropped it clatteringly into the sink.  
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“Such roast-tray schadenfreude I had when I came in here this morning, I 

really did, I nearly took a photograph. The beets were new-season, Jack. Perfect pink 

little globes when I left them, with their tassels intact. I was going to do an orange and 

balsamic arrangement. And look at what you’ve done to them.” He peeled a shrunken, 

blackened orb off a pan and dangled it, dripping dark sourness over the bin. “Like 

something from the crypt,” Gideon said. “Like something that has been set on fire, and 

then drowned, and then set on fire again.”  

“Speaking of which,” Jack said, waving the notebook.  

Gideon dropped the offending inedible to its demise, and washed his hands. “I 

don’t even want that in the compost,” he said, disgusted. “It’s a little bit of vegetable 

cancer.”  

“I have to go,” Jack flicked over the page. “She’s thirteen? And the parents will 

be, you know. The account’s nearly empty.”  

“Sometimes I think you fail, just to show me how butch you are.” Gideon said 

quietly, but with malice. He had turned his back, and was drying his hands vigorously 

with the dishcloth. “Sometimes I think: he’s just doing this to demonstrate that he 

needs me. And I do, I do feel needed. But really – really, you can cook. I’ve seen it. And 

at the very least, you can wash up. I go out, and everyone’s asking where you are, and 

when this is what’s waiting for me,” 

“I can compile,” said Jack, exasperated. “You know I can’t use the oven.” 

“Well, I guess the salad days are over then. Or they’re just beginning in earnest 

for you, because it’s enough that He Who Must be Obeyed thinks I’m some kind of 

short-order grease monkey. I quit. Get another domestic servant.” 

“Is that what you want?” It was too early for an argument, thought Jack, 

though Gideon had evidently been up all night, and so he also hoped it was too late.  

“We can move, we can always move out. If this is too much to ask.” 

“Eat your roquet from a plastic bag in the aisles of Woolworths for all I care,” 

Gideon said, throwing the dishcloth on the ground. It seemed he was only just getting 

started. “You can go dumpster diving and die, feed off crud with the hemp-set. Get 

yoghurt rot in your gut and, and lose all your goddamn yellow teeth.”  

Jack slid off the bench and made for the door.  

“Oh no wait, wait, wait.” Gideon spun him around, nearly collided with his 

right elbow. He held both his wrists. “Don’t walk out on me like that, just when I was 

getting my scold on. It’s like punching a wall of sand. Just,” he feigned as if to clip him 

on the jaw, “brawl with me a bit. Come back at me. Come on. So we can make up 

afterwards.” 
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“I have to leave now,” Jack batted Gideon gently away. “Can you watch Dad, or 

should I call Angela?” Angela – a stony, monolith of a woman, redheaded – ran the 

auto-shop, and for a small sitter’s fee she would look in on his father when Jack was 

called away and Gideon had to work.   

“Is that what you want?” Gideon said, resentfully, pushing him back. “I’ll stay 

right here shall I, locked in the tower? Keep house. Grow my hair. Why should I even 

work? Oh, that’s right: he’s all yours.” 

“Look,” Jack could see there was no chance of getting Gideon to agree to 

anything in his cruel mood. “If you do decide stay in, by the time he gets up, he’ll think 

it’s the afternoon. All you have to do is put on a movie, and make him a sandwich, 

okay? I’ll be as quick as is humanly possible, Gid.”  

He gestured as if to swear to it, to smooth things over, but Gideon had already 

turned his attention to slinging the pans into a stream of hot water, and going at them 

with a piece of steel-wool. His narrow shoulders jumped and scissored. In the pot the 

fish had resumed its panicked thrashing, making a futile bid for freedom – as things in 

sickness so often do. The lid clattered and the tins screeched under Gideon’s furious 

action. Resigned, Jack took his keys and a fleeced pullover down off a hook, and he 

walked out of the kitchen. As he was closing the front door behind him a minute later 

he heard a muffled yell from the back of the house.   

“And you didn’t say a single word about my bloody amazing coat, goddamn it!” 

 

By the time Jack had arrived the guys from Fishing and Gaming already had the dogs 

out on the boats – their police handlers though, didn’t appear to be in too much of a 

rush to get the search underway. They stood in their navy jackets, hunched over 

steaming styrofoam cups beneath a temporary awning on the bank. Jack spotted two 

peppery Alsatians, trained to detect any rising gases or greases on the water, leaning 

over the side of a powerboat, and one on a private clipper – although technically it was 

too soon for that. The drive up had been long and bone-achingly cold, the last part of it 

over a juddering stretch of ungraded road that made his thighs itch and the boat-trailer 

keel at a risky angle. One of the divers, peeled to his waist in spite of the crackly 

morning frost, was feeding a dog pieces of sausage meat on the shore and tousling it 

behind the ears. He acknowledged Jack’s arrival with a tip of his head.     

The dogs were there for more insidious reasons too – as a top-side presence. 

Sometimes the families refused to believe in the existence of the divers after they had 

descended. The occasional blub of compressed air disturbing the depthless mirror of 

the lake, and then nothing but stillness. Staring out across the horizontal plane of water 
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they saw it beset by marine ghosts, catching sight of translucent things that weren’t 

really there. They imagined that the divers descended to a depth where they were no 

longer visible and just hung about, like jellyfish, to buy off their hysteria. Without any 

visible evidence that a search was being conducted beneath the surface, their horrific 

expectation deepened into an unnameable desire for spectacle.   

Jack knew the expressions of a worse kind of hunger: not to see a body 

returned for mourning, but a desire for the obscene grotesqueness of the drowned. 

Pacing the planks of the pier, they wanted a body that was hideously rent open by the 

water. Bloated, collapsed, eyeless. Skin hanging off like a bathrobe and fat fluffy with 

decomposition. The body had to be so different from the person who went down that in 

some dark coil of the mind they could continue to believe that their loved one remained 

underwater, swimming back and forth in the rivergrass. Unpick that seam of wanting 

in a man and he’d never love anything again. He’d spend years standing knee-deep, 

looking out from the shore. Trying to put all of the continent behind him. So the dogs 

were there as a kind of distraction as well, and as proof of the search the families could 

not see, taking place underwater.    

The diver came up the embankment with an esky of dense mud dredged from 

the lake’s freezing floor. Into this he plugged twelve stubbies of pale ale that would 

remain unopened until they found her. His hair was wispy, with dashes of mineral grey 

that caught in the light. He was the kind of man on whom this premature greying 

paradoxically heightened his youthfulness; having not yet developed the sense of 

impending mortality and insecurity that leads older men to vanity. Gideon would want 

to fuck this guy, Jack thought. Lithe, jumpy, something of the canine in him. He 

watched the diver pull on a jumper that was too small for him, roll a cigarette, light it, 

and tug a scrap of tobacco off his bottom lip. Gideon had certain opinions on smoking 

and the erotic potential of men’s mouths.     

 “It looks a hopeless case,” the diver said, surveying the lake. “Not much chance. 

Pointless, really – unless you’re getting paid by the hour.” 

 They both knew why. The artificial lake had been dammed in the early sixties 

for recreation and tourism. Deep underneath the water lay a petrified pine plantation, 

complete with scenic drives, rest-stop toilets and signs that implored drivers to ‘watch 

out for wildlife.’ A submerged forest darker than any Germanic horror-wood of 

folklore. It was a place where day had no purchase, where the only movement was 

slowly in and out of the alimentary canals of sucking creatures. A dust of dying diatoms 

fell like a constant black snow. If she’d drifted down into a tree the sonar wouldn’t be 
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able to distinguish the shape of her body from the rubble of the forest. Their only hope 

was if she had gone under over a road, or a clearing in the sodden vegetation.   

 The diver twitched. “That’s the Uncle over there,” he pointed to a heavyset man 

talking to the police. The writing on the back of his sweater read Super Mountain Club 

‘99 and he carried a wide-brimmed hat that he turned nervously in his hands. “And I 

think that young guy on the rocks was in the water when it happened.” A short distance 

away from them a teenager sat huddled up, with a foil hypothermia blanket pulled tight 

around his head and shoulders. Jack could only see his feet, brown against the granite, 

and the matted crown of his hair sticking out above. No one sat with him. Jack 

considered it lucky that they weren’t here looking for two bodies then, if the boy had 

indeed been swimming with her – in panic the drowning person’s grip was usually 

unbreakable. He had seen even the strongest, most experienced rescuers towed down.   

 “The parents are around?” he asked.  

 “In Bali apparently,” said the diver. He exhaled his smoke to one side. “So it’s 

not clear to me exactly, but her clothes are up there. Skinny dipping with the boyfriend 

maybe. It’s late at night, it’s a dare, you see the picture I’m painting. But the Uncle, he 

was shaking. On the heart attack threshold. You see him now,” he gestured with his 

hand, “he’s a bit calmer. I think the medics made him take a pill.”   

 The dog nosed Jack’s leg, snuffling around his pockets. The diver bent to chuck 

the animal affectionately under its chin, exposing a band of skin between the wool of 

his jump and the V of the unzipped wetsuit. Jack watched the long, lean flex muscles 

moving in his lower back – like kelp-heavy currents in a deceptively fast river. He 

cleared his throat, the tensile nerves in his lower stomach tightened. He looked away.  

 “Don’t worry Mate,” the diver laughed, “this one isn’t customs trained.” He 

ruffled the dog’s head. “I call him Greedy.” 

 “Nah,” Jack said, noncommittally. He stared out into the scud and gleam. A 

quietness settled between them. The diver followed his gaze and contemplated the field 

of bobbing gullies.  

 “There’s pace for about a hundred feet down for sure, but it looks good from 

here. The buoy is where they’re guessing she went under. Maybe take the kid with you. 

Keep him away in case her uncle goes postal, yeah?” 

 Jacked nodded. In the middle distance a fish disturbed the mathematical 

rhythms of the water. Its scales flashed like a wristwatch being dragged down from the 

sun.  
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Jack’s father had woken up and checked the time on the clock in the hallway. He’d slept 

right through the morning and felt disorientated, bedraggled and still heavy-eyed. He 

couldn’t work out where he’d left the watch that he used to wear every day, and he 

rubbed the back of his wrist distractedly as he searched. It wasn’t on the nightstand or 

by the basin in the bathroom, and he had a feeling that someone in the hotel might 

have stolen it while he was sleeping. This place was cheap, and full of rustlers and 

pickpockets. But then, when he inspected his wrist there was no longer a paler strip on 

the skin there, marking where he used to wear it, so perhaps he hadn’t had that watch 

in years. He wandered for a while, turning over objects, opening drawers and tapping 

his upper lip in thought.      

In the entertainment room he flicked the television on, wanting to watch a 

show or a movie, but the set was connected to a different video player than one that he 

was used to, and frustratingly he couldn’t remember which of the symbols meant play. 

It seemed that no one was around to assist him, so instead he leaned in and meditated 

for a while on the silent, boiling froth of static – his nose a few inches from the screen 

and his memories a few inches from surfacing. Suddenly he saw a C shape there. Then 

an S; the figure on its side. Other letters too. With a finger he traced the forms in the 

tangle of signals. Where is that face? Where is that face? She came rushing back into 

him. Lizzie. Lizzie like a stream of iced water poured straight onto the brain. First her 

voice. Then the smell of her thick, dark hair. Pool water. The sound of her lips on his 

ear and the first hot shock of her tongue. He groaned, where is that face? He could feel 

her now, as she was the time that she rode pillion on his motorbike in the summer, 

with her arms around his ribcage and her thighs gripping firmly to his lower back. 

Every part of her moved to lean in to the corner. He gave up to the old sensation. Sunk 

back against her breasts with her breath against his neck. Mr. Adler, she whispered. 

Jack? A sigh that whirlpooled in the windless vacuum within his collar. Glimpse of a 

small hand holding onto his belt. She was seventeen. She would never be older. 

  

Petals clung around the bases of the pylons by the time Jack launched the boat. Three 

local women hung bare legs of varying heft over the edge of the pier. They had bunches 

of chrysanthemums, slowly plucking the heads off and dropping them into the lake to 

scatter. The women murmured to one another. Too young, Jack heard their voices 

transmit, low to the water. Too young, too young, too soon, too beautiful. Too young. 

The echoes telegraphed around the wavelets and rock-faces, weaving a thin skein of 

sound that gradually became originless. too oo oo.   
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Such laments always particulate, Jack thought, into identical open vowels. He 

recalled when Gideon’s cousin, who he had been close to, had died in a car crash; the 

way he had wailed and punched Jack’s chest until he opened an atlas of bruises there. 

After a long time, with his head resting on Jack’s sternum, Gideon’s howls keened into 

a deep, ruminating moan. A noise that ebbed through the house like a struck gong 

ceaselessly for two nights. The timbre of that sound stayed deep in Jack’s marrow for 

seasons afterwards. Not for the first time he wondered if there was a tonic-note to grief 

that existed underneath language. And if that was true, was it a sound that helped to 

healed you, or just a sound you made to put the hurt out?   

The boyfriend was standing awkwardly at the back of the boat, the metallic 

blanket still draped around his shoulders. He had on one gold earring – a dollar sign – 

and a few chains of differing thickness, over a large sports hoodie. A round face, 

smooth as glassine paper, but he didn’t look at people directly. His hair was so stiff and 

thick he could have hidden an onion in it. He had introduced himself, reluctantly 

removing the headphones he was wearing, as Mungo, and had limply returned Jack’s 

handshake. Jack thought that was probably only his nickname. The kid looked 

Polynesian, Maori or Islander. The stunning whites of his eyes made his pupils seem 

small and coal-black. Probably he had another name too, one with a cluck in the 

middle, or a lot of the letters with tails – one that he was embarrassed by. He held onto 

a guyrope and spat irritably off the side. When they reached the buoy Jack launched 

the mechanical tow-fish and flicked on the sonar scanner. The kid’s face reflected in the 

blinking screen.   

“We don’t see much to start with,” Jack noted without turning around. “If she 

went down here, we ought to work a grid as wide as it is deep.” Mungo nodded, but 

remained next to the screen expectantly – Jack thought he even seemed excited. He 

didn’t look as if he’d been crying; he didn’t appear to be particularly worried at all, now 

that they were on the lake. Back on land he’d kept casting furtive glances at the girl’s 

uncle. He’d answered the questions the police had asked in monosyllables, thumbing 

his chains and shaking his head. Jack waited for the tow-fish to reach depth, watching 

the gauge. He estimated it ought to run about twenty feet above the bottom, to account 

for the trees.   

“The currents might have moved her as well. And the water can behave not as 

you would expect.” He paused. “Mungo, I should tell you, it’s not good chances that 

we’ll find her. Maybe we will but..,” he clicked his tongue and let the doubt dangle. He 

wondered what was going through the kid’s mind. What signs was he hoping would 

emerge from the murk. They were too young to be doing things to each other, right? 
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But then the diver did say she’d gone down naked. And Gideon told him that kids now 

were giving head in the eighth grade, the girls texting each other topless photos of their 

bee-stung chests.  

Even if they weren’t too young, Jack decided, he couldn’t find anything sleazy 

or raffish about the kid. None of the steams or exhalations that boys on the cusp of sex 

cultivated. Only his glazed face, his taciturn manner. Mungo. Lake Mungo was a 

saltpan out in the New South Wales desert. All surface.   

The first gritty swing of the sonar washed over the screen.  

“Shit, it’s like a, what’s it called? – an ultra-sound,” Mungo blurted. Jack 

smiled and made some calibrations. 

‘Thing is,” he said, “with an ultra-sound you know what you’re looking for. You 

know what a baby is going to look like. A woman is only ever going to have a baby, not 

a truck or a tree or a sunk frigate, in her water. We’ve got to make much bigger 

guesses.” 

Mungo shrugged off the blanket, and crumpled it up in his hands. “D’ you 

always look for the people who’ve drowned?”   

“Me, or someone like me – another guy who owns a tow-fish. I look for 

treasure too, sometimes.” Jack grinned. “Not for personal gain, but treasure like the 

things the police might want to find. Someone throws a semi-automatic or a bag of 

valuables off a bridge. Top end cars. Casino goods. Once, a huge bell that was headed 

for a church in the Blue Mountains. This was a bell that was struck at the end of the 

Spanish Armada, when important kings died and the royals were crowned. Monks 

polished this bell daily, humming to it. And it fell off the back of a boat because some 

idiot didn’t rig it.”    

A minute later Mungo asked, “You found it?”  

“The bell? In the end, in the sandbanks. Cracked in half like an egg, and bright 

as a star on the inside. Must have frightened the fish for kilometres, the sound of it 

landing on the seafloor. Trawlers got a bad haul for weeks.” 

Jack stared into the screen. He could pick out the wide tongue of an 

underwater highway along which no vehicles would ever commute again. The forest 

had mostly dissolved. Only the trunks still stood upright like second-day stubble 

emerging from the mud. Other sorts of contours showed up as well; ruches of 

sediment, logs, rubbish, netting and undecipherable flotsam. The quintessentially 

trashed mid-ground of the underwater environment. All man-made. The shadows were 

compound and thick. It was going to be next to impossible to see her. 
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“Anthropology work too,” he said, recording the GPS coordinates in his 

notepad. “When the boundaries of the water have changed and if there’s a land-rights 

case. Sometimes there’ll be evidence of old river-bank settlements, now in the deeps. I 

look for tools, campfires sites, artificial clearings. If the tides and temperature are right 

that kind of thing can be better preserved under the water than on land.”  

Mungo nodded. He leant over the side of the boat and flicked some water up 

into his face as if to wake himself. “It’s salty.” he said quietly, surprised. Jack wondered 

if the diver was wrong, and if the kid had been in the water at all.  

“It’s better that it’s salty.” The moment he spoke, he cursed himself for not 

thinking.  

“Why?” 

Jack concentrated on the computer readings from the tow-fish, trying to get 

the angle right so that they could begin charting the grid he’d outlined. They shouldn’t 

have to double back if they got it right the first time, and then he could tell the Fishing 

and Gaming diver, and the family, that they’d tried their best free from doubt.   

“Why better?” asked Mungo again, with his hand on the edge of the screen.  

“It’s easier.’ Jack thought about the girl. Too young. He realised that no-one 

had told him her name yet. “It’s easier to drown in saltwater than in freshwater. It 

doesn’t hurt as much.” Was it perverse or reassuring to recount this fact? “The cells in 

your body are close to the saltiness of the lake, so when you inhale the water your body 

doesn’t think it’s foreign. There’s no panic. There’s no struggle.”  

Water or sweat had beaded in Mungo’s hair, glistening like pinheads. His 

expression was distant. Jack didn’t say out loud the other things he knew too, like how 

saltwater drowners could stay under for longer and that they were easier to resuscitate 

if you got to them in time. Or how drowners in the ocean decomposed faster than lake 

swimmers, who could be preserved like ancient icemen in the sub-zero water for 

hundreds of years if they weren’t reported missing – sometimes with their hair and 

nails grown long. Upside down Rapunzels.  

He motioned for the boy to sit. A thickening atmosphere of monoxides passed 

over them as Jack started the motor. The sputter-kick of the boat broke up the distant 

and rippling lament.   

 

She had turned to the colour of sky, a brilliant powder-blue snagged down in the slowly 

sluicing dark. Her blood was sluggish pigment, her lightless eyes waxed to blue, lunar 

eggs. Eels or hagfish, creatures like the liberated internal-organs of other creatures, 

curled in her armpits and between her legs. They sheared off mouthfuls, then slept and 
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then woke to eat at her again, down with their nicking, necrophile teeth. They buried 

up inside her. Swallows of sky coursed their bodies. Through seething corkscrews of 

peristalsis and mined off in fine-line grazes by the flicking tongues of fry, invertebrates 

and microbes. Hunger was fugal. Hunger was the only known system. Plants imbibed 

her; her vein-work configured in stems and roots. Around her the stain spread, the 

weeds turning blue as if holding their breaths. The sand azure. Her head dropped back 

when something guzzled in her scalp. Her jaw unhinged and then the last pockets of 

the sky within her escaped between her lips. Oo oo oo, she went. Then everything was 

silent and veiled.      

 

Gideon stood in the doorway and watched Jack’s father scanning the television test-

pattern. Occasionally he recognised something in the transmission and exclaimed 

loudly, tapping on the monitor. Then just as quickly the recollection slipped from 

under his fingerprint and was gone. He crouched to look beneath the set or he leant 

over to pluck at the cables in the back, as if what he’d seen might have leaked out there. 

The scene jerked in Gideon’s chest like an embedded hook.  

 When Jack first brought his father in, a referral from one of the hospitals, he’d 

described his condition as being ‘land-sick.’ Gideon made hot tea while Jack waited 

uncomfortably in the foyer for the sessions to finish. Back then Jack’s face had sunk 

beneath a heavy beard; he hadn’t shaved since the accident and it didn’t smell like he 

was showering often either.  

The two men sat next to each other when the waiting room was empty, Gideon 

straining to see through the beard to the under-scape of Jack’s expressions. Land-sick, 

Jack had said. Or at least that’s the way he sees it. Gideon gripped his hand as Jack 

overflowed. Dendritic tributaries ran beneath the bristles and dripped from the 

underside of his chin.  

 Much later on they kissed through the upholstery of the beard. It was raining 

heavily in the parking lot. Water filled up both their mouths where his moustache let it 

in. A backwards kind of CPR, they fell apart gasping for air with their hearts flapping in 

their necks and the rain darkening more deeply their chests. The next time Jack bought 

his father to see the psychiatrist he had shaved. Gideon saw the hidden need that ran 

beneath. 

 The psychiatrist drew Jack a take-home diagram of the inside of his father’s 

head which she labelled ‘The Brain with Bubbles.’ She printed ‘Mr. Jack Adler Snr’ in 

the lower corner where an artist’s signature might have gone. It was an elegant little 

drawing with the lobes shaded in two tones and circles representing the bubbles 
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clustered in huddles, as in the froth of detergent. Somewhere they still had it – in the 

bottom drawer with the phone-chargers and kebab skewers.  

Will the bubbles rise, Jack asked, like air in lemonade? For a moment Gideon 

saw hope hot behind his eyes. The ascending thought that his father might equilibrate 

with a gesture as simple as blocking his nose and blowing hard, as is done to pop the 

pressure in a person’s ears after a long-haul flight. The psychiatrist sighed and ran a 

hand across the diagram as if feeling for a kind of Braille that might better explain. No I 

don’t think so, she said, the surgeons at the hospital should have explained that. But 

Gideon saw that Jack had chosen not to hear it.  

In Jack’s mind the bubbles meant that his father’s brain was still more fluid 

than solid, that regardless of all the turgid silt of memory and sensory confusion, those 

bubbles would one day breach. He was picturing his father waking in the night to emit 

a thunderous belch, a belch that filled the house to the brim with the smell of seawater 

and decay. Imagining his father shaking his head, laughing, opening the window of 

what had transformed from a hotel into his room. Then he would recognise the son 

that came leaping up the stairs. When Gideon put an arm around Jack’s shoulders he 

found him shaking with anticipation.  

 

The lake was as smooth as mercury when the sun began to drift low on its arc. Bright 

clouds bloomed across the surface like the lacework of fat on a muscle. The colour of 

the air moved from cut-ginger to a violaceous glow.  

Jack felt a storm putting up florets somewhere over the horizon. The faint, dry 

sizzle of lightning. There was unstable electricity on the wind. Above another lake, one 

linked by rivulets of groundwater like hair to this one – a deeper or a fresher lake – the 

rain would already be falling and raising the levels. He tapped his teeth together 

expecting to see sparks.  

 “Do you know the story about Alexander the Great and the bathysphere?” he 

asked Mungo, who had been silent for near to an hour now. The kid shrugged. As it had 

got colder he borrowed jacket from the hold. The blanket lay discarded on the deck, 

sodden with condensation.    

 “We learnt about him in history once. He was a warlord wasn’t he?” 

 “Ancient Greek.”  

Jack thought he saw something in the sonar. He held his breath. The glissading 

swing of the tow-fish lit the terminal again. A sort of Z lying flat on a clear terrace of the 

lakebed, just before the dark of a drop-off. A place swept clear by the abrasive run of 

low currents.  
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Drowners looked like loose letters in a foreign dictionary at this depth. Glyphs 

that had been shaken from an unreadable body-text, they made sense only because 

they were out of kilter with the striations of other material caused by the swill of deep 

water.  

Most of the time Jack found them on their backs with their arms and legs 

crooked up as if they meant to commando-crawl along the lakebed, slung beneath some 

invisible rope. Then the tow-fish, which bounced its sonar clicks from a side-angle, 

would cast a shadow that looked like a W onto the ground. When the drowner was 

carried up by the Fishing and Gaming divers the fine honeycomb of their sinuses caved 

in under the pressure; their faces ghastly Munch paintings of how their families 

remembered them.  

Other times a drowner might be sitting upright on the bottom, drawn 

perpendicular by the gas in their un-flexing lungs as if they were meditating. Then the 

sonar registered them as a sort of capital E. People who went under wearing air-soled 

sneakers rested diagonally with their feet pulling them up into a sloped position. Those 

who had been down a long time waved their arms above their heads, the arterial 

oxygen in their blood pushed to their extremities. But all this could change depending 

on what the drowner was wearing, how heavy they were and whether they were trapped 

beneath another sunk object. The alphabet of drowners included stranger letters, only 

recognisable from an Inuit or Chinese dictionary. Drowners who were deliberately 

bound up or tied to heavier things. But a Z could be the girl on her side, crooked up as 

they often were if they’d died as the result of a trauma. People run over by motorboats 

were typically Zs. 

Mungo sensed that something had changed. He edged up to the terminal, 

watching the sonar swing over a third time.  

“Can you see something?”  

“There’s a shape that’s different from the others. But it’s maybe too small.” 

Then, she was only thirteen.  

“Was she tall, would you say?” 

Mungo repressed a laugh in the lower regions of his lungs. “Man, Fiona is what 

you’d call big-boned. Like Stegosaurus bones. She’s tall and thick. If you ran into her 

on the basketball court, you’d come off worse.” He shifted onto the other foot. “I mean, 

she’s great. She’s not fat, or anything. Just sort of stronger-looking than the girls her 

age.” 

Fiona. Jack tested the name on the Z. Fiona had a good, three syllable zig-zag 

that might fit it. On the fourth pass of the tow-fish Jack thought that the shape looked 
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less like a person and more like the crumbled remains of a tree. It was too small. He 

recorded the coordinates and said to Mungo that if they didn’t find anything else they 

would come back and review the form with the divers.  

Darkness was gauzy in the air. The front was coming in, irriguous and marbled 

with rain. Shortly they would need to abandon the search for the night and moor tight 

up against the pier.   

“What’s a bathysphere?” asked Mungo, leaning back on the wall of the cabin. 

“A bathysphere? Oh, right. It’s a kind of deep-sea vessel. Round normally. 

You’ve probably seen them on David Attenborough, on television. Scientists use them 

in the intercontinental trenches. They have portholes and they’re made from super 

strength steel. Like what they used to call Diving Bells, with air pumped in from the 

surface.”  

“And Alexander the Great invented them?”  

“There’s a myth that he made one entirely out of glass. ‘A fine barrel of white 

glass.’ Alexander lowers himself into the Mediterranean in a giant bauble. And he sees 

a fish there that is so big it takes three days for it to swim past. Maybe it’s a whale.”  

“But the fish could see him too, right? Through the glass.” 

“It wouldn’t be a heroic myth unless the fish could see him too. They stare into 

each other’s eyes. Man and the beast. Primordial showdown. The beast blinks.”  

The sonar was clicking up images from a region so dense with debris there 

would be no way to discern Fiona from the mathematical clutter of old branches. Jack 

wiped some beading water off the screen with his sleeve. 

“Anyway, the point of the story is this,” he continued. “Alexander gives the 

other end of the chain to his most loyal and beautiful mistress – a famous, formidable 

beauty – and she is supposed to pull the bathysphere up to the surface after time has 

passed so that he doesn’t run out of air. But instead she elopes with another lover. She 

leaves Alexander, and the chain rattles down to coil on the seafloor next to him.” 

“Bitch! Did he get out?” 

Jack smiled. “It’s Alexander the Great, of course he got out. He’s the Great! 

Even though he probably couldn’t swim in real life. But obviously this whole thing 

screws with his head, being underwater for so long and the whole infidelity scenario. 

Get this, when he dies – years later, poisoned or drunk that’s not clear – but when he 

dies, he asks his men to embalm him in a honey-filled coffin that is also made of glass. 

And then they tour his dead body around, looking for his mistress.”   

“The story should finish that she sees him. She’s standing in a marketplace 

with some bastard kid, and then she sees Alexander floating in honey and she gets 
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down on her fucking knees and cries. A broken woman. She sentenced him to die in 

liquid.” 

“Yeah,” Jack agreed turning the wheel, “that is how I should tell it. But the 

fiction’s got a settled form. She never sees him. They put him in the ground this 

sarcophagus of honey. Candied Alexander the Great, turns his whole body to crystals. 

His teeth to sugar cubes, his skull to rock-candy. That’s where he stays.” 

 

Sentenced him to die in liquid. Why people had such a strong reaction to interring their 

dead in the water made little sense to Jack. Underground the body frayed and rotted, 

the roots of trees and the ingestions of insects made off with any recognisable remains, 

but people forgot that there was water there too. Finger-rivers of groundwater that 

lapped in the ears of the dead, that brushed at the skin until it was loose and then those 

small waves liquefied the bones like so many cat-tongues. Underground the matter of a 

body turned into the matter of the soil, and then into the grasses and the flowers that 

bloomed above. A nasturtium threaded with a rusting wedding-ring bursts up through 

the ground two years after an old woman dies. And then when those flowers withered, 

the body became the senescent layers that burned off in wildfires or froze as 

permafrost.  

Likewise, a corpse in a body of water became, over time, just another diffusion 

into the surrounding world. Crabs and smaller crustacea, the cutlery of the sea, worked 

to dismantle the hocks. The water came in and spread every atom. The process took 

longer; especially if the body was deep and in cold, freshwater, but there was nothing 

unnatural or heretical about a wet grave. Hell, as Jack understood it, was supposed to 

be a place of fire and brimstone.      

 

“I thought he was queer - Alexander.” Mungo flicked at one the cleats on the 

side of the boat. “That’s what my mate’s father said when we were doing it at school. Or 

at least, I thought he was queer the way that ancient Greeks were.., you know, the 

Olympics and everything.”  

“The Olympics and everything?”  

 “How they shaved their bodies and greased each other up with perfume Man, 

don’t tell me there wasn’t something gay going on there.” He stared out over the lake 

towards the smudging shore.  

The uneasy weather had coagulated around them. Faint patches of star-field 

rose in the water like flickering eczema. Tumescence and augur hung in the vapours, 
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the distant storm an airborne taste something close to licked iron. The boat rocked 

with a clock’s even meter.  

“So, Fiona’s uncle,” Jack paused to weigh the end of the question.  

“He’s a dick.”        

Mungo spoke about how Fiona had wanted to go to Bali with her parents, how 

her uncle had instead convinced her to come out to the lake for the holiday and then 

when she arrived demanded that she work for his irrigation company. She spent her 

days coiling up specific lengths of hose and filling cardboard boxes with sprinkler-

heads, not water-skiing or sunbathing as she’d been promised. She called her parents 

but they accused her of being unappreciative and recalcitrant. Don’t sulk, her mother 

said. Don’t play the victim. Mungo was staying with his older brother in the township 

and he’d run into Fiona at the local co-op. Although he was two years above her at 

school, they’d starting hanging out and devising elaborate means of antagonising her 

uncle.   

“This week some dude in the Middle East who thinks he’s bought a watering 

system for his melons is going to get three boxes of porn mags from the 70s,” Mungo 

sniggered. “We put butter on all those hose-joins and holes in the tubing.” 

A gelid thought slid across Jack’s mind. “What was Fiona doing in the lake at 

night?” he asked. “You guys went swimming?”  

“Sure.” Mungo peeled the blanket from the deck and wrung it over the edge. 

He hesitated. 

“I mean, I wasn’t swimming. I was supposed to meet her at midnight. But I was 

running late. My brother’s girl caught me sneaking out but she let me go. She brushed 

me down for cigarettes and booze. And when I got here, all I find is Fiona’s, like, jeans 

and stuff. Her shoes and socks folded up.” 

‘You didn’t see her go in the water?’ 

Mungo sunk his head into his shoulders. “If she meant it to be a joke Man, she 

wouldn’t have left me out. She would have told me. And then what, I keep you out here 

in this weather? I let those women back there,” he gestured over his shoulder with his 

thumb, “think that their boring little holiday town has been visited by the underwater 

grim reaper?” He unfurled the blanket and slapped it against the railing.  

“If she meant it to be a stunt or something, she would have said something,” he 

muttered. “If she meant it to be a joke, I would know before her uncle did.”  

He smacked the wet fabric on the varnished rail with increasing vigour.  

“Mungo, you still think that maybe it was a prank right? That’s why you’re not 

that upset yet. You think that she’s hiding out somewhere. Maybe she’s at your place 
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right now, under the bed or waiting it out in town? You’ve got to tell me if that’s what 

you think.” 

The teenager suddenly threw the blanket out into the water and punched the 

side of the boat. His face was pulled into a knot at the centre.  

“She set this whole thing up and now her uncle has made my brother think that 

I murdered her, or that I was like, screwing her. And when we go back I’m going to be 

locked up and belted, but you can bet not in that order.”  

Any reassuring words that Jack had evaporated. The kid was snivelling now, 

holding his hands up to his temples to hide his eyes. Jack hesitantly went to place a 

hand on Mungo’s shoulder but was slapped away.  

“I wasn’t screwing her, okay?” the kid said through the gaps his fingers made. 

“I didn’t even try to. Like touch her or kiss her or anything. It wasn’t even meant to be 

naked swimming, I bought my goddamn trunks with me. We were going to smoke a 

joint and then swim in the dark. She was like, just another guy.”  

Jack looked up. Drapes of rain billowed out on the horizon but the clouds were 

still high. It had become night as if the dark had risen up from the bottom of the lake 

and claimed the upper world. All that was solid floated, all the hard lines feathering like 

ink in water. He heard the faint clatter of an operations tent being set up on shore; 

trestle-tables being unfolded and the buzz of a generator, coffee being brewed for the 

police who would stay by the lake overnight. The water was creasing into fingerprints 

around them, shivers of breeze running fast across the surface.  

“Mungo, we need to go in now.” he said. “We can be back out here really early, 

so that you don’t have to talk to too many people, but if we stay out and the weather 

hits properly we’ll capsize.”  

Mungo nodded silently. As they turned the boat around Jack glimpsed the 

blanket in the water. A patch of flannel skin that quivered on the wake, and then 

disappeared behind them.  

 

Oppenheimer looked up at Jack Adler Senior from its soup-pot like a creature invoked 

by a Jules Verne novel. It had a head the size of a softball and whiskers as thick as the 

fingers of a five year old. The fish looked to be evolving a higher-self or opposable 

thumbs. It scowled. Jack was confused as to why someone might have left the fish in 

the pot, cramped up in shallow water. A sort of regal animal, red as ceremony. Unless 

they meant to serve it later for dinner. Then, he reasoned, they ought to have put it in 

the freezer so that it could die a torpid death of hyperthermia or boiled it very slowly on 

the stovetop.  
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His mind came clearer in the evening. There remained the dancing dust, the 

pieces of lint on the lens, but as night descended the sensation of pulling every memory 

up through a Hessian sieve left him. He was suddenly ashamed of his old man scrotum 

resting on the couch cushions. He dressed and wandered in search of the Concierge, 

meaning to ask for the in-room menu.   

At night his mind was clearer, and so now he thought of eating and he placed 

the soup-pot on the burner. The chef would appreciate the extra set of hands and he 

was too hungry to wait for room service. Jack knew the trick to cooking seafood. It had 

to be a low heat: a gradual poach so that the fish wouldn’t sense the temperature 

increase and jump out of the pot, or tense its muscles and turn to gristle. Slaughter by 

gradients.  

Jack returned to thoughts of Lizzie as he stood there watching the pot heat, a 

familiar reverie that warmed him beneath his solar plexus. She was a student at the 

dive school where he taught. Elizabeth Mostel. Tall for her age and obnoxious during 

the lessons. She stood slack-limbed, with her arms triangled behind her head in the 

stiffly chlorinated air or leaning up against the wall with two of her girlfriends. Her 

eyes were green and her clavicles were sharp. She interrupted him, asked questions 

that had already been answered and then whispered urgent missives to her friends, 

whilst in frustration he repeated himself, louder. Glimpse of a tongue as sudden as 

innards when she spoke. She looked him straight in the eye. Then occasionally he 

thought he saw her glance at his hand, at the indent left there from a ring that had to be 

cut off after his divorce.  

His body was not young anymore. His own son was older than Isabel Mostel, 

older by a decade. But he let himself dawdle in the thought that she wanted him all the 

same. Only vaguely pornographic fantasies, given his mild disgust at her age. He 

imagined her going home to her fleecy, girl-pop bedroom and writing his name in black 

texta on her inner thigh. And then he imagined the various ways that it rubbed off. He 

thought of her standing in front of the bathroom mirror and pulling her hair at the 

roots to make it grow longer and then he thought about her trailing it like a veil across 

his knees.  

One night after the class she asked if he would give her a lift to the train 

station. The pool was as flat as paper underneath its cover. Every sound they made, 

every footfall on the tiles plucked holes in the elemental air. He was startled. She could 

have easily walked and it was not raining outside - it was not even very late. But didn’t 

he have a second helmet for the bike in his locker, she asked. When he went to get it he 

found himself gaping into its padded interior, thinking about how the helmet would sit 
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like a second skull over her smaller head and her hair still damp from the practice 

dives. She was grinning madly when he returned. Sly.   

Lizzie put her tongue in his ear as she was dismounting the bike at the station. 

It happened so quickly that he thought a wet moth had flown in there and was beating 

its wings dry. He shook his head. Smelt her so close that she was piquant. It was such 

an odd thing to do – simultaneously a gesture that was too sexually adult and too 

juvenile. She stood back and appraised him.  

“I’m going to a dive in Rubiah Island next month. Banda Aceh. You should 

come.”  

Jack’s disbelief was absolute. Biting into the fantasy, a whole flood of juice was 

rising in his mouth. He shook his head. She was seventeen.  

“Thing is, I know I won’t have my certificate by then.” She handed the helmet 

back to him and tightened her ponytail. “And I was wondering, you know, if I could 

spend some extra money or time with you to fast-track it.” 

Dumfounded, Jack shook his head again.  

“I’ll go anyway. It’s not like they even check out there. You wouldn’t want to 

send me off like that, would you?” Her hand rested on top of his, on the throttle. “So 

unprepared?” 

“Lizzie,” his voice stuck in the claggy confines of his throat. Beautiful girls had 

such cold, tight brains. To even try this. “No.” 

She glared, tightened her grip on his knuckles. Then she let go and shrugged.  

“Whatever.” Her voice was caustic. She turned to walk up the ramp to the 

platform. As Jack kicked the bike to start the engine he heard her call out from the 

echoing shell of the station, “You’re a real killjoy Mr. Adler. Kiiiilllllljjjooyyy.” But by 

then he had smothered the scene with rubbery fumes, and he was speeding off down 

the road, shaking.  

She wasn’t at the next class. The extra tank stayed dry on the poolside, its 

regulator un-mouthed.  

 

Rain rattled against the windows of the motel. People were bedded down, sweating and 

gnashing beneath their fireproof blankets. Through the Sheetrock walls came the 

under-hum of late advertising. Gideon would have concerns, Jack thought, about his 

decision to sequester Mungo away for the night. The motel attendant poured an 

expression of pure odium into the paperwork when Jack requested two singles, one 

night. Practically cut his palm with the keys handing them over. Sons and fathers 

shared. Jack was suspected of concealing more deviance than sheltering a potential 
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miscreant. Mungo waited in the dark at the back of the lobby, one foot stomped hard 

on the other and both hands wrapped up in the lap of his t-shirt.  

 Now Jack lay flat in the middle of an orange bed beneath a bright light. The 

déjà vu of rented rooms. Fake wood-grain, laminated evacuation plans, antimacassars. 

In the early hours did his father wonder for how many days, how many years, he had 

remained in his mind’s hotel? Did it occur to him, even momentarily, that there was an 

eerie familiarity in the set of the furniture? Outside the wind stumbled about with its 

feet caught in its trousers. The television went silent. Mungo could be heard next door, 

brushing his teeth with a finger of paste and running water in the sink.   

 

It had been Boxing Day. December, the incendiary month. Forty degrees plus and the 

light so clean it felt nuclear. The heat bought with it a kind of breathiness, as if the 

oxygen were laced with something granular. Outside the macadam cracked and wheats 

sibilated in the fallow lots pocking the suburbs.  

He remembered clearing a place to sit, sweeping aside tangled lengths of tinsel 

with his foot, holding a sandwich in one fist and a longneck in the other. Cross-legged 

on the same square of tiles where he’d viewed boyhood breakfast cartoons when his 

mother still lived there. Something comforting in the replication of small gestures.  

Switching on the glistening eye of the television and hoping for the cricket, he 

found instead that the set showed huge waves overflowing the coastlines of Sri Lanka, 

Indonesia and Thailand. Tsunamis had chewed the edges off continents overnight. 

Animations illustrated blown-apart atolls and inlets. He flicked channels. Grainy 

footage shot by tourists trapped on the top floors of their hotels. The clenched faces of 

the Washed Away. The Washed Away with their sprained grip on solid things, opened 

mouthed and shrieking for a hand from heaven. Ghoulish but compelling viewing. A 

tree with two arms, only arms, hanging from its highest bough. Thin dogs on tin 

rooves. His father came into the room behind him drying a roasting tin.   

 “Whoa. Where’s this?” He flapped the wet tea-towel on the back of the sofa.  

 “Seems to be most of Asia. India. Indonesia maybe, the worst hit. I think the 

test’s been delayed or something.” 

 His father moved closer to the screen. “When..,” his voice quavered.  

Underwater Earthquake Swarms, said the screen. Mega Thrust-fault. And 

again it showed those two grizzly arms swinging in the breeze. A child’s dark skin burnt 

pink by rain-lash. Long flows of concrete ditching into the ocean. 

“Surreal,” murmured Jack.   
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“When..,” his father brushed the glass as if to wipe away the seawater beaded 

on the other side of the camera lens. “Did this happen today Jackson? Live today”  

Before Jack could answer his father got up and found the phone. His voice 

shuddered in the handset and out along the slung lines, sizzling with crepitating dust in 

the sun. Jack lay prone, his bare stomach sticky against the tiles and the beer 

perspiring a small pool of condensation. Epicentre said the screen, then again like a 

promise epicentre.  

“Now they’re talking about icebergs Dad,’ he called out. His father was 

swearing softly in the kitchen. ‘The waves pulled out icebergs, like teeth, from the 

Antarctic and they’re floating past Australia.” 

Sitting down his father looked pale. Behind them the Christmas tree beat its 

twitchy totem-pole beat. He held his head in hands as if filled with the sudden desire to 

weigh something living and heavy.  

For the first time Jack considered that his father was an old man. He noticed 

his paunchy middle, the crêpey skin at the hollow of his neck. A man who might soon 

be expected to carry handkerchiefs to modestly dab at spittle or inadvertent weeping. 

Jack longed to smooth the ribbing of age from his cheeks. To shake the oldness off his 

frame. Jack thought that the deepest, most honest parts of a person were the youngest 

parts. Selfishness, vanity, cruelty, temper. His father – this old father – pushed the 

man he knew under. He could see him falling deeper and deeper into himself, spiralling 

down. Inundated. Or so it seemed there in that minute, watching his father hold his 

skull on the tiles.  

His father looked up, red-eyed and said only, “Come with me.” 

 

A week later they flew into Sultan Iskandarmuda Airport and were met by the local dive 

store owner – a man with one real eye. Where there should have been a second eye 

there was instead a woody notch of rings, as if a tree-branch had been lopped from his 

face.  

Their work was to retrieve the bodies and body-parts that lay strewn in the 

shallow waters for identification by the authorities and then cremation. Jack’s father 

had stopped doing underwater casualty work when he started the scuba school, but 

there had been a time when he’d been employed by the Australian Federal Police on 

contract. Heart attack wind-surfers mostly, and a few organised-crime executions. 

Rough men who were found tied, wrists to ankles, in inland rivers. The only corpse that 

his son had ever seen was one washed and dressed for a funeral.  
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They were given a motor-boat, one of the few that had survived the disaster, 

and black plastic sheaths with zippers. Jack’s stomach crawled low. He listened to his 

father say nothing specific about why they were there. When they went to collect the 

tanks their cycloptic guide refused payment and instead gave them photographs of two 

Indonesian diving instructors. His hands shook like fish on the ends of his wrists, one 

eye jerking like a marionette’s. Jack’s father nodded. We’ll try, Mate. We’ll try.    

The women of Banda Aceh – mothers, sisters, daughters – lined the tidal flats 

ululating in high discord and ripping their hair out. Flotillas of their matted, black hair 

moved in the gyres gathering foul froth. Arcs of keening lulululululululululu collapsed 

against one another like waves from the land. The smell of decomposition and 

sewerage ran over the wind. At night a noise like some large object bowling through a 

forest rose up from the water. Packs of snub-nosed sharks in the sound.  

Every live person in their houses dreamt that they were drowning. All the 

thrashing sleepers gasping for thick air. Nightmares pooled as thick as fog over the 

coastline.    

   

The ocean floor was a rumpled dump of building rubble and shattered mechanical 

parts. Reefwork of car chassis, rebar concrete and splintering timber. Wads of 

fibreglass insulation floated past like dinosaur jellies. Waving cables. All the sea things 

had left or been killed. The white bellies of upturned fish followed the surface currents 

like loose lane-ropes in school swimming pools. Graveyard dives. Down into the 

underworld. It was an environment that threatened tetanus and shock.   

In the beginning they took turns going under. The other remained up on deck 

to monitor the weather and watch for local boats. They saw things in the water that 

would seep into their sleep for years. The grey sole of a foot sticking out of the sand. 

Fingernails painted pink with tiny starbursts. It was easier to find the partial bodies; 

bloodless, puffed up by days in the sea, fractional. The mind could refuse mathematical 

imagination, withstand equating the rib cage with the lungs, with the breath. Just 

shells. Just shells and castings. Respect was thinking of it as of abalone diving; looking 

for the precious, ugly thing. But then on the third day Jack found the whole 

groomsman.   

The whole groomsman was a Westerner and tall. He came out of the gloom 

wearing a tuxedo. Waltzing at mid-depth and touching nothing. His eyes were open 

and he smiled at Jack through bloated features. He seemed to have drowned without 

injury. They called him groomsman because of his clothes, but he could have been any 

tourist or  businessman on a bender. His eyes were sunk like punches into their 
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sockets, brinked with pleats. When Jack carried him up to the surface his fingers left 

round indents in the man’s body, as if he were made of plasticine through to his core.    

 

That night the whole groomsman glided up from the silty bottom. Jack was asleep on a 

futon next to his father. The whole groomsman shook dark sediment from his lapels 

and came out of the dark leering. He plunged his long fingers into Jack’s mouth. With 

hooked knuckles he pulled a bait squid out of Jack’s throat. Cold mineral smells - 

chlorine and copper and nitrogen. Locking eyes, the whole groomsman slid his other 

dead hand down Jack’s chest. It fell across his stomach, over his hips. The hand 

touched the tip of his living cock. Sea-lice were streaming from the whole groomsman. 

Squid vinegar ran down Jack’s chin. He woke up screaming. The phantasm’s putrefied 

fingers clenched. He showed his teeth right back to the molars as the light snapped on.  

Every above thing hardened into form. Jack’s silhouette was soaked like a wet 

double into the futon. His hair spiny on his head. After that his father refused to let him 

dive.   

 

“Do you think we did this?” Jack asked the wood-eyed dive store owner. “Have 

we come to that already?” 

“This,” the Indonesian replied with a sweep of his arm “this, the weather 

reports. On us.” But because of his English, Jack wasn’t sure if he meant it as a 

question or an answer. 

 

Four more days of frenetic diving. Jack lay sprawled on deck in the humidity, itching 

second sunburns, drinking warm energy drinks and listening to the chicken noise of 

prayer from the coast. His father surfaced less and less, spending longer hours at 

depth. When he did come up he was cold, hungry and monosyllabic. He ate in a rush, 

using his hands to spoon food into his mouth like an animal. He made no eye contact, 

as if his son was just visiting upon him.  

Jack’s temper rose with his father to the surface. The susurrus of wave-noise 

was an irritant. Salt air bought on nausea. He thought they’d done enough and yet his 

father continued to dive. The pulpy things he returned with were impossible to identify 

even as human. Gagging, Jack zipped up the bags, labelled the coordinates and tried to 

keep his imagination down.  

On the fourth day Jack demanded to leave. He was met with a blank expression 

and a nod towards the harder horizon. His father slumped down further behind his 

face, refusing to hear. The old man and the sea would not be divided. Reason, pleading, 
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ultimatum, incentive, rage; nothing would dissuade him. His father ate, then flopped 

backwards into the ocean without a word.  

 In the hottest part of the day Jack slept fitfully in the sun-stunned cabin. His 

head nodding to his chest. No sooner had he drifted than he was woken again by the 

whole groomsman. Suddenly his chin would snap to the ceiling, his mouth flung open 

and rimy hands forced his tongue back, tearing at the soft tether underneath. He woke 

coughing, blood like kerosene, thinned with adrenaline and racing. Pacing, sweating. 

Flammable in the glare. He could feel the ghost squid clot, turning fetid in his throat. 

Slithery and white. Tentacles that groped down through inside channels. Tentacles that 

branched into veins and intestines.   

He retched and retched over the side but he could not dislodge the squid. His 

chains of bright bile were split by brief cauliflowers of air, under which the patrolling 

shadow of his father moved like a dream without host. The day was clear and green. 

The day was clear and green and endless and it was filled with death. He was struck by 

rising panic. The squid felt it, the squid responded. It had come to life and it was 

choking him. Gripping his windpipe with its festering suckers and twisting, grinding. 

Pressed the air out like meat from a cut sausage. His breath became ragged. His body 

tight around him. The squid meant to end it. He fell into the bottom of the boat, into 

the bottom of himself. His knees, the weakest joints, turned to thread. In a tightening 

cage of tentacles his heart kicked and kicked and kicked.  

I’m dying, he thought. I’m going to die up here, right now. On the wrong side. 

Turning blue around the lips on the wrong side. He convulsed on the deck, thumping 

on the fibreglass, gasping, clutching. He was soaked. He was going underneath. Or no, 

he was going above, he was no longer sure. The whole groomsman had his freezing 

hands on his belt, pulling.  

 And then his father in the sky above him. Gigantic. His father was pouring 

fresh water from a canteen over his face and chest. Just breathe, just breathe his voice 

was distant but descending. In.., Out..., Breathe Matey, breathe. The air returned, 

colder, lighter in his chest. Ozone gleamed above them. Clouds. Whirling luminous 

gases and the passing scissors of birds. His father’s face, lit with concern. Everything 

condensing. The smoothness of the water in his mouth. Like the first time he’d ever 

tasted water properly. Like earth, like falling face down to the ground.         

 “What’s your name Matey?” asked his father.  

 “It’s okay,” Jack raised his hand to his forehead, “I’m okay, I’m sorry.” He let 

go of his father’s arms. Taking back the canteen, his father took a long draught.  

 “You gave me a scare, a big scare, finding you up here like that.”  
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 The air moved in pinwheels, felt like menthol drawn into his lungs. Jack turned 

his head up. Unhinged his face snake-like to draw in as much of the sky as he could. 

Felt it rush in to kiss his tonsils and plump up the flat lungs in his torso.   

 “Quite a lather, panic. Terrible thing when it comes on. What’s your name?” 

 His throat was open. He could drink the whole world whole.  

“My name,” Jack righted his body against the side of the boat, bemused, “my 

Christian name is Jack. I can walk a line if you would like, as well?”  

 His father frowned. “Well now,” he said wiping his palm and offering it in 

greeting, “in fact I’m a Jack also. I am also a Jack.”  

  

There were upside down trees of water in the water; currents that spread like roots 

along the bottom. Sometimes he swam into their indivisible boughs and was suspended 

momentarily in the downward fork of a slipstream. Then the water tree would rush as 

if joggled by wind, and toss him away again. Backstroke above the forest of water 

within the water, his tank grazing the ocean-floor. He hovered for close to an hour or 

maybe longer, brushing the upper tips of the strange canopy with his gloves. Disturbing 

the newer water within the old. Taste of ash or algae. Enzymes on his tongue. He was 

dizzy to have flown so far. The drop up was deep. Vertiginous. He could see a boat 

partially buried now, only its hull showing through the ground. But the trees, beautiful, 

pellucid and dripping with light at their roots. The trees held him aloft.  

Shellfish grouped in formation above him like swallows. Migrating in slow 

motion. He rolled to pick one out of the gritty clouds, its pink feeding feathers 

retracting into the hard nub. Flying stones. He laughed into his regulator, releasing a 

downwards stream of water into the sky, or was it the other way around? A piece of sky 

into the water. Skeins of smoke or some other emission weaved their way around the 

forest floor below.   

Where was Lizzie? He sat up on the sand, suddenly annoyed. Lizzie had gone 

down like a balloon, flown to the bottom and bouncing. Crusted in ice. He knew she 

was here somewhere. She had to be here somewhere. He let go of the mollusc and it 

soared off to join its flock. He looked around him. Where is that face? Wasn’t she up 

here? Didn’t she say this was where she’d been going? Calling him to abandon her. 

There was something he was meant to apologise for. And after that, when she had 

forgiven him, they could live like dolphins amongst the sea trees. Her tresses of hair 

would be peacock-blue. Her mouth, as gripping to watch as a gas fire. The mingling of 

layers and patches. They would stay this age forever. Or perhaps he could be younger.   
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Lizzie. He snatched at a passing dragnet, buoyant with curious objects. No sign 

of her there. Only dead anemones turned inside-out on themselves, like grey baby 

socks.  

There was a muffled thumping in the water. Do Do Do. Something distant 

striking on waterlogged wood. He ignored it, pulling plastic bags and other curdled 

things from the netting. Inspecting and discarding them. He felt overcome with 

weariness. The blank humming of rivulet bloodstreams inside him was so loud. The 

clicking muscles in his neck. It could be so quiet up here, he thought, if only there 

wasn’t this babble in me.  

Do Do Do. The one noise that wasn’t coming from him was rising from the 

upturned boat. He lifted his blinking mask towards it. Lizzie? Was she trapped inside 

the hull? It rocked as if someone was lurching around inside it down there. He reached 

with his arms. They were inhumanly heavy. As if he’d ascended to some astral level 

where the gravity was thicker. Better to stay in the treetops, rest a while. But then the 

noise came again. Do Do Do. She was knocking out codes. Codes! He tried to stand but 

the upper branches kicked him away. He was lead right to his core, and as cold and 

thirsty as lead was. Dropped on the seafloor. Was he flying or swimming? How much 

distance was there between the difference? Then the noise once more Do Do Do. Lizzie. 

He was frantic. What was she trying to say? He searched for a rope to which he had 

been anchored. No fishing-lines hung down through the glassy forest of water. The 

sound was spreading, rallentando. Syllables dropping down on him like pearls from a 

broken necklace. Was she leaving? She was leaving.  

The only cords he hadn’t cut were the cords he kept inside. His spine was a 

staircase he would have to climb. Inchworm out along himself until he reached her. He 

stood up again and started to frog-kick, one length at a time. One length at a time. She 

would forgive him.    

 Above a boat in the Indian Ocean, a diver pulls himself out of the sky.  
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Blow In 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

HE FEET WERE THE FIRST TO BREAK AWAY. I put on weight quickly in the 

months following the fires, and so my feet spread out for balance. They 

reverted to feet from some human prehistory, all stiff hair and hide, the toes 

blackening. Whose feet are these? I looked on dumbfounded as they tried to stuff 

themselves back into the shoes at the end of the bed. Stamping around the hotel with 

that neolithic gait, the unfamiliar, cavewoman pelvis; and whose feet had I dragged out 

of the aftermath?   

When we were told it was safe to return, I didn’t. I got in my car and drove 

straight to the city. For two days running I did nothing except eat, and eat, and eat. 

Sleepless at the all-night food palaces – hummocks of dumplings, tapioca milk and 

those edible ghosts that dangle in the tanks. But no matter how much I ate I couldn’t 

get full, so I booked a room. Now, when I wake in the dark, I can no longer feel my feet. 

How women say, “she’s let herself go.” I’ve uncoupled them.  

 There’s a lightness inside all this heft you can’t measure. A buoyancy of 

accumulating fumes and heat that I’m fighting to weigh down. It threatens to slit me 

right open. The problem is, I am not fat all the way through. It’s the empty parts inside 

me that are expanding, and so I have to keep adding kilos, layering on lipid thickness, 

to keep myself contained. But in the dark recesses of my body something is still on fire. 

There are embers that won’t be put out. I can feel the flames crackling in my gullies and 

burning through the sawdust walls of my stomach. Every morning I am starving again. 

The pillow smells like cigarettes, even though I’ve never been a smoker. I dream of 

Pompeii. Casts crouched speechless in the ash.   

Sometimes, I don’t think I will survive it. The sinister contracts of electricity in 

me will fail, wires fried, and I will have a stroke. I spend whole days staring at the 

dusky feet beyond my ankles or into the distant traffic far below the window. Waiting 

and eating. But even looking down from above, I can’t get things in perspective. Where 

T 
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are the edges of the burn? When do the fires end? I am not myself here. What I thought 

I left outside has become ingrown. The swallowed weather gathers fuel.  

 

Today I am considering a cube of air on the other side of the glass as Paul Jarrow is 

directed over to the table by the maître d’. Paul has arranged this – a truce, a lunch. I’m 

reluctant. We’re in the Cirrus Club a few floors above my suite. Clouds mottle the light 

that falls into the plates, and the music is featureless.  

Paul is visibly nervous, even from this distance. This is because he is over forty 

and he thinks he knows what I am responsible for. Who I am responsible for. I don’t 

mean he is mistaken, only that he has been misled. Which is an entirely different thing. 

Paul is marrying my daughter, Alice, tomorrow. It goes without saying that he intends 

to put the hard word on me – to wheedle, bargain or beg – until I descend from the 

upper levels of the Broadbeach Tower Suites and drive back into town for their 

wedding. Alice doesn’t expect it, but he doesn’t know why he shouldn’t. He brings high 

hopes of brokering our reconciliation.   

I know that Paul has been married before, without any children, to the 

Pharmacist who works at the town chemist. He was a secret Alice kept from me for 

over a year, or, to put it another way, she was his secret, in the advanced CPR class at 

the Dugong Park Aquatic Complex. Alice confessed later that that’s where they met: in 

the recovery position, trading breaths through a mannequin with a chest built soft for 

compression practice. Mouths slicked on British plastic.  

Alice plays water polo. She wants to be an opera singer. My daughter reads 

science fiction, and before all this, she worked weekends at the gardening centre with 

me. Alice is fierce. She is creative, she is impressionable. She is full of lungs. She is 

twenty-two.  

And although Paul doesn’t know it, Alice is a criminal. 

Smiling too widely as he approaches, he catches his lip on a dry eye-tooth. He 

surveys the table, chewing the lining of his cheek, and notices the open bottle. Good, he 

is thinking. Paul would like me to be a little drunk, a bit pulpy to begin with. We’ve all 

been through a great trauma. The communal drowning of communal sorrows might be 

one of the few things left to inspire community in any of us. At least, this is my 

hypothesis.  

I know how that goes. And I won’t say I’m above exploiting it. I told the staff 

where I’d come from, the macabre password, on the day I arrived at the Broadbeach. 

They knew it from the news coverage. By then, no one in the country didn’t recognise 

the name of our town. The maître d’ put a hand on my back and whispered wetly into 
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my ear: I am entitled to vices that expand the hotel’s definition of responsible service. 

As he steers Paul Jarrow over to me now it is not beyond his imagination that Paul is 

here as my lover, summoned up from the back-pages of a magazine. In previous 

conversations the maître d’ has implied he can source things like this, things I have a 

need of ‘in excess.’ Drugs presumably, and men. Those are only two examples of what 

he thinks I might need. Or deserve.  

Paul kisses my cheek and grabs my hand awkwardly, clasping the thumb in a 

partial handshake. We’ve never been this close.  

“Well,” he says, still holding some of my fingers in his fist, “Mother of the 

Bride, Mother of the Bride.” He shakes his head. Up close Paul has a certain thinness of 

expression, as of a rat looking through a picket fence. But the maître d’ seems 

disappointed. He gives an almost imperceptible nod and leaves the table. Now I 

wonder if that hand, rested cosily on my shoulder-blade, conveyed a more complex 

message.  

“In the flesh, Paul,” I turn my attention to this future son-in-law, much too old 

to be called that. In all this flesh. “Calm the heck down, and sit down.”  

 

Like all mothers who have their children after the time of motherhood is expected, 

when Alice was born I was petrified. She came into our lives late, but tiny and early, at 

a time when no one else we knew had a newborn. The first few weeks were unspeakably 

awful. Delivered premature – premmie, the word inappropriately cute for the rawness 

of her small body – she was placed in a ticking humidicrib at the hospital. Alice. 

Horrifying and precious, mammalian and wired. We didn’t name her for the Lewis 

Carroll books and yet she arrived trapped in that electrical wonderland, the 

disembodied grins of the nurses scything above.  

When Tom went anywhere near our baby girl he was scared witless that she 

might die. In white beds and pacing the blue hallways I brimmed with self-loathing. 

The nurses insisted there was no trigger for an early labour, but the conviction 

wouldn’t dislodge – it was my fault. Impatience, unease and self-consciousness. I raced 

through a list of culpable acts while our daughter stayed untouched, every organ 

matched by a machine. The little argonaut.  

Finally the day came when they lifted Alice out of the crib. Her heart 

thrummed against my collarbone like a bug in a jar. We took photographs of her hands 

set with their impossible fingernails. She was ours, after all. The living thing we 

switched on. She yawned once, and we were hers.         
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Later on, everywhere I looked I saw lethal, poisonous, maiming things, and for 

her part, Alice was intent on getting to them. It was more than what you’d expect – 

what’s under the sink, or on the road. Everything Alice reached for was something I 

knew you shouldn’t give to a child. I’d be baking in the kitchen or digging the 

flowerbeds, but she would not be distracted by the cooing sing-song of cake or 

blossoms. She wailed for the boiling pot and the herbicide. Put her down in the centre 

of a room and she’d crawl straight for the closest power-point. Threats went unheeded. 

Bribery was futile. Before she’d started to walk Alice was back at the hospital for burns 

and coins that she scoffed straight out of my purse.  

After we settled her down each night we would just stand there, holding one 

another, aghast. Why had we done it? This was a terrible mistake. We’d put life into 

what didn’t want it. Our baby ghoul. 

It is true that I had unmotherly thoughts. And I may have done some 

unmotherly things. A few times I tied her into her high-chair. Thinking once bitten, I 

watched her scoot right up to the oven and put her hands on the door. After a furious 

tantrum I gave her three dollars to suck on. Tom was at work, so he had nothing to say 

about it.  

This part has only come back to me recently, because it was a stage Alice 

passed through, and eventually grew out of. I’d stopped thinking of her as a child with a 

death wish by the time she was four. As a girl she was lively and exasperating. Tom 

changed jobs and we took the opportunity to move up to the country. There I envisaged 

our daughter developing the kind of hardy resourcefulness and the love of nature that I 

recalled from my own childhood. I hoped that we’d all reset.  

What I can’t decide now is whether I was right in the beginning, or if it was 

what I did afterwards that made me right in the end.  

 

All the food served in the Cirrus Club is made flat so that guests are not reminded of 

their altitude. We’re over two hundred metres up in the air here, floating above a 

chambered abyss. The menu is written in lower-case. Today’s specials are mushrooms, 

steak carpaccio with capers, and a lemon tart as thin as cardboard. 

Eat enough though, and you can still get fat on flat food. 

Paul has ordered an entrée but I stick to bread and butter. And the wine. He 

holds his glass at the top of the stem without drinking, and asks how I’m finding the 

hotel. Surely, he suggests, I’m bored of eating the same meals every day? He has 

mistaken my decision not to order for a lack of appetite. In fact I already ate two 

entrées before Paul arrived. I tell him that the specials change daily, about the in-room 
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delivery service and the ordering-out guide. Although he’s right about one thing. Up 

here, nothing tastes very good.  

What I want to know about, but do not ask, is my garden. Paul isn’t the kind of 

man who’d be interested in plants – he’s a teacher, social studies and geography (an 

indoor subject now) – so I doubt he’d recognise which species have regenerated, and 

which have died. I am wondering if Alice has thought to put in cuttings. The soil will be 

too alkaline for most things, but there’s an acacia I’m hoping has seeded. The risk is 

that the topsoil will blow off otherwise. Succulents would be best to start off with. False 

Agave, Houseleek, Baby Toes, Pigface: felonious names. Sticks-of-Fire and Mother-in-

law’s-tongue; a bad joke. But the weeds will have pushed through before anything else. 

By now the weeds will be hip-deep.  

A waiter brings Paul’s entrée, a green soup, and lays our linen napkins in our 

laps. More bread is set out too, sourdough and grain. They are attentive here. They 

anticipate my endless craving for side-dishes and carbonated drinks. If no one else is 

with me, I don’t even bother with the bread. I just eat the butter, square by square, 

listening to it evaporate into a greasy gas at the base of my tongue. There is a flickering 

around my tonsils.   

It’s a pea soup, with a sprig of mint, and it smells like turned earth.  

A vision rushes up at me from below, of vegetables burned on their plots. 

Marrows like skulls. The past hot and sudden. Or am I confused? Is it possible they 

were skulls I thought were marrows? No. No, it’s a memory from before the fires, in 

the dry, of someone’s shrivelled gourds brought to the gardening centre for advice. 

People often stopped by with blighted leaves or fruit, because we were a kind of 

hospital too, for plants.  

The misplacement of the image shakes me. Could that be the first connection 

burning through? Something tensile snapping open? What early warning is this?  

I pour from the bottle and concentrate on Paul’s rodent vowels. Something 

about people pulling together. He talks too fast. About people joining hands to rebuild 

a bowling club, a classroom and a swimming pool. But how does a swimming pool burn 

down?    

“Cheers,” says Paul, who has raised his glass expectantly, “To?” 

“Oh. Marriage, naturally.” This is the very smallest part of what he wants me to 

toast, to permit. “To union, then. To wedlock, to nuptials, to The Happy Day,”  

“To Alice,” he drinks. “To love,” and now he is going too far, “To family.” 

“Family.” Yes. To goddamn family. To being in it, together.  
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As he begins the soup I look down at my hand under the brim of the table. 

Whose thumb are you, there? I nudge it, but it stays fat and strange. When I push my 

fork in under the nail, it doesn’t hurt at all.     

 

My girlhood was spent in the country, but in the West. Until our early teens my family 

lived in Quairading, a wheatbelt town, although we relocated to Perth by the time my 

sister and I had reached high school age. Those wheatbelt summers were vicious, I 

remember. Forty-degree heat waves that went on for weeks. Days stuck back to back 

with stupefying nights. The breathlessness. As if the air were laced with something 

granular. Split lips, mouthfuls of iron. Power lines that crepitated with the dust 

overhead. That kind of weather will taper you down, first to temper, then to 

superstition and deep paranoia.     

Midday is still vivid in my mind: so clean, dazzling and still. No wheat hissing 

in the fields, no stock bleating. You could hear every individual wing-beat of a crow, as 

it flew low between the houses. It was as if an atomic bomb had rinsed through the sky 

and killed the wind. Which was entirely feasible back then – the end of the world could 

happen someplace else (the Pacific ocean, a Soviet state) and arrive days before the 

radio announced it. My sister and I would sprawl, like victims of unseen radiation, on 

the cool linoleum in the kitchen. When our mother tired of stepping over our bodies 

and ordered us up, we left behind sweat-angels – the slithery calligraphy of fallen girls.  

The phrase pole-top fire rings out from that time, and yet I also remember that 

the blackouts meant we all slept with fire-starting items stored beside our beds. Boxes 

of Redheads, candles, kerosene for the lamp. Readied for electrical outages. But 

children didn’t play with matches then. Small domestic fires were ordinary, and even 

on the hottest summer night the meta-stove was stoked for cooking. There was no illicit 

appeal there. We didn’t play much of anything in that weather anyhow. Listless, limp, 

limbo: in the Summer, the speaking tongue un-sticks from the roof of the mouth and 

drops into the lower jaw. We were too lethargic to use our imagination.   

The year I turned ten, families in our street started receiving visits from two 

door-to-door preachers. Dusk gossip on the verandas called them ‘the Fire Evangelists.’ 

Fraudsters for God, wearing trade suits. One afternoon they appeared at our flyscreen 

– a well-dressed man, affable, carrying a briefcase and accompanied by his young son – 

offering a forty-point fire-safety check on the house. Courtesy, no cost. The man 

claimed to be tasked by the power company, and not knowing otherwise, my mother let 

him in. My sister and I learnt the boy’s name, Jacob, while his father inspected the 

ceiling insulation.  
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“Can you Stop. Drop. And Roll?” Jacob asked us, adding in hand gestures, in 

case we didn’t follow. “Stop. Dropp. Androll?  

We were skeptical, but on Jacob’s lead my sister was soon practicing it down 

the front path as I kneeled on the steps.  

“Stop your sinning! Drop your idols! Roll to Jesus!”   

“STOP your sinning. DROP your idols. And ROLL to JESUS!”  

Crumbed in gravel, Jacob rolled up onto my sister, and then there was a 

moment that had very little to do with Jesus.  

Meanwhile, our mother’s voice had grown to a shout inside the house.  

Don’t give me brimstone, Mister, I know brimstone. I’ll show you brimstone! 

The Fire Evangelist swung through the screen-door as if he’d been shoved, 

clutching his briefcase to his chest. He took up Jacob’s hand and marched him through 

the front gate, shouting over his shoulder.  

“Your home Missus! You have not built your home against the fires of Hell!” 

He pointed at us, “You need to send your girls to church.”  

Because that’s what they did, these door-to-door preachers. In between 

pointing out the hazards of a heater sat near the curtains, and night-candles in the 

children’s rooms, they begun to talk of the consuming fires underneath the house. That 

briefcase was heavy with bibles. 

When I was a girl, it was expected that the end of the world would happen in 

the Christian way. Yes, there would be fallout, and there would be brimstone – but 

then, someone would always be around to warn you. You would be given enough time 

to repent.   

 

Now there are sirens in the streets below the hotel. I notice that sound more 

specifically, and even though it’s as faint as cutlery pulled down the glass, it still gets 

under my skin. Across the table Paul has ordered veal scaloppini with infant vegetables 

for main course, and I have squab paupiette, a pigeon chick killed before its maiden 

flight. Everything is wrong with the food here today.  

 A week ago, I came across a bird trapped inside one of the highest hallways of 

the hotel. I don’t know how a bird ended up on the fortieth floor in a building where the 

windows don’t open. It flew from cornice to cornice, this ordinary small brown bird, 

hooking through the air. I watched it for nearly an hour, collecting carpet threads to 

furnish an eggless nest. For some reason, that bird made me want to cry.    

 Clearly Alice has dressed Paul for our meeting. The tight, olive knit-shirt and 

the zippered jacket hung over the back of the chair; these are not the kind of clothes 
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that a man Paul’s age feels comfortable in. A three-day beard the colour of wet salt 

blooms on his face, and his hair is cropped short to offset baldness. It passes for 

grooming now – perhaps even for style – but if he keeps this up in a few years it will be 

seen as vanity, and with a young wife, taken as a sign of insecurity. You don’t have to be 

a genius to imagine what they’re saying in the staff room. Tom never paid that much 

attention to his appearance in his life. 

 Tom died five years ago. He had been swimming in the lake, something he did 

every morning. It was a heart-attack. He wasn’t exactly young for it, but his death still 

came as a shock. Actually, this is why Alice was taking the CPR course. In the years 

since her father’s death, she’s done all the refreshers and passed every level in first-aid 

certificates. One thing I regret is that she was there when they pulled him from the 

water. Alice has a fear of abandonment which I am sure can be tracked back to the 

moment when she saw Tom lying dead on the lake mud. 

All the same, this relationship is something you don’t ever want for your 

daughter. To be other. Other woman, second wife. I’m okay with the so-called ‘Modern 

Family’. I am not priggish. Those are hang-ups we could all do without. Some things, 

however, do not change, and one of those things is: men who have been married before 

are unsteady. Needless to say, Alice knows it. 

 Paul has moved the conversation on to details of the wedding. He’s testing the 

perimeter of a demand, equivocating outside the point. At the moment, it’s the vows 

and the readings. Nothing biblical naturally, but then what could they have? Yea, 

though I walk through the valley of the shadow of death. Not a single guest would 

believe it. Not now.   

 “We’ve decided on bowl food,” he says. “Instead of a buffet. Bowl food with a 

fusion theme.”  

 Alice sent me the menu in the mail last week, but I pretend I haven’t seen it 

when he slides it across the tablecloth. She sends me other letters too, and I put them 

away in the drawer where the King James Bible hides. Forgive us our sins, as we 

forgive those. 

 “And there’ll be those sweet candy nuts” Paul says. “In little bags to take home. 

It doesn’t say that there.”  

He is hoping for my approval, but bowls and bags? Will the guests play Pin the 

Tail on the Donkey after the ceremony? It is a children’s party they have planned, not a 

wedding. Alice, the infanta in her white gown.   

 “You know, Paul,” I put the menu down. “If you’re getting cold feet on this, 

everyone would understand. I, for one, would understand.” 
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 “What?” he whispers, and glances over his shoulder. “I know it’s soon but 

anyone who knows us, knows we’ll make it work. It’s love, completely. No question. 

And the wedding’s going ahead, whether you’re there or not. I won’t call it off.”   

 An image comes to me, of Paul pumping on my daughter’s breastbone with his 

arms held straight. Breath, breath, pump, pump, breath, breath. Depress the solar 

plexus, that sun under the skin. Do it as punctual as a heart-beat.   

The kiss of life. That’s what it used to be called.  

 “And your wife?” I ask.  

 “We’re divorced. I’m divorced.”  

 I don’t need to remind him there are doubts.  

 “Look,” he raises his voice, shaky. “A lot got clarified recently. For everyone. 

We’re not the same as we were before.” In my peripheral vision I see the maître d’ take 

a few steps towards us but I stop him with an open hand. Paul cuts a bite-sized carrot 

in two, eats it, and squeezes his fists on the table.   

 “I know what I want,” he takes a drink. “I’m committed to Alice. Any 

prevarication, that’s in the past. We’ve put it behind us. If it’s the age difference you’re 

worried about, that I can understand. You’re her mother, of course. Wanting what’s 

best.”  

 “You are making a mistake, Paul,” I say, without colour.   

 “Have you asked Alice? Because actually, she doesn’t care what age I am. 

Perhaps what’s best for Alice, and I mean no disrespect, but perhaps what’s best for 

Alice is that she gets to make her own decisions. She’s old enough to know.” His face is 

screwed into the centre of his head.  

 But the mistake I was referring to has nothing to do with how old Paul is, or his 

habit in the past, of returning to his wife. The mistake is to think that there is a before 

or an after the fires. Time is snagged on that day, and things are still burning down, 

here and elsewhere. Just because Paul can’t see it, doesn’t mean it isn’t happening.  

 Paul pushes his chair out and considers his plate, streaky with sauce. Perhaps 

he is going to leave. I pick at crusts in the bread-basket. After a minute he taps his 

thighs, and shuffles back.  

 “The green is coming around,” he says. “Nature popping up again. Your place 

looks good.”  

 “Not like your wife’s place.” 

 “My ex-wife’s house, for which she has insurance. You were lucky though, I’m 

sure you know. There’s no reason you couldn’t move back in. Only the garden needs 
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work, but the fires went around your house. Miraculous. Other people lost everything. 

Shit, other people lost everyone.”  

 He means that the emptiness inside me has nothing to say to the unthinkable 

emptiness that other people have had grow outside of them. I knew those people of 

course, and their wives and husbands, their families. Some of those people were 

regular customers at the gardening centre. One was a neighbour. I watched the 

memorials on television, but in the blue glow of it all it was difficult to connect their 

names to the idea of their bodies. Their bodies in gardens, bodies working hard to 

shovel and smooth, to turn soil and lop wood. Because for a while there weren’t any 

bodies – there were only ‘remains.’ Ash, in ash, in ash. Before the sifting and the 

identification, dental records and DNA, the television kept referring to the ‘remains.’ 

For me, that snipped the strings between the names and the people.  

 The maître d’ brings over a glass water jug, and I motion to the finished wine 

bottle for another. Paul’s glass is still full but this conversation needs more than that. 

The water is poured, the maître d’ says nothing.   

“I can understand the funerals,” Paul retracts, grasping for my hand but falling 

short on the table. “That must have been unthinkably hard. But this is a wedding. It’s a 

fresh start. And this right here, is the day before the wedding. Can’t we find a way to be 

happy today? To put the past behind us?”  

But those are Alice’s words in his mouth. And the past Alice made up refuses to 

stay behind us.   

 

The day before. The fires race backwards and ignite anything I have left inside that day. 

The fires race forwards, to reduce the future to charcoal. What I remember now is 

edgeless and spreading. It’s like trying to stick those ashes together to make a new tree, 

trying to find a name in the remains. Come back with me, towards the disarray of 

memories around this ‘day before.’ See what things blow into it and blow out of it. How 

the day falls apart under our touch. 

I woke up suddenly, falling through myself onto the mattress. Kiln heat. Past 

midnight. My tongue was skinny and dry. There was no dream in my head. After dark 

the temperature had continued to climb. From the garden came a noise like hot oil in a 

pan. Snap, snap, snap. My first thought was of a kangaroo caught in the fence. I got out 

of bed. Outside, the garden was lit by a low-wattage moon. The eucalypts were 

motionless, leaves glinting like scissors. I was afraid of what was out there. 

Momentarily, I felt the absence of Tom and put a hand out into the air where he might 

otherwise be standing. Then I looked closer. 
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 Clouds of earth were puffing up from the bare flowerbeds. Bubbles bursting in 

the ground, spitting pf, pf, pf. I bent for a closer look. Was the soil literally boiling? 

Then it hit me: how it must be the bulbs, dormant at this time of year. Crocus and 

hyacinth, far down. They’d died of course, in the heat – and become desiccated, and 

hollow. But it had got so hot that the bulbs were exploding underground. Like buried 

light-globes. Pf, pf, pf. A minute, maybe longer, and then everything fell silent. I 

climbed back into bed, feet dirtying the sheets. But I could still feel the moon through 

the wall.  

 Later. In the morning I was driving. A shallow vapour spooled out across the 

road like a fine sea-sand. I couldn’t see any smoke plumes or flames, although a gritty 

taste filtered in through the vents. A dust front, rolling over from where the fire was. 

The radio had been broadcasting the ‘stay or go’ message for the hour prior but the 

main blaze was kilometres away, and I was prepared. I was returning from the 

gardening centre having set the sprinklers to a timer just in case, but at that point it 

didn’t look likely that the danger would push any nearer. Thinking I must bring in the 

load strung on the line, I put on one of Alice’s CDs, what she calls battle arias, and the 

music made me feel powerful, like a baroque murderess in the air-conditioning. The 

sky turned from daisy to jaundice.   

 But the CD was scratched, and I turned it off it after a few tracks. Then I heard 

a terrible sound. At first I thought it was the engine, but I stopped the car and the noise 

continued, coming from outside. I opened up the door, parked next to a paddock. A 

sound of ripping, like sheet-metal being torn. The air was glowing, and through the 

haze I made out the shapes of cattle. The cows were coming fast over a ridge, running 

under yellow curtains of smoke. I couldn’t tell it at first, standing there by the side of 

the road, but then I saw it. The legs of the cows were on fire. Their legs were on fire and 

they were making that noise, it came from their throats, that metal tearing. You 

wouldn’t know that cows could make that sound. But they can, they did. The cows came 

running to me, and I could do nothing but watch.    

 

The day before. A day more like a night, like a dark that won’t lift. Alice walked in from 

the gloom. Shaking, staggering, horrified. Holding out her hands like someone who 

wants to show they are unarmed. Here, my daughter’s hands said, I am without 

weapons. And I held her there, because I knew she was lying. I knew what she’d done.  

But then I let her go.  
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I push the skin around on the plate, like a soothsayer reading omens in the entrails. 

The maître d’ and the other waiters are watching. I have lived through one thing and so 

they expect me to be able to see the next. Soon, they hope, I will turn to forecasting 

their simple endings; their stair-falls at eighty, their last breaths drawn in sleep. This is 

the quid pro quo for how they feed me. ‘Indecently’ is the word. But all I can do here is 

glut. I bury myself deeper into myself, until I can see nothing of the future. Tags of fat 

hang over my eyes and those feet are still mouldering under the table.  

 

Many lifeless vegetables were brought into the gardening centre in the weeks leading 

up to the fires. Plants turned directly to powder under the sun without ever catching 

alight, and whole orchards of fruit went black. The ground was as loose and as pale as 

bottle formula. Some customers came in with jars of soil scooped from their land, to 

show me. In disbelief we pored over it on the counter, let it fall through our fingertips 

in search of missing humus. Nothing would grow in this. One customer said something 

I can’t get out of my mind: she said, it’s like we’ve slept through the worst bushfire in 

Australian history. That’s exactly what the ground looked like. As if it had fallen 

backward from the aftermath, thin and sterilised by extreme heat.    

 It was around that time, a fortnight or so before the fires, that the Pharmacist 

came by the gardening centre because she wanted to kill a tree. A white box eucalypt 

suffering in the heat, the tree had shrunk back to its wet, green wick inside the woody 

coffin of its trunk. Several large branches had been dropped near her house – the tree 

giving up deadwood, as is its way in a drought – and she wanted to know how to cut it 

down. But that was only the ruse, her cover story. Really, she had come to gloat 

because after some indecision, after loud arguments and threatening phone calls, Paul 

had returned to their marital bed, while Alice – grief-stricken and inconsolable – had 

moved back into her old bedroom at my place.     

“Don’t they call those trees ‘widow-makers’?” the Pharmacist said, gripping the 

counter with her nails. “I won’t have it anywhere near my home any more. It disgusts 

me, this tree.” I refused to serve her and then someone else sent her away.   

The days burned long. In snatched naps I dreamt I was digging with a shovel, 

and instead of water pooling in the pit, a fire started there. There were no birds in the 

garden. Alice wailed, as pained and low as a wounded animal in her bedroom, refusing 

to eat and showing no sign of getting over the affair. She wouldn’t be reasoned with, 

bribed or cajoled; it was Paul that she wanted. Sometimes I could hear her 

hyperventilating behind the locked door, spilling into panic, but she refused to let me 
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in. I went on long walks. In the forest dozens of brightly feathered bodies studded the 

leaf-litter. Entire flocks of parrots had dropped dead of thirst.       

Late on that last evening, drawn narrow in the heat, I came home and caught 

Alice cutting herself. Not with suicidal intent but with the desperate, sawing motions of 

a creature caught in barbed-wire. Trying to free herself from herself. The bread-knife 

flashed fast against the gristle of her forearm, her teeth were clenched. It felt as if I was 

falling, the rushing in my ears, all the air taken out from under me. I seized her and 

sent the knife skittling across the kitchen tiles. There was blood in the crockery drawer, 

and in the sink, and in my hands. My baby. She slumped to the floor, exhausted.  

After that there finally came a calm. We sat together on the tiles, sticky and 

beaten. I sopped her in Betadine and bandaged the arm. She found the last of Tom’s 

best whiskey and poured it into two egg-cups. Everything moved slowly, night beating 

back the daylight. As the shadows lengthened Alice begun to talk of the Pharmacist, 

how Paul truckled to his wife, and how she manipulated him in all the ways a wife is 

able. Their house was the Pharmacist’s trump-card. Paul had built it with her, brick by 

brick, and it was newly completed when he met Alice at the Aquatic Complex. An 

elegant homestead, it featured in design quarterlies; wide porches and wood restored 

from a ship. High ceilings with fans that peeled off a breeze and let it settle in loops like 

orange-skin over the occupants. Paul had considerable debt sunk into it.     

Alice’s breath was flammable and close as she explained what she thought 

about doing. Exacting revenge on the Pharmacist, acts of fevered and hateful 

retaliation, terrible things that made her want to cut off her own hands. How every 

morning she wrote Stop It in texta on both of her palms. I held her close and 

remembered the time I stuffed coins into her mouth until she went quiet. Alice would 

tear herself up in this house, trying not to want what she wanted. The thought of her 

being involved with Paul left a bad taste in my mouth, but now that she was, if she gave 

in there would be nothing left of my daughter to take care of. She would hurt herself 

more seriously – accidentally or deliberately – and I would be powerless to stop it. 

What would my hands say about that? So I made up a smaller deed of vengeance, a 

retribution with symbolic logic. Not because I believed Paul would leave his wife, but to 

show Alice she wasn’t defeated. I confess: I pushed the seed of the terrible idea into her 

mind.      

I told Alice how we sometimes killed trees, when we had to do it. Poison at the 

roots. Pool salt will work, I said, if you can get it. And I told her, hypothetically, how to 

drill the holes in one side, so that any strong gust would cause it to come down on top 

of a house. Alice sat thinking as I emphasised that she should make it so the tree hit the 
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carport or the laundry, a room no one was likely to be in. That’s the lesson you want to 

teach her, I said. That’s the threat to make.  

Alice plucked at her bandages, and stared into skylight. “Pool salt’s a bit 

obvious, don’t you think?” she said. “Given where I met Paul.” 

 

“Dessert menu, sir?” asks the maître d’, but Paul doesn’t answer. He’s ready to 

take his jacket and leave, inwardly seething. I can see that in him – swearing 

impotently at the steering wheel, in the tunnel, slamming doors. All Paul’s anger is 

subterranean, without fruiting body. He’s wondering how Alice will take it, now that 

he’s failed to convince me to return for the wedding. What he’ll find surprising, I 

imagine, is that Alice won’t be surprised. 

 “Wonderful,” I say, and open the menu. Paul thought we’d finished, but this 

thirst is not quenched and my insides stay empty.  

“Coffee, Paul?” I ask, “or will you indulge? Sugared almonds aren’t enough, if 

we’re celebrating.”   

 He allows a sallow grin and yields to the ceasefire – ordering chocolate slice 

and an espresso. It’s the day before, and he deserves it. He doesn’t have to watch his 

weight like I do. For Paul there is no danger that he will collapse in on himself at 

ground level, but if I were to descend from the elevated regions of the hotel that is what 

would happen to me. There is a kind of pressure system at the Broadbeach that keeps 

me from combusting. Flames need oxygen, and up here there is very little of that. We 

drift in the smothered atmosphere of the Cirrus Club.  

The special, Bombe Alaska, sounds delicious. Whisked oil and syrup, honey 

and cream; who wouldn’t be pacified? I order. After Paul leaves, I will probably get a 

second and a third dessert, and choke myself blue on sugar.  

 What I can’t do is go back and tell him the truth. The way in which he’s been 

misled into marrying my daughter. How when the distant fires started burning, Alice 

saw a chance to drive over to the Pharmacist’s house and fell the tree. No one was 

home. As she’d expected, Paul and the Pharmacist had decided to leave early. The 

doors were locked, a hose dripped over the eaves and the paths were raked clear. Alice 

took my drill and some poison, but then she couldn’t bring herself to kill the white box 

eucalypt. The tree was strong and ominous, and in the heat it rippled. She lent against 

its thick muscles and listened to the water tweaking inside it. Those trees drink to fill 

themselves up when the lightest shred of smoke is in the air. All her life I’d taught her 

to watch for the life around her, for plants and birds. But here is the back-fire: thinking 

about the single tree, Alice lost her sense of scale. She did something so out of 
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proportion to anything Paul or the Pharmacist were guilty of that it would later be 

called ‘unimaginable’, a thing so awful it can barely be thought about or written down.     

She went back to the house. Some of the windows were open so that the heat 

wouldn’t shatter them. And Alice, my ghoul, my daughter, found a box of matches on a 

ledge.   

You strike one match. And maybe you think the wet roof and the cleared paths 

will hold it, but when you strike one match in that weather, with other fires raging all 

around, you burn back through every kind of boundary. Through time, through birth. 

You burn back into yourself, like a terminal star. In the end, your edges become its 

edges. Heavy and lit. Alice’s burning house joined to the other fire-fronts, and swept 

through the town.  

 

The maître d' is bringing our desserts and his compliments. Paul is magnanimous, the 

old groom, taking admiration and a pat on the back. I open up my face and smile, 

trying not to show the glimmering behind my teeth. I say something about bowl-food 

eaten in a garden of ash. And here is my Bombe Alaska, a little glacier leaking sugar-

water onto the plate. The lights are dimmed. The maître d' has a small pitcher of rum 

and before I realise what is about to happen he is tipping the liquor over my plate. The 

waiters applaud. There is a flick, and a spark. Again, the whole world is ablaze.   
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Cold Snaps 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

HERE’S A CERTAIN ICELANDIC NUMBER you can call to hear the glaciers 

melting. In  the darkly-lit, cottonmouth hours, those over-spent midways 

when your toes are in your stomach, open the phone quick: find the contact 

listed “Icebergs”. Hands press the phone against your sticky head. If you need to, put 

the handset down on the tiles and lie on top of it. Shielded by a foot of ceramic from the 

hunting thoughts loose in the rooms, you place your call to the end of the world.   

 It sounds like a mountain eating an orchestra. Beneath that, the witless tickle 

of thaw music and plunking moraines. Let go your jaw. Let it slide out beneath you. 

These songs of dying water. Cold, mercurial. Rapids in the canals of your ears.  

Hear how a boulder sometimes 

drops 

.  

The rattle of stones in the outwash. Rocks going so    slowly, impossibly slowly, 

through the glaciers. There is no word to describe their velocity. Each perfect stone is 

birthed wet onto a bed of other perfect stones.  

Let your brain bathe in meltwater. Your thoughts drop through the phone into the 

frozen ocean. Sleep there. Sleep now in your jaw. Beyond, the sun blisters the lips of 

the blind. 

T 
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Silver Swan 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
IGHT WAS IN THE FINANCIAL STREETS. Everyone glistering and hungry. 

Claws claws claws. Everyone slid down the skyscrapers screaming to hide 

out the dark in the basement bars. Some of these people stood in great 

semicircles, tapping codas to trade or catalogues of useful vice onto their hand-held 

organisers. Some of these people were called by formal suffixes of which they were not 

aware. “_ _ _ _ the Greater”, “_ _ _ _ the Elder”, “_ _ _ _ the Vegetarian”. The claws 

were really out.  

My shirt was three days worn, my ex-wife Ramona was in the bathroom with a large 

sum of money and it had been twenty-seven hours since I began the Silver Swan 

Crushing Circuit deal. The places I was going were clear. That is, the places I was going 

were going to be wet-walled, abundant and exclusive. Places to get murky in. I had that 

type of wristwatch.  

“Where’s the client gone?” I said to a man I knew on a lounge. I knew most people 

here, not by their names but by what they were called. This man, for example, was 

Nicholas Witless from Approvals. He had a faceful of teeth.  

“What client?” he replied.  

“The Silver Swan guys.” 

“I only know those guys with science,” he said, “those science guys who discovered, 

what was it, another sun? Another moon? Underground. They’re here.”  

Ramona appeared with bad news carried on little breath.    

“The Silver Swan people have left,” she said, lining it in a gluey ring with her 

lipstick.  

The pokers over their gleaming communication machines paused to murmur, to 

curse, to watch how I would do what I would do. A few started to wave their organisers 

in the air as if to snag a broadcast from the future or else the departing vapour of the 

deal, some sweatful proof.  

N 
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“That,” Nicholas Witless said, “is why you’re better off with science.” He pierced 

every word with his tongue. “And tomorrow, tomorrow, already, come the interviews.”  

Ramona put her arms around his neck and failed to whisper. He bent to predate 

her, curling back his mauler’s lips.  

“You have beautiful skin,” he said, rubbing his teeth against the round bone of her 

shoulder. “Like, it’s a coat, a second mammal. You chic bitch.”  

“It is,” Ramona said. “Exactly. How I wear myself. Outside mammal. Inside.” She 

put her claws into his shirt between the buttons.    

“Maybe I can find them,” I said. Things in this room were getting unmentionable.  

“What’s the name of the interviewer? Hey, do you know that interviewer?” 

Nicholas Witless didn’t take his eyes off my ex-wife. She sucked his ear with her 

mouth and a hideous guy-rope of spit formed between them.  

“Luwell,” he droned. “It’s Luwell from the Fin Review. You are going to be. eaten. 

alive. Luwell.” 

Ramona wanted all of it and then for all of it to disappear, taking her with it. She 

looked ghastly; the crimped edge of one nipple showed where her dress stretched and 

her hot desperation was a smell that was creaturely. But who was I to tell her how 

things looked?  

I told her how things looked. 

“Hey Buddy,” said Nicholas Witless, half-rising from the lounge—Ramona had a 

hook on one of his belt-loops. “Shake my hand Buddy. Hey that’s my heart there. That’s 

my heart in my fucking hand.” 

 

I came up to search for the Silver Swan people with the sense of his heart still 

imprinted on my palm. The heart was small and brown, like a pickled onion, and it had 

left its mark. What a bastard. Stamping me with his runty organs, with his gormless 

intentions towards my ex-wife.  

I left Ramona to commit to my girlfriend but then the girlfriend got depression 

while Ramona got surgery which, in ways too complex to go into, was ironic. Ramona 

refused proper pastness by continuing to turn up in the worst places looking wanton 

and bored. Women like that are a product of our times.  

The wristwatch clattered onto the asphalt because of how my hands were flapping 

on the ends of their joints, trying to flick the grease of Witless’s heart. That was alright, 

everything was going to be alright. The watch had GPS and the watch knew six different 

time-zones. I picked it up again. This here was a post space-age watch and I had the 

best kind of timepiece pride for it. It was a machine utilising the high technology of 
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modern medicine and experimental physics. For instance, the watch knew it was 

afternoon in Amsterdam and Wednesday in Singapore. Wednesday in Singapore! It 

was raining in Singapore. I guessed that, what the watch couldn’t. If the watch got 

rained on though, it was fine.  

The reason I deemed it ironic just then was because my girlfriend used to work for 

the Breast Cancer Foundation. How I met her is a story worth telling. It was late on 

some tight-skinned, winter day and I was with the usual people at the Broadbeach 

without food. Someone’s PA brought over the new gay sex drug, or maybe it was 

hospital cardiac medicine—whichever—the vial got knocked onto the carpet and we 

were all huddled above it, as if in sport, getting narrow over a drying pool of inhalant. 

My future girlfriend was working the room, wearing a v-neck and selling raffle tickets 

for a charity hamper.  

“Picnic Tits!” Alan the Vegetarian waved her over from a crouch, “Hey Picnic Tits. 

Girl, I’ll buy a hundred if you’ll sit right here.”  

Later she was depressed and she got into recreational not-cutting. Whenever she 

undressed in her apartment I found words all over her body, words like “love”, “peace”, 

“respect” and “calm”. In all the places she thought of to harm herself she wrote 

different instructions. Coincidentally these were often the places I wanted to hurt her 

as well, just not in the exact same way.  

How would you have managed this scenario? Rubbed her over with a rag and 

turpentine? She turned out to be pathetic, and she lost her job—couldn’t keep a desk 

with a Not for Profit. Let me point out: this all happened after I left Ramona. So I 

composed a very reasonable, mollifying e-mail and ended what was left to end. There 

was the usual aftermath, at The Double Tree and The Stones etc. Places that smelt of 

naphthalene and whatever chemical is used to fireproof blankets.  

Ramona, meanwhile, went from a B-cup to a double-D via twilight sedation at Dr 

Koo’s MakeNew Clinic and her portion of the divorce settlement. Now her breasts 

entered the room first like carried meteors. Orbital and lustrous, her swallowed moons. 

Men looked at her with astral intent.  

It was reported to me that Ramona had been caught selling confidential commercial 

reports in an elaborate ruse involving envelopes left in evening trains. Alan the 

Vegetarian was noticeably impressed. He bestowed on her the title the “Cunning 

Peasant”, then he had someone steal her identity and run her credit record into the 

ground. 
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The streets were hot and motionless but somewhere something distant was building. A 

wind, a pool of dark liquidity moving in from Singapore, the currency of a minor state. 

The trilling of far-off coinage. But most probably the thing building was Luwell. Luwell, 

awake early, eating an apple with a knife.  

Bile was quick in my mouth. I spat a shiny throat-oyster into the gutter.   

Walking around now I thought about the deal. The deal was brilliant, 

unquestionably my best to date. Soup to nuts impressed was Alan’s commendation: as 

in, I took the client from their apéritif to their post-coital cigarette. The pages were 

thick with mouseprint, circumventions, re-classifications and stunningly tortuous 

protocol. Once this deal was closed Silver Swan could dig, extract and pulverise as 

much of the northwest desert as would slake their thirst. The deal had more than just 

internal architecture: the deal was furnished. In places where white space rose to the 

surface of the documents you pictured the actual mines.  

The issue was not in the deal. The issue was in signatures. More particularly, one 

director’s _________. The reason: he claimed that each night he was clutched by a 

repeating dream wherein his lungs filled with sand and hung heavy in his chest like 

twin bags of sugar. A dream. He fell backwards and pindan drifts poured from his ears, 

his eyes, his nose, until he was an empty sock. 

Of course I myself had dreams, even those dreams where the world opened its 

mouth in twelve different places and shrieked and shrieked, but did it stop me finishing 

what I started?  

This director—no spine, no claws. I had one more night.  

I looked for the Silver Swan guys in all the known haunts. I went to the revolving 

restaurant and the Topless Tuesday bar, the abandoned Castle Park, the Veterans’ Club 

and so on. I got in a taxi, I got out of a taxi. I took no light with me. But by now the sun 

was faintly in the jet-gases and my gut was really beginning to hurt. My doctor had 

recently discovered a bone in there.  

It occurred to me then that I still had Picnic Tits’ apartment key and she would not 

be home because, as her sister’s needling voicemails informed me, she was having a 

medically supervised breakdown that week. I’ll say one thing for Picnic Tits and that is: 

you could eat off her kitchen floor. I was not going to get tired, but my shirt smelt of 

nicotine and ham and it clung to my back. What I needed was to get in cold water in a 

clean place. I needed a minute to myself.  

Luwell would be staking me out because certainly he knew about the _________. 

He was watching me from behind mirrored windows, he was bugging my lines and 

snapping me up into silent film. I recalled a story as I went—how Luwell slept six 
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nights in a dumpster behind Baby Gap waiting for the Chairman of the Chamber of 

Commerce to meet his street accountant. The man had literally no scruples.  

 

One of the things I wanted, all my life, was to get away with it. Maybe when I was a boy 

I had that. My father said “You’ve got a secret-keeper’s face, but we all know what you 

use it for.” He meant that for the girl I had brought home to hear. My mother? My 

mother went bankrupt in the eighties and then died of insurance fraud when she tried 

to burn down her plastics factory. To be honest, I don’t think about it.   

 

I checked in on my watch. It said: “Early in Sydney,” it said: “Shanghai Futures 

Exchange Open,” it said: “PS. tick-tock.” I said: “Shut up,” and pushed the watch into 

my pocket.  

I went to the apartment to lie low and to predict what Luwell’s next move would be. 

I felt I could sense him, magnetically, or perhaps it was something to do with the 

satellites he had monitoring my movements. He was coming up like a river in the city 

basements, he was coming like a surge on the grid or a solar-flare.   

Picnic Tits—and who are you to say what to call her, you can give her your own 

name—had a photograph of us in her top drawer. She looked happy and nourished in 

that picture but when I looked closely there was the end of a word—rmony—dangling 

out from beneath her hem. Even then, my arm around her waist, she wearing the 

folded Breast Cancer ribbon at her throat, even then she was utterly, batshit insane. 

How long we’d lasted was a testament to my equanimity. She never seriously tried to 

get better, or even to be discreet about her mental problems when we were at social 

occasions. Beneath all her cashmere collars she was sick, right to the soft centre.  

The bed wasn’t made so I got in it. Her smell was all through the blanket—a rich, 

gamy scent close to bad butter that you could smother yourself with, roll in. The smell 

was accounted for by how she suffered those night-sweats, “persistent night-sweats”. 

She kept pyjamas folded under the pillow like a child, and pills in three bottles of 

ascending size between the fitted sheet and the mattress. I found one with my foot and 

brought it up for consideration, then dived for the others.  

Beyond the window the air was thickening with complex chemicals, first-petrols and 

the high perfume of monoxides. E-smog lifted from the machines of the pokers, 

rippling over the city like a gas. Buildings whistled and tolled, calling ceaselessly for 

their skyscraping children. 

The origin of that extra bone the doctor had found had to do with an uncontrolled 

teeth grinding habit I developed after leaving Ramona. Osseous tissue, the mark on the 
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x-ray that he wiped with his thumb. “Well, I’ll be...” he said. When I ground my teeth I 

woke with pain for which I took one of the harder types of codeine, and then I also took 

a calcium supplement because my skeleton needed reinforcement so that my teeth 

wouldn’t just turn to powder on my tongue. By way of some stealthy bodily project the 

painkiller and the calcium had formed a knobbly bone in my colon. “It’s like a little...”  

“What?” I asked.  

“Well,” he said. “I’ve never seen,”  

Which is one thing that a doctor should not say—especially a doctor you know has 

seen more than the average on account of how he provides for the lower corporate 

circles, tending to the scoliotic hot-deskers. This doctor, with his Physicians’ Colour 

Atlas of Chest Trauma on the desk. 

I have admitted that I hit him; I do not admit I used the book. A court of law tested 

that conjecture. It cannot be re-tried.  

The letter P. Under oath that was what this doctor said he thought my extra bone 

resembled, as if my X-ray were a bowl of alphabet spaghetti. Or, “The letter for the 

week is P, children. Let’s go through the square window.” P for Professional Indemnity 

Insurance, P for that which I made sure he would not qualify for in the future. Ha ha.  

 

I selected an orange pill from the smallest bottle and two white pills from the largest 

bottle, and then I took my clothes off and put on her pyjamas.  

On the table by the bed there was a crustaceous alarm clock, some species of lobster 

with a minute-hand stuck in its throat. It was the kind of object that if you woke up and 

saw it before you saw anything else, you’d leap out of bed and bolt for the airport in a 

frenzied state, followed for weeks by the memory of those eyes on their stalks. I was 

completely captivated by this clock-thing and I dawdled.  

Then, after a while, the roof fell through the floor and I hung from the carpet 

watching myself from the outside, frozen on the bed. In the centre of one hand the 

dead-rose of the heart, the heart-stain, was blooming. I thought of jumping down and 

snapping off the dented appendage with a swift crack. I’d gift my hand like a slain 

ghost-crab, on my knees in front of Ramona. Who would scream? Nicholas Witless 

balled in the corner, seeing the shadow of his inside heart, out in the dish of my fingers. 

Eat Nicholas, eat.  

Another man came into the room but maybe he was already me. Who could tell, 

everything, everyone, was so porous. I wasn’t even sure if I was me anymore, or was I 

in fact Luwell? The hunter or the hunted; that debate deflated. I had the idea that all 

the hunting thoughts were loose in the rooms now, dragging their stainless claws 
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outside of the heads. They leapt, clattering, from surface to surface with flea-sense 

accuracy. 

This new guy was entirely red—that was one thing that set him apart. He was 

enveloped in a spongy red halo. He shook his head and a red ring-cloud formed, as if 

his skull were the apex of a mountain. Lightning nests crackled around him. 

Then I saw that this man was not me or Luwell, that in fact he was a red-skinned 

god strayed from the lesser religions: a god refugee in Picnic Tits’ apartment. I laughed, 

but the laugh stayed buried in the centre of my face. My god, a god! 

I heard Picnic Tits in the next room, talking to the red god. Their conversation was 

as intimate as a pocket. There were a lot of red motes flying back and forth between 

them, it was too beautiful to see all at once. Was that more e-smog or a disease?  

“That prick,” he said, pointing, “is wearing your nightie.” 

“That prick.”  

“We should have him locked,”  

“For sexual perversion. Moral turpitude, wearing my,”  

“And he’s, how do I say it, he’s got a,” the red god was back lifting the sheets.  

“Don’t touch him, I have the wife’s numbers.”  

“You know this prick? Get the police on the,” 

They were merging like tides out in the open ocean. Red floods, blood kelp, algae 

blooms seen from space. Hang on, I thought—that could be love in the air floating 

between them. That was love! He gripped her arm at the bicep and looked her right in 

the eyes. I could see everything around them and then everything inside them. There 

was a lot that was so very strange and miraculous inside them!   

 

Sometimes you hear about this moon that the scientists have found underground and 

then you notice how it is in yourself and in other people. We’ve all got that moon 

underground, ingrown and luminous. Smaller moons, they itch. They are mistaken for 

bones and hearts and implants but in the night—when we sleep with our mouths wide 

open—you see the glow of the part that is celestial, in the backs of our throats.  

 

Picnic Tits had her hand on my neck. While she pressed a beat in me a fine rain of dust 

fell from her fringe onto my face and into my mouth. It tasted of old cutlery and left 

grape-sized red marks on my face. I wanted to be a part of their love too, I was red-

minded now, to be inside their love, webbed-up and scattering atoms with the god. The 

hunting thoughts couldn’t touch me then, and Luwell wouldn’t find me with his 

battalion of communications.  
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“Maybe he just came in because of,” I saw what she didn’t say like an impossibly 

bright knot rolling around in her face.  

“What’s going on out there,” the god gestured with one arm to the window, “does 

not excuse breaking and,” 

“He has keys, I—” 

“He has keys? Oh, he has keys. Well that’s just,” 

Where did she find him? The man was a colossus! I could only imagine what fresh 

worlds were furled inside him waiting to erupt. Had she dug him up from under the 

apartments? I wanted to touch him but he looked to be burning. “Picnic Tits,” I tried to 

exclaim, “sometimes, late in whatever picture I am working with, I too consider the 

presence of molten gods under the plates! I’m not saying I’m a believer, I’m not even 

saying I’m a hoper, I’m saying...” But my ability to speak was clogged up by the pills. 

She went away for a long minute and then came back with a towel and a basin. As I 

watched she washed the god’s hands and his feet, his face and his arms. The red was 

coming off and being squeezed out into the water. His face was coming through it all 

with the pallor of a hard cheese. Their gestures were losing their tender standard, 

sliding towards utility, then hostility.  

At that point I remembered how Picnic Tits had charity for anything rotten, for 

those people with spots in their chests who she worked with. That terrifying clock-

lobster would have been a gift from a woman with one useful breast.  

I realised that this god, shedding his atmosphere, must have come here in fact to 

die. Very soon he would collapse into himself and become dark matter on the end of 

the bed, and we’d all be sucked back into whatever pre-god place he planned to go; 

we’d turn into a nub of black cancer on the covers. I had to get out, their love was 

cadmium. I started to struggle and heave inside my body.  

“Darling,” she could see I knew, “don’t get wild. You found those treats, didn’t you? 

Ramona is coming.” 

“And the cops after,” the god growled.  

“We’ll have you out of there in no,”  

“And in custody.” 

I managed to roll my head a little and with it my eyes. She noticed.  

“There’s a dust-storm,” she said, in a tone portentous or disinterested. “The 

strangest thing, the whole of Sydney. Overnight, the desert rolled in between the 

buildings. The harbour bridge is invisible. It’s spoiled our retreat plans.” 

Beyond the window the whole world was red. The air billowed and glowed, 

revealing only momentary glimpses of the hardscape beneath. In the corners of the 
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pane small dunes accreted, then collapsed, then formed again. I became distantly 

aware of the sound; a slow, low rasping of sand on glass, devoid of the usual engines 

and shouts.  

What I’m saying is, I’m a dreamer. 

Not being fast enough to outpace it, there was then some time when I could only 

scream _________. I tried not to open up my mouth to let the desert in and so the 

noise could only run straight back into me: I was screaming with my eyes, I was 

screaming from my ears and my skin. Beyond, arid fingers probed the sill and filled in 

the locks. All of Silver Swan’s future mines roiled in the streets, abrading the outer 

walls of Picnic Tits’ apartment with thousands of tiny licks, on their way to desiccating 

us.  

Picnic Tits told the retreating god to shower. From the other room he asked her 

questions about a shampoo describing itself as “anti-flat”, then there was the usual 

guttering rill of water in the pipes and steam rushing to altitude. For a while she sat 

removing caked dust from beneath her nails with a wooden skewer and wiping it in red 

worms onto the bedspread. She wrote WASH ME with her finger into the dust on her 

forearm and held it out for me to read, her eyes a bit gleeful. Looking at my hand 

stretching out to reach for her she sighed, “Stop grasping for the sharpest things.” She 

admired her arm. A silent alarm, I howled and howled.  

Ramona arrived then wearing strung pearls the size of pigeon brains and a paper 

face-mask pinched at the nose. As she removed the mask a lot more of the hunting 

thoughts bounced out of her hair and off her clothes. They were the size of castanets, 

which is what I thought of because of the noise they were making when they hit the 

floor and ricocheted off each other. Ramona frowned.  

“What’s he wearing?” she asked.  

“Peter Alexander.” The clean god was dirtying his pupils in the soft gully of 

Ramona’s chest. She leant forward conscientiously and the necklace struck me on the 

bridge of the nose.  

“He’s had a bad week,” Ramona said, stroking my cheek with one thorny pincer. 

“The Silver Swan Crushing Circuit deal went belly-up.” She hovered close with little 

news carried on bad breath. 

“Their Managing Director found a confidential Environmental Approval report 

pertaining to the project last night. Someone forgot it, dropped it at Wynyard station; 

there it was. Carelessness. People are so indiscreet.”  

She stooped for my trousers, crumpled on the floor, and pulled out my wallet. 
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“I’ll order us a cab.” Her voice was reverberant with malice. It could have softened 

rocks.  

“For some reason neither of my cards is working, honey, so we’ll just use yours, 

shall we? We’ll call that good gut doctor, perhaps.” She patted my leg underneath the 

sheet. A vein in her neck stood out like the Amazon River.  

“Our times,” my watch called from its vantage, “Our times are a product of these 

women.” As I lay there I could see all the hunting thoughts start to mass around her, 

pulled by an incalculable gravity into a swirling, elliptical stream. Every time she 

opened her lips one more thought slipped in over her tongue, as sudden as innards. 

She said, glaring at me, “What’s that in your mouth?” 

And just as I could see all the hunting thoughts, I could see Luwell now too, as 

though my mind had leapt out into the satellites and been rebounded by dishes in 

remote regions to find him: Luwell, driving through the dry storm in a news-company 

sedan, driving out of the city and through the effloresced suburban ashlands, where 

men stood frozen on their verges and driveways in stand-up sand suits, and he went on 

and on and into the desert.  

The wipers of Luwell’s car swept great drifts of iron-heavy dust from the windshield, 

so that he followed the road through two collapsing arcs of light. There were long 

moments when he could see nothing at all—when the interior of the car was bathed in a 

rufous glow, as if he were steering a blood cell along its arterial course. Red fog puffed 

in tiny split breaths from the air-conditioning vents, and he blew red crud from his 

nose in intervals, but he did not take his foot from the accelerator. After some time, the 

dust-storm broke into a very slow rain of sand bulbs—hung together mid-air like 

Christmas decorations on an invisible tree—taking long hours to land and shatter. Then 

finally, finally, it stopped. The air was gin clear and the sky came right down to the 

ground.  

 Luwell arrived at a desert ridge beyond which sprawled a valley. He parked and 

stepped out onto a thin, crusted country, punching potholes through the earth as deep 

as his ankles, releasing the marrowy under-scent of a dead plant prehistory. There were 

no other footprints. With some difficulty Luwell approached the ridge. Pulling one leg 

after the other, he waded in the ground. I saw through the backs of his eyes as he 

reached the edge gasping, and looked over the brink down into the valley.  

Cut from mountain-flesh and blown as white as new bone, there was the moon. And 

what use are words, what could possibly be said, when you can witness a thing like 

that?  
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I unlocked my jaw and opened my mouth for the floating crowd, but they could only 

see the shine at the back.  
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Tree Economy 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

HAT TAKES PLACE NEXT HAPPENS AFTER THAT SEASON OF HILL 

fires, of minor quakes and the multiple deaths of nightshift bike-riders, 

killed by falling branches as crippled eucalypts retracted back to their 

green wicks. When it was possible to see into the raw of cracked things. Skin beneath 

skin and the trees ingrown. Good neighbours slept badly. The Government monitored 

home car-washing and bathwater. In the North three cemeteries rose up out of the 

earth, as if run aground from historical shipwrecks. The dead bore their socket-gaze 

through split coffinwood, until hooded youths stole their skulls to kick in the 

underpasses.    

Do you remember how apprehension first gave way to hysteria? The high 

whine of those drained pool evenings, the dark car-parks and overlit aisles. School 

mothers bought tinned asparagus, boxes of carbonated water and pink paraffin at 

inflated local cost. Paraffin, viscous and promising. Those mothers built displays in 

their suburban bay-windows to advertise the idea of Ready, while the television ran to 

selling hatchets and the long-term storage of critical documents.  

But later, in defiance to their pyramid-set supplies, that season just passed.  

After the heavy-metal poisoning of the small and shorebirds, after the 

Southern Oscillation dust-storms, the well-kill of Silver Swan’s burning rig and the 

Christmas whale beachings, after all this, people’s nerves pinched off from waiting. 

Although they still felt it, the sense was distant, a note out of range. These happenings 

stopped being the symptoms of an unnameable disaster that was coming to them, that 

cumulative and looming thing. Cracks in the asphalt were tarred over. People begun 

riding at night once more and the pock-pock of ghoul’s soccer didn’t echo any longer 

from the low zones. What was left over became only the unremarkable stories of the 

things that were gone. 

W 
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People were not repulsed. At least, not in any way that could be considered 

moral. Birdsong’s aubade thinned to the croaking of crows that came to eat eggs from 

untended nests. After a short time it was hard to recall nature’s real peeping. In footage 

bird noises were mistaken for the electronic interference of phone signals or 

radiowaves. Names like bee-eater and osprey sheared from their dainty corpses and 

drifted just beyond recognition, like the logos of products discontinued since 

childhood. But aside from the birds, no useful nostalgia was had. Things do not always 

persist.  

In the falling gardens that year people drank cold spritzer and noted how 

asparagus, even when it was wrapped in white napkins of bread, made them think of 

murdering baby fir-trees. Glutted, they ate up, they put on alpine fat and filled their 

cupboards with more infant vegetables. People did not fear their embarrassing, 

arboreal deaths. Everything was going to be just fine.  

Rather: this takes place later. During a time when the old style, that urban 

fortress and conservative trade style, was out. Then liveliness was back in, the type of 

liveliness that rounds up to restlessness, then to recklessness, and as such is hazardous 

to life. What was fashionable was tanning, psychedelic rock and the clean-shaven look 

for men. A rush on uppers, property-speculation and adventure tours. Bestsellers 

included Misscum’s ubiquitous self-development paperback Positive Paths and the 

Epicure series of commercial make-up manuals for teens. In haste, everyone was mean 

and luminous until those words consumed each other. Paraffin burned down the hours. 

The twitch. Come back, they screamed in their beds and their cars, into their cupped 

palms and the backs of their heads. The End, you RIVAL. We’re Ready.  
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The Office of Icebergs 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

ERE WE ARE ACCUSTOMED TO SLIPPERY IMMIGRANTS, to changeable 

states and submerged anatomies. So at first, when we met Isca, we did not 

feel threatened. Regrettably there were looks – reactions of alarm and 

repulsion – because it was only later and in confidence that she filled us in on the deal 

with her face. But after the double-take we realised, it’s a woman! and we swivelled 

around in our chairs, raising our brows at one another as if to ask: but how did she get 

in? There had been no call forewarning us of her arrival, no intra-office memo, or email 

from our truant Director.     

The woman put down the knapsack she had been carrying and introduced 

herself. Isca, the glaciologist. Isca, we thought, taking her hand in ours, is that Jewish? 

Do we know any Jewish glaciologists? “We’re all glaciologists!” we exclaimed jumping 

up, because by now we wanted her to join with us in whatever game was being played, 

and, also, we felt really bad about her face. When we had been standing for a minute 

she said, “I’m from the Polar Ombudsman’s,” and to make it clear that she was on our 

side she produced a business card. “Oh yes!” we said, like it was no big thing, this tiny 

card. “Oh that Ombudsman, we know about him and his powers.” We hung out our 

healthiest smiles. “So ..,” Isca folded her hands into her armpits.  

“So where do you want me?” 

The truth of the situation at the Office of Icebergs was that we had been 

spiralling out of control for months. The brakes were totally off. Back when we got 

started only a handful of bergs exited the polar sea nurseries every summer and we 

geotagged them so easily, using our glaciologist know-how. We even had betting pools 

– wagers on how long the bergs would survive on the high seas – with zany penalties 

for the loser. It was not so disappointing to see something the size of architecture thaw 

down to a glass fist, then wink and disappear, if you stood to make some money behind 

H 
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it! Occasionally someone would even be made to take the elevator without pants. Yes, 

those were the salad days.  

Now everything was very far away from those days, but we still had the 

illusion.  

“Here,” we said, “this one is definitely the best one,” and we shuffled Isca 

across to a console that had begun to glitch whenever anyone breathed on the screen. 

Somebody (and we all knew who) had knocked an energy drink into the top drawer and 

now a multi-coloured mould spread a broad stain like a star map behind the monitor, 

crocheting soft, disgusting sleeves over the cables. It might have been art, if it was not 

putrid. “This seat raises,” we demonstrated, up and down, up again. We suspected Isca 

was short but we couldn’t bring ourselves to look her straight in the face to be sure. Or: 

we could do that, but that would not be the friendly thing because of our rebounding 

looks. Instead, we kept our eyes downcast. There were some charts that we rolled up 

quickly because they were lying. “We’ll get you fresh ones,” we said, “crispy fresh 

charts. For now you should get yourself acquainted, spend a few days. And coffee! 

There’s coffee.”   

In the kitchen we sunk to our knees like professional athletes or priests 

defrocked. The bright ran right off us. We had been wondering when someone like Isca 

would appear – bringing credentials and two faces, come to change our ways – but we 

were expecting that person would be a man in bullet-proof clothes. Probably more than 

one man! We were psyched for the wretchedness. It was what we deserved. Confess, 

confess. Next: the leg irons. What was she doing out there? Isca and her oversight 

authority. She was wearing cork sandals and a rain-jacket that rustled when she tapped 

on the monitor – that type of fabric would easily tear.   

“You shouldn’t do that,” we called through the doorway, “it works best when 

you only look. Belt-tightening!” She frowned and shook her head. Her hair shimmered 

like wet shale.   

We would not be afraid of her. She was just another glaciologist, a small 

glaciologist, working the iceberg system like all of us, impeded by malfunctioning 

resources. Oh no, we confirmed it with nods, she could not bring us down! We poured 

the kettle and returned to our desks with resolve, and steaming drinks.       

  

On Thursday the Limits of All Known Ice Report went out as usual, and we were on 

tenterhooks for the afternoon. Every time the phone rung we expected it to be the 

Maimed Sailors’ League calling to report a sunken fleet – listing their dead and injured 

men’s names. But as the day went by we loosened up a little. Our forgeries were very 
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convincing! Besides, how were we supposed to explain that the Antarctic ice had 

stopped behaving like ice used to? That ice didn’t even seem to be ice anymore? These 

were problems that were too complex for our computers. We called those machines 

‘The Grunters’ because they were so overloaded and noisy! Did it really matter that 

there were more icebergs in the sea than there were in the report? 

At five o’clock we exhaled. We brought out beers and the switchboard held our 

incoming messages. Even though it was only Thursday, we harboured some victorious 

sentiments.  

“Isca,” we asked with sociable beckoning. “Hey Isca, where are you from?”  

“Not as in, ‘the Ombudsman’s,’ from in the world?”  

Well, Isca was born on a boat! She was Australian, but her mother had been 

some kind of pioneer for science and Isca was delivered on a research vessel in the 

Pacific. Isca was two months-old before she was put down and rolled in the sand.  

“Huh,” we said. “Does that also make you a type of sea-nationality?”  

“It’s my nose you want to know about right,” said Isca, turning around from 

her console. “And why I don’t have eyebrows?” We each stared into the skylight above 

us, or the brewery logos in our palms. Isca wasn’t hideous, but we all agreed: she had 

one face on top of another face. Her expressions stayed underneath like objects covered 

by a cloth. She made us think of the taut heads of those bog-men that are sometimes 

unearthed when glaciers melt. All Iron Age nasal-cavity and sinew.   

“Frostbite” – she said, tearing a bottle from our six-pack – “I was an idiot. My 

eyebrows are probably still out on that ice-shelf, two cryogenic caterpillars.”  

Was that humour or was that horrific? We experimented with laughing, with 

goading digs in the ribs. She told us how, after a time with lasers and creams, her face 

had healed scald-smooth – except that the new skin dragged her nose to the west and 

her eyebrows would never grow back. She didn’t tell that story to people straight away, 

she said, because she was embarrassed at having been so feckless. And she would 

appreciate if we didn’t make a big deal out of it.  

We had some new respect for Isca then. Not for being able to use the word 

‘feckless,’ but because none of us had actually been on an ice-shelf since university 

days. Some of us hadn’t even done Antarctic fieldwork back then. She pulled her hair 

over one shoulder like a pet. Everything we knew, we knew by satellites, but Isca’s 

hands knew real ice.    

“I’ve considered having them tattooed back on,” Isca said after a moment of 

reflection, up-ending her beer. “The eyebrows. But I’d look like an alien, right?” No 
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Isca, we thought, not right. You’d look like a prehistoric bog-man. With tattoos. But of 

course we didn’t say it out loud.  

Frankly – and perhaps it was the beers, but all the same – the closer we got to 

her the more we wanted to press our fingers into her face. She had strange creases 

brinking her eye sockets, like punctuation marks from a language we couldn’t speak, 

while the sweeps of her cheekbones looked hard and cold. Would there be ticking 

undertows there we wondered, little swells pushing up? Isca wasn’t so unattractive. 

Maybe she wouldn’t mind that. In fact, maybe she longed to have her face stroked. 

Slowly, with calm precision. It could be collegiate and team-building! We thought 

about folding in around her with our palms held out flat. 

Isca threw her bottle into the wastepaper-bin and checked in on her 

wristwatch. We snapped out of whatever it was we’d snapped into. What were we doing 

with such early alcohol in the office? This fine line was a high wire!  

“You don’t mind if I take my copy of the Limits Report home, no?” she said, 

unzipping her knapsack. “You’ve all worked so hard,” Isca appraised the cover-page. 

“These graphs look impressive.”  

Shock, gelid and sudden, flooded us. That sly quisling. Distracting us with 

stories of ship birth and frostbite, making us imagine the nap of her skin. She must 

have collected a copy of the report off the printer when we weren’t watching her.  

“Oh,” we grasped for it but the report had already slid with a handful of other 

papers into her bag. We’d been so careless. “Oh” – in the most nonchalant tone, we told 

her – “the Polar Ombudsman had his copy faxed already. It’s very boring,” we said. 

“We’ll just send you the executive summary.” Someone reached to take the report back, 

but she rebuffed them. Isca showed us some of her canines then and said in a sinister 

way: “Don’t undersell yourselves. I bet it’s really interesting.” She collected her thin 

jacket and left before we could think of anything more to say.  

Standing there in the office our frantic hearts pumped a chilly froth.      

 

We couldn’t sleep that night. In bed we kicked our wives. They told us to just get up or 

lie still. Two of us who owned dogs took those dogs out to local parks. We listened to 

leaf math in the wind, or cars in the distance, or breath in the bedrooms. Rain eddied 

high above, but it didn’t fall down. Each of us wondered if the rest of us were awake 

too, and hearing the garden, or the highway, or some lungs.  

The Ombudsman was who we were thinking of. The luminous Ombudsman. 

How he stood for transparency, for shining through. We had never seen him at the 

Office of Icebergs, but we felt sure he was foreign and back-lit with authority. Probably 
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he was Canadian, or French-Canadian. But wasn’t the Ombudsman also connected to 

the Queen in some familial way too? So, aristocratic and British then. He might own 

hounds for sport – dogs more fierce than our own. The Ombudsman was the light at 

the end of our tunnel. Coming to shackle our ankles. The baying of the pack. We were 

brimming with penitence.   

 

Isca was a very convincing traitor. The next morning she didn’t say a single word about 

the report or what she had conveyed to the Ombudsman about us. She came in early 

and brewed a plunger of coffee in the kitchen.  

“TGIF,” she called out as we arrived and sat down at our consuls. “What have 

you all got planned for the weekend?”  

We didn’t know what that was a code for. Who was she talking to? We swung 

on our chairs, sleep-deprived and fretful, wearing our very best business socks and 

pumping our fists. Was she going to say nothing about the Limits of All Known Ice? No 

one answered her. It was too much – there needed to be some reckoning. Where were 

the dogs and the men wearing Kevlar? Didn’t they know about the lives we’d put at 

risk? We were a public menace!  

“What about you Bill?” Isca waved a mug through the doorway. “Are you going 

to the game Bill? You’re a supporter, yes?”  

Supporter? We looked at one another. “I’m a supporter,” Bill said quickly. 

“Definitely, I’m a supporter.” “We’re all supporters,” we shouted. “It’s not a game! We 

support it all.”  

It was hard to tell what Isca thought of that, but she didn’t say anything else. 

She took her mug to her desk and stared into her screen with a scarf wound around her 

ghastly face to suppress the dank smell. Exactly what she knew was unclear, but until 

she had amassed the evidence it seemed that she was going to keep quiet. She was in 

league with the higher forces of the Ombudsman – they were keeping a file, building a 

case, planting monitoring devices. Or: had she in fact not figured it out yet?  

For most of the morning we did our best work, tagging and monitoring the sea-

ices as they moved across the great blank table of the Southern Ocean. Around eleven 

Bill’s biggest berg broke up and sent out snarlers – bits of ice that travel in a flotilla and 

make a gnashing noise as they rub against each other. The snarlers entered a rubbish 

vortex and started to cause trouble. If we had still been gambling then, Bill might have 

had to ride the lift in his underpants. He was always lucking out, that Bill. He wore his 

superstitious boxers every day, but he was always lucking out! Of course, we were not 

going to gamble with Isca around.  
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We rung the guys in the Office of Shipping Routes and told them to warn their 

fishing trawlers about the snarlers. Sometimes, when the bergs went into a rubbish 

patch, they would take up plastic waste and re-freeze it into blocks of ice-locked trash. 

This was becoming more frequent. Shipping Routes emailed through some 

photographs taken from the deck of a bulk-carrier last week, of icebergs full of crisp-

packets and shopping bags. It’s completely normal, we wrote back, for this time of 

year. Just try not to hit those ones. Try not to disperse the rubbish.     

What was normal anymore? The guys in Shipping Routes didn’t know! They 

relied on us, and we were off the deep end, out of line, flying blind. We had stopped 

tagging all the bergs because there were too many for us to keep track of. Even the 

bergs we did follow were behaving in ways we couldn’t predict. How they picked up 

sea-trash was not the half of it! The circumpolar currents were nearly always off course 

now, and tomato-coloured tides had started to appear in water that was supposed to be 

too cold for that. We suspected that there were large blood-bergs in those tides; ice 

dyed haemoglobin red by the bad plankton in the sea. But how could we pick them out 

from the satellite images? Who could see a red thing in a red sea?! 

It wasn’t that we were afraid of losing our jobs. We knew that was the end that 

was coming to us, and we would be relieved when it arrived. We would be penitent, like 

bankers, then. But right now we weren’t bankers, we were glaciologists. We were 

scientists. We couldn’t just say that we didn’t understand the things that were going on 

with the icebergs. There were our grant applications to think of. And Isca – the mole, 

our infiltrator – had begun to compile records. We didn’t know how long we could wait, 

but the end, the end had to be close. 

After lunch Isca suddenly stood up and her chair tipped over backwards onto 

the ground. She made a loud gurgling noise and pointed at her console. At first with 

cautiousness, and then some shuddering anticipation, we gathered around. One huge 

megaberg lurched across her screen, newly splintered from the Ross Ice Shelf. The berg 

was flanked by a navy of inferior sea-ices, as if it had been dropped from a great height 

to break there. Whitescrap (wave-caps, wreckage and wakes) seethed along its 

perimeter, and a plume of sea-soil rose up behind it, showing where it had dragged its 

thick root along the ocean’s floor. This berg was far bigger than anything we’d ever seen 

at the Office – it had the dimensions of a small continent, and it was ploughing an 

unnaturally straight line in the sea. Isca plotted its trajectory while we watched. She 

amended her estimate for the curvature of the Earth, then re-plotted it thrice to 

confirm. Bill seemed crestfallen and delighted all at once, as if he’d finally won a bet 

that he never knew he’d made.  
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The megaberg was coming, the megaberg was seeking landfall. It was headed 

directly for the peninsula on which the Office of Icebergs, the Office of Shipping Routes 

and all the other Offices of The Atmospheres, Grounds and Oceans were located. As 

punctual as an omen.  

When Isca turned her two faces to us, we understood perfectly what needed to 

happen next. There was a moment when everything was very still and sharp, and every 

one of us noticed that the rain had begun to drum its many fingers on the skylight. 

Then we felt something flip over to its shining side within us, and suddenly her 

knapsack was on the ground being stamped on. Someone had Isca by the lapels, 

demanding her allegiances, the jacket sliding all around, and someone else was tearing 

all the cables out from all the grunting machines. “Shhhh,” we said, “shhhh.” Sit down. 

shut up.” 

We were all glaciologists, and we knew exactly how things should end.                  
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The Nocturnals 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

HEY WOULD GO STAR-GAZING IN ANY OF THE HUNDREDS OF HIGH 

places they knew of, between the sheep fields, the vineyards and the cut-flower 

farms that rose up out of the sibilant wheats to the East. They would take off in 

the late afternoon, driving in old Seddon’s four by four. Just the pair of them, as it had 

been when they’d first got married – the windows wound down and the telescope 

folded like a child sleeping in the back, with a seatbelt tightened around it.   

They took the top road or the eastern highway, and squads of motorcyclists 

overtook them – but they would not follow the round roads on the way there. The 

mood would be buoyant, their movements meditative. Seddon held his arm out in the 

slatted sun and let it drag, as if he were pulling through deep water. Naomi rested her 

bare feet on the dashboard. They would listen to Neil Young, or some curdled jazz on a 

cassette that had bent in the heat, and when the music finished and the tape-deck 

clicked they would say nothing at all. Sometimes Naomi dozed in the warmth. The 

roof’s interior had torn a long time ago. Fragments of yellowed foam speckled the light 

around them and it was so beautiful then, as if they had stolen that air from inside a 

hand-built wooden church, or saved it up since the 1970s. Naomi would snore faintly 

and mumble; shifting from her side, to her back, to her side. Then the shade turned 

silty in the gullies and a gloaming moon begun to stutter in the trees. Seddon would 

whistle – a directionless tune, wriggling like a tadpole on his tongue – until Naomi 

yawned and pointed. Here. Begin here. Because this turnoff looked vaguely promising, 

and now time was tangling up behind them. Unlatching and re-latching a gate, any gate 

with quiet apologies to the owner, they went uphill in the truck. By an ungraded road 

or a dry riverbed, they headed straight for the bristling ridge.    

 They would pack a plastic box of small onions, cheese and bread, red wine, a 

LED lantern, a compass and overcoats, although in those nights of late summer they 

only ever used the coats to lay out on. Parking the four by four, its engine still tinkling, 

they strode through the fields of oilseeds, carrying the box between them. Hip-deep, 

T 
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they trod in the furrows. Their gaze would be lifted to the higher ground, seeking a 

suitable flat place above the sweeps.  

As the day finally ebbed, they would emerge from the crop feeling right. Strong 

in themselves. Seddon’s beard gleamed in the dusk, as if he’d pouched it with embers, 

and his wife would appear limned in canola. Or else there might be the streaked ink of 

Paterson’s Curse on their clothes, and a confetti of carbonised fragments drifted in 

from a distant burn-off, settled over their heads and salting their eyebrows. Kangaroos 

ricocheted down the slope, heavy and nimble. When the couple reached the spot they 

sought from the road – a rocky outcrop or a copse of short trees – they would no longer 

be able to see the truck. They would set down the box with the scope in its sleeve. 

Seeming to anyone who might have happened upon them then, to be the lost Gods of 

Christmas, they brushed the sun and pollen off each other. It fell in rings on the 

ground, and faded there.    

The earliest galaxies would just be loose hoops of atoms as they silently 

unrolled their coats. Gumnuts and dried animal droppings would be brushed aside, the 

ground roughly swept. They would lie there, on their backs for a while, listening to the 

fields churn with sunset life. Piece by piece, they detached their shoulders, their spines, 

their hips, their knees, against the cooler earth. A pair of tawny frogmouths spoke 

above in gospel vowels. This was the beginning of star-gazing. 

 

After the grief had come a bottomless fury that drove them from their home. They 

searched for places where they could fall apart: on the tinderbox floor of sclerophyllous 

forests, in the asthmatic cold of wild caves, camped on the stripped, crystalline playas 

of saltpans. Hadn’t they read somewhere, the thing about nature was that it healed? 

How after a death, you were meant to do this to yourself, to break down, to lay down in 

yourself, like you were only the body-cage, some marsupial roadkill. Collarbones and 

hide on a frame, blown to the quick, and always the endless, endless rage. Never saying 

his name.  

They waited for the green to rush into them. To make cold waterholes in their 

heads. She tore out her hair, watched it bundled and rolled aimlessly by the wind. 

Empty cocoons that waltzed, and then skittered away. But everywhere they went they 

only found other people. Soon after arriving, there always came an extended hand, 

sociable introductions, queries about where they were from and where they were 

bound for. They packed up again. They returned to the house.  
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Night stepped in all around. Naomi would press one ear against the ground and watch 

while Seddon positioned himself to face her, listening intently with his other ear 

through the thin layer of his coat. The wheat tweaked underground, a distant flagpole, 

tung tung tung, rung low – telegraphing across the kilometres. Buried seeds snapped 

and popped, opening up their throats for water on the lightless underside, while beetles 

scratched channels up through the loam to find them. Cicadas rasped amid the granite 

strew. Down on this level, everything repeated and repeated. The rivulet tracks of 

insects reminded them of their tyre-tread. Errant dandelions, of shrunken trees.  

Seddon reached out and touched Naomi’s face. Somewhere far off a ram 

bellowed and bled out into the land, but it would already be dead by the time the sound 

reached them; plucked at by crows and rewritten across the field in an animate 

typography of ants. Naomi would hold his hand then, cupped under her jaw, so that he 

could feel the slow machinery of her smile. 

  

When the pain of mourning reached its zenith, they had decided, recklessly, to hike a 

route through a remote part of the Daintree in far north Queensland. They had come to 

loathe each other by then; didn’t touch, could barely even speak without acid rising up 

through their chests. When they woke in the morning, after short moments of 

forgetting, they were suddenly nauseated by those other features that danced beneath 

both of their faces, and by how they constantly summoned up his name with all the 

named-shaped silences they put into their ratcheted breakfast conversation.  

Naomi dreamt he was a toddler again. She went to the crib and found it full of 

his race cars. She threw them out, one by one, clattering onto the floorboards. But the 

crib would not be emptied and she never found their boy in there, underneath all those 

bright metal toys. She woke in a tract of sweat. Seddon got up in the darkest part of the 

night and taped dust-sheets over all the mirrors. He lay down a framed photograph, 

flat on the mantle. Then he knelt on the kitchen tiles and poured himself a beer. The 

condensation ran off the glass and made a tiny pool. He stayed there – crouched and 

shivering like a communicant, in a perfect parallelogram of light that fell from the door 

of the open refrigerator – until he heard the sound of the mailman passing.   

However much they hated each other, they were unified in one conclusion: 

they hated other people more. People with their useless sympathies, their sagacity and 

their offers of advocacy. How their friends refused to just leave them in peace to rot 

into their soft furnishings. People arrived carrying frozen meals covered in alfoil. They 

brewed tea, threw out the withered flowerheads and washed their few unclean dishes. 

So Seddon and Naomi chose a location where they could finally be uninterrupted, 
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utterly isolated, and then they told everyone that they knew, this meant: things are 

getting better. A holiday, a walk, a project to share. The lush and reviving rainforest – 

so different from their previous excursions to places of hardship, places that vibrated 

with desolation and emptiness. They were moving on; everyone agreed that much was 

clear. But although they never said it aloud to one another, both of them secretly knew 

why it was that they were going so very far away, and why of all the trips they’d taken 

since the accident, they’d planned this one the least. They were going there to find 

some unseen, thickened place – deep, ripe and blue – where no one had ever been 

before, or was likely to go in years to come. They were going there to kill each other.  

 

In the upper paddock now, Naomi felt a larger creature bustling about in the soil, going 

down a burrow that ran like a tap-root from directly underneath her heart. Perhaps 

that was her heart, she sensed, dropped into the earth – moving as blind as a 

marsupial mole, nosing the cold clay above the watertable. Driven by whatever dreams 

a mole has. Go on heart, she urged, seek that ocean, underground. They felt 

themselves drifting in air, swimming in earth. Road-trains rumbled far away. The wire 

fences would be trilling at that hour – aquiver with the hopping of wrens – and from 

the fields below them there rose a good, baked smell that, deceptively, they knew to be 

a certain commercial pesticide.  

Passing the wine between mouthfuls, they would get up every now and again to 

swing the stiffness from their joints and stamp the pins and needles from their feet. 

After some time had passed, Naomi would start by assembling the telescope and 

aligning it to the celestial pole – checking the compass in the dim light, while Seddon 

wandered further in the early dark. The telescope had many parts, connections like 

elbows and fasteners that needed to be variously constricted or slackened, but Naomi 

could do it at midnight and with her eyes shut if she had to. Piece clicked assuredly into 

piece. It was pleasurable to have knowledge of this object, to show it the kind of respect 

that a body in routine can perform; all her motions would be moderate, sequenced and 

complete. Moths skirmished in a helix above the lantern, and sometimes they alighted 

on her jersey, hanging there momentarily like misplaced puzzle pieces. Next she 

arranged their food – a slice of pickled onion, a morsel of cheese, a rectangle of bread – 

in gobbets on an enamelware plate.  

Naomi sat back then, to watch Seddon roaming about. She would be feeling a 

great love for him as he seemed to join and then separate from the sky, stretching his 

hands out and coiling up into the cooling breeze. She would sometimes see him 

jumping – hovering mid-air for a second or two longer – as if the atmosphere were 
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thicker than usual. His smallest acts were possessed of magic. There would be the 

glassy shimmer of distant lightning on the horizon, and the thunder that followed 

brought the cicadas to a high and seething frenzy. What she felt for him was the 

abundant love that exists between humans, but it was also the powerful affection and 

unstated communication that one has with places; with childhood rivers, specific trees, 

and certain bends in the coast. She felt calmer here than she had felt anywhere, at any 

time she could remember.   

A short interval away Seddon would be picking out the bright stamps of 

windows where families were bedding down for the night – sliding away the last piece 

of clean cutlery in the drawer, kissing their dozy children on their foreheads. As each 

square blinked shut, he knew that a few pairs of eyes were now turned up to the tiny 

gleam high on the hillside. It made him happy to think they were imagining the 

presence of the star-gazers, who were imagining them falling asleep in their rooms. 

And it grew darker.      

 

The Daintree walk had been harder than they’d imagined, and like characters in a fable 

they found that they couldn’t turn around. It was as if some unnatural monster were 

pursuing them soundlessly, relentlessly through the maze, which of course, it was. 

Their packs were much too heavy. The understory never lifted out of murkiness and 

miasma. Every footprint they put down was immediately swallowed up again by the 

hungry floor of the rainforest. Leeches worked their way into the bands of their socks, 

and grew as fat and black as figs there. They begun to hear a sort of knocking inside 

their own voices: their sentences stopped short and rebounded back to them by the 

dense vegetation. The forest made them sound like recordings of themselves from 

another age – babyish, and yet strangely older too. Where were they? Who were they? 

In every hinge of their bodies an ache seized hold. Underneath the trees, the forest 

floor was formed like a frozen ocean, so that they constantly walked over crests and 

down into swales. Clearly they were not young anymore. In fact they were of an age to 

be loving their envisioned grandchildren; those daring little ghosts that were now even 

less material than actual ghosts. Only coffins of radiant air, blown apart again, again – 

clouds of exhaust fumes, dispersing, without end. But they went on further in, fearing 

what it would mean if they were to look back up the way they’d come.   

Out of habit, and also to keep herself from crying, Naomi mouthed the 

botanical names of the plants that she recognised. First in the Latin, but finding those 

words too cold and slithery, then by their common names. Fern, cycad, fan-palm. Blue 

Quandong. Conifer. Here was Ribbonwood, dropping its slitted clusters, which were 
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also known as Idiot Fruit for their poison. Elsewhere she had heard that these woody 

fruits had put entire herds of cattle into seizures. She put a few into her pocket for 

safekeeping, and just to know she was carrying something dangerous; they rattled like 

dice when she stumbled. A Wait-a-While-Vine with its cross-hatched thorns lay across 

the track like a spiny python sleeping. There were Stinging Trees. Stranglers too. She 

found herself unable to breathe properly, panting amidst the grotesque nursery that 

pressed in around them. The sticky fly-trap plants were ankle height and snapping. 

Underfoot, the ground slipped them up and sucked them down. Mute mouthed 

bromeliads hung overhead. Felty mosses dripped from the green ceiling, giggling with 

thrips and slapping Naomi on the neck. Her bruises grew into other bruises, met 

colonies of bites, until her whole body took on the patina of a world map. 

Although neither of them had much of an appetite, at night they stopped 

begrudgingly, to share meals of nuts, meat jerky, reconstituted vegetables, rice and 

freeze dried ice-cream – eaten in a wetted hush. All that remained then, was the Deb 

instant mash and a beaded mass of sultanas stuck together in a damp cardboard box. 

Needless to say, starvation was one option. When they did sleep, they slept in their 

two-man tent with a piece of netting fitted up between them, straight-jacketed into 

their goose down sleeping bags. Leaves splattered onto the canvas above, and in the 

forest hidden creatures yowled, scuffled and ripped at the night. At one point Naomi 

thought that she heard the screeching of cats – but surely, she reasoned, there couldn’t 

possibly be cats living this far away from the vehicle tracks and the developments. 

What would they eat? A peculiar idea got a hold of her in the close gloom of the tent: 

that the instant she had conjured up the word “cat,” the forest had heard it, and a patch 

of humus would have risen up in a feline, slinking form.  

The next morning, as inevitably as in a tale (for there really was no other 

explanation) Seddon saw a tabby halfway up a tree trunk and, struck by a sudden red 

fog, he snatched up a tent-peg and flung it at it, intending to impale the animal. The cat 

hissed, and leapt away unharmed over the tassel ferns. The peg meanwhile, had 

ricocheted off the tree, chipping out a pale grin in the bark and disappearing into the 

khaki nothingness of the forest. Furious at himself for being so unmindful, and for 

losing such a valuable part of their kit, Seddon blundered out into the undergrowth – 

peeking under the dinner-plate fans of palms and raking his hands through the topsoil, 

hoping to find the peg, rolled beneath the leaf litter. He disturbed a colony of 

centipedes of different sizes, and they raced away – a wig on legs. A puff-ball as big as a 

human head let loose a grey nimbus of spores that billowed around him like trapped 

cannon smoke. Why did everything in the Daintree make him think of 
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dismemberment? Sweat slicked down his back and legs. He sat down between two 

buttress roots, feeling tensile and desperate. There was something crunchy under his 

right thigh and he tried to pull it out. Bleached and drizzling a stunning indigo mould, 

he saw that it was half a packet of salt and vinegar crisps. Aghast, he shook it free, and 

choked back a sob. Was there nowhere left where they could be alone with their 

bottomless fury?  

 

Alternating turns peering into the sky through the eyepiece, Seddon would pause now 

and again to feed Naomi a cube of cheese, a little bite of onion, taking care to know 

where everything was in the dark. He would place it on her tongue and she would take 

it silently, tasting salt and ferrous grit, pursing her lips gently around the ends of his 

fingertips. She handed him the wine bottle and put knobs of bread into his hands, 

listening to him hum in a barely audible, hooking baritone. The lightning had wheeled 

on over the horizon, pushing back a dry wind to rustle in the wheat. When Naomi was 

crouched over the telescope, Seddon would occasionally brush her fringe out of her 

eyes and touch her lightly on the nape of the neck, tracing circles inside circles around 

the nodules of her vertebrae.  

Through the lens they saw the other worlds, rosaceous and netted – minutely 

pulsing like anemones underneath a shining, stippled sea. What looked tiny and finite 

was, they knew, colossal and far-flung. They pushed the range of their telescope out 

past the nearest bands, finding nests within glowing nests, and opening up the 

doorways of the greater dark. There was a specific star they would be searching for 

now; a star that was, in fact, not a star. It was their moment of turning, their message, 

and it had appeared above them only once before – hard and steady as a stone falling 

through glycerine. Back then it had seemed that it was coming for them. But it kept on 

going, and for a long time they told each other that they needed to see it again, just 

once, to know that it really meant to leave them behind. Naomi and Seddon had 

become star-gazers only after many anguished and diligent months of being star-

hunters.   

At around one o’clock or two, the lacework of galaxies would suddenly descend 

from the sky. They were down to their thighs in the cosmos. Supernovas snagged and 

tugged in Naomi’s hair. Seddon’s mouth filled with unrecognised metals as the stars 

probed his gums and ran out over his tongue like electricity, and also like something 

very, very old; water straight from Antarctica. They would turn off the lantern and 

abandon the telescope in that hour, taking the sky into their lungs, speaking it back out 

as sparks of wordless punctuation. The mournful calls of night-birds chorused with the 
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broar booar broar of frogs in their shallow lairs. Somewhere nearby more kangaroos 

loped – the pads of their feet seeming to come to land so deliberately and lightly, and to 

take off again without expecting to ever need to touch down. Each bound would be 

flight. Each landing, tintinnabulation. Together they would run their hands across the 

skin beneath their clothes, laughing, feeling the indwelling constellations there flare 

and dim and flare again under pathways of touch. Charting familiars clusters of heat, 

shivering nebula. Into those dizzying, quickening minutes then, the cold of his belt 

buckle against her stomach, the fervour of their partial undoings, precision abandoned, 

tasting sweat and iron and ozone all at once. How star-gazing collapsed inwardly, 

hurriedly. They were luminous, there on the uneven ground, pushed on by the orbital 

plunge and whir of the universe.  

    

Although it had become no lighter as they hiked through the rainforest, things had 

begun to obtain a certain dazzle for Naomi. The track. The trees. White orchids. Like 

spoons. She turned the Idiot Fruit over and over in her pocket, hearing them chatter. 

Everything was too present, too vividly itself. She saw how the forest set itself free of 

language, how it didn’t need her to give it its names; it was as it was, without her. She 

gazed at things closely, simultaneously fascinated and oddly disinterested. Track. 

Trees. Orchid. What an awkward word for that tiny, violent smack of white, like a 

child’s teaspoon in the undergrowth. So separate from the dankness, but not, for at its 

middle it was black too. She stared into it and saw that she was there, she was down in 

the gullet of the orchid, stretching out into petals. Her face felt like it was peeling away 

from her, pulling off in all directions. Numbly, she watched it drift away, rippling like a 

piece of silk into the greenery, pulled this way and that. Then she swivelled on her heel 

and jogged to catch up with Seddon.    

Seddon had struck out at a blistering pace after finding the chip packet – 

hacking at the nubbly limbs of rattan vines, yelling and swearing in the echo-chamber 

of the forest. He chopped, and tripped up, and chopped again. Ordinary looking brown 

birds regarded them from their shaded perches, tilting their heads. Naomi had 

forgotten what those birds were called. She thought: but now I know how he’ll do it. 

When we get there, with the machete. She watched him lop a sapling in seconds, and 

keep on. Honour and ritual. It would be a relief – her eyes stung, she stunk and her legs 

were on fire. Their corpses would finally be stilled, indecent with red and orange 

bracket fungi, slowly siphoned off into the forest. Peace. No one left to keep on saying, 

and not saying, his name. Then, over time, just ash in a stream. Detritus on the stones.  
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They stopped to scrape the last of the sultanas from the bottom of the box, and 

lick their fingers clean. Their was a leech on Naomi’s calf and when she jerked at it, it 

came away easily, satiated of her and pumped taut. She rolled it between her thumb 

and forefinger, mildly disgusted. Then with her pen-knife she cut the leech open, and 

stared for a long time into the brilliant pink core of herself there. How many others, 

bulbs of blood, were already sneaking off into the forest behind them? Taking her 

apart, draining her out into those eerie, wet thickets. She was exhausted and frustrated 

with how gradually things were breaking down. The time-lapse of documentaries was 

what she had expected; a quickening dissipation. There was the sound of an unseen 

river nearby and it made her feel twitchy. 

They didn’t stop because there was nothing left to eat, and nothing left to say to 

one another instead of eating. Seddon cut a route towards what seemed to be a kind of 

clearing adjacent to the river. He believed he was possessed of a fateful charge that day, 

and felt the strength of a much younger man throbbing in his arms and his legs. He 

couldn’t help picturing their son, who had been a teenage athlete and a member of the 

surf club before he grew up, and was taken from them at the age of twenty-seven. Their 

tall, brown, over-confident son, who could be thoughtful too, and even at times, 

pensive. In his prime, as their friends had said. But Seddon remembered him at fifteen 

too, when he’d come second in a hard-fought race and taken it like a man, shook the 

winner’s hand, and only cried later on the drive home; that, Seddon thought, was his 

prime. When he still had boyhood in him, and he could choose it, or not. It had been 

the first time he’d observed his son from a distance, and known he would turn out to be 

a good man – regardless of anything else that was to come.  

Wielding the machete had given Seddon large, wet blisters, but he kept on 

hacking. His trousers were tight and heavy with sweat. Soon his palms were bloodied 

and sticky, but there wasn’t any pain – just a mild sting in a place he couldn’t quite get 

to with his mind. It could have only been fifty metres or so to the clearing, but it took 

them nearly two hours to get in there. The twilight pricked through the canopy in spots 

of unnatural colour and there were mosquitos, whining in their ears and finding ways 

into their sleeves. When the river was at its loudest, and the world had dipped in 

shadow, he finally cut through, and fell to his knees with a loud groan. Naomi followed 

him in, wondering if he’d broken a bone at last – or shattered his wrists on falling. 

Until she looked past him and saw it there. 

Sunk into the thick riverine earth lay an abandoned car chassis. It was still 

recognisable as a panel-van, once white, up on its wheel base and rusting. The tyres 

were long since slack and frayed. Perished rubber, and parts of the grill and engine 
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were strewn all around, as if the van had tossed them aside in an act of hurried 

undressing. It must have been there for years, and yet it seemed meant for only them to 

happen upon. There were no signs of people having been here recently: no weals in the 

ground from strangers’ boots, or dragging tracks leading out of the clearing. The 

interior of the van was greasy with mildew and the naugahyde peeled back off the seats 

in long, sagging strips. Moss had grown up in plush emerald pillows around it, and one 

door hung open, stuck fast. It was totally surrounded by trees, as if it had been dropped 

from the sky into the forest. The sudden desecration of all their plans. Seddon lay 

shaking on the ground, mewling, his pack abandoned beside him. How could that 

which had been following them, now swerve out in front of them? The rear-view mirror 

of the van caught the setting sun and flashed for a second.  

Naomi helped him into the driver’s seat, and together they lay looking up 

through a rift in the ceiling, crying and holding onto one another, for many hours. 

Then, when it was dark and the river had quietened to burbling rush, they saw their 

star, or what they thought was a star, huge as a coin. They decided to go on together, 

without him. The next day a family in a speedboat picked them up from the bank, and 

told them how a channel of debris had been forced into the forest flanking the river 

during a flood two winters earlier. The trees were full of trash, the man said, and 

probably the car had been washed downstream, to come to rest in the clearing. The 

forest was deceiving – appearing old when it was in fact, newly rejuvenated. His wife 

saw that Seddon was shaken, and wrapped his hands in bandages. Naomi stood at the 

end of the boat and emptied her pockets into the water. The Idiot Fruit plunked and 

floated away on the currents.  

 

When the sky began to lift at its edges, pearl-skin grey, and the crows began their 

wakeful cawing, Seddon and Naomi would dismantle the telescope, roll up their coats 

and jostle against one another for warmth. They carried everything back to their 

vehicle, stepping lightly through the dawn, and set out this time by the ring-roads. 

There might be a few leaves or seeds stuck to their backs and shoulders, and the air was 

cold. They wiped the dew from the windows, and drove past the honey farms and the 

shearing stations, past the sculpture park with its painted mannequins swaying on 

wires. They drove until they found the hairpin bend they knew, and there they pulled 

over. A small white cross, decorated with a few plastic flowers, was tacked to a karri 

tree there. They each touched it, and then stood with their heads bowed before it for a 

few minutes.  
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It had been there, some time ago, their third or fourth visit with tears still in 

their eyes, when a bikie pulled up beside them and asked if they were the star-gazers. 

Seddon replied that they were, and the man took off his helmet and told them he knew 

a thing or two about the constellations, and what time of year the planets appeared. He 

asked what they’d seen, and the brand of telescope that they used. He mentioned the 

Morning Star, and how he’d once seen the green curtains of the auroras.   

 “We’re looking for one star in particular,” Naomi said, and he asked where 

they’d been and in what month they’d seen it. When she told him he started to smile, 

and he put his large hand on Seddon’s shoulder.  

“Mate,” he said. “That would’ve been the International Space Station.” And 

then they all began to laugh, because it was so absurd but strangely so right that they 

should be drawn back into the world in this way.    

They would kneel before the tree, in the dawn they had chosen, and hold 

tightly to each other.  
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